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The 2001 Workshop on the Utilization of Research Reactors, which is the tenth Workshop on the

theme of research reactor utilization, was held in Beijing, China from November 5 to 9. This

Workshop was executed based on the agreement in the Second Coordinator's Meeting of Forum for

Nuclear Cooperation in Asia (NCA) held in Tokyo. March 2001.

The Workshop consists of three groups under the themes of the following fields, 1) Neutron

Scattering. 2) Tc Generator, and 3) Neutron Activation Analysis. The total number of participants for

the Workshop was about 70 people from 8 countries:- China, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the

Philippines. Thailand. Vietnam, and Japan.

This report consists of 12 papers from the plenary session, 12 papers for Neutron Scattering, 13

papers for Tc Generator. I11 papers for Neutron Activation Analysis and a summary report.

Keywords: Utilization, Research Reactor, Neutron Scattering, Te Generator, Neutron Activation

Analysis, and ENCA.

This Workshop was sponsored by the Ministry of Education, Culture. Sports. Science and

Technology (MEXT) and the China Atomic Energy Authority (CAEA). and the Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute (JAERI) had been assigned by MEXT as the responsible organization for

holding the Workshop. This report includes the results carried out under the contract between JAERI

and MEXT under the auspices of the special account aw for electric power development promotion.
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1. METROLOGICAL ROLE OF REACTOR NEUTRON ACTIVATION

ANALYSIS IN CONTEMPORARY INORGANIC TRACE ANALYSIS

TL4AV WEZHI

CH-INA INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY, P.O.BOX 275-50, BEIJING 102413,.CHINA

TEL: 86-10-69357308, FAX: 86-10-69357008, E-MAIL: wztian~iris.ciae.net-cn

PRELUDE

(A Brief Overview of Reactor NAA)

*MAJOR MILESTONES IN METHODOLOGy

* Invention of NAA, 193 6
* Use of reactor neutrons for activation, 1950s
* Use of computerized Ge spectrometers for analysis, 1960s

*MAJOR FIELDS OF APPLICATIONS
+ GEO- AND COSMO- SCIENCES

Ir abnormal - K/T extinction
NAA of geogas for deep-lying deposit exploration
NAA for REE and PGE

*LIFE SCIENCES

Trace element contents in foods and reference man
Correlation between diseases and trace elements
B ioavailability of essential elements
Speciation for metabolic mechanism and bio-functions of trace elements

* ENVIRONMENT SCIENCES
Sources, transport, trends, and health impact of airborne particulate matter

Elemental background survey of soils
* MATERIAL SCIENCE

Bulk, surface, and depth profiling analysis of Si, etc.
Correlation between impurity and property

* ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND FORENSIC SCIENCES
Provenance (and date) of unearthed objects
Elemental pattern matching for detection of criminals

* METROLOGICAL SCIENCES

To be elaborated in detail
*CURRENT STATUS OF REACTOR NAA

* Dynamic and vitality years after mature
* Facing challenge in sensitivity from new methods

* Unique advantage - high quality in metrology

- 3--
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In a series of three papers, the inherent characteristics of relative instrumental neutron
activation analysis (INAA) as a primary ratio method of measurement, the unique functions of
parametric NAA as an ideal back-up method of the relative NAA, and the valuable role of
[NAA i characterization of sampling behavior of individual elements in certified reference

materials (CRMs) will be discussed.

I. INHERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF RELATIVE INAA AS A PRIMARY

RATIO METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the first of the series, the uncertainty evaluation and the traceability of values

measured by neutron activation analysis (NAA), especially instrumental NAA (NAA), will be
described to demonstrate the method at its "the state-of-the-art" level can meet CCQM criteria for
a primary ratio method. The current scope and possible future expansion will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Remarkable progress in the quality of trace analysis achieved during the past three decades is

largely enhanced by the development of quality control programs based on certified reference
materials (CRMs). Now thousands of CRMs of various kinds have been and are being produced,
certified and used worldwide for analytical quality control.

As far as the quality is concerned however, CRMs still have room to be further improved.
For example, certified values for trace and ultratrace elements are still relatively few arid poor. A
survey of 175 major international biological CRMs showed that 34 out of 83 naturally occurring
elements have not been, or only poorly, certified (Notably, most of them are NAA determinable.).

NAA has been playing an important role in certification of R.Ms for multielements, for its
inherent advantages to be widely matrix-independence and of generally high accuracy. However,
NAA has so far not been recognized as having potential to be a primary method of-measurement.
This situation has hindered the improvement of the quality of trace element certification. In this
paper, a comprehensive description is to be given to demonstrate the qualification of INAA as a
primary ratio method or a so called definitive method.

TRACEABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS BY

RELATIVE INAA
In NAA, mass of an element of interest (, kg), is correlated with the measuring signal, the

counting rate of the specific radiation from the indicator nuclide (A, s'), by the following
equation:

A = (m/M).O.N..cr.y.e.S.D.C (I)

In relative NAA, eq. (1) can be written for the element of interest in both the standard and
the unknown sample. By ratioing the two equations and canceling the completely equal items (M,
N, y and in most cases, S), we have the following equation:

-4-
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where, subscripts s and u stand for the standard and the unknown, respectively.
The mass of the element of interest in the unknown sample, m. is therefore expressed as:

M. m, R(9) R(o) R(O).- R(sr). R(D) R(C) (3)
R(A)

where, R(X) ='~

The uncertainties of the eight parameters in eq. (3) used for calculating m,. can all be
quantitatively evaluated and expressed in SI units:

in,: Elemental standards are made of high purity elements or compounds. The masses of the
elements in standards are determined by primary direct methods with balance calibrated by
national standard weights traceable to international standard of mass. Their uncertainties are
therefore expressed in SI unit for mass, kg.

A relative uncertainty of 0.3% (95% c.l.) in m, is usually achievable.
R(O): In almost all cases R(O) = . There are very few exceptions.
R(cr) In most cases, R(o) = .
R(o) can be estimated based on Chernik and Vernon formula for the most prominent

resonance peaks of elements in the unknown and/or the standard.
R(4i): In most cases, R(~) = 1. The uncertainty in R(O) can be expressed in SI unit for length,

in, for the former, and SI units for length, m, and time, s, for the latter (m'.s"').
Neutron flux gradient can be accurately determined and corrected for by sandwitch monitors.

The residual uncertainty after corrections can be <0.1%. Self-shielding factors for thermal and
epithermal neutron fluxes can be estimated by Zweifel equations and Chernik - Vernon formulae,
respectively. When these factors are smal ler than %, the residual uncertainty after correction will 
be <0.1I% (correction uncertai nty can be as good or better than 0% at this range).

R(c): In most cases, R(E) = . The differences in counting position and y-ray self-absorption
for the standard and the unknown may cause R(e) # . The uncertainty in R(e-) can be expressed
in SI unit for length, in, for counting positions, and SI unit for radioactivity, Bq (Bq = s'), for y-
ray self-absorption.

Uncertainty caused by counting position can be controlled within 0.1%. The calculated y-ray
self-absorption factor should be smaller than 3%, so that the residual uncertainty in R(c) after
corrections can be kept < 0.1%.

R(D): Uncertainty in this item is propagated from uncertainties in X (s") and t (s), both of
which can be expressed in SI unit for time, s. Time is recorded in 0.01 s interval, and the
uncertainty is thus 0.005 s. For t > 10 s the uncertainties in td, tL and t,,~ are less than 0.05%
(negligible). A survey of a recent compilation of half-lives for 69 nuclides of NAA interest shows
that 55 of them (covering all the major elements of NAA determinable) have uncertainties of <
0. 1 5%. When timne difference between counting start times for the standard and the sample is

- 5-
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equal to or less than half life, the uncertainty in R(D) will be less than 0. %.

R(C): Uncertainty in this item is propagated from uncertainties in X (s"), t,L (s) and t,R (s),
all of which can be expressed in Si unit for time, s. When t Ž l0s and half-life, the uncertainty
in R(C) will be less than 0.1%.

R(A): Uncertainty in this item is contributed by uncertainties in counting statistics and

calculation of analytical peak areas in y-ray spectra of the activated standard and unknown, that
can each be expressed in SI unit for radioactivity, Bq (s").

Counting statistics is an unavoidable, however well-defined and at certain extent controllable,
item of uncertainty in NAA. For a peak having 250,000 net peak counts with very few
comparable baseline counts in both the standard and the unknown. The counting statistic standard

uncertainty will be less than 0.3%.
To sum up, under favorable conditions, standard uncertainty in the mass of the element to be

determined, m., can be estimated as:

S(m.) = ( 2 m.)+S 2(R(6)) +S(R(ca)) + S 2(R(o)) + S2(R(e)) + S2 (R(D)) + S 2(R(C)) + RA)"

= (0.09+0+0.01+0.01+0.01+0.01+0.01+0. 09 )I% = -0.23'n/= -0.48%

The expanded uncertainty (95% c.l.) is therefore 0.96%, comparable to IDMS, so far the only
recognized primary method for trace analysis, at its favorable conditions.

According to CCQM, primary method is defined as "a method having the highest
metrological qualities, whose operation can be completely described and understood, for which a
complete uncertainty statement can be written down in terms of SI units". Obviously, INAA is
fully satisfied with the traceability requirements. And at favorable conditions, it has the highest
metrological quality (the lowest uncertainty). It seems to have the potential to be a primary ratio
method.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF RELATIVE INAA CONCERNING
TRACEABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY

Adanes
1) The non-destructive n ature of INAA completely avoids all problems related to sample

decomposition and separation.
2) The virtually matrix-independent nature caused by the strong penetrating power of the

activation particles, neutrons, and the measured radiation, -rays, combined with the general high
sensitivity and specificity, makes INAA the only non-destructive, multielemental method suitable
for sample sizes from g.g to kg.

3) Under favorabl'econditions, all theuncertainty components, except for counting statistics,
can be made small (~ 0. %). Counting statistics itself can be quantitatively described.

4) The high neutron flux, the large activation cross sections and the high efficiencies of Ge
y-ray spectrometers result in the high sensitivity and precision for multielements.

5) The unicity of the analytical reaction channel, (n, ), for almost all elements and the
high energy resolution of Ge detectors imply excellent selectivity (or specificity).

6) The high homogeneity and stability of neutron flux in most research reactors contribute
to good analytical precision and accuracy.

7) Taking the advantage of the wide range of half-lives, the analytical y-lines of indicator

- 6-
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1nLClides of different elements in a sample are allowed to be best displayed at several successively

collected y-spectra. That makes each spectrum simplified, thus the y-spectral interferences and

counting statistic uncertainties reduced.

8) Two or more analytical y-lines, indicator nuclides, and measurement modes may be used
for the determination of one element, that offers a unique cross-checking function for detecting

and minimizing relevant systematic effects.

9) Since INAA is based on nuclear properties of te elements of interest, the nature of
uncertainty sources is completely different to those of atomic spectrometry- and chemistry- based
methods. This unique feature makes INAA and those methods very well complementary in
detecting each other's hidden systematic uncertainties.

2isadvantages
I) In very rare cases, isotopic abundances of the target nuclide are different (and also

unknown) in the standard and the'unknown samples. As a nucilide-based analytical method, NAA

can not be used for elemental determination in those cases.
2) Since the relevant nuclear parameters are very different, the sensitivities are quite

different for different elements. The analytical uncertainty of a given element is also very
dependent on the interferences from other elements present. Therefore INAA has the highest
quality of analysis only for certain matrices/elements, just as any other method (including
recognized primary methods).

CURRENT SCOPE AND POSSIBLE FUTURE EXTENSION OF NAA APPLIED AS A

PRIMARY RATIO METHOD

Currnt scop

I) The abundance(s) of target isotope must be equal (or known) in standard and unknown.
2) Solid materials are to be analyzed.
3) Relative standard uncertainty in R(~) may be kept within 0.23%.
4) Relative standard uncertainty in R(ar) may be made negligible.
5) Relative standard uncertainty in R(E:) may be kept within 0.23%
6) Relative standard uncertainty in R(A) may be kept within 0.32%.

The distribution of individual uncertainties between different items given above is made
arbitrarily (That's why "may be" is continuously used in each item.). Redistribution can be made as
far as the total uncertainty is basically unchanged. The requirement of "the highest metrological
qualities" is a relative term, therefore, the relative standard uncertainty of less than 0.5% is a more or
less flexible criterion. It could be stricter or looser, depending on the best analytical quality that can be
achieved by the existing primary method(s) (e.g. IDMS) for a particular analytical problem.
Possible future extension

I) In the frame of INAA
a) Materials having larger neutron flux self-shlielding effect may be analyzed with

satisfactory uncertainty, when correction miethods for this effect are improved.

b) Materials having larger y-ray self-absorption may be analyzed with satisfactory
uncertainty, when correction methods for y-ray self-absorption are improved.

c) The scope may be expanded with continuous improvemnent in counting facilities
(e.g. the improvements in efficiency, energy resolution, ability to deal with pulse pile-up of

spectrometers) and software for the analysis of y-ray spectra.

- 7-
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2) Use of Radiochernical NAA (RNAA)

3) Use of Pre-Irradiation Chemical Separation NAA (CNAA)

II. PARAMETRIC INAA - AN IDEAL BACK-UP FOR INAA AS
A PRIMARY RATIO METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the second of this series, traceability and uncertainty of measurement results by

ko-fNAA will be described. The role of k0-[NAA as a back-up to relative INAA will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
One of the prerequisites for a ratio method to be primary is to use it "in combination with a

reference of the same quantity that is itself traceable to te Si". For a multielemental method, that
means the standards used for all the elemnents determined should be traceable to the SI. That is not
always easy to be realized.

Parametric NAA, specifically k-NAA (and its extension) developed 25 years ago, links
standard specific counting rates for all the elements determined together with "fundamental"
mathematical equations expressing physical and chemical theories. The "composite" nuclear
constants, k, were experimentally measured at differen t labs using independent pure elemental
standards (traceable to the SI). Therefore, in k-NAA. traceability to SI for all the elements
determined can be realized by making the standard of only one element, i.e. the comparator
(usually Au), traceable to SI. That can be achieved using gravimetrically determined high purity
Au to make Au comparator. In this paper, the second of the series, traceability and uncertainty of
values measured by k, I`NAA are described, to demonstrate its unique role as a "back-up method"
of relative INAA.

BRIEF DESCREPTION OF k-NAA
ko-NAA is based o the following basic equations deduced from Hogdahl convention

for I (n,y) reactions:

f, f+Qoa(ar)'()

M MA', k f +Q 0(a) 

A,,, = A/(S.*D *C)

k MaOY ..... (2)

Q0(a) (Qri 0.429)/(Er) +.429/[(2a i+I)(O.55)a ... (3)

-8-
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TRACEABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY OF VALUES

MEASURED WITH k.-NAA

Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

m. =m.,R(A)'Z.......(5)

where,

z 1 f+Q'o(a)c 6

ko f..-Q 0(a) 

Compared with relative INAA, additional uncertainties in k-INAA arise from Z, in which
three nuclear parameters (, Q0 and E and three experimental parameters (f, a and ) are
involved. The uncertainty of Z is expressed as a quadratic sumnmation of the product of the partial
differentiation of Z with respect to eachi of the six parameters times corresponding uncertainties.

az 0 )2+(az , az -, azSf 2
S2 (Z) =-s(k)) +-s(Q )) + (-=s(,E, )) + (

aka 8Q E, a f

+ (-z s(a))2 + (az s(e)) ................. (7)
aaCI

where, s stands for relative standard uncertainty.

General analysis of uncertainty in Z is made below, based on equations (6) and (7).
Uncertainty contribution from ik,

k. values were determined by many labs using independent high purity elements or
compounds at wide variety of reactor channels. Fromn a recent compilation, s(ko) values ar-c in the

range of 0.5-1.5% for 61 nuclides of NAA interest. L9Z/ak,=]. Thus, (ak,)s(kj is also in a
range of 0.5-1.5%.

Uncertainty contribution from Q*
Uncertainty in Q0 are contributed from s(l10) and s(oY,), both of which can be expressed in cm,

anl induced unit of SI unit, m. From a recent compilation, s(Q0) values are n a range of 0.3-6.5%

for indicator nuclides of 43 elements. Corresponding values were calculated based on f-20 and
a-.01, to be 0.02-0.8. Uncertainty contribution from Q0, i.e. (Z/o-Q0)s(Q0,), was evaluated to be
in the range of 0.05-2.0% for indicator nucl ides of 3 7 elements.

Uncertainty contribution from E,

(Er)-0 Q0

5Q0 f +Q, (a)
s( E values are expressed in keV, which can be transformed to an induced SI unit of energy.

J (lkg.s"), I keV =-1.6021 9x I" .J. They were evaluated for analytical reactions of 62
elements based onl f=20 and a=-0.01I, to be 1-34%.

az (Q0 . 0.429)(ErY"

aE, f +Q, (a)
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values are in a range of -0.001% to -0.007%, and

az -

values are fromn -0.001I% to -0.1I%.

Uncertainty contribution from ,

s(c) can be kept within 1% for E, from 250 keV to 2.7 MeV, and 1.5% for E, from 80 keV to
250 keV. az/a equals .

Uncertainty contribution from f
f is usually determined instantly using 'Zr-'Zr pair and calculated by the following

equation:

Uncertainties i E1 /E, and A,,/A,,,. canl be kept within 1%. Uncertainties in k( 94Zr), ko('mZr),

k ~A
k02e IQ 0 , (a) - A QO.2(a)

f k0.2A- p k0 2

A.-p 2 k0262E

Qo( 4Zr) and Qo("Zr) are 0.6%, 0.9%, 2% and 1.5%, respectively [8]. Uncertainty in f is thus
estimated to be 2 - 4 %.

az fJ Q'o(a) - Q(a)l

OY (f + Q0 (a))(f + ()

can be estimated to be in a range of 0-0.5, based on f from 10 to 200 and Q,(ax) from 0.5 to 100.
(aZaf)s(f) can therefore be estimated to be from 0 to 2%.

Uncertainty contribution from a
Examples for calculating s(at) values at two reactor channels with f,=72, a1,=0.084 and f2=1 5,

cx,=-0.28 were reported by Moens et al. using F. De Corte, et al formulae, to be 33% and 28%,
respectively.

The expression of az.aa were also deduced by Moens et al.. L9ZI/Cz values for some nuclid~s
wvere calculated based onl the above mentioned channels, to be 2-6 percent.

(aZ/d-a)s(at) values are therefore in a range of 1-2%.

The total account of the uncertainty in Z, i.e. additional uncertainty induced by k-INAA, is
therefore estimated to be in the range of 1.6-4%.

A hlybrid k,-relative INAA software, ADVNAA, developed in our laboratory, always gives
two values for each analytical y-line, one fromn -INAA, the other one from relative INAA.
Whenever the difference observed is larger than 4% outside uncertainty limits, the value will not

-10 -
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be reported until the technical reasons are found. As te improvement of relevant parameters, the
additional uncertainty of k,-[NAA will be kept decreasing.

III. ROLE OF INAA IN SAMPLING BEHAVIOR CHARACTERIZATION

ABSTRACT
Minimium sample size, usually 100 mng or larger, s often the only information given in

certificates of the existing certified reference materials (CRMs) to describe sampling behavior.
This value is not only too large to cope with the quality control (QC) requirements of
mnicroanalysis, but also too general to reflect the strong element-specific nature of sampling
behavior of solid materials.

Inl this paper, the third and the final of the series, the need for CRMs with sampling behavior
characterized for individual elements is explained, and the unique role INAA call play i this
aspect is described.

NECESSITY FOR STUDY ON SAMPLING BEHAVIOR OF
INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS

Reported uncertainties obtained from thle analysis of ran dom "test portions" of solid
materials are always a combination of two parts: analytical uncertainty and sampling uncertainty.
Compared to the former, the latter has been often much less emphasized. Besides it is an
integrated component of total analytical uncertainty, sampling uncertainty has become
increasingly important for te following reasons.

i) Requirements for determination of elements at ever decreasing concentration level
ii) Technical improvement of trace analysis
iii) Microanalysis required by newly developed analytical techniques
iv) Small samples often encountered in various fields

DETERMINATION OF SAMPLING CONSTANTS BY NAA
According to Inarells' model, a sampling constant Ks for (certain elemnent in) a well-mixed

material is defined as the minimum subsamnple needed to limit the relative sampling uncertainty
to I1% at 68% level of confidence in a single determination, that can L6c expressed by the
following equation:

Ks = Rw (1)

Where, R2 is relative sampling variance (68% confidence level) in percentage, determined from
the analysis of a set of subsarnples with the mass of w each.

As mentioned above, the observed relative standard deviation among the subsanmples, S, is
thle square root of a quadratic summation of te analytical uncertainty, S, and the sampling
uncertainty, R, i.e.

R 2 = s02 -s.2 ~(2)

.In this case, uncertainty in elemental standards are not relevant (only "relative" contents

- 11 -
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among subsamples are concerned) and uncertainties fromn neutron flux gradient, neutron flux self-
shielding, y-ray self-absorption and counting geometry are all negligible for these small sizes (I -

2 mg) of subsamples. Thus, the analytical uncertainty S, can be expressed as:

S.'2 S(R(A ))2 + S(W) 2 (3)

Since Ingarnells model is valid for "well-mixed" materials only, possible segregation test
may be needed by Visman's double sampling constants model, as expressed in the following
simultaneous equations:

R.2A/nw.+ Bin (4)
R=9 A/n/w,3 + B/n (5)

where, subscripts sin and Ig stand for small size subsamples and large size subsamples,
respectively.

ni - number of subsamnples in each set of small and large subsamples,
A - sampling constant (as Ks in Ingamells' mnodel);
B - segregation constant, indicatinig the extent of segregation of the elemnent of interest (for

well-mixed materials, B 0);
R and w have the same meanings as in Ingamells equation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
*Facing severe competition in analytical sensitivity from newly developed non-nuclear

techniques, reactor NAA is still playing leading role in metrological quality of inorganic
trace analysis.

*This role of NAA may be prominently reflected in. its continuous contribution in
certifcation of Rids and improvement of existing CRMs.

* The following three points may be among the aspects need to be further explored for
NAA to fully play the above role:

4 Relative NAA may be further refined in terms of traceability and uncertainty of
results, to make it a primary ratio method of measurement at P' eer expanded scope;

* K0 -NAA may be further developed and popularized as a strong "back-up"
method of relative NAA;

4 NAA determination of sampling constants of individual elements in CRMs may
be further developed to eventually establish new generation of CRMs suitable for QC of
microanalySiS.
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1.2 Applicability of neutron activation analysis to geological samples

Mitsuru EBIHIARA

Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science

Tokyo Metropolitan University

Hachioji, Tokyo 192-0397, Japan

(E-mail: ebihara-mitsuru~c.metro-u.acjp)

Abstract

The applicability of neutron activation analysis (NAA) to geological samples in

space is discussed by referring to future space mission programs, by which the extraterrestrial

samples are to be delivered to the earth for scientific inspections. It is concluded that both

destructive and non-destructive NAA are highly effective in analyzing these samples.

1. Introduction

In this century, our activities in science technology will be greatly expanding.

Following Apollo mission of NASA, USA, not a few space missions aiming to collecting and

returning samples from space have been planned and will be planned continuously not only in

US but also in Japan and other countries. Once the sample is returned from the space, a very

serious limitation is placed for analyzing elemental composition, especially if the amount of

the sample is small. First of all, non-destructive analysis is desirable; the same specimen once

used for chemical analysis can be reused for other purposes including detailed chemical

analysis by destructive methods. Secondly, the chemical analysis method must have high

analytical sensitivity for as many elements as possible. Thirdly, analytical data thus obtained

need to be highly accurate. Considering these requirements, we can undoubtedly conclude

that activation analysis is the most suitable method.

It is well acknowledged that activation analysis has high sensitivity in determining

chemical composition of solid samples. Recently, inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry (ICP-MS) has been increasingly used for chemical analysis, mainly because it

has high sensitivity for many elements and does not involve chemical procedures for assaying.

Thus, ICP-MS can compete with activation analysis or is believe by someone to overcome it

in analytical sensitivity and, especially, cost performance, the latter of which must be admitted

by anyone. One of the advantages of activation analysis over ICP-MS is that activation

analysis can analyze solid samples without destruction. This means that the same specimen

can be used for duplicate analyses using the same or different analytical methods and even for
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other observations such as physical and petrological analyses. This advantage becomes very

significant when the sample size usable for analysis has a serious limitation, just for a case of

returned samples from space.

In this paper, the applicability of activation analysis (mainly neutron activation

analysis) is discussed. Our discussion is focused on the returned sample by space mission

program in future. However, the applicability described here must be extended to a

small-sized solid samples such as geological and cosmochemnical samples.

2. Analytical method

We used two types of activation analyses, neutron activation analysis (NAA) and

photon activation analysis (PAA). In NAA, instrumental NAA (INAA) is commonly used. In

this study, we also used neutron-induced prompt gamma-ray analysis (hereafter, PGA). PGA

is relatively new methodology in NAA. In Japan, when the former JRR-3 reactor was

remodeled about a decade ago, several beam cours es were constructed in the building where a

remodeled reactor named JRR-3M was installed. Using these courses, both cold and thermal

neutron beams are guided out of the reactor and can be used for PGA. Because these neutron

guide courses are to be shared with other groups having different research targets, we cannot

perform PGA throughout the running schedule of the JRR-3M. Nevertheless, PGA using cold

and thermal neutron beams can be conducted constantly. PGA has several merits as a

non-destructive analytical tool; PGA can be applied to large-sized samples such as pottery and

meteorites (Nakahara et al., 2000), most major elements constituting geological and

cosmochemnical samples can be non-destructively determined (Latif et al., 1999), residual

radioactivities are as low as those in natural background (Ebihara and Oura, 2001) and so on.

The level of induced radioactivities are calculated for a case of 1g of chondritic meteorite and

summarized in Table 1. As shown in this table, no significant radioactivities remain after one

week cooling.

Instrumental PAA (IPAA) can be performned by using a linear electron accelerator.

IPAA is as effective as INAA in analyzing solid samples and can work somewhat as a

complementary analytical tool to INAA (Ebihara et al., 1999). Besides these non-destructive

activation analyses, destructive methods, namely radiochemical NAA (RNAA) and

radiochemical PAA (RPAA), also can be applied.

3. Characterization of the returned sample from spaced by using non-destructive

nuclear analytical methods

In 2002, a space mission named Muses-C will be put into practice in Japan. By this

mission, the extraterrestrial material is planned to be returned from an asteroid named
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1989ML. The spacecraft will be launched in November (or December) 2002 and arrive at the

destination in September 2005. During the stay at the asteroid for 3months, some amount of

sample (mostly surface material) will be collected and further delivered to the earth in 2008.

In order to characterize the returned sample, we submitted a proposal for the first analysis of

the sample. After approval of the proposal, we received two unknown test samples, which

were eventually analyzed based upon the analytical scheme proposed by us. In our proposal,

non-destructive analytical nuclear methods (PGA, INAA and IPAA) are combined.

Two samples were firstly analyzed by PGA. For this analysis, we used cold neutron

beam to enhance the analytical sensitivity, because the sample amount usable for PGA was

about 50mg for each sample. We could determine a to tal of 16 elements by using comparison

method, in which several reference standards were adopted. The remaining samples were

divided into two portions, which were subsequently subjected to INAA and IPAA. In INAA,-

samples were successively irradiated three times with different irradiation times (0s, 1min

and 20min) using two reactors. As a result, a total of 26 elements were determined. In PAA,

samples were activated with using 3MeV photons of end-point energy. In determining

elemental concentrations, we adopted comparison method using chemical reagents and

geological and cosmochemnical reference samples. The samples were irradiated successively

twice for 30mmn and 6h. Experimental conditions of PGA, INAA and IPAA are summarized in

Table 2.

Based on the data obtained by three non-destructive nuclear analytical methods, we

could characterize them cosmochemicaly. To characterize the extraterrestrial material in terms

of chemical composition, several groups of elements play an important role. Volatile elements

are highly sensitive to the thermal activity the sample experienced. By PGA, H and S can be

non-destructively analyzed as shown in Table 2. Refractory lithophile elements also are an

important group of elements. For instance, Ca/Si and Mg/Si ratios are known to be

characteristic to individual groups of meteoite samples. Refractory siderophile elements are

another group of elements which is recognized to be as informative as refractory lithophiles.

In characterizing two test samples sent to us, we used PGA data for one sample and INAA

data for another sample and succeeded to identify two unknown samples as individually

specified groups of meteorites. We submitted a report of analytical results with some

implications including specification of samples. With our report being reviewing, our

proposal for initial analysis of the returned sample by Muses-C was finally accepted. As

written above, our proposal consists of three nuclear analytical methods, two of which use

neutrons for activating nuclides. This clearly shows that non-destructive activation analyses

using reactor neutrons are highly effective for characterizing the extraterrestrial sample

recovered from space by space mission. After the initial analysis using non-destructive
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activation analyses, we plan to analyze the sample by using destructive analytical methods

such as radiochemical activation analyses and ICP-MS for detailed studies if the same
specimen once used for the initial analyses is allowed to use for these studies.

4. Analysis of solar wind collected by a space mission for estimating solar system

abundances of the elements

Solar system abundances of the elements are fundamental values for natural sciences,

especially for planetary sciences and astrophysics. In order to determine solar system

abundances of the elements, we can use two different data sources; the sun and meteorites

(Anders and Ebihara, 1982; Anders and Grevesse, 1989). One can determine elemental

abundances of our solar system by spectroscopic analysis of emission lines and absorption

lines in the photosphere of the sun. This approach seems to be very reasonable because the

sun has an account for more than 99% of the mass of our solar system. Another is chemical

analysis of meteorite samples, especially a specific meteorite group named CI chondrite,

which is characterized by very high concentration of volatile elements. Data sets deduced

from these two analyses ha ve serious shortcomings. Spectroscopic data are obtained directly

from the sun, but are poor in data quality, having large uncertainties for many elements. To

the contrary, data from meteorites have high accuracy for many elements, but are indirect data

separately determined without any relationship to the sun.

Elemental composition of the solar wind is a different data source for estimating the
solar system composition of the elements. In Apollo missions conducted by the US, several

experiments were performed for determining chemical composition of the solar wind.

Because of limitation for collecting duration, only noble gases were determined. Following

these trials, a space mission designated for collecting the solar wind was planned by Don

Burnett, a professor of Caltec. The mission plan nicknamed Genesis was approved by NASA

and was come off this year. The spacecraft was launched in August 2001. After 6 months for

approaching to the designating point, the spacecraft is to collect the solar wind for two years,

which will be eventually returned to the earth in September 2004. There are many scientific

purposes involved in the Genesis mission program, one of which is the determination of

chemical composition of the sola r wind. Radiochemical neutron activation analysis (RNAA)
will play an important role in analyzing the solar wind collected on the surface of silicon

collector.

We performed a preliminary experiment for assessing the feasibility of RNAA of the

solar wind. As the solar wind is to be collected on the Si plate, we analyzed the Si material. In
this experiment, Se and REE are chosen for quantitative analysis, because these elements are
of great interest for considering the abundance systematics confirmed in the abundance data
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currently disseminated. The Si material, which is supposed to be used for collecting the solar

wind attached on the spacecraft, was irradiated in the JRR-3M research reactor at the Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) with a total neutron flux (fluence) of 3.7 x 1020

cm . After cooling for several days, the surface of the Si material was etched with acid to

remove possible surface contaminants and radiochemical separation was performed for the

purification of Se and REE. Gamma-ray activities of 75 Se and some REE radionuclides (153Gd

12Eu and io7) were measured with Ge detectors at Tokyo Metropolitan University and
Kanazawa University. We could obtain only upper limit values for all elements to be

determined; 7 x 10,'4 for Se, 6 x 10.14 for Gd, 2 x 10.16 for Eu and 7 x 10.15 for Th in g/gSi.

Combining these data with estimated amounts of these elements collected on the Si surface by

the Genesis mission, we came to the conclusion that these elements can be determined by

using a limited portion of the Si panel for RNAA. By designing chemical schemes, fairly

large number of elements can be simultaneously determined with using a single specimen by

RNAA.

5. Conclusion

As overviewed above, the NAA technique will be used widely in related with space

mission programs in coming years. Needless to say, the use of NAA is not limited to the space

sciences but is extended to a large variety of fields, In spite of these demands, the perspective

surrounding nuclear reactor, at least in Japan, seems to be pessimistic. Definitely, we need to

appeal to the public (and also to the govemnment) for the usefulness of research reactors.
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Table 1 Induced radioactivity (in Bg) in g of chondritic meteorite by PGA*
Target Produced Half life Induced activity (Bq/g) Induced activity (Bq/g)
nuclide nuclide at the end of irradiation after week cooling

thermal neu. cold neu. tealnu. cold neu.
23Na 24Na 15 h 95 1250 0.027 0.35

2Al 28Ai 2.3 min 1600 21000 0 0
45 Sc "Sc ~~~84 d 0.050 0.65 0.047 0.61

50Cr 5
1 Cr 27 d 1.1 14 0.92 12

58 Fe 59 Fe 45 d 0.17 2.2 0.15 2.0
59Co 60CO 5.3 y 0.09 1.15 0.09 1.15

1'Eu 1
1

2Eu 13 y 1.4x10' 1.8x10-4 1.4x10-5 1.8x 10-4

191i 192
Ir ~~Ir 74 d 0.0078 0.10 0.0073 0.094

*Under the same conditions as those for Table 1. CI chondrite composition (Anders and

Grevesse, 1989) was used.

Table 2 Experimental conditions for PGA, NAA and IPAA

Facility irrad. time Elements determined Reference samples
PGA JRR-3M, JAERI 2h H, B, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, C1, K, Ca, Ti, NH14C for H and Cl

Cr, Mn, Fe, Go, Ni Na2SO4 for S
Allende' for Cr, Co,
Ni
JB- I for the rest

INAA JRR-3M, JAERI 10s Mg, Al, Ca, V, Mn JB-1
JR R-3M, JAERI., J mini Ga, Na, K JB-1
.JRR-4, JAERI 20mn KC, Ca, Sc, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, As, Se, Allende"

Br, La, Sm, Eu, Lu, Os, Ir, Au, Hg

IPAA* LINAC, Tohoku Univ. 30mmn Si, Ca, Fe, Sr JB-1
LUNAC, Tohoku Univ. 6h Na, Mg, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, NaCl for Na

Rb, Y, Zr, Nb, Ce MgO for Mg
Allende* for Cr
JB-1 for the rest

*The Smithsonina Institution reference sample. Data from E. Jarosewich (1987) (Smithson.

Contrib. Earth Sci. No. 27).
**In-.house standard. Data are from G. W. Kallemeyn et al. (1989) (Geochim. Cosmochim.

Acta 53, 2747).
* *Iraiae by bremnsstrahlung with 30Mev of end-point energy.
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Self-assemrbling in nan.)meter-ordered structure has recently been gathering much
attention.' Block copolymers have been pioneeringstescpbeoslfaemin

the past several decades.2 The most characteristic feature oblccpoyesIsh
chemical junction of unlike block sequences, which results in a nano-order phase
separation, the so-called mnicrop-hase sep~aration. In this paper, a sharp and
thermoreversible morphological transition of poly(2-ethoxyethyl vinyl ether-b-2-
hydroxyethyl vinyl ether) (EQOVE-HO\'E) in aqueous solutions has been investigated by
means of small-angle neutron scattering. The EO\VE-IJONE, synthesized by living
cationic polymerization, has number average molecular weights of the constituent
blocks of 200 and 400, respectively, and the polydispersity index of 1.07. The EOVE-
HOVE underwent mnicellization around 17 - 21 C (depending on concentration) with
EOVE core of ca. 20 n in radius and HOVE corona. The radius of the core was
independent of polymer concentration, indicating that the size of core is governed by
the length of EOVE blocks. When the polymer concentration was equal or above 17
wt%, a second transition took place from rmicellcs to macro-lattice structures with body-
centered cubic (bcc) symmetry. The temperature range required for these transitions wvas
a few degrees and was much narrowver than a similar transition observed il
poly(styrene-b-butadiene)s in a selective solvent. The former is triggered by
hydrophobic interaction, whereas the latter by van der Waals interaction. By comparing
the two systems, we discuss several characteristic features of hdrophobically
associated systems, such as thermosensitivity, and the relationship between the
molecular weight and the size of the core.
References:
(1) Zhang, L.; Eisenberg, A. Science 1995, 268, 1728.
(2) Molau, G. E. In S. L. Aggarwal Ed. Block Polymers; Plenum Press: N.Y., 1970.
(3) Helfand, E.; Wasserman, Z.R. Delelopmients in Block Copolyiner-s. InIi.Goodmi-an
Ed. Applied Science Publishers:, 1984.
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angle neutron scattering (SANS) is one of the

Small-angle Neutron Scattering most powerful techniques to investigate the

of Amphiphilic Block Copolymers in nanometer-ordered structure of block

Aqueous Solutions copolymers.' 2 An amphiphilic block

by copolymer consisting of hydrophilic and

hydrophobic block polymer chains is

Mitsuhiro Shibayama' and Satoshi Okabe expected to undergo micellization in water. 

Aoshima et al. prepared a series of stimuli-
Neutron Scattering Laboratory, resoponsive block copolymers with

Institute for Solid State Physics, University polyalcohol branches' and vinyl ether

of Tokyo, Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-1106, Japan segments in the side group.6 Because of a

*corresponding author narrow molecular weight distribution owing

to living-cationic polymerization, a sharp
KEY WORD: small-angle neutron scattering, transition in turbidity as well as viscosity

amphiphilic block copolymer, micelle, with respect to temperature was fulfilled.

macrolattice, phase separation Here, we study the microstructure of poly(2-

ethoxyethyl vinyl ether-b-2-hydroxyethylI
The small angle neutron scattering has vinyl ether) (EOVE-HOVE) (scheme 1) by

been employed to investigate the structural small-angle neutron scattering (SANS).

transitions of thermosensitive block
copolymer consisting of poly(2-ethoxyethyl +(CH2-CH)20 0- +(CH2-CH-) 400-

vinyl ether-b-2-hydroxyethyl vinyl ether) 0 0
(EOVE-HOVE) in aqueous solutions. The

EOVE-HOVE undergoes micellization with 0 HO
EOVE core of ca. 20 nm in radius and HOVE I2H
corona around 17 - 21 C, depending on the UH

polymer concentration. At higher EOVE HOVE
temperatures, a second transition takes place
from micelle to macro-lattice structures with Scheme 1. Chemical structure of EOVE-HOVE.

body-centered cubic (bcc) symmetry. The EPRMNA ETO

radii of the spheres were quantitatively Th EXPERIMENA wsETiONysppidb
analyzed by curve fitting with a theoretical TeEV-OEwsknl upidb
scattering function in which the various types teAsiagop sk nvriy

of smearing effects, such as polydispersity of EOVE-HOVE, which was prepared by
sphees, ncidnt bam searig, ad a cationic living polymerization. The degrees

smearing due to a finite wavelength of polymerization were 200 and 400,
distribution of the incident neutron beam. respectively for OVE and HOVE, and the

polydispersity index was 1.07. Since an

INTRODUCTION EOVE-HOVE aqueous solution loses fluidity

It is now well acknowledged that small above 20 0C, dry EOVE-HOVE was
dissolved in cold deuterated water of ca. 0 C
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and was kept in a refrigerator until use. The Figure shows SANS intensity functions,

concentrations of OVE-HOVE were 2, 5, 1(q), of EOVE-HOVE at 17 wt%, where q s

10, and 17 wt%. The small-angle neutron the momentum transfer. A scattering peak

scattering experiment was carried out at the appears at 17 C, and (q) grows with

SANS-U spectrometer, Institute for Solid temperature. It should be noted here that

State Physics, Univ. of Tokyo. Cold neutrons additional distinct peaks (denoted by arrows)

from the JRR-3M research reactor of Japan appear at the lower q region for T 20 C.

Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Similar scattering intensity functions were

Ibaraki, Japan, were monochromatized to a also observed for C = 2, 5 and 0 wt%,

7.0 A beam with a neutron velocity selector except for the interference peaks denoted
The wavelength distribution was 13%. The with the arrows. It is easily deduced that the

sample to detector distance was either 4 or 8 I(q)s with scattering maxima observed at 17

mn. The temperature of the sample was • T • 20 C correspond to the form factor of
regulated with a water circulating bath spherical particles as will be discussed later.

(NESLAB Model-il iM). Samples in quartz At low temperatures, 1(q) was a

cells of mm or 4 mm thick were irradiated monotonous decreasing function, and the so-

by the neutron beam for 30 or 60 m called correlation length ~ was evaluated by

depending on the scattering power. The the following Ornstein-Zernike equation,

scattered intensity functions were corrected IM= (o) (1)
for transmission, and air scattering, and then 1+(q2)

circularly averaged. The subsequent absolute where q is the momentum transfer. The

intensity calibration was carried out with a evaluated values of c~ was rather constant

Luporen secondary standard sample. with respect to T, which indicates that the

transition from homogeneous solution to a

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION micellar structure is first order.

1. SANS intensity functions

________________________2. Curve fitting of the particle scattering

o 15 0C Next, we focus on the particle scattering
1000 ~~~' 0 16 ~~from spherical domains. The form factor for

A 17
V 1 8 a sphere, D (q), is given by

7E 0 20 3[sin(qR)-qRcos(qR)] [r J3 12 (qR)
(qR )3 2 (qR)31

100 19~~~~~~0 where R is the radius of the phere and (Dx)

is rltdto the Bessel Function of the order

of 3/2, i.e., J312(x). The SANS intensity
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 function for an assembly of dispersed spheres

q /A-' is given by

Fig. SANS intensity functions of EOVE-HOVE I(q) =nV 2(pp _PS) 2 I2 (qR) (3)

aqueous solutions (C = 1 7 wt%). where n is the number of spheres in the unit
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volume (e.g., cm . and s are the RAq= ( _S2

scattering length densities of polymer (i.e., d 0 9
the sphere) and solvent, respectively, and is J .WR(R)WA(A)V(R)4(qR)dRd).(9

given by, J J WR(R)Wk(A)V(R)dRdX

in bd~ (4) Finally, the effect of instrumental smearing
P= V ~~~~~MNAV ~~was taken into account by convoluting (q)

where b is the scattering length, v is the with a box function representing the incident
molar volume, m is the molecular mass, d is beam profile at the detector plane. An

the mass density, and NA, is the Avogadro's example of the results is shown in Figure 2

number. The curve fitting of the observed for a polystyrene latex in a D20 solution.'

intensity functions were carried out by Here, the values of <> and ~r, was

considering several facts; (1) size distribution independently evaluated with small-angle X-
of spheres, (2) wavelength distribution of the ray scattering (SAXS) to be <R> = 540 A and
incident neutron beam, and (3) the CR/R = 0.10. The result of curve fitting by
instrumental smearing due to a finite size of SANS were <R> = 560 A and GR/R = 0.10.

incidence. These values are relatively in good

The size distribution was assumed to be a accordance with the SAXS results. In

Gaussian function given by addition, the SANS result shows that the

[ 21 dominant smearing effect is due not to
WR (R) - expi (RR)(5) wavelength distribution but to incident-beam

[-- UR Jsize.
where R is the average radius of the sphere. 1 .

Hence eq (3) has to be rewritten to

2 f W, (R)V(R)02 qR~dR10 30 Observed
'R (q) = (n)(pp PS)2 J(RVR)'(Rd (6) .... moncisperseJWR (R)dR - -- polyclisperse

02 - - wavelength smeared
Here, <n> is the average number of spheres Er -incident beam smeared

in a unit volume and is given by 1
J WR (R)dR

(n dp(V) fJWR (R)VdR ()1

The wavelength distribution of the SANS-U 10- ; t
is estimated to be FWHM = 13% around <A> 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

= 7.0 . Agan, a aussia distibutin was Fig. 2 Curve fitting of SANS functions from a
assumed with polystyrene latex.

- exP[~ 2 =FWHM/2~2ln2Figure 3 shows the results of EOVE-

HOVE for the case of C = 17 wt% at various
(8) temperatures. Here, the incoherent scattering

and the corrected intensity is given in the waesitdbydjtnghesmpoc

following form, behavior of 1(q) to be proportional to I(q) -

q4, ietes-called Porod law. Except for T
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-20 and 21 C, the curve fitting seems to be The distribution of core size, UTRIR was 0.1

satisfactory. The same analysis was applied irrespective of temperature. This indicates

to other samples having different that the size distribution is inherently

concentrations. determined by the distribution of the block

length of the copolymer.

Ot-Nr~d Co~c,.Iated
2t 'C - -2 1'C ~~0.20 1 I 

1W ~~~~~07 70.15

E

0.05 1

L 0 2__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0 0 
(1.10) 1.u2 0.04 0.06 08 16 18 20 22 24 26

qiA ' Temperature / 'C

Fig. 3 Curve fitting of SANS functions from a Fig. 5 Variation of (0) with temperature and

ECOVE-HOVE (C 17 wt%). concentration evaluated by the curve fitting.

Figure 4 shows the concentration and Figure 5 shows 1(0) vs. T for EOVE-HOVE

temperature dependence of the average radius at various C's. 1(0) increases with T This

of the core <R>. In the case of C = 17 wt%, indicates that the micelle formation proceeds

<R> is a decreasing function of T, but <R> with increasing T and the difference in the

reaches a plateau value of ca. 1 80 A. On the scattering length density. It should be noted

other hand, <> for C 5 wt% is rather that according to eq (6) and (9), 1(0) can be

invariant with respect to both temperature normalized with the polymer volume fraction,

and concentration, and the value is again ca. 0, and the volume of the sphere, i.e., V,

200kA. since 0i is proportional to <n>. By

300C normalizing V, one obtains the variation of

( ~~the contrast factor, i.e., the scattering length
250- 

density difference between the sphere and the
200 matrix, AP=[PEOVE-P~riX]. In Figure 6, Ap

150 is plotted as a function of T, which increases
with T. The dashed line indicates the

16 8 202 4 2 theoretical value of for perfect separation of
Temperature / 'C EOVE from a mixture of HOVE and D20.

Fig. 4 Variation of <> with temperature and Therefore, this plot shows that phase

concentration evaluated by the curve fitting. separation between micelle and matrix

proceeds with increasing temperature. This

This indicates that the radius is not indicates that the transition temperature for

determined by either polymer concentration micellization increases rather linearly with T

or temperature but by the length of EOVE.
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1 0 i'iTi

I ~~a:
C. 010 a

16 18 2 2 4 2

16 18 20 22 24 26 ~Fig. 7 Variation of the scattering contrast with
Temperature / C temperature and concentration.

Fig. 6 Variation of the scattering contrast with Hoerb ineang tm rtua

temperature and concentration. micelle formation takes place and EOVE

3. Paracrystal Analysisthemselves aggregate in a core. The HOVE

In3 hi Parac iosn, Analyiscustesatrn chains remain as brushes and play as a

peaks appeared in EOVE-HOVE (C = 17 emliero sufcatHwvrfth
wt%) Thee peks ae reated to a polymer concentration is high enough,

macrolattice formed in EOVE-HOVE. The ante moplgiltrstonfm a
micellar domain structure to a macrolattice

paracysta thery dveloed b Hosmarm structure. This type of transition is commonly

and Bgchi s sutableto dscrib the observed in various types of polyampholytes,
structure of macrolattice.'
In the case of body centered cubic (bcc) block copolyer"rand polyethylne oxi-I
structure, the unit vectors of the principal blccolye"adpyetlnexie

axes a, a2, and a3 are defined as shown in b-propylene oxide) (PEO-PPO).' In the case
Figue 7,and he salarprodcts re gven of latter, a yotropic morphological transition

by 9 . was obtained. However, the structure
transition of EOVE-HOVE takes place in a

a, q = - aq(sin6 sino + sinsinot + coO) very narrow temperature window around
2

a 2- 1 20 'C, depending on the polymer
2 '"/ concentration. This type of structure

a3.q=-a(-sinsino+sinesino-cose) transition has not been observed in van der
2

The urvefittng wth te paacrytal Waals (VDW) interacting systems, but seems
The urv fitingwit th parcrytal to be one of characteristic features of

theory was successful and the following hdohbclyitrcigsses

values were obtained; the unit cell a 970 A, hydopho ilntercting sstemis.ta h

the Bragg spacing, L,,,, = 680 A for EOVE- domain size of EOVE-HOVE is much larger
HOVE at C = 17 wt% at 26 "C.

On the basis of the above analyses, the thnheVWstm.Foex plite
follwingfact wer dislose. Atlow case of polystyrene-polybutadiene) (PS-PB)

tempeaturs, te olmer hain are block copolymer with Mw =52000 and op =
temperatres, th poye his ae 0.26 and C = 0.20, 12 L~rg 450 A and R

molecularly dispersed in the solvent. a
1 00 A, which is much smaller than that of
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EOVE-HOVE, Lra 680 A and R 200 A. standard samples for intensity and

Note that the molecular weights of these two collimation calibration of SANS-U.

systems are close enough for comparison, i.e.,

Mw = 52000 (PS-PB) and Mw = 58400 References:
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1.4 A Brief Overview on Utilization of Research Reactors in China

YUAN LUZHENG

China Institute of Atomic Energy
P.O.Box 275(33), 102413, Beijing, China

Abstract

The utilization on research reactors in China, such as neutron scattering study, neutron
activation analysis and it applications in wide fields, radioisotope production including fission
Mo-Tc generators and non-fission Tc-99mn generator, BNCT study and many others, is briefly
overviewed.

1. Introduction
Though the main research reactors in China are facing the aging problem, they are still

required to fulfill the tasks of utilization after having enhanced their safety level by renovation
activity and upgrading to approach more or less to modern safety standards and regulations.

Most of utilization has been covered by the main research reactors in China, such as
engineering test for fuel assemblies or materials, radioisotope production, neutron activation
analysis, neutron scattering research, etc.

A new research reactor, named China Advanced Research Reactor or CARR for short,
is now under design and to be erected in CIAE. This new research reactor is expected to reach
its first criticality around the year of 2005. Then it will take the utilization tasks for the aged
reactors in CIAE, which are about to be decommissioned.

In this paper, the utilization on neutron scattering experiment, RI production, NAA,
BNCT and some other applications on research reactors in China is briefly overviewed.

2. Status of Neutron Scattering Experiment
In China, only one research reactor, HWRR, has been installed cold neutron source and

equipped with a few neutron scattering devices, such as powder diffractometer, triple axis
spectrometer, four circle diffractomneter, double-chopper time-of-flight spectrometer, SANS
spectrometer with a 64x64 element He position sensitive detector, Be-filter wide angle
detector spectrometer, etc.

The cold neutron source system was equipped with HWRR in 1984. The moderator cell
filled with 20K liquid hydrogen was located at the end of one horizontal beam tube where the
neutron flux is quite low, about Oll nlcm'. s.

Study and many experiments on the neutron scattering field have been conducted since
the cold neutron source was established in HWRR. However, because of the low parameters
and some other problems, the system is not effectively used now and the more important
significance for this device may fall in how to use itfor tracing the progress in this field,
keeping and enhancing a specialist team, which is essential once the CARR is put into
operation in near future.

3. RI Production in China
In 1960', China started radioisotope production in CIAE. A few kinds of radioisotopes

were produced for scientific research. Following the development of nuclear medicine and
extending of application fields of radioisotope and their labeling compounds in industry,
agriculture and scientific research, more and more radioisotopes and their labeling compounds
were quickly developed. Particularly, with the complete of HFTER in 1970, China's ability of
RI production were greatly enlarged. Today, almost all variety of radioisotopes can be
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produced in China, and research reactor is still the implacable facility for production of RI,
more than 3000 domestic hospitals are supplied with these radioisotopes.

Among them, it is worth mentioning that the production of Tc-99m generator for
nuclear medicine because of its very important position in disease diagnosis. The parent Mo-
99m, used for Tc-99m generator preparation can be obtained from two methods, fission
product of ... U Mo-99 and neutron activated Mo-99m.

Though the Fission-type Tc-99m generator is most frequently adopted both in
developed and developing countries because of its distinctive merits, such as high specific
activity, high elution efficiency, high concentration of Tc-99m, it has disadvantages of high
capital cost of producing facilities, contamination problems of by-products of ... U to both
Mo-99 and environment, difficulties of waste disposal. So, the neutron activated Mo-99m is
used for producing gel-type Tc-99m generator in a few developing countries. In China, both
methods are used for producing Tc-99m generator. In 1986, the institute of NPIC started to
produce gel-type Tc-99m generator while in CIAE, the fission-type.

4. NAA in China
The earliest activities of reactor neutron activation analysis (NAA) in China can be

traced back to early I1960s, shortly after China's first research reactor (a 10 MW Heavy Water
Research Reactor, HWRR) was built in 1958. Modem reactor NAA based on high energy
resolution Ge gamma-ray spectrometry was established in early 1 970s. Up to now some 20
institutions are engaged in reactor NAA on 9 research reactors, i.e. one heavy water research
reactor (HWRR) in Beijing, one pulse reactor in Xi'an, 3 Swimming Pool Reactors (SPR) in
Beijing and Sichuan, and 4 Miniature Neutron Source Reactors (MINSR) in Beijing, Shanghai,
Shandong and Shenzhen. The technique has been used to wide variety of scientific and
industrial fields.

Research work on reactor NAA falls in two major categories, i.e. methodology and
applications.

Major Chinese contributions in methodological research of reactor NAA include:
*Extensions to K-NAA, including K methodology of non - Nv (n,y) reactions;

parametric correction for interferences from fission, threshold reactions, and y-ray spectra;
parametric normalizations for different counting geometries; parametric prediction and
correction for neutron flux self-shielding effect; etc.;

* Computerization and automation of hybrid Ku-relative NAA;
* Efforts in making NAA a primary ratio method of analysis for multiple trace elements

(as to be elaborated by Prof. Tian);
*Establishment of a set of simple and effective radiochemical separation schemes,

especially for rare earth elements (REE) and platinum group elements (PGE)
*Establishment of pre-irradiation chemical/biochemical separation procedures for

speciation NAA.
Major Chinese contribution in applications of reactor NAA include:
* In metrological science --- high accuracy determinations of multi-elements for

reference materials certifications; etc.;
* In geo- and cosmo- sciences --- NAA of geogas for exploration of deep-laying mineral

deposits; etc.;
*In environmental sciences --- NAA of airborne particulate matter for sourcing and

source apportioning of air pollution; etc.;
* In material science --- NAA of high purity materials (mainly Si and S products) for

multi-element impurities and process control; etc.;
* In archaeological and forensic sciences --- study on origins for multi-element pattern;

etc.
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Future development of reactor NAA may be directed towards the following aspects:
* Further refining the technique to make it an internationally recognized primary method

for reference materials certification;
* Popularizing the techniques mainly by establishing more MNSRs for both China and

other countries of the world;
* Applying the technique to wider range of scientific and industrial users; etc.

5. Current Status of BNCT Study in China
In China, there is no reactor installed with BNCT facilities up to now, but the related

study in this field has been highly concerned. It is recognized that a good prospect will attach
to BNCT for treating malignant brain tumor before the unpredictable gene therapy gets
radical cure for this disease.

For the passed decade, pharmaceutical experts in China have worked out the foundation
of boron compounds and some medical doctors and biochemists have conducted the study to
combine `13 and mono-clone antibody in variety of reagents and different patterns, then to
test and verify them under the condition of neutron exposure. These activities will certainly
benefit the coming research work to be dealt with.

There were two BNCT seminars held in China. One was held in 1990 and sponsored by
Mathematics and physics Bureau of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 28 researchers and experts
attended the one-day seminar. The other was held in winter of 1995 by Shen-Au Science and
Technology Development (STD) Corporation. More than 70 experts from Russia, Japan,
Europe, United States, Korea and China including Hongkong, Macao and Taiwan regions
participated the one-day meeting. Because of variety of reasons no substantive progress was
promoted after these two seminars.

Another effort made by Shen-Au STD corporation was to evaluate the possibility of
drawing forth epithermal. neutron beam from swimming pool reactor while developing some
kinds of boron compounds and ambitiously aimed at establishing a BNCT Beijing Center to
receive 500 patients in two years. However, this effort failed with no positive results.

At present, only the pulsed reactor in Xi'an is dedicated to the study of epithermal
neutron beam while the Capture Science and Technology Development Co. Ltd. is exploiting
the thermal neutron beam approach with calculation design and to build a hospital based
BNCT facility under scheduled. The Capture's plan lies on the technical support of Beijing
Neurosurgery Institute and Reactor Engineering Research and Design Department of CIAE. A
special facility called Medical Neutron Irradiator or MNI is now exploited and under design.
It is to be located in Beijing Tiantan Hospital and specially available to treat glioma patients.

This work has been performed by a special team headed by Dr. Zhou Yongmao,
member of the Chinese Acadamy Engineering (CAE), and is scheduled to be completed in the
year of 2003.

This facility adopts the reactor type with full safety feature affirmed by IAEA, i.e., the
MNSR type and the experience with thermal neutron beam technique obtained by Japanese
experts. Its power is about 20 kW with neutron exposure about I X 10 n/cM2.S.

As for the future aspects, a high neutron flux new research reactor CARR with 60 MW
power and 8 X 10 ' nlcM2.S of thermal neutron flux will be erected in CIAE at about 2005. A
plan of using epithermal neutron for BNCT treat is underway because it is expected that the
epithermal neutron BNCT treat will reach the phase of routine mode and getting standardized
at that time. Meanwhile, the epithermal approach with Xi'an pulsed reactor is put into
operation and more research work will be done with epithermal neutrons. And further more,
having gained experience on N{NI developed by Capture Co. Ltd. using thermal neutrons, we
are to exploit epithermal neutron BNCT facility MNI-2 for utilization of medical research
center and clinical practice for hospitals.

It is expected that the preparation of selected boron compounds will get localized
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following the progress of BNCT technology.
6. Other Utilization of Research Reactors

An important target to be pursued in developing the PWR power plant in China is to
exploit a kind of fuel element with high burn up, good economics, safe and reliable
performance and low damage rate. The deepened burn up willI make the in-pile behavior of
fuel element getting more complicated and result in unfavorable effects on the fuel
performance.

In order to raise the capability of bearing high burn up for fuel elements, the study on
performance of fuel elements under high burn up condition, especially the behavior of bearing
power ramp (or transient) condition is much required. The common approach to be conducted
is first in the real operation condition of power reactor to build up the burn up to a certain
value, and then move the fuel elements tested to a research reactor to test the effect of fuel
element behavior under the condition of power ramping. An engineered irradiation device and
measuring system specially designed for a research reactor will meet the requirement of
developing the fuel element localized. In the passed five years, the study focussed on: (1) re-
fabrication technique of PWR fuel rods; (2) in-pile test of power changing technology; (3) in-
pile test of instrumented fuel rod. Through these research program, the study approach for
testing the PWR fuel elements in research reactor can be basically mastered.

In this workshop, there is a paper to describe the power ramping study for PWR fuel
assembly and the main results obtained at H-fWRR, the aging research reactor in CIAE.

Besides, there are several applications of research reactors in China, such as the neutron
radiography, NTD silicon production, the use of nuclear heating reactor as a heating supply
center in cold winter, nuclear particle track-etched membrane for forgery-proof purpose, and
topaz gem irradiation, etc.

7. Conclusion
Despite the condition of the main existing research reactors in China is facing aging

problems, the synthetical utilization of research reactors is still prosperous in many fields,
such as neutron scattering study, neutron activation analysis, RI production, and many other
applications.

Now a new research reactor called CARR is under design and to be erected in CIAE
and it will take much more utilization tasks comparative to the present situation because of its
quite high performance.

International cooperation and informnation exchanging in the utilization of research
reactors and also the design experience of reactor similar to CARR are highly expected and of
great value for the construction of CARR.
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1.5 The Current Status of HANARO Utilization

Hark Rho Kim, Choong Sung Lee, Jae Min Sohn, and Kyung Bae Park

Abstract

The HANAROLigh-flux Advanced Neutron Application Research Reactgr) is now operating at

24MW to meet the user's demands in a variety of utilization fields. The most active field is the

neutron scattering and diffraction using the currently available HR-PD(High Resolution Powder

Diffraction), FCD(Four Circle Diffraction), RSI(Residual Stress Instrument), and SANS(Small Angle

Neutron Scattering). Using these instruments, we have been investigating such characteristics as

materials' crystal structure and phase transition, residual stress, texture, and hard and soft matters.

Through examination and inspection of the test specimens, NRF(Neutron Radiography Facility) is

contributing to such fields as the nuclear industry, ordnance industry, aerospace industry, and

archaeology. The second utilization field is the fuel and material irradiation test. KAERIL(orea Atomic

Energy Research nstitute) has developed atomized fuel powder and provided it to USA, France and

Argentina. Under the RERTR program, KAERI has been contributing to the development of research

reactor fuels of better quality. To test the reactor materials and fuels, instrumented and non-instrumented

capsules are widely being used. To produce and supply Rs and pharmaceuticals for medical and

industrial purposes, HANARO and its RIPF(Radioisotope Production Facility) has been fully complying

with demands so that the national welfare might be enhanced by our efforts. NAA(Neutron Activation

Analysis) is assisting the nuclear industry, environmental research and the promotion of the health area.

To support all active utilizations, HANARO operators have been making every effort to not only

improve the systems, if needed, but also to avoid the inadvertent reactor trip. Based upon this stable

neutron supply, we have been developing and expanding the utilization fields and facilities. The

PNS(Polarized Neutron Spectrometer) is under construction and the reflectometer is in preparation. The

BNCT(Boron Neutron Capture Therapy) facility is expected to support medical doctors in their in-vitro

tests by the end of next year. In the future, KAERI plans to install cold neutron source and research

facilities and then HANARO would be a truly powerful neutron source in neutron beam application

research. We will begin design and installation of the fuel test loop to support the Korean national

nuclear energy program in accordance with the demand for nuclear fuel development. Advanced

capsules will also be developed. More effective and value-added RI is also under development

continuously. To increase the contribution of the NAA area, we are developing the user-oriented NAA

system in HANARO. The irradiator for NTD-Si production is being designed and fabricated. We expect

this service to be available for industries early next year.

Through these viable activities, the number of users and tested samples, and allocatable beam times

will be greatly increased. All of the related staff and groups are doing their best to satisfy the demand

of users because HANARO is the Korean sole neutron source operated under the auspices of the

taxpayers.
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I. Introduction

KAERI launched the HANARO project in 1985 and succeeded in the completion of the project by

achieving its first criticality in 1995. HANARO was designed to operate at 3MW using rod-bundle

type U3Si LEU fuels. The reactor is cooled and moderated by H20 and reflected by D20. 32 vertical

experimental holes are available and 7 horizontal

ST I ~~~~~experimental tubes are furnished tangentially. Fig. I
presents the plan view of HANARO. The reactor

power is regulated by 4 CAR(Control Absorber

Rods) and at any time we can keep the reactor in a

safe shutdown condition by dropping 4 SOR(Shutoff

CAIIAL ~~~~~~~~Rods) if a condition touches a pre-set trip parameter.

As most of the vertical experimental holes or

horizontal experimental tubes are equipped with the

NA ~~~~~~~~~~corresponding facilities, the degree of utilization is

greatly increasing. To stably supply neutrons to the

ST users, the surveillance, inspection and improvement

of the reactor systems are always undertaken.

Fig . Plan View of HANARO Otherwise, it is inevitable for the reactor to face an

unintentional reactor trip. Based upon the stable

neutron supply, the facility developers and users are cooperating well to accomplish the desired

purposes. Section II describes the status of the present utilization and the future plan as well. In the

final section the closing remarks are presented with a plan to further promote the utilization of

HANARO.

IL. Present Utilization and Future Plan

HANARO was designed to enable the users to use the provided neutrons in such multi-utilization

areas as neutron beam application research, fuel and material irradiation tests, radioisotope (RI)

production, neutron activation analysis, and irradiation services for the production of semniconductor

materials, etc. Among those diverse utilization fields, some are very energetically being utilized and

others are intermnittently requested by the users. The following section presents the detailed status of the

utilization in each field.

11.1 Neutron Beam Application Research

Modern materials research, together with traditional scientific interest in understanding condensed

matter on the atomic scale, require a complete knowledge of the arrangement and the dynamics of

atoms or molecules, and of their magnetic properties as well. With various kinds of radiation such as

visible light, X-rays or synchrotron radiation, electrons, ions, and neutrons, we can get information by

investigating the interactions of the materials in question. Among radiation, neutrons play a unique role

owing to their inherent properties 

*their magnetic dipole moment allows an investigation of the magnetic properties of materials;
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their large mass leads to a simultaneous sensitivity to the spatial and temporal scales that are

characteristic of atomic distances and motions.

To count and detect those neutrons, we designed, developed, and installed HRPD, FCD, and SANS

as illustrated in Fig. 2. Using H-RPD, we are investigating materials' crystal structure and phase

transition phenomena. The measurement and analysis of residual stress are possible using this

instrument. The single crystal analysis, measurement and analysis of texture are done with FD. The

research interest in hard matters arc not only

precipitates, voids in alloys and ceramics, and

NEW ~~~~~~~~~the sintering process, but also structures and

4t ~~~domains in magnetic materials in H-ANARO.

Meanwhile, studies on soft matters include

conformation of the polymer chain, diffusion,

deformation and swelling, blend and solution

of polymers and the structure of block

co-polymers, the polymer network and

SANS ~ aggregation, colloid and micro-emulsion. Those

hard and soft matters are investigated using

SANS. The NRF(Neutron Radiography

Facility) is the first neutron beam application

facility equipped in HANARO since this can

Fig 2. Plan View of Neution Beam Facilities directly support the industry. Using NRF we

have provided services for the nuclear,

ordnance, and aerospace industries as well as archeology researchers. For the medical application of the

neutron beam, KAERI designed and is constructing an irradiation room for patients. In this design, we

took into account such kinds of requirements as less irradiation time, low background of fast neutrons

and y7-rays, space for temporal surgical operation, and no interruption to the reactor operation caused

by the patient treatment. To meet those requirements, we designed filters, water shutters, and an

additional shield. To enable the operator to instantaneously measure the boron content in a patient's

blood, the PGNAA(Prompt Gamma Neutron
12000 I HRPD 500 Activation Analysis) facility was developed

FCD c
10000 SANS and commissioned. Fig. 3 depicts the current

40
NRF~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0* NRF ~~~~~E utilization statistics of HANARO from the

r8000-
* ~~~~300 neutron beam application viewpoint.

E 000 E 6000 2 ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~Now the PNS(Polarized Neutron
1=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 I

E 4000 2000 Spectrometer) is under installation and

2000 100 E expected to be available to users by the end
Z of next year. We are performing basic

0 I eerht rpr o h ntlaino 
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 reerht rpr o h ntlaino 

Year reflectomneter, which will presumably he

installed in the next year. So far we have

Fig. 3. Neutron Beani Utilization Statistics in FHANARO put emphasis on the instruments with mainly
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industrial application capability. We are now planning ways to include the instrument with high

applicability in fundamental science such as in TAS(Triple Axis Spectrometer). And since the cold

neutron source and its associated research facilities are the user's demand, we are in the stage of

collecting wisdom fromn the users and feeding it back into making decisions of the investment priority.

We expect in HANARO to be fully loaded with the neutron beam application facilities in the near

future and then to be a truly strong neutron source.

11.2 Fuel and Material Irradiation Test

HANARO fuel meat is USi dispersed in Al matrix. KABRI succeeded in developing the so-called

atomized powder and supplied it to the USA, France and Argentina. This is a product of the RERTR

program initiated in 1978. After U3Si fuel, the research reactor operating country desires to have higher

density fuel as well as the reprocessable fuel. To cope with this circumstance, KABRI has been

contributing to the RERTR program by supplying atomized U-Mo powder. The completion of

qualification and licensing by 2006 were agreed on between participant countries in this programn.

Korea, USA, France and Argentina have been doing or planning irradiation tests using powders

supplied by KAERI.

Fuel development is very important in Korea since the national energy greatly depends on the

stable production of nuclear energy. To support the national nuclear energy program, KAERI has

devoted itself to the localization of the existing nuclear reactor fuels as well as development of

advanced fuels and materials. All the newly developed fuels and materials should be validated with

sufficient in-pile test data before qualification
1000 60
900 M NumberofSampies and licensing. For this purpose, we designed

800 -- Number of Users 50 and fabricated capsules with instruments or

700 40 without instruments and have widely used them

E 600 for irradiation tests of fuels and materials.
00 30 Final licensing is possible by demonstrating the

o 0
o400 fuel integrity under a severe condition as in a

.0 .~~~~~~~~~~~~0
E 300 2 :3 :3~~~~~~~~ power reactor. To form the power reactor

200
200 ~~~~~~~~10 environment, we need the fuel test loop. We

100
197 198 199 200 20 0 expect the first fuel test loop in Korea to be

1997 1998 199 2000 2001available to the users by 2006. All the
Year irradiated materials and fuels in H-ANARO are

Fig. 4. Statistics of Irradiation Services in HANARO examined in the LMEF(lrradiated Material
Examination Facility), which provides 7

concrete and 2 lead hot cells and I pool as well.

11.3 Radioisotope Production

The RI is a useful tool for diagnosing symptomns of diseases and cures them by radiation. To

irradiate the target containing chemical compounds for RI, lHANARO has one hole with a hydraulic

transfer system and 17 sall-size holes. Now we are producing the RI's tabulated in Table . Based

upon the preceeding long-term clinical test, we obtained a certification for a new medicine of the
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Hol66 compound for liver cancer treatment. To process the irradiated compounds, there is provided an

isotope production facility furnished with 4 concrcte and 17 lead hot cells as well as pool for Co6O.

In 2001, we started to supply Ir-192 for the industrial application. Fig. 5 presents the RI production in

HANARO and it is shown that the production services are gradually increase. Table 2 shows the RI's

under development or to be developed in the near future. Through the domestic supply of medical

isotopes, HANARO is certain to contribute to Korean welfare.

Table . Radioisotopes currently produced in HANARO

RI

Type ~ Nuclide Form Ue

Non-sealed Tc-99m NaTcO4 Medical diagnosis

Source Mo-99 Mo0 3 Parent nuclide for Tc-99rn

1-131 Nal, Capsule Medical diagnosis and treatment

IHo- 1 66 Hlo(N0 3>3 Medical treatment

Dy- 1 65 Dy(N0 3)5 Radiation synovectomy

Au-198 Colloid Liver diagnosis

Cr-51 Na 2CrO4 Bio/Medical application

P-32 ~Na 2IJPO4 Agricultural application

H-3P0 4 Genetic study

Sealed It 2Cylinder N DT(Non-Destructive Test)

Source Seed, pin Medical treatment

Co-60 Cylinder Industrial use, NDT

5002 
450 18

400 16
350 14

300 512
~:_ 250 ___ ___ ___

W 200 __ _ _ __4_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

1004

0 -0

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 1 996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Year Year

(a) Medically Applicable Isotopes (b) Industrially Applicable Isotopes

Fig 5 RI Production Statistics in H-ANARO
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Table 2. Radioisotopes to be produced in HANARO

RI

Type ~ Nuclide FormnUe

Non-sealed 1-125 Nal Labeling for diagnostic agents

Source P-33 H3P0 4 Genetic study

Sr-89 SrC12 Bone palliation agent

Sm-153 Sm-EDTMP Bone palliation agent

Sealed Re- 186 NaReO 4 Medical treatment

Source Re-188 NaReO 4 Medical treatment

Yb- 169 Pellet NDT

Se-75 Pellet NDT

Gd-153 Pellet Medical instrument

Eu- 152 Disc Standard source, gauging

Sb-125 Disc Standard source, gauging

Ni-63 Disc Gauging

Tm-170 Pellet NDT

11.4 Neutron Activation Analysis

In HANARO, there are provided 3 vertical experimental holes equipped with PTS(Pneumatic

Transfer System), which can be maneuvered

8000 ~~~~~~~~~~manually or automatically. By irradiating samples
MR&D ~~~~~~inside a rabbit and unloading them, we can

6000 distinguish the comprising micro-elements and

E pursue the path of the trace elements, where the

400 gamma spectroscopy system plays an important
E ~~~~~~~~~~~~role. The current utilization statistics in the NAA

Z= 2000 ~~~~~~~~area are given in Fig. 6. We are developing a

0 L user-oriented NAA system and its related
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 technology. In addition to the environment

Yoar

aspects, we expect NAA technology to expand
Fig 6. Utilization Statistics of NAA in HANARO areas of contribution such as health, nutrition, and

toxicology as well.

11.5 NTD Service

In HANARO, we have two large size vertical experimental holes for NTD production. We are

now fabricating the irradiation device for an NTD ingot to obtain the uniform flux requirement imposed

by the customer. And the irradiation does not cause any interface problems to the reactor operation.

Therefore, it is not easy to meet the requirements and thus the design should cope with the required

conditions. However, the fabrication is nearly at the completion state and thus we expect the service to
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be possible early next year.

III. Closing Remarks

HANARO is the sole neutron source in Korea and operated by the fnd given by the government.

Therefore, every operator and user related with HANARO should do his best to satisfy the taxpayers.

For the reactor to possess attraction to the users, the quality and precision of utilization facilities should

be gradually improved. Therefore, operators should put emphasis on minimizing the unintentional reactor

trip to provide neutrons stably to the users as well as on improving the systems. Users are securely

supported by the operators and utilization facility developers should collect opinions from the users and

incorporate them into the design and fabrication of the necessary facilities. In accordance with the level

of growth in national science and technology, we, HANARO, will develop better and diverse utilization

facilities and provide whatever services the users need.
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1.6 NHR-5 and research on its comprehensive utilization

Zhang Yajun, Zheng Wenxiang, Su Qingshan, Zhang Dafang

Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China

Abstract: The nuclear heating reactor (NUR) has been developed by the Institute of Nuclear Energy
Technology, Tsinghua University. A series of advanced features are adopted in the design for the NHR to
achieve a higher standard of safety. Therefore any off-site emergency actions such as sheltering,
evacuation, relocation and decontamination are not needed. The NH-R can be used in district heating,
seawater desalination, providing low-pressure steam for industrial process and as a eat source for
agriculture and breed aquatics. The main design features and safety concepts of the NHR will be
described. The main experimental results carried on the NH4R-5 will be discussed and the study on the
comprehensive utilization of NJHR and relative experiments will be presented.

Key words: nuclear heating reactor, comprehensive utilization, seawater desalination

The vessel type nuclear heating reactor is designed with a number of advanced and
inherent safety features, including integrated arrangement, natural circulation, self-pressurized
performance, hydraulic control rod driving and passive systemsl1 J. It could be used in district
heating, air conditioning, seawater desalination and other industrial process. The prototype
experimental reactor with the thermal power of 5MW (NHR-5) has been operated successfully
since Nov. 1989 in the Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology (INET), Tsinghua University.

1. Technical and safety features of NHR

The NHR is a vessel type light water reactor with the festures of integrated arrangement, full
power natural circulation, self-pressurized performance and dual vessel structure.

For the NHR, it should be located in the vicinity of the user due to the consideration of heat
transportation and economy. The distance between the reactor and the populous area is not a
protecting factor any longer. Therefore, no off-site emergency action, such as sheltering,
evacuation, relocation and decontamination, is the one of the fundamental safety objectives in
case of all credible accidents.

To meet the requirements of the fundamental safety objectives, a series of technical measures
are adopted in the design of the NI-R. The main technical and safety features can be briefly
summarized as follows.

Integrated design

One of the fundamental design criteria for the NHR is that the core should be always covered
by coolant. Therefore, the integrated design concept is adopted. Both reactor system and the
primary circuit, including primary heat exchanges, are arranged in the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV). The RPV is designed to meet the requirement of leak-before-break. All of the
penetrations are on the upper part of the RPV and the largest diameter of the penetrations of
coolant pressure boundary is 050mm. Therefore, large LOCA can be excluded, small LOCA will
not make the core uncovered and safety injection system is not necessary 21. Fig. I shows the
integrated structure of the NHR.

Full power natural circulation cooling

The coolant circulates due to the density difference between hot and cold regions inside the
RPV at all power levels so that the primary circulating pumps can be eliminated and the higher
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system reliability can be ensured.

Dual vessel structure

A guard vessel encloses the primary system. The guard vessel will ensure the flooding of the
reactor core without any emergency cooling actions in case of a very unlikely failure of the RPV.
It means that a steel containment fits tightly around the RPV and two isolation valves, which are
driven by different driving-means, are located inside and outside of the guard vessel respectively
so that the core will be covered under any postulated coolant leakage within it.

Low temperature, low pressure and low power density

The reactor is designed with the features of low temperature, low pressure and low power
density. In addition, there is no boric acid in the coolant during normal operation. Gadolinium
oxide as a burnable poison is used to control the reactivity along with the B34C ontrol rods. A
boric acid injection system as a secondary shutdown system will be operated when the event of
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) occurs.

Hydraulic driving mechanism of the control rods

The coolant intaked from the RPV will be pressured by circulation pump and filtered by filter
located at the outlet of the pump. Then, it will be distributed by the control units and drive the
step cylinder, which connects to control rod. Therefore, the control rod will be diven by
hydraulic according to the requirement of operation. This design meets the requirement of "fail-
safe" principle i.e. based on the natural law, gravity, control rods will drop into the core
automatically in case of lose of power supply, depressurization of RPV, pipe break and pump
shut down events. This design simplifies the reactor structure and eliminates the accident of rapid
rod ejection.

No emergency cooling system

Because of the safety features and technical characteristics of NIIR, the possibility of large
LOCA caused by the breaking of primary pipe can be excluded and the core will be covered by
coolant under any postulated accident conditions. Therefore, emergency core cooling system is
not needed in the NHR.

Natural circulation for residual heat removal

The residual heat removal system, that is the most important safety system in NHR, is
designed as two independent trains. The design capacity for each train is not less than 1.5% of
rated power. Non-active residual heat removal is achieved by natural circulation completely.

Self-pressurized performance

The primary pressure, composed by the saturate steam pressure corresponding the core outlet
temperature and a certain inventory of nitrogen, can be stably maintained at the designed level.
Therefore, the pressurizer with its complicated control system adopted in PWVR can be eliminated.

Preventing heat user from rad-contamnination

The multi-barriers, including fuel cladding, primary pressure boundary, guard vessel and a
secondary confinement or containment, compose the multi-defenses against the release of
radioactive material. In addition, the nuclear heat supply system is composed by a triple loop, i.e.
the primary circuit in RPV, an intermediate circuit and the heating grid or other heat user circuit.
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The operating pressure in the intermediate circuit is higher than that in RPV, so that the
contamination of radioactivity can be prevented from and the safety of the heat user can be
ensured. Fig.2 shows the simplified schematic diagram of the NI-R.

The main design parameters of the NI-R are listed in Table 1.

Table I Main design parameters of the nuclear heating reactor

N}IR-5 NHR-200

Thermal power MW 5 200

Primary system pressure MWa 1.5 2.5

Core inlet/outlet temperature 0C 146/186 140/2 10

Ave. linear heat rate kW/m 5.6 7.67

Volumetric power density kW/L 26 36.23

Number of fuel assemblies 1 6 96

Number of control rods 13 32

Active core height m 0.69 1.9

Active core diameter m 0.57 1.9

InventoryOf U0 2 t 0.51 14.87

Enrichment of initial core %3 1.8/2.4/3.0

Refueling enrichment %3 3

Intermediate circuit temperature 0C 102/142 95/145

Intermediate circuit pressure MPa 1.7 3.0

Heating grid temperature 0C 90/60 130/80

2. Main Experimental Results Carried on NHR-5

2.1 Performance tests

In order to investigate the operational property, a lot of experiments have been carried on
NHR-5 since November 1989f~j . The main items of experiments conducted on NHR-5 after the
commissioning are summarized in Table 2.

Fig.3 gives the result of the self-regulating test. At the beginning of the test, the load is
changed with 60%, and the reactor power follows the large load change automatically and reaches
a new stable state in 30mmn without operator action. The moderator reactivity coefficient plays an
important role.

Self-stability is the inherent capability of the reactor to reach a new stable state safely after a
-3

reactivity disturbance. At the beginning of the test, a reactivity insertion of 2x1IO A k/k was
introduced at a power level of 3MW. The maximum relative power level reached 1.18 in lO0s.
The new stable relative power level reached 1.08 in 30min and the temperature both of the core
outlet and inlet increased slightly during the test.
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ATWS test was simulated by isolating the intermediate heat exchangers and keeping the
position of control rods, so the reactor was in the situation that it was lost all of external load
without scram. Due to the feedback of the negative temperature coefficients, the power decreased
from 2MW to about 0.2MW in 30mmn. The test result (see Fig.4) shows that this kind of reactor is
inherently safe due to passive safety feature.

Table 2 Main test items at NHR-5

Test item Description Main results

Positive reactivity 2mk introduce by control rod Power peak reached 1. 18 times
introduce withdrawn

ATWS Isolating all of heat sink Reactor power decreased to

Position of control rods not change dissipation level automatically

LOCA Nature circulation intemiupted in RPV Residual heat can be removed by
by drawn water from primary circuit condensation on primary heat

exchanger

Heat & electricity Third circuit replaced by steam circuit, Test is successful. Whole facility
co-generation cooling water of condenser used for is operated smoothly.

heating

Refrigeration Reactor and steam generator coupled Chilled water with temperature of
with a LiBr refrigeration cycle device 70 C can be provided

Seawater Reactor and steam generator coupled Result shows that the design is
desalination with a small MED device successful

2.2 Comprehensive Utilization

In order to explore the possibility for comprehensive utilization of NHR, heat-electricity
cogeneration and nuclear refigeration. are carried on NHR-5 41. The experimental parameters are
listed in Table 3. The colun "NHR-200" in Table 3 is design value. A special designed low
pressure steam generator is used in the secondary circuit of the NHR-5 for providing the technical
basis. It is demonstrated that the steam generator operated stable and provided low pressure steam
with temperature of 1 50'C for process steam supply. The intensive study shows that NHR-200
can provide the industrial process steam with the pressure of 0.8MPa and at a rate of 280t/h.

In nuclear refrigeration, the NR is the energy source for LiBr absorption refigeration.
machine. The main experimental parameters are listed in Table 4. A double-effect LiBr
absorption refrigeration machine is used in the test on NHR-5. The test installation can provide
the chilled water with the temperature of 70 C and the refrigeration coefficient is 0.9.

3. Possible Application in Seawater Desalination

The excellent performance of the NHR-200 shows that it is suitable to the coupling with a
seawater desalination plant from both technical and economic stand. According to technologies
currently available worldwide, the multi-effect distillation (MED) method is adopted for seawater
desalination plant coupling with the NH-R-200 [J
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A nuclear desalination demonstration plant is to be constructed in Tan-Tan, Morocco. The
plant will install a OMWth nuclear heating reactor developed by China as the heat source, which
is coupled with the high temperature multi-effect distillation technologic to produce 8,000M3/d of
potable water. The results of a feasibility study have shown that there is no any technical obstacle
in the design approches of the demonstration plant, and the water production cost of the
demonstration plant is in the same range as that of a fossil fuel desalination plant with the same
capacity.

Table 3 Main experimental results of heat-electricity cogeneration

NIHR-5 NHIR-200

Reactor power MW 2 200

Steam generator power MW 1.8 200

Electricity output MWe 0.15 22

Primary system pressure MPa 1.47 2.5

Core inlet/outlet temperature 0C 173/192 197/223

Intermediate circuit pressure MPa 1.7 3.0

Intermediate circuit temperature 0C 147/167 164/194

Pressure at outlet of steam generator MPa 0.43 0.8

Pressure at inlet of steam generator MvPa 0.38 0.8

Temperature at inlet of steam turbine 0C 142 170

Back pressure of steam turbine MPa 0.025 0.12

Temperature of condense 0C 65 105

Temperature of feed water to heating grid 0C 55 100

Temperature of back water from heating grid 0C 45 60

Pressure in heating grid MPa < 0.49

A pre-project study of the Shangdong nuclear seawater desalination plant has been carried out
recently. The plant will produce 160,000 m 3/d of potable water using a 200 MWth nuclear
heating reactor developed by MINT coupled to a high-temperature multi-effect distillation process.

4. Conclusion

The NH-R-5 is the original experimental reactor. The experimental results show that this type
of reactor has a number of advanced and inherent safety features. It can be regarded as the one of
the new generation reactors with inherent safety features. Being as a clean, safe and economic
energy source, the NI-R will play an important role in the near future.
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Table 4 Main experimental results of nuclear energy refrigeration

Item unit

Reactor power MW 0.6

Primary system pressure MPa 1.2

Core inlet/outlet temperature 0C 160/169

Intermediate circuit pressure MPa 1.7

Intermediate circuit temperature 0C 155/159

Pressure at outlet of steam generator MPa 0.55

Steam flow rate Kg/h 400

Steam temperature 0C 154

Steam pressure at inlet of refrigeration machine MPa 0.4

Steam temperature at inlet of refrigeration machine 0C 143

Temperature of feed chilled water 0C 7

Temperature of chilled water return 0C 12

Power output of the refrigeration machine kW 232.6

Refrigeration coefficient -0.9
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Fig. I The structure of NHR-200
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Fig.2 Schematic diagram of NHR-200
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1.7 A Optimized Design of Rectangle Pumping Cell for

Nuclear Reactor Pumped Laser
J.-S. Wan L.-X. Chen Z.-M. Zhao X.-B. Pan C.-Y. Jing X.-Q. Zhao F.-H. Liu

(Northwest Institute of Nuclear Technology, P0. Box 69-16(9), Xi 'an, 710024, China)

Abstract: Basing on our research of energy deposition in RPL pumping cell and the
laser power efficiency, a RPL test device on Pulsed Reactor has been designed. In
addition, the laser beam power of the RPL test device is estimated in the paper.
Key words: Nuclear Reactor Pumped Laser, laser designation, energy deposition, laser

power efficiency

1. Introduction

It has been demonstrated that the laser at wavelength 1.73 ptrn can reach an intrinsic
efficiency varying from I to 4%1'-o, when rare gases containing Xenon are pumped by
electrons or nuclear reaction products. It can be designed to be a new kind of high power laser
facility. Moreover, it has a long working-life because its working medium of Xenon laser is
inertial gases. Therefore much research has been carried out in this field.

Nuclear pumping is a kind of promising laser pumping technology The main process is
based on the capture of neutrons by the laser medium in nuclear reactor. When neutrons are
captured by nuclei of laser medium gas atoms, these nuclei will fission or decay and energy is
released. Particles carrying the energy produced during the nuclear reaction process interact
with the laser gas, cause the particles number reversed, and laser is produced. Inasmuch as
nuclear pumped laser has some attractive advantages, such as high-energy output as well as
long working-life, some countries, e.g. USA and Russia, attach high importance to this
technology A Fast Neutron Pulsed Reactor (SPR-3) and a Circular Pulsed Reactor (ACPR)
have been specially used for this research in Santia National Laboratories of USA.

Basing on our former studies, a rectangle pumping cell for nuclear pumped laser were
studied in the following sections. The geometric parameters and gas composition will be
optimized.

2. Theoretical and designing basics

The laser medium used in the study consists of He-Ar-Xe. It belongs to volumetric
pumping system. He will interacts with neutrons in a neutron field. The reaction products fly
into laser medium with the nuclear reaction energy. The laser medium obtains energy by
collision with the products. It causes the particles number reversed, and 1.73 mn laser can be
produced.

In the volumetric pumping system of nuclear reactor laser, He nuclides capture neutrons
in a neutron field, and the following reaction occurs:

'He +n-'H+H1+O.76MeV()

According to the energy balance and momentum balance, the energies carried by 'H and
'Hcan be calculated to be 570 keV and 190 keV, respectively. Then the energy deposition for
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special geometry (deposition in a film) can be calculated with TRIM-code.
The TRIM code['11] was designed by J.J.Ziegler in BM Company using Monte Carlo

method in order to simulate the ions deposition in a medium. It can treat the deposition
problem, medium stopping power and medium ionization when the ions bombard at a fixed
point and fly towards a fixed direction in the target. However, there is no geometrical
treatment in this code, it cannot calculate the ions' transportation, the energy-deposition and -

loss in the laser cavity of different geometry. So, the EDL was developed with Monte Carlo
method to solve the geometrical problem in our group 3

].

The irradiation chamber of the reactor was designed as (1287 X 500 X 500 mm 3 ). We will
use this chamber as neutron field. Considering the neutron flux, the neutron uniformity and
the laser gain, the cell will be designed as rectangle and many time reflecting chamber (300 X
300 X 60 mm 3) . The laser will be guided out off the reactor by optical fiber. The laser set-up
and cell are show in Fig. and 2.

optical
fiber shielding

eactor cl

\\ \ ~~detector

Fig. 1 Scheme of nuclear pumped laser set-up

60

Fig.2 Laser cell. I and 2 are reflecting mirrors, 3 and 4 are transparent lens, 5 is
diaphragm.
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2. Design of pumping cell
In literature"1 ',"', the mechanism was proposed by our team, and the function of intrinsic

efficiency was driven as follows:

Co = (1l. 43 8 xlO05 PHe + 4.342 x Io pAr - P (1 .937 XlO0- 0
pAr + 6.416 x 01"PHe)X .. (2

{l.965 -1.21 l(log Cx) - 0.504(log CXe) 2 }I(I.013 - 0.0138A + 0.00104A 2 - 0.000034A 3)

Note that P denotes the total pressure [Pa] of the system, while ple for the partial pressure
[Pa] of He atoms, PM for the partial pressure [Pa] of Ar atoms, Cxe for the Xe concentration

()in the cell, A for the energy deposition density [W/cm'].
Differentiating Eq.2 by logCe, and let it equal zero, then:

1.211I

CXe =1I0 0~=.063(%) ..... (3)

From Eq.3, one can see, when the Xe concentration reach 0.063%, we can obtain a best
efficiency

in our former work"']t, the relationship between the thickness of pumping cell and energy
deposition efficiency was studied. A function of optimal thickness (mm) concerning He
partial pressure (Pa) was obtained as follows:

thickness = 139.2 - 3.02 x lO3'PHe + 2.45 x 108 (PHe) 2 6.75 x 1i-'4 (P1 e) . .... (4)

In the present study, the thickness of pumping cell is designed as 60 mm. So, the He
partial pressure can be obtained as 3.5 X IO' Pa when one consider the above relationship.

According to Hebner's experimentsf'], the gain can reach its maximum when the both
partial pressure of He and Ar are the same. So, the Ar partial pressure can be taken as 3.5 X
1 04 Pa. All the parameters are listed in table 1.

Tab. I Parameters of pumping ell.
length, width Thickness Total pressure He partial Ar partial Xe concentration

(MM) ) (Pa) pressure (Pa) pressure (Pa) (%
300 60 7X 104 3.5 X10 4 3.5 X10 4 0.063

3. Energy deposition in cell and laser power
According to the above gas composition, one can easily calculate the energy deposition

efficiency in the cell and the neutron shielding effect of He using EDL code. The results are
given in figure 3. As the cell thickness increases, the energy deposition efficiency increases.
But the He number per cm' increases too. So, the neutron shielding effect of He becomes
stronger (the neutron utility decreases). Therefore, the total energy deposition efficiency
(considering the neutron shielding effect) will not always increases, there should be a
maximum total efficiency. According to the above parameters, the total efficiency appears
when the cell thickness is 60 mm, where the total energy deposition efficiency is 57.5%.
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If a reactor pulses at full power, and the neutron spectrum is given as shown in figure 4. The
total neutron fluence is given as 2.1 X 014 n/cm 2. The 'H-e excitation function is also shown in the
Fig.4. The average cross section is 2400 b.

In the literature , we have obtained the energy deposition density function concerning the 'fie
partial pressure P'e (Pa), neutron flux 4) (n/s/cm2), reaction cross section (cm 2 and energy
deposition efficiency 1P. That is:

A=32.4IxPHex uxoxg ........ (5)

The above equation can be principle used, but this function was driven using a 600 mm long
cylinder chamber. In the present work, we use a many time reflecting chamber (rectangle). So, this
function should be modified to be used in the present work. n the cylinder chamber, the optical
path is only 600 mmr in the cell. In the rectangle chamber, the laser light reflects 6 times in the cell,
so, the optical path is about 300X 6=1800 mm. Using Eq.2 and 5, one can calculate the laser power,
it's about 137 J (the power loss on the reflect mirrors is presumed to be 30%).

4. Conclusion
The above design is only a principle one. Whether it is reasonable depends on experimental

results. But it is a base for farther theoretical and experimental studies.
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Abstract
A tentative power ramp test for short PWR fuel rod has been conducted at the Heavy Water Research

Reactor (HWRR)' in China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE). The test fuel rod was cooled by the
circulating water in the test loop. The power ramp was realized by moving solid neutron-absorbing screen

around the fuel rod. The linear power of the fuel rod increased from 220W/cm to 340W/cm with a power

ramp rate of 20W/cm/mm~i. The power of the fuel rod was monitored by both in-core thermal and nuclear
measurement sensors in the test rig. This test provides experiences for further developing the power ramp

test methods for PWR fuel rods at research reactor.

Key words PWR fuel rod Power ramp test Research reactor

1 Introduction
In order to develop high performance fuel assembly for domestic nuclear power plant, it is necessary

to master some fundamental test technology. So a research plan on the power ramp testing methods was
proposed. This research involves several key techniques such as the refabrication of the post-irradiated fuel
rods, in-pile power ramping facilities and power measuring methods.

A set of power ramp testing facility was designed. The power ramp was realized by moving solid

neutron-absorbing screen around the fuel rod. A tentative power ramp test for short PWR fuel rod was
conducted at the Heavy Water Research Reactor (HWRR) in China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE) in
May of 200 1(4). The test fuel rod was cooled by the circulating water in the test loop. The linear power of

the fuel rod increased from 220W/cm to 340W/cm with a power ramp rate of 20W/crrmm. This paper

gives a brief description of the power ramp method.

2 Test facility and techniques
The in-pile test ri" (Fig.2-1) was placed into the central irradiation channel of HWRR (Fig.2-2). The

test rig consists of pressure pipe assembly, thimble, solid neutron-absorbing screen and its driving parts,
test fuel assembly, etc. The absorbing screen is driven by a step motor and its control equipment linked with

a PC. When the absorbing screen rises, the power of the fuel rod increases. The absorbing screen is a

sandwiched pipe and the absorbing material is natural silver. Thermocouples are fixed at the inlet and outlet
of fuel rod coolant respectively. Self-powered neutron detectors (SPND) are fixed near the fuel rod. The

test fuel sample is a short PWR fuel rod containing fresh U02 pellets.

Before the formal power ramp test, the absorbing ability of neutron-absorbing screen must be
determined. So another similar neutron-absorbing screen was fabricated and tested in the reactor at low

reactor power (about 200W)(". During the low power test the relative neutron flux and the absolute neutron
flux were measured corresponding to different position of the absorbing screen, which is necessary to

deternine the moving space and velocity limits and is also necessary to check the reliability of the reactor

physics calculation codes"'
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In order to assure criticality safety of the reactor, some measures were adopted to manually or
automatically stop the movement of the absorbing screen, even shut down the reactor, such as over-velocity
protection, spacing switch, manual stopping button, reactor period protection inter-locked with reactor
control system, etc. During the power ramp test, the control system of the absorbing screen worked well.
The operators of the reactor could easily and efficiently operate the movement of the absorbing screen.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig.2-1 Configuration of the in-pile power ramp test facility 3 )

1. Pressure pipe head 2. Hanging tube 3. Step motor 4. Gears
5. Transition section 6. Connecting pipe with worm 7. Pressure pipe 8. Thimble
9. Absorbing screen 10. Test sample

3 Test results
3.1 Test procedure

After the test rig was loaded I] Fuel assembly
into the central irradiation channel, Test rig
the commissioning at the low
reactor power (about l0kW) was C) Irradiation channel- - -

carried out at first to measure the Shim rod 7 O

excess reactivity of the reactor and Automatic rod
the equivalent reactivity of the test Safety rod
rig. Then the reactor power Standby safety rod
increased to 23O0k and operated
at steady state for several hours. The Fig.2-2 Layout of Heavy Water Research Reactor')
automatic control system of the
reactor was put into operation. In order to test the power regulating ability of the research reactor, the
absorbing screen was raised step by step at first. Then the absorbing screen moved up and down continually
three times at the same speed so as to acquire more measuring data. Finally the reactor power increased
20% while the absorbing screen was at the lower position to check the reliability of the measuring
instruments. During the power ramp test, the power variation of the fuel rod could be realized by the
movement of the absorbing screen.

3.2 Power of the fuel rod
The data of the power ramp test measured by the thermocouples are listed in Table3-1. Through

continual movement of the absorbing screen from the lower position to the upper position, the power of the
fuel rod increased 50%, and the power ramp rate was 2W/cm/mni.
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During the power ramp test, the self-powered neutron detectors (SPND) also monitored the variation

of the thermal neutron flux near the fuel rod (Table 3-2). The measurement results of SPNDs coincided well

with thermal measurements.

Table 3-1: Power variation of the fuel rod during power ramps (Thermal measurement) 4

Test series Linear power (W/cm) Ratio Ramp rate
Low (steady value) High (W/crn/nin)

Step movement 246 369 1.50 --12
Ramp-Ol 225 350 1.56 21
Ramp-02 218 332 1.52 19
Ramp-03 218 336 1.54 20

20%APreactor 216 269 1.25 -27

Table 3-2: Variation of thermal neutron flux during power ramps (SPND measurement) 4 )
Test series Thermal neutron flux (E+13 n/cmIZ/s) Ratio

Low (steady value) High

Step movement 1.78 2.48 1.39
Ramp-0 1 1.77 2.46 1.39
Ram2-02 1.76 2.46 1.40
Rarnp-03 1.75 2.43 1.39

20%ALPractor 1.75 2.12 1.21

The main purpose of the tentative power ramp test is to check the power ramp method, so the testing

parameters of the fuel rod were very conservative. In terms of the in-pile measurement results of the

absorbing screen and the calculation results of reactor physics codes, the velocity of the absorbing screen

could be raised at least two times, so the power ramp rate of the fuel rod can reach the value of

50W/cm/mni at least, if this solid absorbing screen is used and the test rig is in the central channel.

4 Conclusion
The first tentative power ramp test for PWR fuel rod is successful. The power ramp of the test fuel rod

can be realized through the movement of neutron absorbing screen. Both the in-core thermal and nuclear

measurement sensors in the test rig can monitor the power of the fuel rod reliably. This test demonstrates

that it is feasible to conduct the power ramp test at the research reactor, also provides experiences for

further investigation on the power ramp methods for PWR fuel rods in the future.
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1.9 NLuclear Particle Track-Etched Anti-bogus Mark
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ABSTRAC: Nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is a new type of
forgery-proof product after engraving gravure printing, thermocolour, fluorescence,
laser hologram and metal concealed anti-bogus mark. The mark is manufactured
by intricate high technology and the state strictly controlled sensitive nuclear
facilities to ensure the mark not to be copied. The pattern of the mark is specially
characterized by permeability of liquid to be discriminated from forgery. The
genuine mark can be distinguished from shamn one by transparent liquid(e.g. water),
colorful pen and chemical reagent. The mark has passed the official examination
of health safety. It is no danger of nuclear irradiation.

Key words: Nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark, forgery-proof, etching
with caustic, irradiation with beam of U 3̀ fission fragments, polyester film

Introduction

Nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is a new type of forgery-proof product after
engraving gravure printing, thermocolour, fluorescence, laser hologram and metal concealed
anti-bogus mark, all of which ability of anti-bogus depend mostly on their complicated
manufacturing technology and their manufacturing equipment is relatively easy obtained,
comparable with nuclear facilities which are strictly controlled by the government and guarded
by the armed soldier. The security of the nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is ensured
by not only the technology but also its manufacturing facility, which is strictly controlled by the
state. The pattern of nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is made on the 10-20 microns
thick polyester film by the known "track-etch" membrane technology' 3 4 , which has been
developed since 1960's and imaging technology, which was first conceptualized by
R.Lfleischer 1 51. These technologies have been improved and developed in the Institute of Nuclear
Energy Technology, Tsinghua University since the end of 970's 16 . The pattern of this kind of
anti-bogus mark consists of very small pores, which density is 0'-10' pores/m and diameter is
0.1-5.0 microns. The pores possess the characteristics of slanting cylindrical structure, and even
pore size. Because the polyester film is transparent , the whole mark is lucid under the
microscope. The pattern of the mark is opalized to be semni-transparent under naked eye because
of the phenomena of optical scattering on the microholes of pattern.

Nuclear particle track-etched membrane technology has been developed in the Institute of
Nuclear Energy Technology (NET), Tsinghua University, since the end of 970's6I. The mark is
manufactured by nuclear lparticle track-etch Film technology and imaging technology which has
been developed in [NET since 1990's. The products made by nuclear particle track-etched Film
technology have passed the official examination of- health safety. It is no danger f nuLclear-
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irradiation.
This anti-counterfeiting technology is now applied to protect more than 50 famous

brands(trade mark) in China.

Fig. The Reactor Producing Track-Etch Anti-counterfeiting Film,
Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology, Tsinghua Univversity

I Technology of Track-Etched Film

Nuclear particle track-etched Films are manufactured by a controlled, three-step process
know as tracking, oxidation and etching in which a thin polymer film is tracked(irradiated) with
U235 fission fragments after the U... split after adsorption of thermal neutron from core of nuclear
reactor, then activated by oxidation and ultraviolet irradiation and sequentially etched by caustic
to produce capillary shaped pores.

In the tracking(irradiation) process, a thin polymer film, e.g. polyester, is exposed to beam of
U... fission fragments. As the film transported in front of the beam of U... fission fragments,
individual fragment penetrate the film and create latent tracks due to ionization and excitation of
the polymer molecules. The molecule is damaged in the tracked region of the film. The film is
nonporous following the irradiation step.

In the activation process, the irradiated film is exposed to oxygen and irradiation of
ultraviolet light.

The etching process consists of a controlled immersion of the above film in a etchant which
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preferentially dissolved the tracked region1 creating the ore. l1ore size is controlled by the
etching condition, mainly the etching time and temperature.

Then the film is rinsed. The track-etched Film is completed after rinsing.y
The following two facilities are necessary for making Of' nuclear particle track-etch Films,

which is unique and strictly controlled by the state. The ati-bogUS mark made by them is hard to
be copied. It is secure.
1) The special type of nuclear reactor which must have the access to the core of reactor. The

thermal neutron from the core of reactor can be used to make U23 5 split.
2) The U235 which concentration must be very high. This kind of U23 5 is a sensitive nuclear

material.

2 Technology of Imaging

Nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is manufactured by imaging technology on the
base of nuclear particle track-etched Film technology. The pattern of mark is made by the one of
the following imaging technology.
I) Tracking Partly(Pattern Plate Shielding): The pattern plate is put between the polyester

film and U235 in the tracking process. The film is partly tracked and partly shielded by pattern
plate. There are numerous microholes in the tracked part of the film after the film is activated
and etched. Then the film is rinsed. The anti-bogus film is completed after rinsing.

2) Track Partly Annealing: The film is completely tracked. The tracks of film can be partly
annealed by the special method and special chemical reagent. The tracks disappears after
annealing. The pattern of tracks in the film can be formed after tracks partly annealing. Then
the film is rinsed. The anti-bogus film is comnpleted after rinsing.

3) Track Partly Activating: The film is entirely tracked. The tracks of film can be partly
activated by irradiation of ultraviolet light, which passes the pattern plate. The pattern of
activated tracks in the film can be formed after tracks partly activating. The activated tracks
in the film can be etched to become microholes and the non-activated tracks in the film can
not be etched to become microholes under the certain etching condition. Then the film is
rinsed. The anti-bogus film is completed after rinsing.

4) Track Partly Etching: The film is entirely tracked. The tracks of film is completely
activated. The filmn is partly printed with anti-etching reagent to partly protect the film to be
etched. The part of the film where the anti-etching reagent is printed on remains transparent
and the part of the film where anti-etching reagent is not printed on becomes pattern of the
mark. The pattern of mark is formed after etching. Finally, the anti-etching reagent must be
cleaned off from the film. Then the film is rinsed. The anti-bogus film is completed after
rinsing.

3 Manufacturing of Anti-Bogus Mark

The anti-boguIs film with pattern can not be directly used as ati-bogus mark. The adhesive
coating, laminating. complex film and model utting processes are needed before the anti-bogus
mark is made. T[he mark has passed the official examination of health safety'. It is no danger of'
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nuclear irradiation.

4 Methods of Identification

The identification of nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark depends on its special
feature of micropore pattern. The methods of identification are effective. Some methods of
identification are as follows:
1) Using transparent liquid, e.g. water or aqueous solution: Put the water on the surface of

the mark, the pattern disappears. And then the pattern will appears after the water evaporates.
The reason is that when the water flows into the microholes of the pattern, the opalized semi-
transparent pattern of the mark becomes transparent.

2) Using water colorful pen: Scratch the surface of the mark with water colorful pen, the
colour will remain in the pattern of the mark and not remain in the other part of the mark
after the mark is wiped.

W. V

The Mark Identification of Mark

Fig. 2 The Anti-counterfeiting Mark and Its Identification

3) Using permeability of the film: ()Remove the upper layer anti-bogus film from the mark,
then put the water on the pattern of the film, the water flows through the film to the another
side of the film. (2)Remove the upper layer anti-bogus film from the mark and put the film on
the paper, then scratch the pattern of the film with colorful pen, the paper under the film has
the colour of the colorful pen.

4) Using colour change reaction: The special chemical reagent is added under the upper layer
anti-bogus film of the mark. When the surface of the mark is scratched with water or other
specific chemical reagent, the pattern of the mark turns into specified colour.

5) Using microscope: Put the mark under the microscope, watch the pore of pattern of the
mark. The mark can be identified by the special construction of pores of the pattern.

6) Using computer dactylogram identification system: Put the mark under the microscope,
the picture of pattern which contains the information of pore characteristic is analyzed by
computer dactylogram identification system. The mark can be identified by the
characteristics of pores of the pattern.
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ABSTRACT: Reactor operators may be exposed to significant levels of stress during plant
emergencies and their performance may be affected by the stress. This paper first identified the

potential sources of stress in the nuclear power plant, then discussed the ways in which stress is

likely to affect the reactor operators, and finally identified several training approaches for reducing

or eliminating stress effects. The challenges for effective stress reducing training may seem

daunting, yet the challenges are real and must be addressed. This paper reviewed researches in
training design, knowledge and skill acquisition, and training transfer point to a number of

strategies that can be used to address these challenges and lead to more effective training and

development.

KEY WORDS: Reactor operator, Stress, Training

1 Introduction

The effects of stress on human mind and performance have received more and
more attention for these years. A review of the research literature on stress and human
performance did suggest that a number of ways that human performance may be
affected 11

Reactor operators are one of the key factors to the safety of reactor operation.
During plant emergencies reactor operators may be exposed to significant levels of
stress. This prompted the questions of what are the primary potential sources of stress
during the emergency operation, how stress may affect operator perform-ance in the
response task, and how to train reactor operator for reducing or eliminating stress
effects.

The paper is organized to address these three questions as follow. Section 2
identified the potential sources of stress in the operation especially in the emergency
operation. Section 3 discussed the ways in which stress is likely to affect the reactor
operators. Section 4 provided a number of training strategies that can be used for
reducing or eliminating stress effects.
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2 Potential sources of stress

2.1 Environmental factors

Hockey(1986) classified environmental factors into five classes: (1) Physical
environment, included factors such as noise, heat and cold, lighting and atmospheric
conditions. (2) Drug effects, such as stimulants and depressants. (3) Fatigue states,
included the effects of sleep deprivation and boredom that may come from prolonged
performance. (4) Cyclical changes, such as regular, periodic changes in hormonal
levels, alertness, body temperature, etc. (5) Social environment included performance
anxiety and the use of incentives [2].

Among these environmental factors, physical environment and fatigue states
may have more important role than the other three classes. During a severe accident,
the environment of the control room, well protected in the dairy operation, may
change as losing control of room temperature, lighting, and noise. This will add great
stress on the reactor operator in the control room. The reactor operator fatigue states
caused by sleep deprivation, sudden change in work shifts, and boredom are the other
important factor. Reactor operators in fatigue states are tend to be in confused
condition in the sudden coming emergency

2.2 Task- related factors

The task-related factors are generally more important than environment factors.
Tablel1 lists these task-related factors.

Table 1. Task-related Factors

Factor Description

Novel The phenomenon or event or action is not well understood

Violated Reality and expectation are violated

Information missing Information missing and prediction is more difficult

Conflict goals More than one task goal need to be achieved

High ask dmandsGreater requirement to keep up with event progress, increased
High___task __demands _ monitoring of plant state, increased operating of procedure

Time pressure Action need to be taken in time

3 Stress effects on reactor operator performance

A general performance impairment attributed to stress was identified quite early
in the literature by Selye(1936). Over the years many researches have strived to get
the stress effects on human performance [34*In this paper effects on individual
performnance and effects on team performance are considered.

3.1 effects on individual performance

Individual performance can be impaired in the high stress in three ways: () A
narrowing and shift in attention focus. (2) A reduced working memory capacity. (3)
Time pressure effects in two forms: speed-accuracy'trade-offs and incomplete task
processing.

Stress can ause a performiance attention to become miore narrowly focused ol
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cues central to the task and less sensitive to the more peripheral cues. In the control
room, reactor operator may become more focus on some parameters but ignore other
stillI critical parameters.

Working memory is especially critical in cases in which a complex system must
be mentally simulated to deter-nine potential outcomes of control actions on the
system. Mentally simulating the consequences of system response can incur a large
computational load. So working memory have a large role in decision making during
emergency situation and its reduction will greatly impair the performance of the
reactor operator.

Emergency operation requires extensive, systematic analyses that need to be
executed completely to ensure an appropriate response. This will impose time
pressure in the operator performance and in some times operator can not complete a
series of procedure operation.

3.2 effects on team performance

The complexity of emergency operations requires a coordinated response by
teams of interdependent members. In other words, Reactor operators need to
communicate information n the team to take a coordinated action. Stress can impair
the information communication, so the important informnation may be not available for
the operator leader and also not available for the decision maker in the technical
support center.

4 Training strategies for reducing stress effects

There may be many ways to address the questions caused by the stress except
training such as human factor engineering solutions (e.g., interface design, task
structure) and personnel selection strategies (e.g., select personnel with psychological
stability) f'K However training methods are the primary focus.

4. 1 Addressing sources of stress

4.1L.I Addressing stress sources Of novelty and uncertainty

As discussed in section 2, novelty, violation, information missing, and conflict
goals can contribute to stress in a nuclear power plant setting. To reduce stress from
these sources, there are several general solutions include increase ability to develop
expectations about the event, increase ability to control the event, and increase ability
to obtain feedback of the control action. The primary training approach to address
these abilities is exposure or guided exploration. If operator can be exposed to some
type of simulation of severe accident situation beforehand, the expectations, the
control actions and the feedback information can be more accurate in the emergency.

Operators need to remember the provisions of emergency plans and procedures
over long periods of time until an emergency occurs. So there comes the question that
how training design can produce long-term retention and transfer to more complex
task situations. The traditional training design may be in fostering short-term learning
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and immediate retention, but they may not produce long-term retention.
To facilitate longer-term retention and transfer, training must be guided by

principles that take into account the characteristics of the trainees and the ob
conditions[6

There are three ways. First is fostering a mastery orientation. People have two
very different goal orientations towards training activities. Mastery-oriented
individuals believe that their efforts can lead to improved earning and retention. They
focus on developing new skills, attempt to understand their tasks, and define their
success in terms of challenging self-referenced standards. In contrast, performance-
oriented individuals believe that ability is demonstrated by performing better than
others, even during training tests and practice drills. Mastery and performance
orientations thus represent fundamentally different ideas of success and different
reasons for engaging in earning.

Second is providing learners with control over their own earning. Most training
experiences provide a highly structured environment for the trainee. Trainers organize
a course, sequence the material, set the pace, and evaluate progress. This structured
approach to earning goes counter to an adult earning perspective that highlights most
adults' desire some control over the earning process. From this perspective, adults
enjoy planning and carrying out their own earning experiences as well as evaluating
their own progress.

Third is enhancing the role of the active learner. Adult earning theory highlights
the important role of learners as active participants in their own earning processes.
Recently, efforts have been made to focus on two ways to facilitate active Learning as
action learning methods during training and experienced centered earning
interventions on the job. The action earning approach emphasizes that much learning
can occur by dealing directly with work-related issues during a formnal training session.
The focus of the training is to understand and solve complex eal-life problems by
constructing a smaller, simplified version of the problem. Experience-centered
learning focuses on the importance of employee ob activities that can evoke
continuous earning and improvement. Experience-centered earning is based on the
assumption that challenges in the ob itself can stimulate earning to occur. Thus,
opportunities for experience-centered earning must be created for individuals in their
job assignments to develop critical competencies for success.

4.1.2 Addressing stress sources of high task demand and time pressure

When an operator's capability is not perceived to meet the demand of the task,
his performance will be more stressfuil. The training approach is to directly address
the gap between task demand and operator skill level. Individuals who have mastered
performance of critical tasks are less likely to fell overwhelmed in the operation. This
approach is closely tied to the training solution offered in the preceding section and
the precede training strategies are also suit to this situation.

4.2 Addressing stress impairments

4.2.!1 Addressing High level of arousal
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A severe accident is almost certain to raise arousal level. If this arousal level is
too high, it is likely to impair performance. In this situation, operators can learn some
exercises to relax themselves such as deep breath and muscle relax.

4.2.2 Addressing Narrowed attention and reduced working memory

A training approach to address this impairment is to reduce the mental resources
required for skilled performance, that is make the performnances very efficient in their
use of mental resources. This type of training is referred as "automaticity" training
meaning operator skill becomes "automated". Some kind of skills can be training in
this way such as reading indications, responses to alarms, executing control actions.

4.2.3 Addressing Teamwork impairment

To perform effectively, all team members must understand how their actions
affect and are affected by each of the other team members. That is to say that a team
must have a number of team competencies. To address the teamwork impairment in
the stressful situation, we provide several ways to facilitate the development of these
team competencies within an emergency response operation [67j

First is building teamwork skills. Teamwork skills are those related specifically
to the interaction among team members, largely independent of the task to be
performed, including (a) adaptability, (b) situational awareness, (c) performance
monitoring, (d) interpersonal skills, (e) coordination skills, () communication skills,
(g) assertiveness, and (h) decision making skills. Some research had proposed Crew
Resource Management (CRM) as a useful training program. Recent evaluations of
CRM training programs have provided encouraging results regarding its effectiveness.

Second is to develop shared mental models. Shared mental models refer to
organized knowledge that is common among the team members. A shared mental
model consists of the overlap among individual team members' mental models that
facilitates their adaptation to the ctbanging demands of the task and the accompanying
demands of their teammates. The mental model construct has been implicated as a
significant determinant of success in dealing with emergency situations. One method
for developing shared mental models is cross training, which requires team members
to learn about the roles of other team members. The locus of cross training's
effectiveness is thought to be in the development of interpositional knowledge which,
in turn, can facilitate implicit coordination among team members and greater team
adaptability.

Third is to develop team leaders. Although leaders traditionally have been
conceived of as supervisors of performance, there has been increasing acceptance of a
team leader's role as a facilitator of team development and continuous learning. This
developmental role pertains especially to actions taken by the leader during the
formation and evolution of the team to foster its development into an effective unit.
The leader's role includes: explicitly defining the social structure and promoting an
environment of open communication and self-disclosure in the earliest stages of team
formation, promoting team learning and performance - pre-briefs (preparing for the
upcoming activity) and post-action reviews (provision of both individual- and group-
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level feedback)

5 Conclusion

This paper first identified the potential sources of stress in the nuclear power
plant, then discussed the ways in which stress is likely to affect the reactor operators,
and finally identified several training approaches for reducing or eliminating stress
effects. The challenges for effective stress reducing training may seem daunting, yet
the challenges are real and must be addressed. These challenges can be overcome by
means of eight different training strategies.

The challenge of addressing stress source can be achieved by exposure and
long-termn retention through helping trainees to adopt a mastery rather than a
performnance-oriented. learning strategy, encouraging them to assume greater control
over the learning process, and promoting active learning.

The challenge of addressing high level of arousal can be addressed by some
relax exercises such as deep breath and muscle relax.

The challenge of addressing narrowed attention and reduced working memory
can be achieved by reducing the mental resources required for skilled perforance
through "automaticity" training.

The challenge of addressing teamwork impairment can be achieved by building
teamwork skills, developing shared mental models, and providing exercises that
develop team leadership skills.
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1.11 Technological Transfornmation of the Spent Fuel

Storage System in NO. 300 Reactor

Chenwei, Yangrui
(Institute of Nuclear Physics and Chemistry, CAEP, Mianyang, 621900)

Abstract
In the paper, the reasons and requirements for the transformation

are introduced. The main structure and dimensions of the
components are described. The check calculation and the test result
are given.

Keywords: Spent Fuel Storage System NO. 300 Reactor

I Present Status & Purpose of Transformation
NO. 300 Reactor is a pooi 

reactor (fig. 1.1). On one
hand, the present spent fuel
transport channels between
the reactor and storage pool
cannot be used because the00.- 
fuel assemblies used are
longer than those designed.
On the other hand, storage
pool has no purifying
system. For the two reasons
above, the spent fuel
assemblies in NO. 300
Reactor are now all stored
temporarily in the reactor Figure 1.1 Plane Figure of NO. 300 Reactor
pool. 1 -Reactor Pool 2-Storage Pool

It is to guarantee the safety 3-Spent Fuel Transport Channel
of the spent fuel assemblies
that a new spent transport channels must be set up and purifying function
must be added to the storage pool.

2 Content of Transformation

The technological transformation includes two systems, which are spent
fuel transport system and storage pool purifying system. The main
components of the transport system are shield canister, which is used to
shield radioactive while transporting, and guide tubes, which are used to
gui'de the shield canister in the reactor pool.
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The designed transport method is as follows: Firstly through the guide
tubes the canister, which is always hung by steel cables, is put into the
reactor pool. After a spent assembly is taken into it, the canister is
transferred to the storage pooi where the assembly is taken out. A long-
handle tool is used to operate
assemblies in two poois. The two tubes
are connected at lower ends by a bar
fixed in the reactor pooi. A disc 
fastened to the pool's top support
connects the upper ends of the tubes.
In the purifying system, mechanicalI

filter and ion exchange colurms of the
reactor pool water purifying system are 
utilized to purify the shielding andI
cooling water in the storage pooi.

3 System Structure

3.1 Spent Fuel Transport System Figure 3.1 Structure of

The inner and outer shells of the Canister
shield canister are made of stainless 1-Cork 2-Canister
steel, and between which lead is filled
(fig. 3. 1). Its outside diameter is 216 mm, inside diameter 110O mm, height
1148 mm, as well as weight 316 kg.I
There are one shield cork, eight guide
boards and four ears in the canister.
The weld length of each ear is longer
than 200 mm.

The two stainless steel guide tubes
are 7m long each, whose upper ends -r 

are welded with a half-ball knob (fig.
3.2). The two legs of the bar that
connects the tubes at lower ends are 2

inserted into the oop cover in the
reactor pool. The circle that connects
the tubes at upper part is screwed at -

the stel supprt aboe the eactorSystem
pool. The whole system can be ILo oe -e -a
hoisted out of the reactor pool if -Loop Crc2Leg -Bar
needed.4-ue 5-ice6Ko

3.2 Storage Pool Purifying System

The system uses stainless steel pipes to connect the storage pool with
the reactor pool purifying system (fig. 3.3). Either of the purifying
systems uses one set of purifying equipment so that they can be operated
separately and together.
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4.1 Check Calculation~ ~~~MCalNnd
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Reactor safety, the check calculation of main components must be done.

4. 1.1 Mechanical Calculation

There are four sets of steel cables and ears working when the shield
canister is in use. It is required that the canister is hung safely even if
three sets of them fail to function. Under such circumstances, the safety
coefficient is 2.15, which serves the requirement. The guide board is a
cantilever. The maximum deflection of the board is smaller than
0.001mmn under the worst situation, which also serves the requirement.
The maximum deflection of the guide tube is 1.57mm, which is up to the
requirement, too. The data used are all conservative, so the result is safe.

Table 4.1 Calculation of Radioactivity

Dosage Rate (I 09'c/kg s)
Storage Radioactivity Distance from

before after
Time (Bq) Canister (in)

shielded shielded

5 245.96 6.89
a year 7.40 x 102

10 61.49 1.73

5 61.49 1.73
four years 1.85 x 1012

10 14.97 0.43
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4.1.2 Shield Calculation

The radioactive dosage of two types of spent fuel assemblies before and
after shielded is calculated (table 4. 1). The dosage rates after shielded are
about 3 percent of those before shielded. The safety of workers can be
guaranteed.

4.2 Test

4.2.1 Test of Transport System

The test of this system includes three parts, which are shield canister
out-pool burden test, simulation operation test, and canister shield effect
test.

Table 4.2 Actual Shielding Effect______

Dateof akeoutof istnce Average Dosage Rate Shield
No. DtofTk-uof Ds~ce( 10-9c/kg s ) Effect

Reactor (in) before after ( %)

10 22.790 0.1806 99.208
8 34.486 0.3268 99.052

A070 1990/10/17 6 49.749 0.4214 99.153
______ ~~~~~surface 193.5

1 0 20.356 0.1720 99.155
A058 1992/3/17 ~ 8 30.788 0.2838 99.078
A058 1992/3/17 ~6 48.831 0.4472 99.084

surface 232.2
1 0 20.640 0.2064 99.000-

A103 1994/2/17 ~ 8 36.025 0.2752 99.236-
A103 1994/2/17 ~6 60.200 0.4386 99.271

surface 252.84
1 0 24.940 0.5889 97.639

A21 8 37.745 0.7138 98.109 
6 68.516 1.2814 98.130

_____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ surface 632.1 

In the burden test, two sets of cables and ears are used to hang 140
percent weight of the canister and to move back and forth for three times,
which proves that one set of cable and ear is strong enough to transfer the
canister to a safety position. In the simulation test, a false assembly that
has the same dimensions as a real assembly is used to do the transport
operation, which proves the guide tubes and guide boards satisfy the
design. In the shield effect test, three spent fuel assemblies and one fuel
assembly in service are used to examine the real shield effect (table 4.2),
which proves the canister can be operated at a short distance.
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4.2.2 Test of Purifying System

The test of this system also includes three paits, which are pipes water
sealed test, storage pool cleaning, and trial operation test.

In the water seal test, the pipes are pressurized to 0.608 million Pa,
which proves that there is no leakage in the system. In the pool cleaning,
Original water is exhausted in the storage pooi and the storage pool inner
walls are cleansed repeatedly before the pool is refilled with clean water,
which ensures that the water in the pool meets the requirement for the
storage of spent fuel assemblies. The trial operation test proves that the
system works well as designed.

5 Conclusion
Through the technological transformation, the spent fuel transport

system and the storage pooi purifying system are set up in the NO. 300
Reactor. First, spent fuel assemblies can be transferred from the reactor
pool to the storage pool. Second, the quality of the storage pool water can
be ensured. So the safety of spent fuel assemblies in storage can be
guaranteed.
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1.12 Research About Reactor Operator's Personality Characteristics And

Pe rf'orma ne

Li Wei, Xuhong He, Bingquan Zhao

Nuclear Power Plant Simulation Training Center,
Institute of Nuclear Energy technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084 PRC

ABSTRACT. To predict and evaluate the reactor operator's performance by personality

characteristics is an important part of reactor operator safety assessment. Using related

psychological theory combined with the Chinese operator's fact and considering the effect of

environmental factors to personality analysis, paper does the research about the relationships

between reactor operator's performance and personality characteristics, and offers the reference for

operator's selection, using and performance in the future.

KEY WORDS: Reactor Operator, Performance, Personality Characteristics, Environmental Factors

1 Introduction

Human factor has become the most important source of system failure or accidents in NPPs, the
large-scale and complex man-machine-environment system. Therefore, to get correct prediction and
evaluation of operator's performance is very important to reactor safety assessment.

Using personality characteristics to predict, evaluate human performance is always the focus of
psychology research, and has been successfully used in many fields such as personnel selection. We
can carry out research about reactor operator's personality characteristics and performance by using
the results of other fields combined with the operator's fact.

On the other hand, environmental factors should be a remarkable problem in reactor operator's
reliability research. The reason is that human must live and develop in environment. Working
environment can affect the worker's psychology and physiology. If we ignore the effect of
environmental factors to the whole system, we can't completely analyze the man-machine-
environment system to ensure the safety. It's obvious that environmental factors need to be
considered when we do the research about operator's personality characteristics and performance.

2 Personality model

To research the relationships between personality and performance requires a personality model
that can fully reflect the personality of normal humian. The Big Five model has been an ideal choice
because it's a wide and steady personality model.
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2. 1 Definition of 'Big Five model

According to Costa P T and NlcCrae, the Big Five model is a theory stating that personality is
com-posed of five primary dimrensions1 'l.

These are:( I )extraversion,(2)agreeableniess,(3)conscintiousniess, (4)neuroticisrn, and (5 )openess.
This theory was developed using factor-analyses of ratings of the terms people use to describe
personality characteristics.

2.2 Personality of reactor operator

By years of research, we set forth the criteria of operator's psychological characteristics , such
as healthy physique, strong mind, ability to eliminate accident and skillful training. It's necessary
for operator to have high responsibility and moral in dangerous conditions.

We use MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) table and 6PF table to measure 21
Chinese operators' personality.

Dimensions that shall be measured in MMPI table are: L(Lie), F(Frequency), K(Correction),
Hs(Hypochondriasis), D(Depression), Hy(Hysteria), Pd(Psychopathic Deviate), Mf(Masculinity
Femininity), Pa(Paranoia), Pt(Psychasthenia), Sc(Schizophrenia), Ma(Hypomania) and S i(Social
Introversion).

Dimensions in 1 6PF are: A(Warmth),B(Intelligence),C(EmotionaI Stability), E(Dominance).
F(lmpulsiveness), G(Conformity), H(Boldness). (Sensitivity), L(Suspiciousness), M(Imagination).
N(Shrewdness), O(Insecurity), Q I (Radicalism), Q2(Self-Sufficiency), Q3(Self-Discipline) and
Q4(Tension).

3 Evaluation of reactor operator's performance

3.] Classification ofperformance

Formerly performance was limited in the scale of ruled responsibility and task. People recently
have changed this opinion and they think that performance includes not only task performance but
also contextual performance, which is mainly affected by personality factors2 l. They are the same
important. If contextual performance is included in the criteria of performance evaluation, the
impact of personality measure in selection will be well improved.

3.2 Confirmation of reactor operator 's performance

In the past, research about operator's performance aimed at task performance, and ignored
contextual performance. But it has been proved by research that Big Five model can well predict
performance, especially contextual performance. It will affect our research about reactor operator's
performance.

The guideline of operator's performance includes 41 : theory knowledge, working attitude,
response rate, communication ability, and accuracy of decision or reliability of operation. Each of
themn is evaluated by the seasoned operators in NPP, except theory knowledge. They are all
classified into 5 ranks by score.

4 Research about relationships between personality, characteristics and performance

-1. 1 Relationships between Big Five personality and per/obrmance

It's possible to use personality measure n personnel selection because of the use of Big Five
personality model.
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But we should recognize that the effectiveness of Big Five model is different indifferent duty
performance evaluations, even different researchers may get different results when they research the
same duty performance. The result s caused by not only the difference of research methods, but
also the effect of moderator. The prediction effectiveness of personality factor is different in
different working scenes.

4.2 Relationships between reactor operator 's personality characteristics and performance

Measure results of high/low performance quality operators by using MMPI table and 6PF table
are showed in Table and Table2.

Tablel. Means(M), Standard Deviations(SD), and t Values in 16PF for High/Low
Performance QaityOertors

M SD M SD

diesHigh Low High Low t dien High Low High Low t
on perform perform perform perform inperfor perfor perfor perfor

ance ance ance ance mance mance mance mance
A 5. 67 4.89 1. 67 5. 67 o 9 L 4. 58 4. 22 1. 44 2. 05 0.45

B 5. 67 6. 11 1. 44 1. 05 0. 82 M 5. 33 5. 33 1. 72 1. 33 0.01

C 5. 42 6. 00 1. 62 2. 06 0. 70 N 4. 92 4. 67 1. 68 1. 41 0. 40

E 5. 75 5. 56 1. 82 1. 74 0. 25 10 5. 00 4. 44 1. 71 1. 33 0. 84

F 5. 42 6. 44 2. 11 1. 81 .20 Q1 6. 17 5. 44 0. 72 1. 88 I.

G 4. 83 5. 00 0. 72 1. 22 0. 36 Q2 6. 00 4. 89 1. 21 1. 17 :1

H 6 .2 5 6. 44 2. 42 11. 51 0. 23 Q3 6. 58 7. 00 1. 56 1. 80 0. 55

I t4.75 4. 67 1. 36 11. 41 0. 14 Q4 6. 50 6. 44 2. 78 2.5 005

Table2. Means(M), Standard Deviations(SD), and t value in MMPI for high/low
performance quality operators ____________

U SD
dimensi High Low High Low t

ol perfor perfor perfor perfor
mance mance mance mance

L 49. 83 52. 78 10. 53 8. 97 0. 69

F 43. 83 42. 67 5. 88 5. 29 0. 48

K 52. 75 57. 11 9. 22 9. 99 1. 02

Hs 47. 75 46. 56 11. 26 5. 08 0. 33

D 41. 08 44. 67 14. 37 7. 81 0. 73

Hy 45. 75 44. 00 7. 48 9. 25 0. 47

Pd 45. 42 45. 33 7. 13 5. 15 0. 03

Mf 46. 58 46. 89 9. 98 11. 16 0. 07

Pa 44. 17 44. 44 5. 22 8. 15 0. 09

Pt 40. 67 46. 11 10. 46 12. 54 .9

SC 39. 17 44. 67 5. 88 7. 47 

Ma 48. 00 52. 22 9. 98 7. 51

Si 4 2. 25 42. 891 14. 47 15. 5 0. 10
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Table3. Cor relation between Performance Quality and Dimensions of 6PF, M'MPI

dimension r>O. 2 R<-O. 2
16PF AL NQ I SQ2 F

MMPI Hs Pa, Pt, Sc Ma

We compare the 21 operators' performance with the dimensions of 6PF and MMPI, and get the
dimensions that obviously affect the operator's performance (Irl > 0.20). They are showed in Table 3J.
( r is correlation between performance and dimensions of MMPI and 16PF. When r>0, it means
there is positive correlation between operator's performance and this dimension. On the contrary,
r<o means there is negative correlation between performance and the dimension.)

From Table 3, we find that in 6PF measure, there is positive correlation between operator's
performance and such dimensions as A(Warmth), L(Suspiciousness), N(Shrewdness),
QLI(Radicalism) and Q2(Self-Sufficiency). That is to say that the higher the value of operator gets in
these dimensions is, the better he performs. On the other hand, there is negative correlation between
operator's performance and the dimension F(Impulsiveness).

And in MMPI measure, there is positive correlation between operator's performance and the
dimension Hs(Hypochondriasis), and there is negative correlation between performance. and such
dimensions as Pa(Paranoia), Pt(Psychasthenia), Sc(Schizophrenia) and Ma(Hypomania).

We can draw a conclusion that using personality characteristics measure can predict and evaluate
operator's performance in some degree, and can be used as reference in selection and training of
operator.

But we should recognize that we only research operator's individual performance, not including
team effectiveness. But research about team effectiveness is a trend in relationships between
personality and performance. This is what we shall do aftertime.

5 Environmental factors

On the other hand, environmental factors should be considered in research about relationships
between reactor operator's personality characteristics and performance to ensure the safety of man-
machine-environment system.

Working environment may affect reactor operator's psychology and physiology. The
improvement of working environment might increase the operator's activity. It's useful to improve
operator reliability.

The effect of environment to operator's psychology is: (1) to affect psychology by its effect to
physiology. (2) to affect psychology by sense. (3) to affect psychology by conditioned reflex,
imagination and hallucination.

5. 1 Light

Light is very iportant to human. Most information humnan obtains is inputted by light. It's
obvious that light is most important in environmental factors.

Intensity is the main indicator of its effect to human. The formula of human reliability related to
light is described as' 51

K I= I ~a
K, is human reliability related to light, C i the coefficient affected by light (which is different in

the evaluation of different tasks), and L is the intensity of light.
Therefore there is obvious positive correlation between efficiency of operator and light in a

certain scale of light's intensity. Plenty of light should be adapted in operator's working
environment, ncluding natural and artificial light source. We'd better use fluorescent light as
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artifIIallight because itssimilar to sunlight. On the other side, too much intense light may cause
humnan tired and nervous.

5.2 Color

Just as light, color can affect human psychology and physiologyi61 . Color may influence not only
sense, but also heart and incretion.

Color should be rationally used in operator's working environment to realize:
(1) providing comfortable working environment for operator. For example, we can use rational

color modulation to make operator relaxed.
(2) adjusting the light of working environment by using color-.
(3) remitting the fatigue of operator's seeing.
(4) giving operator a caution by using cautionary color.

5.3 Temperature

Variation of temperature and humidity may affect reactor operator quite well.
People who work in high temperature usually feel unwell and even dizzy, and their reaction will

drop off. On the other hand, low temperature can bate flexibility of action and this is also bad for
safety.

Research shows that the best temperature of ideal working environment is from 17C to 230 C.
The efficiency of brain is best in 200 C. If temperature is higher than 35 C, brain is easy to be tired.

The formula of human reliability related to temperature is described as: [51

K 2 =C(t-T)
K2 is human reliability related to temperature, isthe coefficient affected by temperature (which

is different in the evaluation of different tasks), t is temperature, and T is ideal working temperature
(which is often 200 C).

So to keep working temperature within a certain scale can improve operator's performance.

5.4 Noise

Noise is harmful to health. When noise is over 80 dB, heath will be harmed. And when it's over
11I0 dB, great harm will be done to body.

The formula of human reliability related to noise is described as: 5

K 3=1I e_(1OOz) 5 OdB <Z$Z 100 dB
K, is human reliability related to noise, y is the coefficient affected by noise (which is different in

the evaluation of different tasks), and Z is the intensity of noise(dB).
Keeping working place quiet can not only improve operator's performance, but also be useful to

operator's health.
Noise comes from air, machinery and electromagnetism. We should try our best to eliminate

noise.

6 Conclusion

We can use personality characteristics measure to pedict and evaluate reactors operator's
performance. The result can be used as reference for operator's selection and training.

On the other hand, environmental factors can affect operator's psychology and physiology. We
should offer operators comfortable working environment to improve their performance and ensure
safety..
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ABSTRACT

The PRRI research reactor is the center for nuclear science R & D in the Philippines. It is
located in Metro Manila iniethe campus of the University of the Philippines. It is a General
Electric designed reactor and was commissioned in 1963 with a rated thermal power of MW. It
was operated for 20 years enabling the Institute to pursue activities in radioisotope production,
neutron scattering, activation analyses and other R& D activities requiring neutron beam. In 1984
it was converted to a 3 MW TRIGA Type reactor. Conve~sion was completed and test run was
successfully accomplishec in 1988(1). In the same year the reactor was shut down due to a leak
in the aluminum liner of t-jie reactor pool. During the repair deterioration of the other parts of the
reactor was discovered that could affect the safety of its operation. A rehabilitation program is
made that include the reaztor core box and all the other peripherals that could affect its safety
operation and to address ?oresent regulatory concerns (2). Modification of the core box and its
position in the pool opens opportunities and possibilities to suit specific neutron beam application
for the users. Plans for this will be presented as well as the strategy of the Institute to satisfy the
current need for reactor based facility to enhanced implementation of the Country's S & T
Program.

INTRODUCTION:

Fig. and Fig. 2 shows the reactor building and the Cut-away view of reactor pool
respectively. The pool walls are penetrated by a thermal column, 6 beam tubes and a gamma
irradiation window. The Double Axis Neutron Spectrometer and a Beryllium Filter Neutron
Diffractometer were installed in Beam tube BX-6 and BX-4 respectively before they were
dismantled to give way for the repair. Neutron scattering researches and the IPA Project(India-
Philippines-IAEA) 5 year cooperative program revolve around these two facilities (3,4,5,6,7).
The pool has 3 sections: -, circular high power section about 2.6m in diameter where the thermal
column and beam tubes are located and were connections to a forced cooling system are
available; a rectangular law-power section about 2.4m X2.6m, in which a gamma irradiation
window is located; and a rectangular intermediate section about 1.6 X2.6 m used for storage of
tools and irradiated fuel.
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The present core of the PRR-1 contains 115 TRIGA fuel rods in 30 shrouded assemblies,
each containing a 2 X 2 cluster as shown in Fig.3 in the original core box. The fuel assemblies are
arranged in a 5 x 6 array at center to center spacing of 77.7mm, the same as the original core,
which also had 30 fuel assemblies (but plate-type). The grid plate actually is a 7 x 9 array;
graphite reflector assemblies, irradiation baskets, and instrumentation detectors occupy other
positions. The core requires forced cooling to operate in the megawatt range. The primary
cooling circuit includes a 56KW pump, a heat exchanger, and a N- 16 decay tank, all installed in
an underground equipment room off the floor of the reactor building. In reality all the
components of the reacto;- were still the same since its original construction in 1964 except for
some instrumentation in the control room which were up-graded in the early 80's and the TRIGA
fuel rods which are relatively new.

THE REHABILITATION PROGRAM*

1. Replacement of the co -e container with a ncw core tank fixed in place on the floor of the pool
on the pool's high -power section. The nw core will solve several safety problems
simultaneously:
a. The lack of protection against the loss of pool water accident
b. High pressure drop in the coolant channels
c. Lack of inspectabi 'ity
d. Uncertain earthquake resistance of the core support

It will also solve some operational problems such as the too few high flux irradiation
facilities and difficult manual access to the core because of the obstructing bridge and
suspension frames.

Fig. 4 and Fig.5 shows thc new core tank and the three views of the new grid plate with fuel and
reflector assemblies and control blades installed. This new tank and grid plate will have 30
additional irradiation posil. ions in the reflector area.

2. A new N-16 tank will be built inside the reactor pool to replace the old N-16 tank
3. A new fixed bridge, w~ith a guard against a drop of the building crane will be built
4. The old thermal column will be removed. This could be used to add new facilities to the

reactor such as a nevm beam tube, a neutron radiography facility or a horizontal pneumatic
tube system. Use of this is under consideration.

THE REACTOR UTILIZATION PROGRAM

The planned utilization program is based on the role played by Philippine Atomic
Research Center (under the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission) and the Philippine Research
Institute in promoting and harnessing the applications of neutrons in various fields. One of the
priority area in the natioaal S & T Program is on Materials R & D. PNRI is just one of the
research institutes in the country engaged in materials R & D. The National Institute of Physics
and the Materials Science Group of the University of the Philippines and the Industrial and
Technology Developmen. Institute another research institute of the Department of Science and

*based on the paper of L.S. Leapando, Reference 2.
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Technology are the most active in this field. However, only the researchers from PNRI had used
nuclear techniques as a too] for studies of materials. In the past and up to the present local
researchers recognized t power of neutron scattering in studying the static and dynamic
properties of materials. Historically, it is first project approved for implementation by the Physics
Group. This paved the way for the training and development of experience in the following:

I. Powder and single crystal structure studies
2. Magnetic structures, magnetic ordering, sublattice magnetization, magnetic transition
3. Instrumentation and neutron spectrometric techniques

It has also spin-off the sting-up of an x-ray diffractometer, Moessbauer effect spectrometer,
angular correlation(positron annihilation spectrometer), NMR-EPR spectrometer and other
facilities to complement and enhance researches using the two neutron spectrometers for
condensed matter physics studies. The recent addition to the facilities is a Total Reflection X-ray
Fluorescence Spectrometer.

A recent report by the Reactor Operations Unit, the group responsible for the
rehabilitation of the PRR- estimated that the funding necessary to completely rehabilitate the
reactor would be about 8 o 10 MUS$ or about 400 to 800 million pesos excluding laboratories.
This amount is very large and could not be financed from the PNRI regular annual budget alone.
The users group is optimistic that this financial constraint as well as the other concerns will be
addressed. The facilities ientified that should be included in the "new reactor" are:

I. Neutron scattering facility, a diffractometer and small angle neutron system(For structural
analyses, magnetic studies and physical properties/characterization of materials)

2. Irradiation facility for performing NAA and PGNAA.
3. Irradiation facility for erforming delayed neutron activation analysis.
4. Irradiation facility for radioisotope production used in the following research

a. Isotopes for indu~strial applications 8 Br, '4 La, Na, '4 Au, etc.
b. Isotopes for pha:-maceutical and biomedical applications, 99mTc 32p,

131i

c. Tracers for soils and plant nutrition p, Zn and 14Mn
d. Moessbauer SOLLrces(elements in the lanthanide series produced by n-y

reaction) and positron sourceS( 64CU, 65Zn, 8013r, etc) for condensed matter
physics research es

5. Irradiation rig for neut-on radiation effects in various types of materials
6. Neutron Radiography
7. Facilities for Neutron dosimetry, The SSDL(secondary Standards Laboratory) needs neutron

energies from thermal to fast to establish the appropriate parameters to relate
radiation field quantities to relevant dose quantities. Radiation Protection Services
needs the reactor to provide for training of personnel in conducting radiation
measurements of neuti on fields and monitoring of neutron exposures of personnel

9. Facility for Biomedical studies on effect of neutron radiation
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CURRENT STATUS OF NEUTRON BEAM RESEARCHES

With the extended shut down of the reactor, techniques that were originally envisioned to
be supportive and complimentary to neutron scattering became the major techniques for materials
characterization: X-ray crystallography, Moessbauer effect total reflection XRF and others
available locally from other research groups both at PNRI and the from the University. Efforts to
keep the capability and interest in reactor utilization researches are done by continuously sending
researchers to laboratories abroad whenever there is an opportunity. A junior staff had a long-
term fellowship on SANS, 2 Professors from the university attended workshop on the utilization
of neutron scattering for materials characterization. A research collaboration on structural
analysis using HRPD with the Group in Serpong, Indonesia was initiated using the RSG-GAS
Reactor(8) under the CNCA. It is anticipated that under this FNCA similar schemes could be
arranged with other Countries. A proposal for this will be presented in another paper. Some staff
was also trained on neutron radiography. Proposed neutron radiography facility(9) at PRRI was
made and could be implemented when the reactor is ready. Neutron activation analyses of
geological samples and air filters were conducted in different laboratories outside the country
made possible through IAEA fellowships.

The on-going IAEA/RCA Program on Sharing of Research Reactor Resources is also
being tapped to answer the need for neutron scattering facilities while the local facility is not yet
available.
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Figure . Transverse sction of the reactor building.
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Figure 2. Cut-away view of the reactor pool.
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Figure 3a. Cut-away view of the corc box that is attached to the bottom end of the
suspension frame. The contents of the core box shown in this drawing are
actually decommissioned GE core elements, except for the control blades and
irradiation baskets that are also used in the current TRIGA core.
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Figure 3b. The TRIGA core layout. The old GE core was similar, but used plate fuel
assemblies instead of the 2x TRIGA rod clusters shown.
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-My ~~~~~~~~~Figure 4. The New core tank
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Figure 5. Three views of the new grid plate with fuel and reflector
assemblies and control blade
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1.14 Current status and futui-c developnient of neutron scattering in CIAE

D.F.Chen, C.Gou, C.T.Ye, L.P.Guo, K.Sun

China Institute of Atomic Energy, P Box-275-30, Beijing 102413, P.R.China

Abstract

Currently, the 1 5 MW Heavy Water Research Reactor (HWRR) at China Institute of Atomic

Energy (CIAE) in Beijing is the only neutron source available for neutron scattering

experiments in China. A 60 MW tank-in-pool inverse neutron trap-type research reactor,

China Advanced Research Reactor (CARR), now is being built at CIAE to meet the increasing

demand of neutron scattering research in China. According to design, the maximum

unperturbed thermal neutron flux would be expected to be 8 X I 'n/cm'.s in the reflector

region. Seven out of nine tangential horizontal beam tubes will be dedicated for neutron

scattering experiments. A cold source, a hot source and a 30 X 60 m2 guide tube hall will also

be constructed. In this paper a brief introduction of HWRR. the existing neutron scattering

facilities and research activities at HWRR, CARR, and the facilities to be built at CARR are

presented.

PACS numbers: 61.12.Ex

Introduction

HWRR is a 15 MW Multipurpose Research Reactor at CIAF, and is also the unique neutron

source available for neutron scattering experiments at present in China. It was put into

operation in September 1958, and was upgraded in June 1980. Since HWRR has been

operated more than 40 years and it will be decommissioned soon, the project of establishing a

60 MW China Advanced Research Reactor (CARR) in CIAE has been approved in 1999. It

willI be expected that CARR will become critical in 2005.
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1. Current neutron scattering status at HWRR

After upgrading i 1980. the maximumn power of H-IWRR increased fromn 10 to 15 MW and

the maximum unperturbed thermal neutron flux also enhanced to 2.8 X IO "n/cn .sInI the core.

4 out of 6 radial horizontal beamn tubes are used for neutron scattering experiments. In 1987, a

liquid hydrogen (LH,) cold source of 4 110 mm X50mm volume was inserted into the beam

tube to keep the moderator temperature at about 2 1K. A 32 m guide tube (27 m bent plus 5 m

straight guide) installed at the end of the cold beam tube, transporting cold neutron beam to an

experiment hall next to HWRR building. At present, six neutron scattering facilities are

installed at 4 beam tubes: Powder neutron diffractomM-r F(Yur circle diffractometer, Triple

axis spectrometer, Double-chopper time of flight spectrometer, SANS spectrometer with a 64

X 64 elements 3He position sensitive detector and Be-filter wide angle detector spectrometer.

In recent years. various neutron scattering investigation on static structure and dynamic

information of various materials, such as permanent magnetic materials, High - Tc

superconductors, non-linear optical material and biology.samples, etc[lI-1 1].

2. Main features of CARR

Same to HWRR, CARR will also be a Multipurpose Research Reactor for the neutron

scattering research and other applications, such as , radioisotopes production, neutron

transmutation doping silicon, neutron activation analysis, etc. CARR will be a tank-in- pool

inverse neutron trap type reactor with nuclear power of 60MW with maximum unperturbed

thermal neutron flux of 8 X 1 O"ii/crn2.s. 7 out of 9 tangent horizontal beam tubes are used for

thermal neutron scattering experiments, some of them have two beam outlets. Both cold and

hot sources will be installed at CARR, The temperature of liquid hydrogen cold source will be

around 20 K. and cold neutron ( 4 - 20 A ) gain factor canl reach more than 10. Thle

telpe1atLIre ot'graphite block hot source will be about 2000 K and the hot neutron (0.4 - 0.8 A
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gain can reach the factor of -1- 5 at 0.5 A. Two hot neutron beams can be provided. Most of

the instruments at HWRR will be upgraded and moved to CARR to continue employing. A

triple axis spectrometer, a four circle spectrometer, a time of flight spectrometer, a rebuilt

texture powder neutron diffractometer, a new multi-purpose hot neutron beam spectrometer

and a new high resolution powder diffractometer will be placed in the reactor experiment hall.

The SANS will be installed at the exit of the nature Ni guide in the Guide hall. A horizontal

scattering geometry polarized neutron reflectometer will be constructed and accommodated at

gude hall using cold neutrons from the Ni-58 (or supermirror) guide tube. Four guide tubes

with beam cross section of 30mm X 1 50mm can be put into the cold beam tube for transporting

the cold neutron beamns to a 36 X 60m 2 guide hall . Two of them, the nature Ni coated and the

Ni-5 8 coated ( or supermirror) , are planned to comne in use soon after CARR becomes critical.

The other two neutron guides will be installed in the future.

3. The features of neutron scattering instruments at CARR

High - resolution powder diffractorneter (HRPD) is a new instrument. Ge vertical focusing monochrornator

provides incident neutron wavelength k=0.8-2.9 A. The resolution Ad/d is 0.2%. The mnultiple detector

systerm consists of 64 He counters. The 20 range is 5o'i1600; Neutron reflectomneter (NR) is another new

instrument . The monochromator is mnade of vertical fcuIsing Ge(l I ) or Ge(31 ). and the incident neutron

wavelength is 2.5 -4.5 A. The resolution Ak/k is 0.01. The Fe-Si SLupermirror will be used for neutron

polarizor and analyzer. The detector systern includes a 20 X 20crn' two dimension detector for 0-5 20

mneasuremnent and single 3He counter for high Q mneasuremrent . When 20 of the He counter are as high as

1 30' . the Q ..3 is around 4.5 A-'; Multi-purpose Spectrometer (MVPS) is also one of new instruments. The

same nmonochrornator is used by three instruments: two axis diffractomneter, triple axis spectrometer and Be-

filter detector spectrometer. The rnonochrornator ~pport carries three different monochroinators ( CLI ( IlI),

Cu(220), Cu (33 1)) . The incident neutron energy range is I I 000imeV. The 20,,, 20, 20,, ranges of
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triple axis spectrometer are 8-90', - 20-120', - 50- 1500 respectively. One dimension position sensitive

detector is used for two axis diffractorneter. The 20 range of the two axis diffr-actomneter islIO- 1l28', and the

Q range is 0.3-20 A-'. For Be-filter detector spectrometer, the filIter consists of 2l rectangular Be blocks,

and te detector systemn is made of 1 6 He counters. Thle scattering angle ange for sample is 75.-1 05';

energy resolution, AE/E. is 4-9%; Small angle neutron scattering spectrometer (SANS) is an upgraded

instrument . The mechanical velocity selector IS used for getting the neutron incident wavelength in the

range of 4.5 - 20A. The AXJX is near 13% for standard incident wavelength 6 A. The resolution unit is cm

X)I 1ci for the 3He 64 X 64 elements two dimensional position sensitive detector. Q range is 0.003- 0.1 K';

Texture neutron powder diffractometer (TNPD) is a rebuilt instrument from the old powder

diffractometer. The Cu(220) and Ge (lIl) will be served as monochromators. The incident

neutron wavelength range is 0.8-2.5 A. The 4 ) , and 2 0 ranges are -360-~360o, -

360-3600, -46--460and-20-1 500 respectively. 'H-e counters are used as detectors; Triple - axis

spectrometer (TAS) will be improved. The monochromator includes three different single

crystals ( PG (002), Cu( Il), Cu (220)). The incident neutron wavelength range is 0.6.- 4 A.

The AE/E is changeable, and the typical value is 5%. The analyzer is a PG (002) single crystal.

The 2 0 m' 2 0 A and 2O0 ranges are 5-~80', -1 50-ISO" and -150-1~5o0 respectively. 3He counters

are used as detectors; Four - circle diffractometer (FCD) will be also improved. The

nionochromators Cu (3 I1), Cu(I 111) and PG (002) will be used. Incident neutron wavelength

is 1 -2 A. The o, , 4) and 20 ranges are -1 0-~75', -20--250', -179-1 79" and -0-I1 50'

respectively. He counters are used as detectors, Double-chopper time of flight spectrometer

(TO F) is also an upgraded instrument. The two choppers are background chopper and Fermi

chopper, and PIG and Cu single crystal will be used as monochromnators. The incident neutron

eegwill be 5- 200meV and the energy resolution, AElE, is 2.5- 5%. The scattering angle

range of the 64 3H-e detectors covers 00 - 00".
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Abstract

The current neutron powder diffractometer at the Thai Research Reactor-I/Mi (TRR-
1/MI) has been modified from the obsolete neutron diffractometer which had been used
during 1968-1975. The upgraded diffractometer has medium resolution and is appropriate for
studying samples with small unit cell dimensions and training university students in the field
of neutron scattering. This paper describes the current activities of neutron scattering research
in Thailand as well as a new research reactor for enlarging the perspectives of its utilization in
the future.

The 2 MW Thai Research Reactor ;TRR-1/M1

The First Thai Research Reactor (TRR-1) at the Office of Atomic Energy for Peace
(OAEP), Bangkok, went first critical on October 27, 1962 and had been licensed to operate at
I MW(thermal). The reactor was light water moderated and cooled, using HEU plate-type
with U30 8-Al fuel in a swimming pool. Until June 30, 1975 the reactor was shutdown for
modification after its total released energy of more than 482.46 MWd. The core and control
system was disassembled and replaced by that of TRIGA Mark III type while the pool cooling
system, irradiation facilities and others were kept. Thus the name "TRR-1/MI" has been
designated due to this modification.

The modification was made by converting to standard TRIGA MarkIll design using
Uranium Zirconium Hydride (UZrH,. 6) Low Enrichment Uranium(LEU) Fuel with 8.5 weight
- % uranium content and went critical on November 7,1977.

At present, two out of its four horizontal beam tubes are being employed for neutron
radiography and neutron powder diffraction. Construction of a Prompt Gamma Neutron
Activation Analysis facility is underway.

The Neutron Powder Diffractomneter

The current neutron powder diffractometer is being located at the 8 inches beam tube
of the Thai Research Reactor-I/Mi (TRR-1/Ml). It has been modified from the obsolete
neutron diffractometer which had been used during 1968-1975. The upgrading program and
its features (Fig. 1) has been presented in details in the preceding Workshop on the Utilization
of Research Reactorl,2,3) Its characteristic is indicated in Tablel.

In the initial stage of modification, in order to enhance the incident neutron intensity
at specimen position, a pyrolytic graphite (004) monochromator was chosen. Despite the low
data acquisition rate, about 5 minutes per point, the diffractometer could serve the
investigation on samples with small unit cell dimensions and training university students in
the field of neutron scattering. The diffracted neutron beam from the PG was, nevertheless,
composed of multiple wavelengths, thus produced undesirablecomplex higher order reflection
peaks. Therefore, the PG monochromator has recently been replaced by a copper(220)
focusing monochromator.
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Fig.1 The neutron powder diffractomreter (left) and its controlled system (righ1t)

Table I Characteristic of the upgraded neutron diffractometer

Beam size 2Oinm.x 100mm.

First collimationl 30'

Second collimation 30'

Third collimation 20'

Monochrorrnator:

Take-off 59'

Wavelength: Cu('220) 1.2583 A

PG(004) 1.6524 A

Neutron detectors 4 xHe-3)(4atm)

Neutron source to mnonochrornator 400 cm.

Monochromator to specimen 180cm.

Specimen to detector 70 c.

Thermal neutron flux at specimen position 2x10 ncm .sec1

Replacemnent of a copper (220) focusing monochromator

The focusing mionochromator comprised seven pieces of 20x17.85x10 mmn. which
were cLut fromn a 20x1I25x1I0 mmai. copper(220) monocrystal. They were carefully, attached to a
bending device as shown in Fig.2. Vertical bending allowed these strips to fm1 a part of

cylinder whose radius could be varied from 500 mm. to c'j. It %'v.as essential to orienti all copper
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strips in the same plane
(220) before bending. The
alignment was first
conducted by light
reflection (Fig.3), and
examined by neutron
diffraction, before setting
on rotational table which
was located inside the
monochrornator drum.

Fig. 2 The focusing monochFomator (left) Finally, its focal length was
and its rocking curve (right) remotely adjusted to

provide maximum neutron
intensity at the specimen
position. The rocking curve

of the monochromator was determnined and found the peak maximum at 29.150 with Full
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) = 0.33'

Diffraction data of the standard silicon sample (NIST Standard Reference Material
640b) were collected from (2.0) 5- 1000 at 0.2 0 per step. The counting time was 300 sec per
step. The data was analysed by Rietveld method. The analytical results comparing to those
obtained with the PG monochromator are shown in Table 2.

Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the Rietveld refinement of the standard silicon when using the
copper (220) and the PG(004) monochromator, respectively. Although the observed
resolution curves for Cu-focusing monochromator in Fig.6 indicates lower peak resolution
comparing to the PG monochromator, it provides nearly monochromatic beam with higher
peak intensity . Moreover, data acquisition could be performed faster due to its shorter
incident neutron wavelength, in consequence, more information is obtained from the same
data range.

Recently, the diffractometer has been employed for the investigation of magnetic
materials, Nd2FeI 4B and calcium manganite(CaMnO 3). Their diffraction pattern are
illustrated in FIg.7 and 8.

Fig. 3 Alignment of the copper strips with the aid of a laser pointer
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Table 2 Comparison of the analytical results of Rietveld refinement from standard silicon
data between using the PG(004) and the Cu(220) monochromator

Parameters PG(004) monochromator Cu(220) focusing
monochromator

X=1.6524 A 2X 2/3X, 1/2k X = 1.2583 A

Scale factor 0.32(1) 0.96(8) 0.035(3) 0.003(l) 0.22(1)
Cell a=5.4300(4) a-5 .4301(6)
dimension(A)
RB (% 2.34 0.91 6.85 7.28 4.30
Rp (%) ___13.07 14.46

R11 (%) 16.91 18.05
R.P (% 15.28 15.15
GOF ()1.22 1.42
U .4986 1.49
V -.2034 -1.34
W .2957 0.57

Rfnn O- 4 Sd-o 2owd. d~iroloo p.1r ..... C01220 -on n o-r9 on.o

2 T. ld.U

Fig. 4 Rietveld Refinement of silicon diffraction pattern,
using Cu (220) focusing monochromator

R.fln.nt af Sliloon PoWder Olftactlon POWt., Using P0(004)Mo dn str

I

2 *020 (d."..)

Fig. 5 Rietveld refinement of silicon diffraction pattern,
using PG (004) monochromator
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Neutron Scattering Research Program

At present, our Nuclear material Science Group has two collaborative projects with
Mahidol University in the investigation on the atomic positions in RE-doped PZT and the
study of the morphology of elastomner under strain are being planned.

Besides the above projects, an international research program on the investigation of
high temperature superconductors is being proceeded in collaboration with BATAN,
Indonesia and Vietnam.

F6N1Mdfhabam L~C(2~aw mut T~ Calcium manganite diffracbon pattern (CO 7 LM Cr.1 00. 1300 (24)).
usingQ Cu(220) focusirng nionodninmitir

ON00

Fig. 7 Diffraction pattern of Nd2 Fe, B Fig.8 Diffraction pattern of CaMnQ,1
using Cu (220)focusing monochromator using Cu(220) focusing monochrornator

On2kharak Nuclear Research Center (ONRC)

OAEP is playing a central role in development of both nuclear research institution and
nuclear applications in Thailand. The OAEP has planned to expand a number of project
activities, but the office area is limited and the existing research reactor has been used for a
long time. The OAEP is in the process of establishing a new nuclear research center at
Ongkharak 60 Km northeast of Bangkok. The project area is 126 acres. The major project will
be the construction of a research reactor, an isotope production facility and a centralized waste
processing and storage facility. 0AEP had given the contract to the General Atomic (GA)
since 26 June, 1977 as a prime contractor within the period of 48 months. The supporting area
is being done, i.e. site access, landscaping, general utility system, residential and recreational
parks.

I. The Nuclear Research Reactor

The reactor shall be a multipurpose, pool type, cooled and moderated by light water,
and reflected by graphite, heavy water or beryllium, using low enriched uranium fuel, with
thermal power 10 MW and the maximum thermal neutron flux 2x1I004 nlcM2/S. Configuration
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The multipurpose, pool-type TRIGA reactor will be fueled with high-density, low
enriched (19.7 wt%) uranium-erbium-zirconium-hydride (UErZrH) fuel and a rated thermal
power output of 10 MW(t). It is designed to be cooled and moderated by light water, and
reflected by beryllium and heavy water. The general arrangement of the reactor structure
consists of a 4-in diameter by 10-in deep main reactor pool, and an auxiliary pool connected
to the main pool by a transfer canal. The auxiliary pool contains an underwater connection to
an isotope transfer hot cell located at the edge of the pool. The auxiliary pool also contains a
spent fuel storage facility and provides the necessary shielding and cooling for safe storage of
the spent fuel. The arrangement of the pools and isotope transfer hot cell allows irradiated
targets to be transfer-red entirely under water from their irradiation locations in the main pool
to the hot cell, then pneumatically transferred to the adjacent Isotope Production Facility hot
cells via a transfer system connecting the reactor building and the IPF building.

2. Experimental and Irradiation Facilities

a) Irradiation Facilities
At least 20 irradiation positions are provided for radioisotope production and

sample irradiation, including NTD facilities with mechanic, pneumatic and hydraulic systems
for loading and unloading target materials from reactor core.

b) Neutron Beam Tubes

All of the beam tubes shall have a minimum neutron flux of 5x1001 2 nlcM2/s at the
reflector end of beam tube. 6 horizontal beam tubes ( radial and 5 tangential) about 20 cm
diameter with single beam collimator for Neutron Diffraction, Neutron radiography, PGNAA,
and future use such as BNCT, and Physics Experiment.

High Resolution Powder Diffractometer

Layout of the HRPD at ONRC is shown in Fig. 10 . The design basis of the proposed
HRPD involves the matching of a bent focusing monochromator, small sample and position
sensitive detector. No collimators are required in this system. The monochromator is a doubly
focusing bent silicon perfect crystal, which is at 950 takeoff, could be adjusted to provide four
wavelengths, that is 2.41 A Jl.84 A , 1.54 A and 1.22 A , from diffraction planes (311), (33 1),
and (51 1) and (533) respectively. To achieve high peak resolution, the sample diameter needs
to be less than 3 mm. The detector bank is consisted of 7 He-3 position snsitive detectors
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assembled together with 200 horizontal and 6.270 vertical spanning at 160 cm. distance. The
detector electronics provide position resolution better than 3 mm. An oscillation collimator is
positioned between the sample and the detector bank to reduce background from the
environment. The monochromator shielding is designed to provide takeoff angle at 950, 600
and 300.

The High Resolution Powder Diffractometer at the ONRC site would be
dedicated for broad range research areas. Potential applications would be in the area of
advanced materials research e.g. high temperature superconducting materials, PZT, magnetic
materials, structural transitions and training

3. Isotope Production Facility

OAEP emphasises on production of radioisotopes, Radiophamaceuticals and
Radioimmunoassay (RIA) reagents for nuclear medicine, agricultural, industrial and research
applications in Thailand. The isotope production facility shall include main production
equipment for 1-131, 1-125, Ir- 192, Co-60, P-32 and Tc-99m, receiving hot cell (max capacity
104 Ci/Yr), 3 multipurpose hot cells, 6 small hot cells, 4 glove boxes and 3 clean room class
10. The supporting facilities will include Handling and Transferring facilities and radioactive
waste systems.

4. Centrallized Waste Processing and Storage Facility

The radioactive waste system will be serviced for all radioisotope users in Thailand. The
incoming waste composes of both liquid (aqueous and organic) and solid (compactable,
combustible, ion exchange resin) of low and medium level activities.

Conclusion

TRR-l Ihas played an important role in promoting the use of nuclear energy in
medicine, industry, agriculture and research and development in Thailand since 1962 and in
consequence with TRR-1/MI since 1977. OAEP has successfully co-ordinated the widespread
introduction of nuclear techniques into Thailand as a supplier and a facilitator of the efforts of
others in the utilization of nuclear applications. To expand the research works, the new project
of Ongkharak Nuclear Research Center (ONRC) was initiated since 1989. While the new
project is in progress, the utilization of TRR-l/M1 is continue to support the need of the
country for isotope production and applied research. Experiences gained from utilization and
operation/maintenance of TRR-1I/MI give a great benefit for Thai scientists and engineers in
implementing the ONRC project.
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On-going Development on MINT's Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(SANS) Facility Upgrading and Related Research Activities

Abdul Aziz Bin Mohamed, Shukni Bin Mohd and Azali Bin Muhammad

Malaysian Institute for Nuclear Technology Research (MINT).

Complex of PUSPATI. Bangi. 43000. Kalang, Malaysia

Abstract

The TRIGA MARK II Research reactor at the Malaysian Institute for Nuclear

Research (MINT) was commissioned in July 1982; next year will be its 20

year criticality. Since then various works have been performed to utilise the

neutrons produced from this steady state reactor. Projects undertaken are

the development and utilisation of the Neutron Radiography (MyNR) and

Small Angle Neutron Scattering (MySANS) facilities.

Materials research, together with traditional scientific interest in understanding

matter at the atomic scale, requires detail knowledge of the arrangement and

the dynamics of the atoms or molecules. To enhance Malaysian research and

development in this area in particular nanoparticle and nanostructure, MINT

has made a dedicated commitment to strengthen the utilising and maintaining

the existing small angle neutron scattering facility to its optimal.

This paper describes the recent progress of the MySANS facility and its

proposed applications in matei ials science and technoiogy tesiarch and

education. Both management and technical strategies are generally

explained. In addition a future work plan is also noted.
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Introduction

The TRIGA MARK 1I Research reactor at the Malaysian Institute for Nuclear

Research (MINT) was commissioned in July 1982: it is nearly 20 years in

operation. The reactor is 1 MW type which being used for reactor training and

research related to neutron. Since then various works have been performed

to utilise the neutrons beam ports available on this steady state reactor.

Projects undertaken are the development and utilisation of Neutron

Radiography (MyNR) and Small Angle Neutron Scattering (MySANS)

facilities. Small angle neutron scattering technique is considered as a

strategic tool for materials research advancement in the country.

Management Consideration

To strengthen these activities, in 1999 MINT has formed a group known as

Reactor Interest Group (RIG). The group comprises of reactor operation

sector and reactor user sector (internal and eternal). The group will discuss

problems and projects that interest to the utilization of the reactor. Report is

submitted to the MINT's higher management so further decision and follow-up

action will be taken to smoothing the activities and budget allocation. In

addition to nantional agenda, MINT has recently joined th e International

Group of Research Reactor (GORR) so MINT can play some important roles

in global activities on research reactor utilization.

Technical Strategies

In this respect, making the facility work to it optimal is the prime issue. t will

yield a quality data. Therefore the facility upgrading and data analysis

development are currently in MySANS development agenda.
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Electronic and wiring system have been upgraded. Radiation noise that affect

the SANS result has been rectified by introducing good shielding at the outlet

of prime collimator. Electronic noise is under investigation.

New software is currently test. Window based GPIB card is in evaluation

phase.

Modeling of scattering intensities which was started in early March 1999

is still continue. The hard sphere particles model is currently under

investigation and application is now on nanoparticle shell in fluid state.

Multiple scattering method of analysis is under planning and further

literatures survey will be followed.

Conclusion

The current status of SANS activities in Malaysia 2001 has been presented.

Main works on the system improvement had been completed. System is

ready to be used for experiment for studying related materials. Internal and

external collaboration have been successfully engaged.
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Summary on 2001 activities

No Item Time Remark

1 Detection verification, calibration and repair. Sept - Oct Completed

2 Expert mission from IAEA (Dr. Albrecht Weidenmann, HMI, 22 Oct - 02 Nov - 2 Completed
Germany) weeks)

C-

3 National symposium on MINT reactor utilization current and long 27 Oct Success - attracted several
term prospect universitied interest in

research education using
neutron beam

4 Protein committee formation between MINT and AMREC for 29 Oct On-going C

nanomaterials research - using SANS and future related neutron
scattering techniques

5 Preliminary work on NR-PP research group between MINT 1 Oct On-going - literature work on-
polymer group and SANS group sample preparation



Year 2002 Tentative Programme

No Item Remarks

1 1 IAEA scientific visit and 1 IAEA fellowship Waiting for approval from host country.
attachment

2 National seminar and training course on neutron June/July - official declaration on RIG as
beam application (with expert assistance FNCA/IAEA) national committee on neutron technology.

3 Upgrading data acquisition and electronic system March - May

4 MSc programme on neutron beam research May or Oct
education

.1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

5 Nanomnaterials and NR-PP sample preparation Feb



Work Plan 2003-2005

Year Focussed area(s) Remarks

2003 - SANS application in advanced support from SIRIM advanced material center and
2004 materials/nanomaterials and polymer MINT polymer group

2005 SANS application in composite materials support from local industries

Neutron Beam Application Resource Persons

Abdul Aziz Mohamed, Dr Azali Muhammad, Dr.
Ishak Mansur Razali Bin Kassim
Shukri Bin Mohd Abdul Jalil Bin Abdul Hamid

Mohammad Rawi Mohamed Zin Ramzah Mohamad
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1. 17 NEUTRON BEAM FACILITIES IN INDONESIA:
CURRENT STATUS

Abarrul Ekram
Neutron Scattering Laboratory

R & D Centre for Materials Science & Technology
National Nuclear Energy Agency

Serpong - Indonesia

ABSTRACT

Neutron Beam Facilities in Serpong are presented briefly in this paper. These
facilities which include one diffractometer for residual stress measurement (DNI-M), one
diffractometer for single crystal structure determination and texture measurement (FCDI'TD),
one high resolution powder diffractometer (HRPD), one neutron rad iography facility (NRF),
one triple axis spectrometer (TAS), one small angle neutron scattering spectrometer (SANS)
and one high resolution small angle neutron scattering spectrometer (HRSANS) are
presented briefly. From. these seven neutron beam instruments, for the time being four of
them are not working i.e. FCD/TD, TAS, HRSANS and HRPD due to some and various
electronic and computer problems. Efforts to overcome those problems are discussed as well
as the progress achieved in the last two years. Another instrument i.e. NRF are working but
not at its best condition. Plan for the improvement is presented as well. The remaining two
instruments i.e. SANS and DNI-M are running well especially SANS which has been going
through various checks and calibrations for some different detector positions. The latest
situation of the reactor and its operation mode are also described.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present briefly the current status of three instruments closely related
to this workshop together with efforts that have been done in the past year to find alternative
solutions of some problems, and we expect some positive responses from this workshop in
revitalizing and utilizing the spectrometers.

In 1992, BATAN commissioned some instruments utilizing neutrons produced by the
Multi-Purpose Reactor (RSG) GA Siwabessy in Serpong. These instruments are neutron
powder diffractometer, four-circle/texture diffractometer, triple axis spectrometer, neutron
radiography facility, small angle neutron scattering (SANS) spectrometer, high resolution
SANS spectrometer and high resolution powder diffractometer (HRPD).

The first four instruments were installed in the reactor experimental hall (XHR) while
the last three are located in the neutron guide hall (NGH). Those two halls are connected by a
tunnel in which two neutron guides are used to take neutrons from the reactor to the
instruments in the neutron guide hall. Lay out of the neutron instruments in the reactor hall
(XHR) and in the neutron guide hall (NGH) is presented in figure 1.
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After five years in operation, some and different problems have come out from each
instrument which raised some questions of how to solve them. Many efforts have been
pursued by BATAN with the help from other established neutron scattering centres in the
world especially from JAERI. In the last four workshops we have presented the neutron
scattering facilities in Serpong together with their problems, guesses of the causes as well as
the possibility of overcoming them especially the ones related to the workshop which include
three main neutron instruments.

2. THE RESEARCH REACTOR

The research reactor is a light water open pool reactor with a maximum thermal power of
30 M`W. It is called RSG-GAS (Multipurpose Reactor - GA Siwabessy) in honor to Prof. GA
Siwabessy for his contribution in promoting and developing atomic energy in Indonesia. This
reactor is considered to be the first high-power research reactor in the world, designed and
constructed for the use of low enriched (19.75%) uranium MTR-typ fuel. It was design to
produce an average thermal neutron flux of 2.5 x 104n cm-2sec' at the central irradiation
position in its core. An L-shaped beryllium block reflector surrounds one half of the core.
Six beam tubes - two tangentials and four radials - are available for neutron experiments.
When they are not in use these beam tubes are flooded with water and closed by the insertion
of concrete plugs. One of the beam tubes has a larger diameter (0 = 27 cm) than the others
(0 = 24 cm), to accommodate two thermal neutron guides supplying neutron beam for the
spectrometers in the external neutron guide hall (NGH). In addition, the reactor provides
facilities for nuclear engineering experiments, neutron activation analysis and radioisotopes
production. The arrangement of the beam tubes and other facilities in the reactor core is
shown in figure 2.

The RSG-GAS has achieved its criticality in 1987 and reached its full power level of 30
MW thermal in 1992. However continuous regular operation was started not earlier than.
1995. The delay was due to a long shutdown period owing to the installations of the in-pile
engineering loops, radioisotope production equipments, neutron scattering instruments, and
also due to other technical problems.

In 1996, the reactor has been operated quite regularly for two cycles per month and nine
days per cycle. In order to improve the radioisotope production, in 1997 the reactor operation
has been made weekly with 5 operation days with reactor power of 25MW thermal. This was
not so convenience for the neutron scattering activities. After some consultations and
discussions, the reactor operation mode has been compromised and changed to 12 days
operation and followed by 9 days off. This schedule has been settled and started in July 1998
and lasted until July 1999. In return the reactor will only be in operation at 15MW thermal to
maintain the length of the operation with the available fuel elements. Due to some more
problem in the financial sector, in the past two years the reactor has been in operation for 12
days followed by 16 days off which means we have neutron beams for 12 days monthly
which is about 100 days yearly.

So far the neutron beams have been used for most of the scheduled operation days. These
continuous and regular monthly scheduled operation days give advantages in planning the
experiments in advance and improve the reliability of the neutron instruments.
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3. NEUTRON SCATTERING INSTRUMENTS

In this section we present three neutron beam instruments related to this workshop.
The other four are not in a very good condition. Last February our High Resolution Powder
Diffractorneter (RPD) had to be grounded due to the same problem suffered by our Four
Circle Diffractometer/Texture Diffractometer (FCD/TD) three years ago. The HRSANS
(High Resolution Small Angle Neutron Scattering) spectrometer got the same problem last
December. The problem is mostly related to the computer used for operation and controlling
the instruments. Even though we are still not sure until now, this is also the cause of the
problem suffered by the Triple Axis Spectrometer (TAS) in 1995. Due to this situation we
have been trying to develop our own control system using different computer and local
components for reliability and convenience. This new control system will be used first for
the FCDfTD and after some modification will also be applied for the HRPD as soon as
possible.

3.1. SANS SPECTROMETER

This instrument is installed at the end of the 58 m long neutron guide (NG-1),
situated in the neutron guide hall (NGH), to benefit from low background environment. The
incident beam is monochromatised by a slot-type mechanical velocity selector having a
minimum rotational speed of 700 rpm and a maximum rotational speed of 7000 rp. The
selector's tilting angle can be varied from 3.90 to +3.9* By varying these rotational speed
and tilting angle, neutron wavelengths of 2-5 A and a Q range of (0.001<Q< 0.6) A-' can be
achieved-

The collimator is placed in an 18 m long tube, comprises of four sections of movable
guide tube, and one section of a fixed collimator (non-reflecting) tube. Collimation is made
by adjustable apertures (pinholes) at discrete distances of 1.5 m, 4 in, 8 mn, 13 mn and 18 m
from the sample position. The detector, which can be moved continuously from 1.5 mn to 18
m in another 18 in tube, is a 128 x 128 He-3 two dimensional position sensitive detector (2D-
PSD) made by RISO, with three beam stoppers of 40, 80 and 140 nun in diameter. The
whole system, excluding the sample position is evacuated to 0-3 torr. Variations of
collimation length and sample to detector distance are fully computer controlled. An
automatic sample changer with six sample holders is provided-

In the last three years, many efforts have been carried out to bring this spectrometer back
in action, including the SANS sub-workshops held together with the workshops. Some of its
components have been replaced, but there are still many others need careful attention and
repaired, such as the velocity selector, control motor for the guide tube and beam stopper to
mention a few. The problem coming from a spurious peak has not been solved yet even after
we tried to adopt the solution taken in JABRI by covering some part of the guide tube
entrance after the velocity selector. It seemed in the beginning that it was effective,
especially for experiments where the detector are placed at a distance which is less than 5
meters from sample position. Some inspections after that proved that actually the method is
not working, especially for longer sample to detector distance experiments.
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We also have checked some combinations of the pinholes and it seems that the neutron
leakage is coming from the second guide tube in the collimation path. Right now we are
running the experiment by placing neutron absorber in front of the sample to absorb neutron
coming from other source. Even though this doesn't solve the problem completely, but for the
time being, it works for some numbers of experimental settings.

3.2. POWDER DIFFRACTOM[ETER FOR RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT

The powder diffractometer was the first instrument installed and situated in the
reactor experimental hail (XI-R). It is a standard two-axis type diffractometer with a Ge
(31 1) monochromnator system that is bent horizontally and focused vertically to enhance the
neutron flux at the sample position. Mylar films coated with gadolinium are used for
collimators with angular divergences of 40' before and after the monochromator system and
20' after the sample. In collaboration with the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAERI), in 1995 the diffractomneter was modified for residual stress measurement.

Modifications were made by installing a goniorneter having three orthogonal translations
as well as a turn table to rotate samples around the incident beam. All sample movements
and data collection are controlled by an IM PC computer. The size of both incident and
scattered beams is defined by apertures having various diameters ranging from 20 to 50 mm.
The volume smpled by the diffractomneter is then defined by the intersection of the incident
and scattered beams in the scattering plane. Residual stress in a standard specimen of a
shrink-fit ring plug has been measured to test the performance of the machine. The result
shows that this machine has a comparable capability to RESA in JRR-3M at JAERI.

3.3. NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY FACILITY

Although neutron radiography is not based on neutron scattering technique, however as a
neutron beam instrument it is worth to describe. The thermal neutron radiography facility is
placed at the S2 tangential beam port in the XHR and is used for non-destructive inspection
of inactive bulk material using a direct method as well as real time examnination.

Last June, we evaluated the facility with the help of an AEA expert. The flux was
measured and found in the order of 106 n/cm. s at the sample position. It is confirmed that we
have a very low resolution and homogeneity. Observing the design of the inner collimator, it
is suggested that the position of the filter should be moved from its current position to
improve the collimation of the neutron beam.

A neutron computed tomography system has been set up comprising of a neutron
television system (NTV), step motor, motor driver and image frame grabber to capture the
projected images of an object under the examination. A preliminary tomnograph has been
obtained from a cylindrical stainless steel tube filled with paraffin.

4. NATIONAL SEMINAR ON NEUTRON SCATTERING

Last June, we held the fourth National Seminar on Neutron Scattering in Serpong.
The first seminar was launched in 1998 to gather people having interest in neutron scattering
in general. We had 20 papers presented orally and in the form of posters. There were about
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100 participants all together discussing many aspects of neutron scattering in Indonesia. In
the following year this seminar presented 23 papers all together and attended by about 150
participants. At that time the idea of replacing the control system by microcontrollers was
raised and gathered strong support from the audience. The seminar last year was presenting
34 papers. Many of the papers related more to the instrumentation since we agreed to solve
our instrumentation first before launching some neutron scattering experiments in the
previous seminar. We expected that handling our instrumentation by ourselves will lead to a
better state in the operation and maintaining of the instruments. Ths year the seminar was
held on June 6, 2001 in Serpong presenting 33 papers all together attended by more than 100
participants from various institutions including research institutes, universities and
industries. The topic discussed ranged from all sorts of neutron scattering aspects including
instrumnentations, modeling, applied and basic physics. The atmosphere was full of hope that
all of the neutron instruments will be available soon for more neutron experiments.

5. SUMMARY

The conditions of the three neutron scattering instruments, i.e. SANS spectrometer,
Powder Diffiractometer and Neutron Radiography Facility have been reported. Problems and
shortcomings that attached to each instrument have also been presented together with some
efforts in dealing with them. The help from JAERI and the previous workshops and sub-
workshops is acknowledged and received with gratefuness.

Right now the SANS spectrometer is ready for some real experiments. Some of its
components need replacement and/or repair due to their ages. Even though the spurious peak
is still an obstacle in the instrument, some data taken from polymer samples are quite
acceptable.

The Powder Diffractometer for Residual Stress Measurement has undergone some tests
using a sample standard provided by JAERI. The results are comparable to the ones obtained
by RESA machine in JRR3M. Some rooms for improvements are still available especially in
the area of increasing the collimation system.

Performance of the neutron radiography facility has been evaluated by an IAEA expert
last June. The results showed that the design of the inner collimator system has affected the
resolution and homogeneity of the image produced. For the very near future, this problem
will be handled by the improvement of lining at the outer collimator inner surface. It is
hoped that the lining will decrease the divergence of the neutron beam.
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Figure 1. The Layout of the neutron scattering instruments in the reac tor
experimental hail (XHR) and in the neutron guide hail (NGH)
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Figure 2. Reactor core and its irradiation facilities
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1.18 PERFORMANCE OF BATAN-SANS INSTRUMENT

Abarrul Iram and Andon Insani
Neutron Scattering Laboratory

R & D Centre or Materials Science & Technology
National Nuclear Energy Agency

Serpong - Indonesia

ABSTRACT

SAN4S data from some standard samples have been obtained using BATAN-
SANS istrument in Serpong. The experiments were performned for various experimental
set-ups that involve different detector positions and collimator lengths. This paper
describes the BATAN-SANS instrment briefly as well as the data taken from, those
experiments and followed with discussion of the results concerning the performance ad
calibration of the instrument. The standard samples utilized in these experiments include
porous silica, polystyrene-poly isoprene. silver behenate. poly ball and polystyrene-poly
(ethylene-alt-propylene). Even though the results show that BATAN-SANS instrument is
in good shape, but rooms for improvements are still widely open especially for the
velocitv selector and its control system.

INTRODUCTION

The Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) instrument in Serpong has already
installed since 1991. Since then, even though there were already many efforts to run the
istrumnent, some and various problems occurred. These problems pushed BATAN back a

few steps before real experiments can be performed. In the first years of this workshop,
attention was put mostly for the High Resolution Powder Diffractometer (RPD) with 3
On the Job Training (OJT) held in Serpong. Since 197, the attention was moved to the
SANS machine. This movement was confirmned to be positive since in 1998 Indonesia
was under economic crisis that affects the policy in the mninistry_ of research and
technology. The country now is asking the research sector to be more applicable and
from the seven neutron instruments in Serpong, SANS machine seem to be promising.

The last four workshops have been focused on utilizing SANS method aind
machine in the area of polymer, especially Natural Rubber-Thermo Plastic Elastomer
(NR-TPE). It is one of the requirements that we should have SANS machine which is
working and able to perform a number of certain specific experiments. Polymer is not the
main major of many of us in Serpong who re mostly physicists. So there s quite a gap in
performing this task. This paper presents the results from various runs using several
saniple standards for various experimental conditions regardin te detector distances and
col limation paths and pinholes.
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BATAN - SANS INSTRUMENT

This instrument is installed at the end of a 58 m long neutron guide, situated in the
neutron guide hal. (NGH), to benefit from low background environent. The incident
beam is monochromatized by a sot-type mechanical velocity- selector having a minimum
rotational speed of 700 rpm and a maximum rotational speed of AM~) rpm. The selector's

tligangle can be varied from -3.9 to 39. By varyin these rotational speed and

tilting angle, neutron wavelengths of 2-5 A and a Q range of (0.00l<Q< 0.6): A" can be
achieved. Figure shows the schematic diagram of the instrument.

The collimator is placed in an 18 m. long tube, comprises of four sections of movable
guide tube, and one section of a fixed collimator (non-reflecting) tube. Collimation is
obtained by adjusting apertures (pinholes) at discrete distances of 1.5m, 4m, m, 3m and
18m from the sample position. The detector, which can be moved contiuously from
1.5m to 18m in another 18m tube, is a 128 x 128 He-3 two dimensional position sensitive
detector (2D-PSD) made by RISO. with three beam stoppers of 40, 80 and 140 mm in
diameter. The whole system, excluding the sample position is evacuated to I 0.- torr.
Variations of collimation length and sample to detector distance are flly computer
controlled. An automatic sample changer with six sample holders is provided

In the last three years, many eorts have been carried out to bring this spectrometer
back in action, including the SANS sub-workshops held together with the workshops.
Some of its components have been replaced, but there are stall many others need careful
attention and repaired, such as the velocity, selector, control motor for the guide tube and
beam stopper to mention a few. The problemn coming from a spurious peak has not been
solved yet even after we tried to adopt the solution takenr in JAERI by covering some part
of the guide tube entrance after the velocity selector. It seemed in the beginning that it
was effective, especially for experiments where the detector are placed at a distance
which is less than 5 meters from sample position Some inspections after that proved that
actually the method is not working especially for longer sample to detector distance
experiments.

We also have checked some combinations of the pinholes and it seems that the
neutron leakage is coming from the second guide tube in the collimation patE Right now
we are running the experiment by placing neutron absorber in front of the sample to
absorb neutron coming from other source. Even though this doesn't solve the problem
completely, but for the time being, it works for some numbers of experimental settings.

POROUS SILICA

The Porasil (porou silica) sample is a test sample obtained from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. It has scattiering cross section of (45 ± ) cm" and correlation length
of (21.5 ± 1.0) A []. SANS profiles were taken for several different sample-to-detector
distances (SIDD). i.e.: 4m, m, 6m, 7m, Sm, 9m, l1in and I lm with some different
pinhole settings and collimation paths. The profiles taken at SDD of 4m. and I Im do not
include the whole peaik since the q ranges are not proper for those profiles.

Figure shows SANS profiles of the porasi] sample taken at three different
sample-to-detector distances. This figure shows that the peak position of the porasil
sample appears at different q values for different SDD, even though tedsrpnies are
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ne gogligible. This result confirms that BATAN-SANS machine is goo enuhfor running
eprimn with q i the range of 0.1I < q < 0. 7 nm'

POLYSTYRENE-PO LYLSOPRENE

Polystyrene-poly isoprene (PS-PI) was obtained from the hydrogenation of poly-
isoprene with a degree of more than 9%. This sample contained about 10000 PS-PI with
ratio of styrene and isoprene about 60/40 wt%.

SANS profiles were taken from this sample for several different sample-to-
detector distances. e.: m, 6. 7m, m, 9m lin, 1lm, 2m, 13m, l4nm, I5m and 16m
with some different pinhole settings and collimnation paths. The profile moves from left

hadsde of the diagram to the right hand side according to the changing of q range

covered for each SDD setting. It can be seen that profiles with SDD of 5m, I Sm and 16 m.
are not fully covering the whole peak, so the peak position have bigger error bars. From
each profile, peak position can be deduced and Figure 2 shows the peak positions
obtained for different sample to detector distances. Even though the different is very
small and can be neglected from the error bar, but it is clear that different peak position
was obtained for different sample to detector distance for the same sample. This
information can be used to analyze the dta taken from any sample at various sample to
detector distances. so the proper results can be obtained more precisely and guaranteed.

SILVER BEHENATE

The silver behenate [CH3(CH2,) 2DCOCAg] (AgBE) sample was obtained from Dr.
R. Knott (ANSTO) (2]. It is a standard for q calibration since it is one of the very few
materials featuring Bragg reflections in the angular range accessible to SANS
instruments. It provides a sharp diffraction peak at 1.08 nim"

SANS profiles from this silver behenate were taken at several different SDD i.e.
I1.5rm, 2m, 3m. and 4m. with some different pinhole settings and collmation pats. The
profiles taken at SDD of 4m did not cover the wvhole Bragg Peak. Figure 3 presents some
of SANS profiles that are taken at sample to detector distances of 1.Sm, 2n and 3m. The
data quality is not very good but Bragg peak position still can be determined. There is a
systematic changing of the profiles that gives a ht for how the correction should be
perfornied. It seems that the profiles taken at SDD of .5Sm has the Bragg peak value
closer to the one from the literature. We are still trying to get more SANS profiles in this
region with this sample to obtain better quality data.

POLY BALL

The poly ball sample was obtained from Prof. Hirokazu Hasegawa which was
prepared by Prof. Hidtki Matsuoka., both from Kyoto Uversity, Japani The SANS
profiles were taken at SDD of 7m and I m, and shown in Figure 4 . The 7m. data were
taken at two different wavelengths. The two sets of data taken at the same wavelength but
different SDD gave similar profile that is very low in resolution. The other daita taken at
longer wavelength at SDD of 7m show somne profile even though the structure does not
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apper srongenogh. We are still tying to icrease the resolution in collectin' mr
data so the structure of the profile can be observed clearly

P0OLYSTYRENE-PO LY (ETHYLENE-ALT-PROPYLENE)

This polystyrene-block-poly (ethylene-alt-propylene) was obtained by
hydrogenaition of polystyrene-block-poly isoprene with a degree more than 99%. The
ratio of styrene and ethylene/propylene was about 6/40) wt%. This sml nedeve

configuration produces diffraction peak at q = 0.0762 nm" together with its derivatives.
The SANS profiles from this sample were taken at SDD of' Oin I m, 12m, 13M, 14m,
I Sm, I16m, 7m and 1 m with some different pinhole settirip and collimiation pathis. The
second peak which is at about q = 0.1524 nnm. i very difficult to observe since it h,
very shallow shape. Only the SANS profile taken at SD) of I Sm can show this peak

when te whoe colito system did not use any neutron guide tube.
Figure 5 shows bur SANS profiles taken from this saimple at SDD of 1m, l4m,
16m nd ~m.Thefirt fgure can only show the third peak, while the first peak appears

at SDD of l4m. In the profile with SDD of 6mr, the second peak can be spotted even
though it is very shallow. The last picture with SDD of linS shows the three peaks. We
are trying to find a better collimation and pinhole setting to obtain better quality data so
the setting can be used for other samples.

CONCLUSION

It has been reported that even though not in perfect condition, BATAN-SANS
machiine is in good shape to produce SANS profiles for various samples, especially the
ones related to polymer. Those various standard samples have been used to evaluate the
condition of this SANS machine. Some discrepancies and shortcomings have been found
and identified so more appropriate and proper SANS measurements can be conducted
later for real samples in the FNCA project.
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1. 19 STATUS OF NEUTRON BEAM UTILIZATION

AT THE DALAT NUCLEAR RESEARCH REACTOR

(Presented at the FNCA WURR-2001, Beijing, 5-9 November 2001)

Nguyen Nhi DIEN, Nguyen Canh RAI

Nuclear Research Institute, Dalat, Vietnam

ABSTRACT

The 500-kW Dalat nuclear research reactor was reconstructed from the USA-made
250-kW TRIGA Mark II reactor. Afier completion of renovation and upgrading, the reactor
has been operating at its nominal power since 1984. The reactor is used mainly for
radioisotope production, neutron activation analysis, neutron beamn researches and reactor
physics study.

In the framework of the reconstruction and renovation project of the 1982-1984
period, the reactor core, the control and instrumentation system the primary and secondary
cooling systems, as well as other associated systems were newly designed and installed by the
former Soviet Union. Some structures of the reactor, such as the reactor aluminum tank, the
graphite reflector, the thermal column, horizontal beam tubes and the radiation concrete
shielding have been remained from the previous TRIGA reactor. As a typical configuration of
the TRIGA reactor, there are four neutron beam ports, including three radial and one
tangential. Besides, there is a large thermal column. Until now only two-neutron beam ports
and the thermal column have been utilized.

Effective utilization of horizontal experimental channels is one of the important
research objectives at the Dalat reactor. The research program on effective utilization of these
experimental channels was conducted from 1984. For this purpose, investigations on physical
characteristics of the reactor, neutron spectra and fluxes at these channels, safety conditions in
their exploitation, etc. have been carried out. The neutron beams, however, have been used
only since 1988. The filtered thermal neutron beams at the tangential channel have been
extracted using a single crystal. silicon filter and mainly used for prompt gamma neutron
activation analysis (PGNAA), neutron radiography (NR) and transmission experiments (TE).
The filtered quasi-monoenergetic keV neutron beams using neutron filters at the piercing
channel have been used for nuclear data measurements, study on radiation hardness of
electronics components, and other researches.

Because of lacking of budget, another two beam tubes are still empty and we have no
chance to set up some other facilities for neutron beam study, such as small angle neutron
scattering (SANS) facility, neutron diffractometers at the beam tubes, as well as boron neutron
capture therapy (BNCT) facility at the thermal column.

This report presents the status of neutron beam facility at the Dalat reactor and its
utilization for some typical research activities. An outlook on possibility for participation in the
FNCA co-operation program on the utilization of the research reactors has also been given.

INTRODUCTION

The Dalat nuclear research reactor was reconstructed and upgraded from the TRIGA
MARK H reactor, and put into operation at nominal power of 500-kW sine March 1984.
Neutron beam utilization is one of the main activities at the reactor.
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The reactor has four horizontal beam tubes, which provide beams of neutron and
gamma radiation for a variety of experiments. They also provide irradiation facilities for large
specimens up to 15cm in diameter in a region close to the reactor core. In configuration, three
of the beam tubes are oriented radically with respect to the center of the core, and one beam
tube is tangential to the outer edge of the core. Besides, there is a large thermal column with
outside dimensions of .2m by .2m in cross section and I1.6m in length (Figure 1).

Fig. . Horizontal section view of the Dalai research reactor

The two neutron beams No.3 and No.4) of the reactor have been utilized since 1988.
The filtered thermnal neutron beams at the tangential channel No.3 have been extracted using a
single crystal silicon filter and mainly used for PGNAA.. NR, TE. The filtered quasi-
monoenergetic keV neutron beams using neutron filters at the piercing channel No.4 have
been used for nuclear data measurements; study on radiation hardness of electronics
components, such as transistors, avalanche photodiodes (APD), PiN diodes; and other
researches.

It is well known that the research reactor is an intense source not only of thermal
neutrons, but also intermediate as well as fast neutrons. So, nuclear reactors can also be used
very efficiently for material research by utilizing the neutron scattering technique and for
medical applications. But because of lacking of budget, until now we have no chance to set up
small angle neutron scattering (SANS) facility, neutron diffractometers, as well as boron
neutron capture therapy (BNCT) facility at our reactor.

In this report, we present the main research activities carried out at the two existing
beam ports.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTOR

In the framework of the reconstruction and renovation project of the 1982-1984
period, the reactor core, the control and instrumentation system, the primary and secondary
cooling systems, as well as other associated systems were newly designed and instaled by the
former Soviet Union. Some structures of the reactor such as the reactor aluminum tank, the
graphite reflector, the thermal column, four horizontal beam tubes and the radiation concrete
shielding have been remained from the USA-made TRIGA MARK II (Figure 2).

-2000 mm

IRotating top lid

- Norminal power 500 kW thermal; ms
- Fuel elements: WWR-M2 type, U-Al alloy~~~... with . 6%. enrichent.in...
- Number of fuel elements in the core: 100~~~~~. . ..... .

- Number of control rods: 2 safety rods,~~~~~~ 4 shi rod and..reglatig.ro
- Reflector: Beryllium and graphite~~~~~~~~~... ...... ...
- Number of horizontal beam tubes: 4 (3 radial and I tangential)......

- Number of thermal column: I~~~~~~~~~~~~. ..... .. .
- Number of vertical irradiation channels:~~~~~~~.... 4P (1nuto. ra,..e.nd2dr.hnnl)

Neutron irradiation positions and its nutron flux (at 500 kW) shown in.Tab.e..
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Table I. Netron flux and cadmium ratio at somie positions in Dalat reactor

Position Thermal neutron flux Cadmium ratio
(n/cM2/S) __________

Neutron trap at the centre 2.2 x 1 0'" 2.5
Rotary specimen rack 4.0 x 1012 3* 4
Vertical (wet) channel 1-4 1.2 x 1 0'" 2.0
Vertical (dry) channel 7-1 4.5 x 0'2 5*7
Vertical (dry) channel 13-2 4.6 x 1012 5*5
Thermal column 5.8 x 0' 82
Horizontal beam tube No. 3 2.5 x 10~6 _________

Horizontal beam tube No.4 1.8 x 07______

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEUTRON BEAM PORTS

It is a typical configuration of the neutron beam ports of TRIGA reactor. It means, the
four beam tubes penetrate the concrete shield and the aluminum tank and pass through the
reactor water tank to the graphite reflector (see Fignre 1). Two of the radial tubes (No.1I and
No.2) terminate at the outer edge of the reflector assembly. The remained radial tube (No.4)
penetrates into the graphite reflector and terminates at the inner surface of the reflector
assembly. The tangential beam tube (No.3) terminates at the outer surface of the reflector. Up
to now only two beam tubes No.3 and No.4 have been utilized.

Because'the radial (or piercing) beam tube No.4 terminates at the inner surface of the
reflector, just at the outer edge of the reactor core, so the flux intensities of thermal and fast
neutrons as well as gamma radiation at this beam tube are the highest among the beam tubes
of the reactor. To produce quasi-monoenergetic neutrons of 24keV, 25keV, 55keV, 75keV,
I 44keV and 1.2MeV as well as thermal neutrons for nuclear data measurements and other
applications, some neutron filters, such as Si, Al, Fe, S Ti, B, Pb and PE (Polyethylene) have
been installed in this-beam tube. Main characteristics. of these filtered neutron beams are given
in Table 2. In the case of the filtered neutron beam at 1.2MeV, the value of neutron flux was
measured directly behind filters at the distance of about 2 m from the reactor core. For other
neutron beams, it was measured at the outlet of the beam tube No.4.

Table 2. The characteristics offiltered neutron beams at the radial channel No. 4

Neutron Filter combination Neutron flux Rcd or
______ _____ ______ _____ ______ _____ (n. cm -2 .s') FW H M

Thermal 98cm Si + 10cm Ti + 35g/CM2 S 1.8x 107 143
144 keV 98cm Si + 10cm Ti + 0.2g/cm' Ba' L.2x10 22 keV
55 keV 98cm Si + 35 g/CM2 S + 0.2g/cm' Bo' 0 4.Ox.106 8 keV
25 keV 102.3cm Al +0.2 g/CM2 Bol0 1.2xl06

24 keV 20cm Fe+20cm Al +25g/CM 2 S+0.2g/cm2 Bo"0 l.0x106
-

75 keV 45g/cnm2 S + 0.2g/cm 2 Bo... 1. 1xl1-
1.2 MeV 17.5cm Pb + 2cm PE + 0.2g/cn 2 Bol0 5.3xl01

The outer end of the beam tube No.4 is equipped with the shielding house that
prvdes neutron and gamma shielding and permits to take out radiation beams from the

reactor (Fig. 3). The experimental equipment for total neutron cross-section measurement and
in-beam neutron capture gamma ray spectroscopy has been set up.
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Corn ton Su ressed and PairgSpectrometer-- 
Total Cross-section Measurement Svstem- -- 

Beam Catcher

Neutron Counter '~~' mfi+ 2 C0 3Neu~on ounter amples Bad ?taffiz Reco

PaF Core

Fig. 3. Horizontal experimental radial channel for neutron beam application

The tangential beam tube terminates at the outer surface of the reflector, but is also
aligned with a cylindrical void, which intersects the piercing tube in the reflector graphite. This
channel provides a radiation source giving a minimum amount of core gamma radiation. Fig. 4
shows the experimental beam facility on the tangential channel. It consists of a water-
containing tube-shaped can 1500mm long and 80mm in diameter and a flexible collimating
system following outwardly. Depending on the each experiment the collimating system can be
changed. Main characteristics of filtered neutron beams at the channel No.3 are given in Table
3.

Towards water tank
Towards water level monitor 

T.0 9

'I '~~~ rn~~~r6 ~~~~~HPGe'..

Neutron catcher

Graphite [~] Distilled water [~]Borated heavy concrete

O1 Lead SelSingle crystal of silicon

F Borated paraffin LiF filler

Fig. 4. Horizontal experimental angentfial chann~el for newtron beanm application
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Tab. .Th chaacteistis qffiltered neutron beanis at the angential channel No.3

Composition of the filter Flux (thermal) Flux (>1 MeV) RCd(Au) Gamma dose
assemblies (n.cmn2. (n.CM____2__ SI (R/h)___

No filter 5.8x10 1 lo, 4
8O mn-C + 50nunPb 1.2xl01 lo-, 12 1.8

80 mm C + 10mm Pb 5 .5X10 6 1419.5 0.8
8Omm C+100rnmPb+366mnnSi 3.x Ib 10'lo 77.5 0.22

In case of using this tangential channel fo r neutron radiography, the basic parameters
of the n-ray facility are as follows:

- Useful beam area: 120x 120 mm 2

- D =80 mm,L =4240- 5920 mm
- Thermal neutron flux: 6. 7x 06 n/CM2/S

- Gamma radiation level: 200 mR/h
- Cadmium ratio: 120

TYPICAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES USING NEUTRON BEAMS

1. Neutron physics and Nuclear data measurement
In the keV energy region, filtered neutron beams are the most intense sources, which

can be used to obtain neutron data for reactors and other applications. The following
experiments have been carried out at the Dalat research reactor:

- Total neutron cross section measurement for "U, Fe, Al, Pb on filtered neutron
beams at 44keV, 55keV, 25keV and evaluation of average neutron resonance
parameters from experimental data.
- Gamma ray spectra measurement from neutron capture reaction of some. reactor
materials (Al, Fe, Be, etc.) on filtered neutron beam at 55keV and 44keV.
- Measurement of average neutron radioactive capture cross section of r 3U, "Mo,
1'Eu, 5-"Eu, 121Sb, '2 'Sb, 12sTe, '"'Ba on the 55keV and 44keV neutron beams.
- Measurement of isomeric ratio of ""sBr created in the reaction 'Br(n,'y) Br on the
S5keV and 44keV neutron beams.
- Other investigations, such as average resonance capture measurements, using the y-
y coincidence spectrometer for study on the (n,2y) reaction, etc.

2 Applied neutron capture gammna ray spectroscopy
- Development of PGNAA technique using the filtered thermal neutron beam in
combination with the Compton-suppressed spectrometer for analyzing Fe, Go, Ni, C
in steel samples;, Si, Ca, Fe, Al in cement samples; Gd, Sm, Nd in uranium ores, Smn,
Gd in rare earth ores; etc.
- Utilization of the PGNAA method for investigating the correlation between boron
and tin concentrations in geological samples as a geochemical indication in
exploration and assessment of natural mineral resources-, analyzing boron in sediment
and sand samples to complement reference data for such samples from riyers.
- Development of the PGNAA method for in-vivo activation analysis of essential
elements Ca, Cl, N and P in the whole body and of the toxic elements Cd, Hg in a
body organ for medical diagnosis of various diseases.
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- Development of the spectrometer of summation of coinciding pulses applitudes for
(n,2y) reaction research and for measuring activity of activated elements with high
possibility of cascade transitions.

3. Neutron radiography
- Development of NR method as a NDT technique for various kinds of objects, such
as electrical and electronic products, mechanical details, biological samples, etc. by
direct method.

4. Other applications
- For study on production of TLD neutron dosimeters, our staff utilized the filtered
neutron beams for research on estimation of the radiobiological effectiveness (RBE) of
different energy neutrons and on calibration of neutron dosimneters.

-Utilization of transmission measurement method on the thermal neutron beam for
determining thermal absorption cross section of soil samples from drill-holes in oil
exploitation.
- Utilization of transmission measurement method on the thermal neutron beam for
determining boron content distribution alo ng glass tubes used in the electric fluorescent
lamp industry.
- Irradiation of electronic components and equipment for studying radiation effects on
them involving fast and thermal neutrons as well as gamma radiation.
- In the framework of the regional co-operation in the field of the utilization of
research reactors, the Dalat NRI has participated in the study and manufacture of Sb
doped high temperature superconductors.

PROPOSED PLAN FOR NEUTRON BEAMS UTILIZATION

1. Modification of neutron radiography facility
Because of that the existing neutron radiography facility was set up from 1988, so now

it is facing with some disadvantages, such as the collimator system is not in divergent, the
quality of materials is not good enough, etc., so the modification of the existing neutron
radiography system is needed in the future.

2 Smiall angle neutron scattering
It is well known that neutron scattering techniques have been used very effectively for

the structure analysis of superconductors, magnetic materials, actinides, monolayer molecules,
martensite alloys, ceramics, etc., and for studying various excitations in the condensed matter,
such as spin-wave of heavy fermion system, magnetic scattering and phonon of the pseudo
two-dimensional materials, lattice dynamics of supper ionic conductors, etc. The SANS
technique has also been used effectively in molecular biology research; for a structural analysis
of homopolymer in block copolymer microdomains which is a very interesting problem in
morphology of the polymer mixtures and for studying microstructure of Co-Cr thin films,
which is a promising material for magnetic recording with higher recording density, etc.

At the Dalat NRI, the solid state physics laboratory has been established and equipped
with X-ray diffiractometer and other related devices for the structure analysis of magnetic
materials, ceramics and others. In order to enlarge neutron beam experiments on material
researches and other applications, a project on SANS should be prepared and submitted.
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3. Boron neutron capture therapy
If a dg containing 11'B can be concentrated in malignant tumors, then flooding that

region of the body with thermal neutrons will release more radiation energy in tumor than in
normal tissues by reaction:- 0B(n )Li + 2.4 MeV. The alpha particles have a short range (a
few rim) and a high LET, so they are very damaging to the tumor cells.

At the Dalat reactor, besides four horizontal experimental channels, there is a large
thermal column, which can be utilized for setting up the BNCT facility in the future.

TOPICS CAN BE DISCUSSED FOR COLABORATION
Basing on the existing neutron beam facility and on our experiences, the following

topics could be discussed for collaboration in the future:
- The techniques for extracting filtered neutron beams.- thermal, 24keV, 25keV, 55keV,

75keV and 44keV
- The method and equipment for total neutron cross section measurements
- The method for measurement of average neutron radiative capture cross section
- The technique on the compton supressed and pair spectrometer for neutron in-beam

researches
- The technique of using spectro meter for summation of coinciding pulses amplitudes for

(n,2y) reaction study
- The method and equipment for neutron radiography
- The method and equipment for PGNAA, including Ko-method
- The methods of instrumental neutron activation analysis with short-live and long-live

isotopes
- The technique of delay neutron detection.

CONCLUSION
Using the tangential and piercing beam tubes, the neutron beam experiments have been

carried out at the Dalat reactor. In these experiments, the neutron filter technique has been
used to produce neutron beams with a relatively high neutron flux density despite the low
power reactor. Thanks to the filtered neutron beams and other experimental equipment, our
staff has carried out the studies on neutron physics, nuclear data measurement, neutron
radiography, PGNAA and other application researches. Based on the obtained experiences and
knowledge we can set up research programs for utilization of neutron beams more effectively.
We do hope that the FNCA project on utilization of research reactors will play an important
role in encouraging and helping us to improve and enlarge neutron beam experiments and
other applications at the Dalat nuclear research reactor.
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1.20 The internal stress measurement the neutron diffraction

will bring happiness to your country

Nobuaki Minakawa
Advanced Scien'ce Research Center in JAERI

Abstract:
The neutron was discovered by Chadwick in 1932. The first reactor was constructed by the
U.S.A. in 1942. After that, the research and development of a reactor advanced. A lot of
reactors were constructed in Europe and America in the 1950Os.
The research, which used the neutron is performed actively and the obtained excellent results
in a lot of fields. The penetrating power of neutron and the neutron diffraction method
attracted attention and began to be used for the internal stress measurement, too. In Japan, the
neutron diffractometcr of the residual stress measurement exclusive use was installed in the
JRR-3M research reactor of the JAERI in 1992, and research was started.
At present, we are using aircraft, railway, automobile, building, machine, home electronics
product and so on including the nuclear reactor.
Reliable science must be introduced, in ore that to be able to perform safety and long life
operation and to sell these things at cheap price. That is, completing the manufactured goods,
which took in the scientific technique to the experiential technique and were excellent in it
will be making manufactured goods in the 2 1st century.
Although there are various methods among the scientific probe methods of the fault, from the
distance of crystallographic plane in material, an internal strain distribution is measured, a
stress distribution is computed, and the technique of performing an improvement of a process
is taken. Only a neutron diffraction method can measure the strain of the inside of material.
This time, I introduce about utilization of neutron scattering research in the industrial world
while the history of the neutron scattering research in a JAERL.

1. INTRODUCTION
The neutron source is needed for the neutron diffraction. As for the history of th-

research reactor as a neutron source in Japan, JRR- 1 reactor reached the critical state in 1957.
The neutron beam was used for research of nuclear physics or reactor physics. JRR-2 reactor
reached the critical state in 1960. Irradiation damage research of fuel and reactor material and
production of radioisotope were started. Moreover, a neutron diffractometer was installed for
the purpose of the research and development of reactor material. Then, the condensed matter
physics research by neutron scattering was started. The first neutron diffractometer in Japan
installed in JRR-2 reactor is shown in Fig. I1.

Domestic research reactor JRR-3 of the outset reached the critical state in 1962. A lot of
neutron scattering equipments were installed, and the condensed matter physics
measurements were performed very actively. JRR-3 was remodeled into JRR-3M equipped
with the thermal neutron guide tubes and the cold neutron guide tubes in 1990 aiming at the
efficient utilization. Since the neutron guide tubes were installed, the number of experiment
beam ports increased drastically. Therefore, the beam utilization field was expanded. The
neutron diffractometer for residual stress analysis (RESA) was installed in the expanding
period.
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2. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN RESA
The research and developments performed with this equipment is shown below.

(1). Research and development for material evaluation
(1). Internal stress distribution measurement of sample to which bending plastic deformation

carbon steel was given.
(B. Residual stress distribution measurement of test piece section loaded by repeated stress.
(Z. Stress distribution measurement of carbon steel welding pipe.

(i.Measurement of Round-robin sample of VAMAS TWA-20*.
®.Correlation stress measurement of composite material SiC / A12 O3, Cu/Cr, SiC/Ti, etc.

(M. Stress measurement of ceramic material.
(D). Internal stress distribution measurement of INCOLOY material used as nuclear fusion

material superconducting coil covering material.
®.Stress distribution measurement of the welding part fusion reactor structure material.

(B. Stress measurement of inclination functional material.
4.Stress distribution measurement of a target cell for the cold neutron source.

(2). The 'research and development of the measurement techniques and the equipments.
(ID. Development of the stress measurement method by the neutron image plate.
(0. Development of the neutron beam focus monochromator.
G). Development of the texture measurement equipment.
~. Development of the measurement equipment of the non-strain do.
(D). Various measurements of the elastic constant and Poisson's ratio of general structure

materials for the database.

3. EVALUTION OF PROCESSING STRESS
Manufactured goods are made from a base

material through the process of cutting, shaving
and welding. It is expected that the processing
process adds a stress and that the residual stress
when complete becomes a big value.

When the shrink-fit sample of a residual
stress standard sample was made using aluminum 
material, the processing stress of each part was
measured and the processing stress evaluated how 1 31 51 711 `12
it would act to finished goods. A shrink-fit sample ae

is shown in Fig. 1. ~~~ ~.-
Fig. 1. The shrink-fit sample and plug.

4. MEASUREMENT
Processing stress evaluation was performed using the neutron diffractometer for residual

stress analysis (RESA) installed T2-1 port neutron guide hall in JRR-3M. A ring is 50mm
diameter, 50mm height and, 25mm inside diameter, and a plug is 25. 1mmu diameter, and
50mm height were made by the milling machine from drawing rod material of ultra-super
duralmin (A7075) . First, cutting was performed at number of revolutions 800 (rpm) and
sending speed 0.2 (mm/sec), and finish was processed at sending speed 0.02 (mm/sec). The
internal stress distribution was measured about the ring and the plug by the neutron diffraction
method, after that, the plug was cooled by liquid nitrogen, it inserted in the ring quickly, and
the shrink-fit sample was made. Into the boundary part of a ring and a plug, the big stress by
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the thermal expansion is generated. The internal stress distribution was measured about the
ring and plug by the neutron diffraction method, after that, the plug was cooled by liquid
nitrogen, a plug inserted in a ring at quickly, and the shrink-fit sample was made. Into the
boundary part of a ring and a plug, the big stress by the thermal expansion is generated. The
internal stress distribution of the completed shrink-fit sample was measured, and evaluation
was performed. The stress estimate which a plug bigger 0.1Imm than a ring inside diameter
generates among a boundary part by the thermal expansion is easily calculable. It can
determine also for the stress distribution relaxed by the whole ring easily. A processing stress
can be evaluated by comparing this calculation value with an actual measurement.
The thermal stress peak value generated in the hoop direction in the estimate calculation of
normal temperature was about 280 MWa, and the hoop direction actual measurements in
normal temperature were 400Mi~a. If 2OMPa for the deducted value is equal to a processing
stress, they can estimate that it is added to finished goods. A plug, a ring, and a shrink-fit
sampleare measured stress distribution map of are shown in figure 2, 3, 4, and 5.

30- - -

200 - - -- - - -

ISO - -~ ~ ~ ~ -IL- 

too - - - - ~ l

- - -- - -Cn0

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Fig. 2. Estimate of hoop stress Fig.. 3. Processing residual stress of a plug
Hoop dsirection of A7075(220)

ID~~~~~~~~~~M

- Ica _ ___ 

Cot 0 2D

~-O… 100
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Po~flCX FROM CE4TER (nr POSMON FRM CENrER (w'O

Fig. 4. Processing stress of a ring for Fig. . Hoop direction residual stress distribution
Hoop dsirection of A7075(220) of A7075(220) shrink-fit sample

5. RESULT
The hoop direction of actual measurements after ring processing were about 130 MWas.

The processing stress of a plug and a ring is added to finished goods. When performing
evaluation of material and a product, it is important to measure in advance the residual stress
which a base material has, and a processing stress.
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1.21 Monte-Carlo Simulation on the Cold Neutron Guides at CARR

Liping Quo Hongli Wang Tonghua Yang Zhixu Cheng Yi Liu

Neutron Scattering Laboratory, China Institute of Atomic Energy, P. 0. Box 275(30),

Beijing, 102413, E-mail: guolp~iris.ciae..accn

Abstract The designs of the two cold neutron guides to be built at China Advanced Research
Reactor (CARR) are simulated with Monte-Carlo simulation software VITESS. Various parameters

.tftihc guides, e. g. transmission efficiency, neutron flux, divergence, etc., are obtained.

1. Introduction
*FThe horizonal beam port for the cold neutron source at CARR can hold four

neutron guides, two of which will be installed at the fist phase stage of the project. One
guide (denoted as CNGI) is designed to provide critical wavelength of 2.0 A , with 58Ni
als coating material, to meet the requirements of neutron instruments such as neutron
rellectorneter. Another one (denoted as CNG2) is designed to provide critical
wavelength of 4.0 A , with natural Ni as coating material, to meet the requirements of
neutron instruments such as small angle neutron scattering spectrometer. Both two

'udes are composed of inpile guide, shutter for connection purpose, curved guide and
linear guide. The curved guides consist of compoments with length of 50cm and

effective cross-section of 1 5x3cm 2 . The main designed parameters of the two guides
-ire listed in table If"l. To check its feasibility, we have carried out monte carlo
simulation study on the designs.

Table . Main designed parameters of the two uides at CARR__________

Critical Lengthoftinpile Lengthoatshutter Length of Curvature radius Lcngthof Total length ,l

l'idd ,culrn
wavelengt guide m) (in curved guide of curved guide linear guide guide system

iA) _- r 1 Lo (mnl JrnL

CN64"INil 2 2 0.8 35,12 3750 14.62 49.74

N(;2(Ni) 4 2 0820-81 1229.5 8.66 29.47
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2. Softwatre and model
VITElIS' t , a virtual instrumentation tool for neutron scattering at pulsed and

continuous sources, is used for our monte carlo simulation study. The moderator for the
cold neutron source has the size of (1 15 cmx2Ocm, operation temperature of 20K,
11eutronl flux of 2.0x1O014 CM,2 .S1 uniformly distributed in 4 solid angle, with
maxwellian distribution. The studied wavelength range is from 0.4A to 20A. The
distance from the moderator to the outer exit of beam port is 4m and the distance to the
entrance of inpile guide is 2m. To improve simulation efficiency, only neutrons with
divergence less than 4o are sampled. This divergence is larger than critical angles for
all1 neutrons sampled in the studied wavelength region, thus any neutron which can be
reilected by the guide should not be lost. The effect of gravity on transmission of'
tictitrons is considered in the simulation.

3. Simulation results
.1. I Ne'utnin flux and transmission efficiency

Table 2 lists the neutron flux at different position of the guide systems. At the exit
o Ithe guide CNGI1, the neutron flux is 5.56 X 09 cm-'s-, and GNG2 2.20 X 109 CM-2S',
when the flux at moderator is assumed to be 2.0 X 109 cm 2s-. If this simulation results
-ire believable, they satisfies our requirement for flux of 2-5 X 10 CM-2 S-1at the exits.
Vor CNG1, the flux at 4.6 A is .OX 103cm2s-1 A-', which may be satisfactory for our
neutron reflectomneter. For CNG2, the neutron flux for the wavelength range 6-15S A are

abov 1. x 1' c~s1 A-', and this is also acceptable for the SANS spectrometer.
Table 2. Neutron flux at different position of the guides

Flux at Flux at entrance Flux at exit of Flux at exit of Flux at exit of Flux at exit of
moderator of inpile kuide inpile guide shutter curved guide linear guide

I Nt; 2.0 X IO' l.1SX lo0l 2.lIOX 10"O 1.71 X 1010 5.93 X 109 5.56 X I0"
tNt;2 2.0 X IO"~ l.18X lll 1.86 X I010 1.46 X I10" 2.31 X 109 2.20 X 109

Figure shows neutron flux distribution versus wavelength at exits of the guide
svstemis. he maximum neutron flux for moderator at 20K is at 4.3 A, if maxwellian

sliiriuti'nis assumed. After transportation, the peak position of the spectrum at the
cxi o te guides shifted to 6.1A for CNGI and 8.0 A for CNG2.- Undo the critical
wavelength (2 A for CNG I and 4A for CNG2), the flux is three order of magnitude less
ihan maximum flux of the spectrum, and two order of magnitude less than flux at even
2(0 A. This is coincidence with the consideration in our initial design.

Figure 2 shows the transmission coefficiency (here defined as flux at exit over
flux at moderator) versus wavelength for the guides. Apparently the trends of these
curves are roughly consistent with that given by analytical method.
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Fig I euronflu ecEItum6I atmdrtrdvdd Fg 2 Trnmiso coef TZciec vesswavelength for

ItYl~ad t eitof the ieCNGI and CNG2. the guide CNG I and CNG2.

32Divergence
Figure 3 shows the divergence distribution of neutron beam both in vertical and

horizonal direction. The maximum divergence of CNGI is 22 , and CNG2 1.9'
Divergence increases with wavelength, which ascribes to the increase of critical angle.

CNGI1 horizong!
-.CNG I vwflcal

CN4G2 horizonal
2.4 -CNG2 vrft

'.4.

2U1-

CC 0.8 

> 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0 II 6 I I' 2 14 1'6 I's 2'0

WAVELENGTHIAngs.

Fig. 3 Divergence distribution of neutron beam versus wavelength

However, we observed from simulation results that the distribution characteristic
of horizonial divergence is quite different from that of vertical divergence. The former
shows much more complicated than later, as shown in Figure 4. Veritical divergence
distributions basically keep regular shapes (trapezia) within the whole wavelength range.
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while horizonal divergence distributions change shapes from mountain-gorge at shorter
wavelength to trapeaia at medium wavelength to bell at longer wavelength. This might
b~e caused by different transmission manner in curved guides for neutrons with different
wavelength .

(a) -- ~ (b) - 4/s

h-- - M-9 - .-km /u

.w hmma 2Nvgs - iMWA* l4/dqf
hNW - IzWg

Uo-"AA % -

* as* A. .. *2 fl f 5 9 C S I

Fig. 4 Horizonal and vertical divergence o the neutron beams at the exit of CNG I ()and CNG2(b)

3.3 Homogeneity
Figure 4 shows the homogeneity of neutron beams at the exit of the guide systems.

In the horizonal direction, the beams distribute quite uniformly, which mean that the
length of the linear guides after the curved guides are long enough. In the vertical
direction. the beam distributions are basically uniform, but the effect of gravity is
ob vious, i. e. the intensity decrease with height along vertical direction. However, this
effect is so slight (maximum difference of intensity is less than 5% ) that it can be
almost ignored.

(a) (b)

.......................... ...........

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

4-. . . . ..... . ..... .......... . ....... .

..9, .9. 45 .4A 5 9 14 5 4 1 .

HORIZONAL POS4TKOM-VRTA.PS~~~C

F~ig 4 Neutron intensity distribution along horizonal (a) and vertical (b) direction at the exit of the guide system
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4. Conclusion
Th'le monte carlo simulation results show that the current design of the cold

neutron source at CARR is feasible. However, the design may be optimized by further
consideration and simulation. e. g. using supper mirror for the ipile guide instead of Ni
Or 53Ni, adjusting distance from the entrance of the guides to the moderator, etc.
Furthermnore, the cold source parameters such as the size, flux and position currently
used will also be optimized in future design. All these means that our current design is
onlly an initial one and has good potential of improvement. Besides, we are also using

other simulation sofiwares such as MCSTAS for simulation, for comparison among
I'CsUlts given by different softwares and methods.
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1.22 Ten year's activity in the field of neutron scattering workshop

Yoshikazu Haxnaguchi

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Abstract

'Neutron scattering' is in the frame of the 'Utiliza tion of Research Reactors', which held
the workshop from FY 1992. This report is a summary of the results and activities of neutron

scattering workshop and sub-workshop started from FY 1992.

1. Historical review

'Neutron scattering' is in the frame of the 'Utilization of Research Reactors'. which held
the workshop from FY 1992. We would like to summarize the results and activities of neutron
scattering workshop and sub-workshop started from FY 1992.

FY 1992: Report on the current status of neutron scattering in each participating country,
and the discussion on the future program were presented in Jakarta, Indonesia.

FY 1993: Operated the On-the-Job training using high resolution powder diffractometer
(HRPD) installed RSG-GAS research reactor in Serpong, Indonesia, reported on the current
status of neutron scattering in each participating country and discussed on the future program

in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Pr' 1994: Conducted the real experiments and data analysis of several samples using the

improved HRPD in Serpong as the sub-workshop. Workshop was held in Jakarta, Indonesia.
In the workshop three cooperative research programs were proposed and decided.

FY 1995: Discussed on the results of three cooperative research programs at the
sub-workshop in Serpong. In the workshop held in Jakarta, Indonesia, additional discussion

and comments were made.
FY 1996: In the workshop held in Bandung, Indonesia, three cooperative research

programs were summarized and decided to continue as the name of 'structural research of
functional materials'. New program ' polymer research using small angle neutron scattering
(SANS)' was proposed and decided. Several projects on the planning of new neutron source
were reported from each country.

FY 1997: In the workshop held in Yogyakarta, Indonesia, the status of neutron scattering in
each participating country and the results of cooperative research program were reported.
After the workshop sub-workshop on the demonstration of measurement and data analysis
using SANS instrument installed in Serpong was continued.

FY 1999: Sub-workshop on the utilization of SANS instrument was held in Tokai, Japan.
Not only standard polymer sample, but also many kinds of sample provided from the
participating countries have been measured and analyzed. In the workshop held in Mito,
Japan, the plan of future collaboration of polymer study using SANS was discussed.

FY 2000: During the workshop, many kinds of sample including the standard polymer

sample provided from the participating country were measured using the SANS instrument
installed in HANARO. The results of analyzed data were discussed. Next candidate of

cooperative research program was also discussed. In the round table discussion, the
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philosophy and target of FNCA project were explained from the Japanese coordinator. In the

field of neutron scattering, it was indicated that target of cooperation must be focused to

satisfy the socio-economical benefit. Some discussion was held during the lunch time, and it
should be discussed in the next workshop.

2 Comment

(1) Cooperative research program of structural analysis of functional materials using HRPD

Neutron diffraction is useful technique to understand the crystallographic and magnetic

structure of materials, which is related to physical and chemical properties of materials. In the

stage of starting the workshop (FY 1993), the instruments, which can be used for the study,

were that installed in JRR-3M in JAERI, HIFER in Australia and RSG-GAS i n Indonesia. We

decided to use HRPD installed in RSG-GAS reactor for the cooperative research, and started

the 'On-the Job' training for becoming familiar with neutron diffraction to the researcher of

Asian area. At that time the capability of Indonesian HRPD was not enough, but improved too
much and enough to use for the cooperative research. From FY 1994 three cooperative
research programs have been started in the period of three years. The three cooperative
research programs were magnetic materials, super-ionic conductor and high Tc

superconductor.

In the field of magnetic materials, cooperation between Indonesia and China worked well.
Several papers have been published in intemnational journals as shown in the list of
publications. The cooperation between neutron group in China Institute of Atomic Energy

(CIAE) and magnetic materials group in China Academy of Science plated an important role
in the success of this program. Usually the neutron scattering group in an atomic energy
institute has not so much. activity on the sample preparation and measurement of physical
properties of sample. Magnetic materials group in China academy of science has enough

power to produce many kinds of ferromagnetic materials, which have been provided to the
neuron scattering group in Serpong through CIAE. Neutron scattering group has measured the

magnetic structure using HRPD, and mutual communication and discussion on the relation
between magnetic structure and physical properties were made to obtain the reasonable results.

For the research of the neutron scattering interdisciplinary cooperation is essential to the
success of research, since neutron scattering is one of t he measuring technique of physical

and/or chemical property.
In the field of super-ionic conductor, the Philippines group made the sample of beta-alumina

and Indonesian group measured the neutron diffraction pattern at room temperature. We regret

to say that the neutron diffraction measurement at higher temperature could not made due to
the problem of furnace, and terminated. Another samples of super-ionic conductor were tryed

to produce by the Indonesian group, but no neutron data were obtained.

In the field of high Tc superconductor, the neutron diffraction data have been obtained for

the standard superconducting materials. Thailand and Vietnam group produced many kinds of

new sample and measured their temperature dependence of electrical resistivity. But no

neutron diffraction pattern we have. This field is advanced scientific and engineering one.

Many works have been made in many advanced countries, but for the Asian region it seems to
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be difficult to follow the advance.

For the analysis of neutron diffraction pattern to the determination of crystallographic and

magnetic structure, full pattern fitting software 'RIETAN' of Macintosh and IBM-PC versions

were provided to all participating countries from Dr.. zumi in Japan. It worked well in

Serpong on the cooperative research works.

(2) Polymer study using. SANS

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) is another useful technique of neutron scattering.

Small. angle scattering of light, X-ray and neutrons can obtain the information of semi-macro
structure in materials in their own measuring scale. One of the typical examples is

age-hardening alloy. The hardness and/or strength of age-hardening alloy depend on the size

and inter-particle distance of precipitated particle in the alloy during the heat treatment. The

information of which can be determined using SANX or SANS. Due to the deep penetration
depth of neutrons, SANS can be applied to the materials including heavy atoms such as iron

alloys.
In the case of polymer materials the sub-macro structure of molecules influence to the

character of polymer, especially in polymer blend and block copolymer. SANS is one of the

tools to study the semi-macro structure of polymer materials, which can use the special

measuring technique of 'Contrast Variation Method' or replacement of some hydrogen atoms

with deuteron.
The cooperative research on SANS has been started from FY 1997. In the sub-workshop

held in Serpong all participants obtained the experience of SANS measurement and data

analusis. The first stage of cooperative research is to make the inter-laboratory comparison of

data taken in e-ch SANS instrument. The sample of silver-behenate, provided from ANSTO

was selected as the standard sample of q-calibration. The measurements have been made

using the instruments installed in ANSTO, JAERI and BATAN. All data indicate excellent
agreement. The silver-behenate sample was provided to KAERI and the data also indicate

good agreement. It means that four SANS instruments in Asian area can be used for the future
study. For the inter-laboratory calibration of measured intensity .PSHIPSD

(po lystyrene-h/polystyrene-d) was selected as standard sample, which was circularized to
Indonesia.

In the sub-workshop held in JAERI and KAERI many samples provided from participating

countries have been measured and analyzed. Some of them are commercial products and the

materials related to commercial problem.

3 Conclusion

During the last ten years, much progress of neutron scattering research activity in each

participating country has been made. In Indonesia, HTRPD and SANS instruments are working

well and are obtaining the data from many samples. The obtained data can be analyzed by

their own hands. In Thailand the reconstruction of double axis neutron diffractometer installed

in Mark III is in progress and will completed near future. The design and construction of

HRPD, which will be installed in new research reactor is also in progress. The improvement
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of SANS instrument in Malaysia is continued year by year. In China the plan of construction

of new research reactor CARR seems to be going well. In Korea H-RPD and SANS

instruments installed in research reactor HANARO are now operating well.

The workshop on neutron scattering contributed too much to the exchange of scientific and

technical information. In the sub-workshop many participants from developing countries

obtained the much amount of useful experience on the utilization of hardware and software

provided from the developed countries.

Neutron scattering is one of the techniques to obtain the static and dynamic structure of

materials. During past 60 years the measuring technique and instrumentation of neutron

scattering progress very much according to the construction of high flux research reactors and

strong pulse neutron sources. The driven force of progress is mainly due to the request of the
researcher of solid state physics, chemistry, biophysics and the originality of neutron
scattering specialist. It means the study of neutron scattering is mainly concentrated to the

academic research. Recently the request to apply the technique of neutron scattering for the

industrial problem become severe even in the developed countries. The cost of neutron and

maintenance of instruments are no little expensive. It means that in the Asian area we must

consider and enhance the application of neutron scattering technique to industrial uses. One of
the good examples is the research program in ANSTO, Australia. For the application of

neutron scattering to industrial problem, we must keep tight network system in Asian region.
In the operation of workshop and sub-workshop we appreciate too much to the contribution

of Australian and Japanese experts on the guidance of advanced technique of neutron

scattering, and transmission of scientific and engineering information to the participants.
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Comments on the "Ten Year's activity in the Field of Neutron Scattering"

The Philippines

The regional cooperative activities in the field of neutron scattering had contributed to the
implementation of the Philippine's Program on R & D in high technology materials

development:

1. The capability for structural analyses of material was enhanced through the training in the
use of Rietan for data obtained by HRPD. Experience gained is also very useful for

structural studies using x-rays.
2. The cooperative study on the superionic conductor with Indonesia had allowed Philippine

researchers to conduct neutron diffraction measurement. The data obtained had

contributed to the understanding of the material under study, although the planned
experiments above room temperature is not materialized due to technical problems.

3. During this 10 years, a "bonding" among the region's researchers in neutron scattering was
developed. In addition to the scientific and technical information exchange related to the 3
areas of cooperation, awareness and deeper understanding of the condition in the different
countries were known enabling a better understanding between each other.

Korea

When this program was started in 1992, HANARO research reactor was under constitution,
and neutron scattering group was planned to develop some instruments such as HRPD, FCD,
NRF, SANS, etc. Korea got fruitful information of instrument design and fabrication, data
analysis and application though this workshop. Especially during the commissioning of

HANARO SANS, as shearing and/or comparing SANS data of some standard samples such
as silver hehenate, PS-PEP. Poly' 71all etc., with SANS data of JAERI, ANSTO and BATAN

as well as receiving a raw data treatment program and a IGOR software for data analysis from
JAERI, the HANARO SANS was early stabilized to operate. SANS and HRPD in HANARO
are operating well.

KOREA would like to have continuously collaboration with member states in this region

on neutron beam application on nuclear and industrial subjects, instrument design and
fabrication, and development of components for neutron beam instruments through the

FNCA's support and bilateral collaboration, too.

- Malaysia

This framework has benefited our neutron technology very much. Malaysian scientists

participation almost in every workshop has made the subject matter a national agenda for the
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last several years. Some projects in relation to this field have been funded by the government.

The improvement of facility (MySANS) is one of the impact from this information

dissemination and exchange obtained from the workshop and subworkshop technical

discussion. The resolution of the workshop is another effective tool to create awareness for

the department and ministry to comprehend and support this neutron technology related field.
The field of materials science and technology research is indirectly enhanced through the
unique capability of SANS in characterize structural information down to meso/nano-scale

unit. This such small limit of probing power has made SANS as one of the candidates for
nanomaterial study.

Th1ailand

The benefit and improvement gain from 10-years Workshop NS group at OEAP, Thailand
has gained a lot of benefit and improvement from "Ten years activity in field of neutron
scattering workshop" since 1992. We have already finished the installation of double axis
neutron diffractometer in TRR-1IM1 (Triga Mark I) by receiving assistance from Japanese
scientists. The diffractometer now can operate and get more improve we will have Mr.

Minakawa who will have 2-week mission for installation of a new goniometer in t he
beginning of December 2001. For the improvement of the junior staff, we had sent them to
Japan to train and get more experience in Japan, Indonesia, Korea and China.

For the publication, one Thai staff (Ms. Somchai Pongkaem) had named in Proc. Of 5 h

Asian Symposium on Research Reactor, May 29-31, (1996), p.502, that been held in Taejon
Korea. The name of article is "High Resolution neutron Powder Diffraction of Bi2Sr2CaCU2O8

high Tc superconductor with lithium doping".

Vietnam

In fact, Vietnam was launched to ICNCA (FNCA now) program in 1995 and Vietnam
neutron beam application group participated in the 1996 FNCA workshop in Jakarta,
Indonesia as the workshop. Because there was no facility for neutron scattering study at their
research reactor, at the 1996 workshop the participant from Vietnam engaged to participate in

the production of and in study on high Tc superconductivity.

During last 4 years, Vietnam neutron diffraction group has studied and produced some
kinds of high Tc superconductors, mainly of Pb and Sb doped BSCCO systems and did
measurement of electrical resistivity depending on their temperature, as well as X-ray

diffraction test. The obtained measurement data showed that they have got good results on
their activity. Unfortunately, they have no neutron diffraction pattern yet.

Participating in the FNCA program, the staff of neutron beam application group in
Vietnam has got good chances for exchanging information with other scientists of
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participating countries and got experiences and knowledge in the field of neutron beam

researches.
Based on the obtained experiences, in the forecoming time, neutron beam group on

Vietnam could collaborate with other group, who carry out activities on condenced matter

study on order to get more valuable results in the field of high Tc conductivity.

-China

During the ten-year cooperation in neutron scattering, Chinese scientists had take part in
every workshop and made some researches on structure of magnetic materials. Especially,
magnetic materials group in China Academy of Science has enough power to produce many
kinds of ferromagnetic materials, which has been provided to the neutron scattering group

in Serpong.
Through these cooperation they established the relationship between physical property and
the structure of magnetic and promoted in formation exchange between Chinese scientists and
other courtry's scientists. Wealso get the benefit from ten years workshop, particularly in
cooperator SANS through practice operation we learn the method of collect data and
treatment data.

*INDONESIA

NEUTRON SCATTERING 1992
The neutron scattering laboratory had just been inaugurated by the President in August

1992. It consisted of seven neutron beam instruments including 3 diffractometers, 3
spectrometers and a neutron radiography facility. These brand new instruments were built
by the Japanese Consortium of Sumitomo. At that time tere were very limited activities
involving these instruments. Th e cti-,itie- were mostly for characterization and calibration of
these brand new instruments which were still under guarantees of the supplier. The man
power at that time were very young in terms of their involvement with neutron scattering
activities. They were fresh univer'sity's graduates with little experience in neutron scattering
area but very eager to learn and to be exposed to neutron scattering activities using the brand
instruments.

In the period of 1992-1999

The first seven workshops were held in Indonesia. They have given big opportunities to
the young and fresh graduates in learning, practice and running neutron scattering instruments
and research activities. On the job training for HRPD has improved the utilization of the
instrument and capabilities of the man power in diffraction area, especially the ones related to
functional materials such as magnetic, superconductor and superionic materials.
Sub-workshop on SANS-Polymer has opened the avenue for other group in Serpong (out side
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the neutron scattering group), especially the polymer group. This activities have increased the

utilization and extended the capabilities of the SANS instrument towards the application in

industrial areas which will have impact socially and economically.

NEUTRON SCATTERING 2001

Even though not all the seven neutron beam instruments are working right now, the ones,

which have capabilities in the application to industry and have potential impact to the society
are running well. They are neutron radiography, diffractometer for residual tress

measurement and SANS instrument. The manpower are very much improved now

academically, scientifically and have bulk of experiences in neutron scattering instruments

and research activities. They have the capabilities of not only running the instruments but also

maintaining, repairing -and even developing and modifying the instruments towards better
states. They also have the capabilities of performing research in the area of functional

materials (magnetic, superconductor and superionic materials) and polymer science,
especially the ones related to NR-TPE together with other polymer institutions in Indonesia.

CONCLUSION
There are many obvious benefits of having ten workshops in the field of neutron

scattering. This foundation has been built by high amount of investments (fund, time, people,
energy) and we cannot just let it disappeared and gone. We need to have and we will continue
the activities in the region so the fruitful benefits will be prolonged and can be shared with the
whole society economically.
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1.23 NEUTRON SCATTERING EQUIPMENTS IN JAERI

CUR-RENT STATUS

Yoshikazu Hamnaguchil, and Nobuaki Minakawa 2

1, Department of Research Reactor
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

2, Research Group for Neutron Scattering in Extreme Environments
Advanced Science Research Center

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Abstract

24 neutron scattering measurement equipments are installed in the JRR-3M research reactor. JAERI has
12 neutron scattering equipments. These equipments are HRPD for high-resolution structural analysis,
TAS-1 and TAS-2 for elastic and inelastic scattering and for magnetic scattering measurements by the
polarized neutron, LTAS for elastic with inelastic scattering measurement at a low energy region, and
for neutron device development, PNO for topography and for very small angle scattering measurement
to a small Q range, NRG for neutron radiography, RESA for internal strain measurements, SANS for the
molecule and semi-macroscopic magnetic structural analysis, BIX-2 and BIX-3 for the biological
structural analysis research, PGA for the research of prompt gumnmer-ray analysis. The university
groups have 12 neutron scattering equipments.
Since these equipments were installed at the period when JRR-3M was completed, about 10 years have
passed. In order to match old control systems with the progress of recent computer technologies, and
peripheral equipments, a lot of equipments are being renewed.
In the neutron guide hall of JRR-3M, exchange was performed to the super mirror guide tube of 2Q
from Ni mirror guide tube for the purpose of neutron flux increase. The intensity of 2A increased by
about 2times.

1. Introduction

The main research reactor for the neutron scattering in Japan is JRR-3M, which is located in Tokai,
lbarald, Japan.

24 neutron scattering measurement equipments are installed in the JRR-3M research reactor,
which are belong to both JAERI and ISSP (Institute for Solid State Physics, Tokyo University)
JAERI has 12 neutron scattering equipments.
1) HRPD (igh Resolution Powder Diffractometer) for high-resolution structural analysis,
2) TAS-I and TAS-2 (Triple Axis Neutron Spectrometer) for elastic and inelastic scattering and for
magnetic scattering measurements using the polarized neutron,
3) LTAS (Low Energy Triple Axis Spectrometer) for elastic and inelastic scattering measurement at
a low energy region,
4) PNO (Precision Neutron Optics Instrument) for topography and very small angle scattering
measurement to a small Q range,
5) NRG (Neutron Radiography) for neutron radiography,
6) RESA (Residual Stress Analyzer) for internal strain measurements,
7) SANS (Small Angle Neutron Scattering) for the molecule and semi-macroscopic magnetic
structural analysis,
8) BIX-2 and BIX-3 for the biological structural analysis research,
9) PGA (Prompt Gummer Ray Instrument) for the research of prompt gummer-ray analysis.
The university groups have 12 neutron scattering equipments.
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In the neutron guide hall of JRR-3M, exchange was performed from Ni mirror guide tube to the
super mirror guide tube of 2Q for the purpose of neutron flux increase. The intensity of 2'
increased by about 2 times.

2. Improvement of instruments
2.1 Improvement of neutron scattering instruments

The almost all instruments for the neutron scattering measurement was installed in reactor hall and
guide hail of JRR-3M in 1990. During past 10 years, the control and measuring system of each
instrument became obsolescence due to the quick progress of electronic equipments. To improve
the performance of system, several instruments were preformed updating.

The computer system, control system and software for the operation were renewals with the
newest system in HRPD. In TAS-1, the computer system was updated and improvement of
software was performed. In TAS-2, while the computer and control systems were updated, the
materials for equipment and shielding of detector and monochrometor were replaced with
non-magnetic materials, such as aluminum and non-magnetic stainless steel, for the use of
apparatus producing very high magnetic field.

Renewal of computer and maintenance of software were performed. Improvement of attachment
for RESA was performed in order to measure giant-size samples, such as engine machine. In
SANS-J, during the renewal of computer and control systems, replacement of velocity selector
system was preformed.

2.2 Improvement of guide tube
The natural nickel-coated neutron guide tubes, which introduce the neutrons from inside the

reactor to guide hall, were modified to super mirror-coated ones. The purpose of which is to
increase the neutron intensity and expand the energy width of outgoing neutrons in thermal guide
tube T2. The expected spectra of outgoing neutrons are show in Fig. 1. The location of
improvement in T2 is shown in Fig.2. Specification of super mirror guide tube is shown in Table 1.
The measured intensity increase at 1.5 A neutrons was about three times.

3. Status of experiments in each instrument

As one cycle the JRR-3M is operated over four weeks, and in the following one week the reactor is
stopped. JRR-3M is operated for seven-cycles in one year. The total number of experiments from
April 2000 to March 2001 is 197, and the number of experiments for each equipment is shown in
Table 2.

4. Conclusion
The neutron scattering instruments installed in JRR-3M will be used over the coming more than

10 years. The maintenance and improvement in each instrument will be performed extensively.
Some of the instrument may be replaced with another new type of instrument. JAERI and
University neutron scattening group members will make every effort for the utilization of neutron
scattering instruments, beside the construction of new instrument installed in high intense pulse
neutron source.

Fig. I Distribution of simulated neutron spectra for nickel guide and supernmirror guide.

Fig.2 View and layout of the beam experimental facilities at the JRR-3M neutron guide hall.

Table 1. Specification of supermirror guide tube at T2.
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Distribution of simulated neutron spectra
for nickel uide and supermirror guide
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at the JRR-3M neutron guide hail
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Specification of supermirror guide tube at T2

*Total length; n Multilayer materials:
56~~95m N~ITi

RCurvature of guide tube: U Critical angle of otal reflection:
3340 m 26c"'~~~~~M(9CW1a 7xW0 -3radian/A)

0 Bet tube length: UReflectivty:'
357m ~~~80 % (at cntica angle)

U Width: U~~~ Thickness of Ni yer:
2cm ~~~~~774 -560 A

* Height: U~~~~ ThiCkness of 71layer:
20cmn 70.3 -1 565A

*Total number Of segments:- U Number of layers:
6W7 125 layers

* Number of bent tube;
42

Table-2 Number of Experiments for each NS equipment in JAERI

CYCLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
HRPD 5 7 5 6 9
TAS-1 6 4 5 6 6
TAS-2 3 5 5 6 7
LIAS R reactor stopped with a 4 3 3 2 3

PNO trouble of cold neutron 2 2 1 2 5
SANS suc.5 6 4 8 6
RESA 5 7 7 7 7
BDX-2 5 1 2 3 2
BIX-3 2 2 2 2 2
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1.24 The uranium zirconium hydride research reactor and its

applications in research and education

Chen Wei Wang Daohua Jiang Xinbiao A Jinyan Yang Jun Chen Da

Northwest Institute of Nuclear Technology
P.O.Box 69 Department 9
Xi'an 710024,P.R.China

Abstract
This paper are described briefly the performance, the configuration and the prospects of
extensive applications in science and technology and education of the Uranium Zirconium
Hydride research reactor in China.
Key words:
pulse reactor Uranium Zirconium Hydride prompt negative temperature coefficient
inherent safety pulsing operation

1. INTRODUCTPION

The Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor is a typical light water research reactor
cooled by natural convection. It employs solid fuel-moderator elements made of Uranium-
Zirconium Hydride, which gives the core a I x 0-'(Ak/k)/OC of prompt negative temperature
reactivity coefficient. Because of its inherent safety, large experiments and more flexible
operations, it is widely used in the world.

The uranium zirconium hydride research reactor is developed in China since 1980. The
first Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor was completed and went criti cal in July
1990. It attaiined to full power in January 1991 and pulsing operation in March 1991. The
completion of the Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor made China become the
second country to be able to design and construct this type of reactor besides US in the world.
The Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor has such advantages as inherent safety, no
pollution to the environment, simple structure, wide applications and lower construction and
operation costs, consequently , it is suitable to be sited in cities, scientific research institute
and on campuses 11 .

The Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor's inherent safety is due to a physical
property of its fuel elements which gives the reactor core a large prompt negative temperature
coefficient. In a water-cooled reactor, the general result from suddenly removing the control
rods in a catatropic accident, leading to a melting of the fuel. This is because the neutrons
from the fission reaction remain "cold" from interacting with the cold water around the fuel
and temperature of the fuel continuing to increase rapidly until it finally melts. In the Uranium
Zirconium Hydride research reactor type the "warm neutrons principle" is used. Much of its
moderation of neutrons is due to the hydrogen that is mixed in with the fuel itself. Therefore,
as the fuel temperature increases when a control rod (pulse rod) is suddenly removed by
pressure, the neutrons inside the hydrogen-containing fuel rod become warmner than the
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neutrons outside in the cold water. These warm neutrons inside the fuel cause less fissioning
than the neutrons outside in water. The end result is that the reactor automatically reduces
power within a few thousandths of a second, faster than any engineered device can operate.

The Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor in China is widely applied in the
science research and education. It has served an important role in the introduction and
promotion of nuclear technology and will continue to be an important tool to enhance
scientific competence in fields such as reactor physics, nuclear engineering, education.

.2. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF REACTOR AND FACILITIES

The fuel-moderator elements of UZrH reactor is composed of an alloy of uranium-
hydride (UZrH) with 20% enrichment in 235U. The core has a hexagonal configuration. There
are six horizontal radiation columns and a big water channel in the center of the core, which
consist of 13 lattices.

Fig. I shows a vertical cross section view of the UZrH reactor indicating the core-reflector
configuration and the position of some of the irradiation facilities.Fig.2 shows a horizontal
section view of the reactor.

The core configuration of UZrH reactor in steady and pulse operation is presented in
Fig.3 and Fig. 4. In total there are 211 locations in the core, which can be filled either by fuel
elements or other components like control rods, graphite rods, neutron source. etc. Four
control rods are used in the core: regulating (DIO0), shim(B 1 2), safety(A I, A2), and
transient M). Two stainless steel rods are used as a absorber. Their locations are indicated in
Fig.3 and Fig.4. The main parameters of the UZrH reactor is in table 1.

3. RESEARC HPROGRAMS

Research reactor is multi-disciplinary facilities. In most cases laboratories for scientific
research, applied or engineering oriented research and development of manpower have been
established around them. The following is a brief description of the research programs in the
Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor, i.e. basic and applied research, commercial
services, and industrial applications"

3.1 Basic and applied research
Programs for basic and applied research include physics, chemistry, biology, medicine,

geology, environmental sciences, archeology, forensic sciences as well as nuclear and reactor
engineering.

3.1.1 Neutron activation analysis
Neutron activation analysis in combination with high-resolution gamma ray spectrometry
isavestle method for various analytical problems due to its simplicity. The isrmna

neutron activation analysis is performed without any chemical separation steps, whereas the
radiochernical neutron activation analysis applies chemical procedures either prior to or after
the neutron irradiation.

Neutron activation analysis can be performed in two different ways, either as an indirect
method relative to standard samples, or as an absolute technique using tabulated, reactor
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specific k0,-values. Special and temporary fluctuations or the neutron flux are monitored using
97Au.

a sample is irradiated within the reactor, resulting in activation of its constituent elements.

Upon removing the sample

3.1.2 Neutron radiography
It is well known that neutron radiography gives complementary results with X-ray

radiography because the difference of attenuation characteristics in materials. Both techniques
have been frequently applied to many inspections such as components for aircraft, spacecraft,
and the results were compared with each other. However, fields of applications of NR were
frequently restricted by means of neutron intensity, spatial resolution, and sensitivity of
imaging devices.

The thermal neutron flux is I .Ox I 0(n/cm2 .s) , i Y >10Q'nI(cm'.mSv), and collimator
ratio is 120-140 in the Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor. The Bas-l1 800 II is used
as the imaging system.

3.1.3 Education and training
The Uranium Zirconium Hydride research reactor plays a particularly important role

for education in nuclear science and related disciplines. Individuals trained provide work
force for nuclear professions comprising nuclear power, radiation protection, safety, nuclear
material manufacturing facilities.

3..2 Commercial service
3.2.1 Irradiation service

Changes are brought in physical properties of materials when it is subjected to
electromagnetic, electron, ion, x-ray or neutron irradiation. Common commnercial irradiation
services include neutron transmutation doping of silicon, radiation treatment of materials,
irradiation of gemstones.

3.2.2 Radioisotopes and radiation sources
Reactor produced radioisotopes and sealed radioactive sources are extensively used in

industry, agriculture, hydrology, meteorolgy, and mining. Sealed sources are used in a kinds
of y-ray relays and instruments while unsealed sources of radiation in different chemical
forms maybe applied in hydrology, non-destructive testing. chemical processing.

Mo-Tc is produced using fission method in the UZrH reactor.

3.3 Industrial applications
The UZrH reactor is widely applied in the industry. The neutron activation analysis is

used in geology, environment studies, archeology, forensic studies, medicine and nutrition.
Neutron radiography is used in the monitor patterns of fuel burning, lubrication in

engines, neutron tomography for tumors, reactor fuel inspection, studies related to hydrogen
in metals, dimensional measurements, inspection of metal castings, explosives, oins
shielding materials.

The radioisotopes is applied to locate leaks, problems of materials transport, examining

physical processes.
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3).4 Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT)
Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is an investigational form of a two-part radiation

therapy which has the potential ability to selectively kill tumor cells embedded within normal
tissue. A chemical compound combined with atoms of the element "boron" is infused
itravenously (by vein) into the subject's body and concentrates more in tumor cells than in
normal cells. After tumor cells have been selectively loaded with boron in this way the brain
is irradiated with "neutrons" from the reactor. Neutrons are atomic radiation particles which in
the absence of boron have a less harmful effect on tissue. However, the absorption of these
neutrons by the boron atoms to emit "alpha particles". Alpha particles are also atomic
radiation particles, but the distance they travel is about the diameter of a tumor cell, so any
surrounding normal cells would be less affected by the alpha radiation. However, the alpha
particles can be lethal to the tumor cells while at the same time having a less damaging effect
on normal cells.

Currently, BNCT is studied in many research reactors. The epithermal neutron beam
design will be considered in the thermal column of the UZrH- reactor. The MCNP Monte
Carlo transport code is used in a feasibility study of the epithermal neutron boron capture
therapy facility in the thermalizing column. Some of the standard epithermal neutron
filter/moderator materials, as well as Al and AF , are considered. The BNCT facility
provides an epithermal neutron flux of I1.26x I 09(n/cm-1.s) in the treatment point 2.5m from
the reactor core, thus enabling patient irradiation times of <60 min..

4. CONCLUSIONS

The UZrH reactor is a general purpose laboratory facility which supports multi-
disciplinary research and development programs. The utilization covers high class basic
research in material science, analytical techniques, non-destructive testing, nuclear medicine,
environmental studies, etc. The UZrH reactor in China will play a more important role in
science and education.
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Table I The main parameters of the UZrH reactor

Steady-state power 2000kW
Average core thermal neutron flux 2xiI O(n/ccm2.s)

Maximum prompt reactivity -3.45$
insertion

Peak pulsed power.. -4300MW
Prompt pulse energy release -35MJ

Time width at half pulsed peak -8rns
power

Fig. vertical cross section view of the UZrH reactor
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Fig.2 horizontal section view of the reactor
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1.25 Present status of 99Mo- 99mTc generator in Japan
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Abstract

In Japan most of the demand of 99mTc is relying on fission produced 99Mo

imported from overseas. The (n, y ) 99Mo-99Tc generator is not in the state of practical
use but research and development are going on. Since 1995, Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute (JAERI) and Kaken Co. Ltd. have been collaborating to develop the

Mo adsorbent material of poly zirconium compound (PZC) fit for so called (n, -y )

method. In 2000 the Kaken and the National Nuclear Energy Agency (BATAN) of

Indonesia has facilitated to promote the technology of PZC based 99mTc generator under

the joint research agreement. Along with the cooperative experiments between two

bodies, very promising results are coming out. Some of these results will be disclosed in

the present workshop.

1. Introduction

The worldwide demand of 99M as the parent nuclide of 99mTc exceeded

300,000 Ci (US$ 50 million) in 1997. The demand of 99Mo in Japan is as large as

almost one tenth of worldwide demand and whole amount is transported by air from

Canada on weekly basis. In Japan, all of 99mTc is consumed for the preparation of

radiopharmaceuticals and the usage of 99mTc based radiopharmaceuticals exceeds 80 -

90% of all kind of radioisotopes for nuclear medicine. The greater part of 99Mo is

produced in two countries, Canada and Belgium. These two countries supply more than

80% of world demand of 99Mo. Their production method is based on nuclear fission of

enriched uranium regardless of crucial problems in point of view of environment, cost

and safety.

In March 2001, the project of establishment of technology for (n, 'y) 99MTc

generator was proposed in the Coordinators Meeting of the Forum for Nuclear

Cooperation in Asia (FNCA, formerly ICNCA, renamed since 2000) that the outline of

this project should be discussed in this workshop in Beijing.
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2. Supply of Radiopharmaceuticals in Japan

The followings are the selected extract of the "Statistics of Distribution of

Radioisotopes in 2000" compiled by the Japan Radioisotope Association.

2.1 Annual amount of supply

Total amount of the radiopharmaceuticals consumption in 2000 was 60.05 billion yen,

where 46.54 billion yen of in vivo and 13.51 billion yen of in vitro. The amount of in.

vivo increased slightly (1.6%) comparing with previous year while the in vitro decreased

by 4.4%. Share of the in vivo and the in vitro was 77.5% and 22.5% of the total amount,

respectively.

2. 1.1 Supply of in vivo radiopharmnaceuticals

Total amount (MBq) of the sum of 99mTc and 99Mo- 99mTc generator exceeds 80% of

all kind of radioisotopes for nuclear medicine as same as the previous year. Amount

(MBq) of 99mTc in 2000 showed 6.5% increase in comparison with the previous year of

1999 but 99Mo- 99mTc generator decreased by 0.6%.

Table 1. Supply of in viv o Radiopharmaceuticals

_____________ ~~~~~~~~~(Unit: M Bq)

FY ~1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Nu c i s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Mo- mTc (G) 181,521,870 179,476,465 180,557,655 180,744,670 179,724,985
99M TC 216,171,441 227,380,148 247,798,298 267,460,117 284,700,611

13Xe 16,160,120 13,639,680 11,887,730 11,049,865 11,187,135
O/Ga 18,407,833 17,991,472 17,775,318 17,710,790 17,511,841
2u1T1 27,582,390 27,451,336 27,249,427 26,957,349 26,977,329

315,344,865 5,739,968 6,524,269 7,150,410 7,479,009
BIRb-'5ImYr (G) 968,475 936,470 936,285 964,960 907,980

"In 249,676 240,944 229,104 216,376 206,090
"T ~~ 22,096,602 22,495,705 22,743,447 22,992,188 23,030,254

)"Cr 12,747 11,470 11,563 10,582 8,751
'Fe 1,462 1,203 897 814 675
5Co 1.4 - - -

Total 488,517,482 495,364,861 515,713,993 535,258,121 551,734,660

(G): Generator

The most frequently diagnosed organs with 99Tc injection were bone, and down to then

heart, lung and brain in order. Further, the number (vials) of supply of cold kit for 99mTc

labeling showed a tendency to decrease except the organs of lung, heart and bone.
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Table 2. Supply of Cold Kit for 99mTc Labeling

(Unit: Vials)

FY 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

1) Heart, Lung 83,308 73,690 76,555 83,815 89,229

2) Brain 74,584 74,763 75,997 77,560 73,338

3) Live, Gall, 9,713 7,905 6,721 5,558 5,187
Spleen _ _ _ _ _ _

4) kidney 32,765 30,707 29,929 29,277 28,741

5) Bone 129,890 129,618 130,997 133,581 135,856

Total 330,260 316,683 320,199 329,791 332,351

1)HSA, MAA, MIBI, Tetrofosin

2)ECD, HM-PAO

3)-XHIDA, Phytate, Tin Colloid

4)DMSA, DTPA, MAG3

5)HMDP, MDP, PYP

(X- Supply discontinued)

Table 3. Supply of 99mTc Injection

___________ _________ ~~~~ ~~~(Unit: M Bq)

FY1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

1) Heart, Lung 30,837,897 34,285,210 41,013,005 45,477,706 47,537,262

2) Brain 16,173,000 18,985,800 21,053,400 24,082,200 25,751,400

3) Liver, Gall, 4,280,012 4,019,458 3,964,513 3,946,235 3,866,463
Spleen _ _ _ _ _ _

4) Kidney 5,701,352 5,711,075 5,406,510 5,477,271 5,249,281

5) Bone 150,126,760 157,840,705 170,014,260 182,286,605 196,358,075

6) Others 9,052,420 6,537,900 6,346,610 6,190,100 5,938,130

Total 216,171,441 227,380,148 247,798,298 267,460,117 284,700,611

1) 99 TcHSA-DTPA, "-Tc MAA, 99-rcMIBI, 99nTc Tetrofosmin

2) "-rc ECD

3) 99-Tc GSA, 99-'Tc PMT, 99'Fc Tin Colloid

4) 99mTc DMSA, 99'Tc MAG3
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5) "-Tc HMDP, 99-rc MDP

6) 99"Tc NaTcO4

2.1.2 Supply of in vitro radiopharmaceuticals

The amount (number of test tubes) of supply of in vitro pharmaceuticals was 42.65

millions in 2000, decreasing by 7.4% from 1999 and this tendency is still continuing.

2.1.3 Number of facilities

The number of facilities where the radiopharmnaceuticals were utilized was 1,273 in

2000, increased by 5 facilities than previous year. Among them in vivo facilities were

1,225 (11 increased) and in vitro 182 (26 decreased). In the facilities where both of in

vivo and in vitro have been implemented, the function of in vitro facility tends to be

discontinued. And newly constructed facilities tend to be dedicated to only in vivo use.

Table 4. Number of Facilities for Radiopharmaceuticals

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
in vivo and 254 214 185 154 134
in vitro _ _ _ _ _ _

in vivo only 943 980 1,022 1,060 1,091

in vitro only 11312 8 6
(Hospitals)163

in vitro only 5 14 64
(Sanit. Lab.) 5 14 64

Total 1,266 1,258 1,265 1,268 1,273
In vivo facility 1,197 1,194 1,/.071 1,214 ___1__225

In vitro facility 323 278 243 208 182_____

3. Joint research by JAERI and Kaken

Since 1995, motivated from circumstances arose from the fission method, the

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) and the Kaken Co. Ltd. (Kaken)

collaborated in development of a new adsorbent of zirconium inorganic polymer, with

very high adsorption capacity for which the use of fission product 99M could be

unnecessary. Among the Mo adsorbents obtained by several trial syntheses, the PZC
(Poly Zirconium Compound) with basic structure of -Zr-O-Zr-Cl was found to be of the

best property for 99mTc generator. As fruits of the development, three of joint patents of

Kaken and JAERI were granted and one of them was selected as a notable invention of

the year 1999 by the then Science and Technology Agency (STA).
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Table 5. Patents of PZC based 99mTc Generator
Title Patent No. Applicant Remarks

1) Mo Adsorbent for 9 9 Mo? 9 MTc Japan Pat. JAERI & STA Award
Generators and Manufacturing Thereof 2857349 Kaken in 1999

2) Mo Adsorbent for 99MoP9mTc Japan Pat. JAERI &
Generators and Manufacturing Thereof 2862837 Kaken

3) Mo Adsorbent for 99Mo/99mTc US Pat. JAERI &
Generators and Manufacturing Thereof 15681974 1Kaken I______

5. Workshop on Utilization of Research Reactors in 1999

In response to above achievement, a joint experiment of the PZC preparation was

planned and implemented on the occasion of the Workshop on Utilization of Research

Reactors held in Mito, Japan in 1999 under the framework of the International

Conference of Nuclear Cooperation in Asia (ICNCA). The PZC material for the

experiment was manufactured and supplied by Kaken to all participating laboratories.

The experimental results were presented from four countries, namely Indonesia

(BATAN), Korea (KAERI), Thailand (OAEP) and Vietnam (Dalat). The data given by

participating countries showed relatively stable and high 99mTc elution (avg. 70%) from

one country but only around 8% from the others. And the report of 99Mo contamination

were rarely given that time. Accordingly the subject of desorption yield of 99Mo has

remained as one of problems to be solved by efforts with collaboration among

participating laboratories.

6. Kaken - BATAN Collaboration

In June 2000, Kaken and BATAN entered 2'1-o the treaty of arrangement for joint

research and development in order to facilitate the realization of PZC based 99mTc

generators. Using the MPR-30 reactor in Serpong the teams of Kaken and BATAN

implemented joint experiment early this year. Result of the elution test with 99Mo at the

practical radioactivity level of about 300 miCi showed 75 - 87% and the desorption

yield of the 99M was well within 0.01 u Ci/mCi(99 mTc) to sufficiently clear the

regulation for the medical use. The more detailed results and discussion will be given by

Dr A. Mutalib of BATAN in this Workshop.

7. Summary

The practical use of the PZC based 99Mo 99mTc generators loaded by (n, 'y) 99Mo

has almost become realized. This technology can be finalized and established in the near

future by collaboration of scientists of the nuclear science organizations in FNCA
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countries where the scientists with wide spectrum of expertise from alumina column to

Gel generators, or from fission Mo generators to (n, y ) Mo generators are

participating.
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ABSTRACT

Thai Research Reactor -1 / Modification 1 CTRR - 1/ MI) is a multipurpose
research reactor with nominal power of 2 MW. The reactor is a swimmning pool
type, cooled and moderate with light water, using the LEU - fuel. The reactor
has been utilized for radioisotope production, neutron beam experiments and
reactor physic experiments. The reactor operation data and reactor utilization in
2000 are presented.

Introduction

The TRR - / MI is the movable - core TRIGA Mark III reactor. It is a
light water cooled and reflected pooi type reactor using advanced U - ZrH fuel
- moderator elements developed by General Atomic Company. The reactor is
designed for continuos steady state operation at up to 2 MW at any position in
a large open pool and may also be pulsed repetitively and reproducibly at
about 23 MW -sec., a peak power of about 2,000OMW, and a pulsed width at
half maximum of about 0 msec.

The initial criticality of TRR - / MI was reached on Nov. 7, 1977. At
the beginning the whole core was composed of fuel elements which uranium
content 8.5% wt., uranium enrichment 20% U - 235. Later in 1980, some fuel
elements were gradually replaced by uranium content 20% wt., uranium
enrichment 20% U - 235, resulting in mixed - core operation until now.

Overatina Schedtile

Nowadays, the TRR - I / MI is operated at the power of 1.2 MW, 3
days a week with 34 hours per week. On Monday is reserved for weekly
maintenance and on Tuesday is reserved for special experiment. For yearly
maintenance, the reactor is shutdown approximately 2 months.

Operating Schedule
Monday weekly maintenance
Tuesday reserve for special experiment
Wednesday operate for 12 hours
Thursday operate for 12 hours
Friday operate for 10 hours
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In the year 2000, the TRR - I1/ MI was operated for 1,466.3 hours and
there is nio significant problem that disturb the reactor operation. The most
reason for reactor scram is the electrical failure.

Reactor Utilization

Utilization of TRR - / MI in 2000
I. Neutron Activation Analysis
2. Radioisotope Production eg. I - 13 1, Sm - 153, P - 32, etc.
3. Nuclear Physics and Reactor Engineering experiments.

- Neutron Radiography
- Neutron Spectrometer Test
- Heat Generated Measurement in Irradiation Tube
- Flux Measurement
- Neutron Radiograph Computed Topography- film scanning

Technique
4. Reactor Operator Training

List of Users 

Isotope Production Division
Physics Division
Chemistry Division
Waste Management Division
Radiation Measurement Division
Universities

Reactor Maintenance

In order to improve reliability and availability of the reactor, the
preventive maintenance is performed weekly, monthly, three - monthly, six -

monthly and yearly. The maintenance activities are emphasized on inspection,
testing and repair.

Routinely inspection and testing are performed on every Monday to
inspect the readiness of safety related component of reactor and to check both
primary and secondary cooling system.

Yearly maintenance is performed for about 2 months in February and
March.
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Thi yearly maintenance are emphasized on the systems as follows
- Electrical system
- Reactor istrument and control system
- Cooling system
- Air compression and ventilation control system
- Irradiation facility
- Reactor Pool purification system
- Emergency core cooling system
- Fuel and reactor experiment

Future Plan

The new 10 MW reactor will be established in the Ongkcarak Nuclear
Research Center (ONRC) Project.

The new reactor is a 10 MW TRIGA multipurpose, pool type, low -

enriched uranium fuel, cool and moderate by light water and reflect by heavy
water and beryllium.

The project is in the process of submittal for construction permit.

Conclusion

The Thai research reactor has been safely operated for nearly 40 years.
The TRR - I / Ml is still operating in good condition and can be routinely
utilized for radioisotope production , neutron activation analysis and other
experiments.

To expand and promote the utilization of research reactor, the new 10
MW research will be established in the ONRC project and expect to be
finished in the near future.
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Country Report:

1.27 CURRENT STATUS OF PRODUCTION AND SUPPLY OF MOLYBDENUM-99

AND "Mo/""'Tc GENERATORS IN INDONESIA

A. Mutalib

Center for Development of Radioisotopes and Radiopbarmaceuticalh

National Nuclear Energy Agency, Indonesia

Abstract

Production of high-specific activity molybdenum-99 and Mo/99Tc Generators in

Indonesia commenced when a new production facility supported by the presence of a 30

MW multipurpose reactor (RSG-GAS) was established in Serpong in 1990. This report

describes the current production and supply of molybdenum-99mn devoted mainly to

fuilull the domestic demands in supplying "Mo/"'Tc Generators. Recent development

on the use of LEU (Low Enriched Uranium) targets for replacing current HEU (igh

Enriched Uranium) targets in the production of 9Mo will be reviewed briefly.

Keywords: Molybdenum-99 99Mo 9'Tc Generators, Low-enriched uranium,

Introduction

Production of radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuticals in. Indonesia began when

the facility of radioisotope production was established at Bandung Reactor Center in

1965, During 1965 - 1989 most radioisotopes for domestic demands, such as '3'1, "MO,
32p , etc., were produced by Bandung Reactor Center. Indonesian government, then,

established a new facility for producing commercially radioisotopes and

radiopharmaceuticals in Serpong in 1990 that has a production capacity larger than

Bandung Reactor Center has. The commercial production performed in Serpong is

supported by the presence of a 30 MW multi-purpose reactor, called RSG-GAS,

established in 1989.
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Since 1996 Batan Technology Inc., a state-own company, took over the

commercial production activity of radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuticals and left the

R&D activity carried out by Center for Development of Radioisotopes and

Radiopharmaceuticals (CDRR), National Nuclear Energy Agency. The aim of

rearranging the production and R&D activities into two separate organization is mainly

due to the need of supplying commercially and professionally radioisotopes and

radiopharmnaccuticals that satisfy, customers usually requiring supply on a stable and

regular basis. However, CDRR still produces and supplies radioisotopes and

radiopharmaceuticals in a small scale for non-commercial applications, such as research,

clinical test, science and technology development, etc. while steadily maintains its main

function in the development of radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuticals.

This paper reports the present status of production of fission product

molybdenum-99 and Mo/"Tc Generators performed by Batan Technology Inc..

Recent development on the production of fission product molybdenum-99 using LEU

(low-enriched uranium) targets carried out by CDRR through a joint-research with

Argonne National Laboratory, USA will be reported briefly. The role of two reactors in

Serpong and Bandung, respectively, in the production activities will also be mentioned.

Reactor facilities for radioisotope production

At present, BATAN has two reactors for radioisotope production located in

Serpong and Bandung, respectively. A 30 MW multipurpose reactor, called the RSG-GA

S reactor, in Serpong is suitable for producing radioisotopes by neutron activation

reaction or by fission of 235 U. The reactor contains 4 IP (Irradiation Position) ,I CIP

(Central Irradiation Position), 5 irradiation position in the core equipped with rabbit

system to perform fast transfer of the irradiated target and other irradiation hole in the

reflector region [11. The calculated thermal neutron flux is 2.4 x 10 14 ncms* in the CIP,

1.4 x 1014 n.cm.s-' in the active core IP and 1.1 X 1014 n.cm.s1 in the reflector irradiation

position (see Table I).

The 2 MW TRIGA Mark II reactor in Bandung is prepared as a back-up reactor

for radioisotope production. Its operation parameter is shown in Table 1.
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Table L Reactors for radioisotopes production

PARAMETERS TRIGA 2000 RSG-GAS'
Installed Power, MW 2 30

Operational Power, MW 2 1 5

Irradiation Facilities & Central Thimble: CIP 3
Position Lazy Susan :40 IP :4

Pneumatic I Hydraulic :4
In Core :3 Pneumatic :I

Beam Tube I1
(for Xenon-loop)

Thermal Neutron Flux, n CT :5.2 x 1013 CIP : 2.4 x 104

cm, S'l LS : 8.3 x 1012 IP : 1.4 x 1014

Pneumatic: 2.5 x 1013 Hydraulic:1.I1014
In Core :3.4 x 103 Pneumatic: 1.1 X 1014

Beam Tube: 0.3 x 1014
(for Xenon-loop)

Typical Operation Schedule Non-regular; 4 cycles, 16 days up
in 2001 on request 12 days down

Status of production of molybdenum-99 and "MoP""Tc Generators

The installed production capacity of Batan Technology Inc. facilities in

manufacturing molybdenum-99 and Mo/"'Tc Generators is shown in Table 1. This

capacity is mainly based on the capability of the production facilities, designed by

General Atomic Inc., that is able to perform production activities using the production

technology licensed by US Medy-Physics Inc. to the National Nuclear Energy Agency,

(BATAN). The 9 9Mo/9"Tc Generators in Table II represents the generators that have

"Mo radioactivities in the range of 200 mCi - 4.1 Ci.

Table IL Installed production capacity of the Batan Technology's facility

No. Products Production Capacity/year

I . F.P. "Mo 120,000 Ci

2. "Mo/"Tc Generators 12,000 Generators
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Currently, fission product 99Mo is manufactured by Batan Technology Inc.from

irradiated high-enriched uranium dioxide, U0 2 (- 93 235U) deposited on the inside of a

cylinder target using Cintichem process [2,3]. BATAN uses the process in the facility in

Serpong, Indonesia under a licensing agreement. In the Cintichem process, the U0 2 in the

target is dissolved in a mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid. Following the dissolution, the

solution is treated with the addition reagents, for molybdenum precipitation with CC-

benzoin oximne, and then the precipitate is collected, washed, and redissolved. Finally, the

redissolved molybdenum is purified by passing it onto two chromatographic columns.

Table II shows the actual production rate of F.P. Mo and '~Mo/ 9 !Tc

Generators during period of 1996 - 2000. It appears that the production rate of F.P. 99Mo

decreased significantly in year 2000 due to the delay of production activity as insisted by

Regulatory Body for Nuclear Safety that asked Batan Technology Inc. to review safety

aspects of uranium targets irradiated at the RSG-GAS reactor. It can be pointed out that

the production rates of 99Mo/"~Tc Generators and also F.P. 99Mo depend much on the

domestic demand associated with 20 Nuclear Medicine Hospitals available presently in

Indonesia.

Table ILL Actual production rate of F.P "Mo and "Mo/"'Tc Generators

No. Products 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

1. F.P. Mo-99, Ci 300 1775 2002 1746 783

2. 99Mo/99T'Ic Ginerators 213 267 280 260 265

Current status of development of F.P. "Me production using LEU foil targets 4-7]

Production of F.P. MouigLU( 3 U< 200/a) foil targets has been developed

by a joint-research between CDRR and Argonne National Laboratory, USAL The

modified Cintichem process was introduced in the separation and purification of "Mo

from other fission products. The LEU targets are dissolved in the specific dissolver with

nitric acid only instead of a midxture of nitric and sulfuric acid as normally used for HIEU

targets. In addition, some radioiodine impurities are removed by precipitation as silver
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iodide prior precipitation of molybdenum benzoin-oxime carried out. Production trials

have been performed since last year and the experimental results show that the "Mo final

products comply with the required specification. It is expected routine commercial

production will be implemented in the near future.

Summary

It has been shown that the current production of 99Mo and 99Mo/)9DTc Generators

is devoted mainly to meet the domestic demand associated with Nuclear Medicine

Hospitals available in Indonesia. Establishment of new Nuclear Medicine Hospitals,

especially in outside of Java Island, will expectedly increase supply of 99Mo and

99Mo/""'Tc Generators. In addition, efforts performed by Batan Technology Inc to supply

the F.P. "Mo to meet the demand of other countries will support the enhancement of

F.P. 99Mo production rate.

The use of LEU foil targets to replace the current HEU targets in the production

of F.P. 99Mo will be implemented in the near future. This replacement could solve the

problem of providing expensive and strictly regulated HEU and consequently the

continuity of "Mo production could be maintained regularly.
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1.28 Fission 99Mo Production technology
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P.O. box 275-103

Beijing, China

Abstract:
This paper describes a production technology of fission "Mo in the

Department Isotope, CIAE. The irradiation target is tubular U-Al alloy

containing highly enriched uranium. The target is irradiated in the

swimming pool reactor core. The neutron flux is about 4 X IO 3/cm'.see. The

production scale is 3.7-7.4 TBq ( 00-200Ci) of fission "Mo per batch. Total

recovery of 'Mo is more than 70%. The production practice proves that the

process and equipment are safe and reliable.

I . Introduction

"Tc' is the most widely used radioisotope in nuclear medical diagnosis. In order
to meet the ever increasing demand for "Tc' generator of high specific activity, the

Department of Isotopes, CIAE, began to execute a research project on fission Mo

production technology using 90% highly enriched uranium (HEU) target in 1990.

The primary objective of the project is to set up a production unit in CIAE,

which can produce 3.7-7 4TBq ( 00 to 20i of fission "Mo of high purity ner

batch.

The production of high purity fission "Mo for medical use is a very sophisticated

technique, including the fabrication of H-EU target; establishment of irradiation

condition, chemical processing and production equipment for separation of "Mo;

radioactive waste disposal of gases, liquids and solids; recycling of HEU target

material etc.

Since the first chemical process for separating fission "Mo had been described

by the Brookhaven laboratory11 , the production technology of fission "Mo for

medical use are developed greatly in several countries 3 5
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In most of the published procedures for large scale production of fission "Mo,

highly enriched uranium was adopted as irradiation target element. The advantages of

this target are the smaller processing unit and solution volume as well as the very little

plutonium produced.

The irradiation target can be fabricated in the forms of U-Al alloy,. UO, films or

dispersions. The dissolution of the irradiated target can be carried out in alkaline or

acidic solution. Chemical separation process of high purity fission "Mo include

several different processing steps. Alumina column chromatography or solvent

extraction are the most commonly used method for the extraction of "Mo from fission

products.

This paper describes briefly the outline of the fission "Mo production technology

in CIAE.

It is necessary to point out that over yeas the ANL and the radioiso tope

production center of BATAN get a great progress in developing "Mo production

technology using a LEU target. We are interested in this project.

11. Production technology

I. irradiation target

The irradiation target used to produce fission "Mo is a tubular U-Al alloy. The

specifications of the target are: highly enriched uranium wrapped in aluminum 0.4mm

thick, internal diameter of the target element 16.4mm, external diameter 19.0mm, Al-

U weight ration of about 12:1. The target length I180mm(containing 2"U 3g) or
270mm(containing 233U 5g).

2. Irradiation conditions:

The irradiation target contained 2'U 3g or 5g is placed in the swimming-pool
reactor core. The specific power of the reactor is 3.5MW. The thermal neutron flux is

4 X 0'3n/fzM 2 sec. The irradiation time is 4-7 days. The tai-get is ouleui uie~...y by

the reactor recycling water during irradiation.

3. Chemical process

The flow scheme of fission "Mo production technology is presented in Fig . The

main steps of the procedure are described as following:

After 24 hour cooling, the irradiated target is dissolved in a closed stainless steel

container with the alkali solution. The released fission rare gases 'Xe. 'Xe.. K are

collected in the I13X molecular sieve column cooled by liquid N2.

The solution after cooling is filtered through a 0.4 v± micropore film or a

sintered glass filter. The insoluble residue containing uranium and most of the

hydroxides of fission products are remained as a black filter cake.

The filtrate is acidified with concentrated nitric acid in a stainless steel container
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connected to a closed de-Iodine system. Heating the solution, released iodine carried

with N, is absorbed in sodium hydroxide solution. A small quantity of unabsorbed

radioiodine can be cleaned up by two stages of activated charcoal column. The tail

gases are collected in pre-evacuated stainless steel tank. After two weeks, these gases

are discharged through the ventilation center with activated charcoal filter. The

operations for dissolution and acidification are carried out under de-pressure condition
tavid the escape of radioxenion and radioiodine

The separation of 'Mo from fission products is carried out with an alumina

chromatographic column. But the concentration of nitric acid and aluminum ion in the
raw solution should be controlled at lower than I mol.

The purification of 'Mo is carried out by the steps of aninn exchange and

activated charcoal chromatography or anion exchange and evaporation method.

III. Tracer study

The tracer studies are carried out in the simulated condition with mol HNO3

and mol Al (NO 3)3 solution. The experimental results about the separation and

purification of 'Mo are obtained as following:

1. A1201 chromatographic column
The activity of 99% "9Mo can be retained on the A1201 column, if the flow rate

through the A1203 olumn is controlled better. The elution yield of 'Mo is about 80-
85%. The decontamination factor for "~'I is more than 102 in the tracer test conditions.

2. Anion exchange:

The "Mo is adsorbed quantitatively on the anion exchanger. The elution yield of
"Mo is over 98%, and the decontamination factor for "~'I is about 102 . By additional
elution of mnalonic acid, the decontamination factor for 'I can be enhanced to IO'.

3. Activated charcoal column:

The adsorption of "Mo on the activated charcoal chumrn .iv (:u-r't~ ive, 1-ut t-'
elution yield is a little less (about 80-85%).

The decontamination factor is 5- 10 for131
I.

4. Evaporation

After the 99Mo is eluted with 3 mol. HNO, from anion exchange column. the

1HN03 solution evaporated to dryness in quartz Erlenmeyer flask and the dry residue
heated at 400'C a few minute. The recovery of 99Mo is more than 95% and the de-

contamination is much better for '"'l

WV. Production performance

The production equipment of this process are installed in 3 hot cells. They are

major consist of several stainless steel containers and some grass ware for separation
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and purification of "Mo.

Routine production had been carried out for more than eight years. The whole

processing time is about 15 hours. The total yield of '9Mo is more than 70%. Some

nuclear purity data of product "Mo are listed in the tables ( -2).

Conclusion

The production technology developed at CIAC have been used to produce fission

99Mo since 1993. At present time, it is operated two time every month. The quality of

product "Mo is accord with the demands for medical use. It is testified in the

production practice of eight years, this process and equipment are safe and reliable.
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Table 1. nuclear purity of product 'Mo
Impurity/"'Mo radio activity

1 2 3 4 5

9'Zr 5 X107- 6.7 x1 0- 1.4 X 0-" . 1.8 x1lo
9Nb 3.4 X Il0-' 4.1 x Io-, 7.1 X 0-9 3.2 X 10-9 1.3 X 10-'

""'Ru 2.4 X -' 7.4 X 1IO' 1.2 X IO-' 1.1 l-, i.5 x 16
______ <5_9 X I-' <9.1 X IO-' <7.1 X 1010 4.3 X 0"' ND

131i <3.O xIo- <7.3 X IO"~ <1.3X IO' <1.2 X IO-' <1.6 X IO-'

"'7Cs 5.O X IO-' 7.1 X 10 <1.2 X 10O9 <6.2 X I10"' <1.3 X I"'
' 01Ba <6.1 X 10-6 9. ( 0 ND ND ND

"'1Ce <2.4 XIO' <9.5 XlI0O' ND ND ND
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Table 2. a 13 impurity in product 99Mo

Run No. I 234 S 6

a (ratio to 9Mo) 4 X 10` 8 X 1012 5 X 0"' I X 10"' 2X 10"1 3 IO-II

(Sr+9Sr) 6X I' 6X IO- 4X 10 X O- 2 X 10-9 -

ratio to "Mo

NaOH+NaNO3

alkaline absorption Hliii

molecular acidification N, spherical molecular
sieve column Seeclm

charcoal A0 1 colun 1 f molecular sieve '33Xc
columu re* 1yx

Ilmol(N IIjOH

Storage tank ~anion exchange F storage tank

colum n

(NH~~~hSOI ~3mol NHO3

activated charcoal evaporation

'Mo Product

Fig,. I 99iMo Production technology
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1.29 The study on Separation of Krypton and Xenon from Fission Products

Liu nannan Wang baisong Wan junsheng

(North Institute of Nuclear Technology. 710024)

Abstract In the gas fission product of ...U contains some noble gases such as Kr and Xe.

They have many uses in many aspects. But the separation of both is of some difficulties because

of their similar physical and chemical characters. The present feasible processing methods make

use of the strong adsorption property of activated charcoal, molecular sieve and other material

at low temperature and have gained better recovery. In this papers we discussed the separation

and purification of them.

Key Words 'Xe Adsorption fission gas

Introduction

"Kr and 'Xe are both radioisotopes of noble gases, and mainly come from nuclear

explosion, operating reactor, nuclear fuel reprocessing, and application of nuclear medicine. It

can be used in many aspects.

The monitoring technology for a trace amount of "'Kr and ...Xe is of much importance for

our global environment protection now. In the off-gas of the Mo-Tc generator production line

contains a significant amount of "Kr and 'Xe. The separation and purification of them will

promote the research work of atmospherical environment science. In this papers we discussed

the separation and purification method prelirminarily as for our circumstances.

I The production process of the generator

At present, there are two major producing methods for the "Mo -""Tc generator. One is

separation from fission products; the other is neutron activation method. Our production process

adopts the former method. Below is the brief description of the production process.

The target made from U and Al alloy is irradiated in the reactor for 48 hours, then is cooled

for about 24 hours before being carried out to the production facilities where it is processed

through chemical technology. Fission gas products generated during irradiation will be freed out
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when the target is dissolved, then the solution is filtrated and the filtrate is led into the acidifying

ware where the pH is adjusted. During all these processes nitrogen is used as carrier gas for

directing the off-gas into gas processing system. The mixture of NaOH and NaNO 3 is used as

the solvent owing to the target's composition mainly aluminum. "'U non-fissiled is contained in

the filtrate residual for fu~ture processing. The chemical reaction equations - 4 indicate the main

reaction processes of the dissolution.

2A + 2NaOH +2H 20 -+ 2NaAlO2 + 3H, I 1

8A + 5NaOH +3NaNO. + 2H,O -8NaA1O, + 3NH3 (2)

U +4HNO.' -~UO.(NOJ, +2No +2H,o (3)

U +8HNO, -UO,(NO,)2 + 6N02 T-44H,O (4)

The off-gas from the fission products has a variety of compositions. In addition to noble gas

isotopes, there are still radioiodine such as "~'I and "~I and some stable gases including NH3, N2,

H20, H2, 02, GO2, NO. (NO, NO2. N20) etc M.

The activity of 'Xe and 'IKr when the target being carried out from the reactor can be

estimated from the irradiation time, cooled time, and the contents of "U in the target according

to equation 1-1.

A =Na4 Y(I - e )e (1-1)

2 Separation of ... Xe from the off-gas with Purification

The separation and purification processes can be divided into three steps. The first step is

the elimination of non-inert gases, the next is the separation of 'Xe from "SKr and finally the

purification and collection of separated 'Xe.

The separation of Kr and Xe from each other is comparatively difficult since the similarity

of their physico-chemical properties. The methods currently used include adsorption on solid

materials, cryogenic distillation, diff-usion through membrane, preferential adsorption by liquid

(The adsorption method utilizin prumaerial has broadly been applied to gas purification.

The porous materials are activated carbon, molecular sieve, silica gel, activated carbon fiber etc.

When selecting adsorbent, the capacity and selectivity should be considered mostly. The

diameter of micropore. the surface polarity, the composition of the material together with the

boiling point and partial pressure of the absorbate determine the separated degree under a

constant temperature. Generally speaking the larger the specific surface area of the micropores
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is, the higher the boiling point and partial pressure of the absorbate are, the better the adsorption

capability of the adsorbent is [j

Activated carbon is of advanced porous structure, large specific surface area (500-

1 700rn'/g) with excellent adsorption capability and stable physical, chemical and mechanical

properties. The micropores' volume is relatively large and the specific surface area occupies

95% of the total specific surface area 41. A lot of experiments have indicated activated carbon

has great adsorption capacity for Xe.

The adsorption of xenon on activated carbon obeys Freundlich isothermal equation (2-1),

the isotherm line is accorded with type I i':

q = Ap' ~~~~(2-1)

q : the quantity of xenon absorbed on activated carbon (cm 3/g)

k, n constant for a definite system and temperature,

p : the partial pressure of Xe in gas mixture in equilibrium.

At the same time reference 161 indicates that the capacity of xenon absorbed on activated

carbon (q) is proportion to exp( / T), moreover the adsorption of xenon on activated carbon is

a physical adsorption process with heat producing. So low temperature benefits the adsorption.

But the high adsorption capability and capacity (the saturated adsorption capacity at low

temperature -200ml/gf"I for xenon on low temperature activated carbon make the desorptioni

of xenon from absorbent so much time-consuming that the xenon eluting peak is broadened and

delayed. To shorten the desorption time the operating temperature often rises up much higher.

Although the adsorption capacity and capability of molecular sieve for xenon is somewhat low

(the saturated adsorption capacity at low temperature is I QOm~g) 17 than tat of activated

carbon, the selectivity and purification efficient are much better, and at normal temperature can

achieve fast separation. So we choose a scheme (see fig.2) of utilizing the combination of both

activated carbon and molecular sieve for the separation and purification of xenon.

The off gas coming from both dissolving and acidification caught by nitrogen is directed

through catalytic converter (the temperature is approx.300-500'C)containing palladium and

rhodium catalyst which has relatively better catalytic efficiency. The main chemical reaction

equations showed below:

4NHA + 30, 2 sw22N, T +6 H, 0 (5)

2H, +0, 2 HE 2, 0 (6)
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2N0+O , - 2NO, (7)

Xe, Kr, . NH,. N1. H,0. H,

molecular sieve
02, CO,, NOx etc.

Activated carbon I

Converter motr

Scrubber

NaOH column I 7090C

NaOH column 1IIn

CaC 2 drier

Drier (-30tC) 'Xe distributor

Fig 2 processing scheme of off-gas

There may be still a significant amount of ammnonia released from dissolving remaining in

the off gas after directed through catalytic converter, and water is a good absorbent for ammonia.

So a water scrubber is used for absorbing most of the ammonia remained in the off gas. Most of

the radioicodine together with CO, will be absorbed in two NaOH column, the reactions

occurred in the two column are below.

3!, + 60H -*I, + 5 + 3H,O (9)

NH) + H,O -+NH 3 *H,O -NH; +OH (10)

CO ,+ 2NaOH - Na 2C0 3 +H,0 11

2N 2 + 2NaOH - NaNO , + NaNO, + H,0 (12)

For the adsorption coefficient of Xe on activated carbon is reduced by elevated levels of

water vapor, and the quantities of water in the off gas may be large, it is important to

remove them all. So the partly purified off gas is fed into a CaCI2 drier and then a cooled

condenser (-)O'C) through which most of the water vapor can be eliminated. One

molecular sieve columnu and two identical activated carbon columns absorb the residual

water vapor together with trace amounts of NOx and GO,. Then the preliminary purified

off gas passes through on-line monitor by which a radioactivity peak can be obtained. With

tis we can choose to collect the radioactive components mainly consisting of radiokryton
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and radioxenon and make them absorbed in an activated carbon cold trap held at liquid

nitrogen temperature. The stable components of the off gas such as nitrogen are stored in a

vacuum tank. After the off gas is selectively collected thoroughly, the carrier nitrogen gas is

closed. This time the high purity helium is chose as sweeping gas with a definite flow rate,

and the cold trap is heated gradually from liquid nitrogen temperature to about - 00C.

Under these conditions the krypton is stripped at -- 80'C in advance before xenon is

stripped approximately at zero centigrade degree. f'l An on-line monitoring system is again

applied to the separation of xenon from krypton after stripped and the krypton stripped in

advance is stored in vacuum tank. After the stripped xenon is completely absorbed on

molecular sieve at -70"--907C, the sweeping helium gas is closed. Next step is heating the

5A molecular sieve column to room temperature to let the xenon stripped. The stripped

xenon is collected in a cold trap not containing activated carbons at liquid nitrogen

temperature and a sample is made for quality monitoring. The distributing system is opened,

when needing bottling.
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1.30 CURRENT STATUS OF Tc -99 m PRODUCTION IN THAILAND
Sakda Charoen

Office of Atomic Energy for Peace
Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900 THAILAND

Tel (662) 562-0127, Fax (662) 561 -3013
E -mail sakda~oaep.go.th

ABSTRACT
Technetium - 99m is the workhorse of nuclear medicine and currently accounts

for over 80% of all in vivo diagnostic procedures. In Thailand, Office of Atomic
Energy for Peace (OAEP) had experiences in production of Technetium - 99m by
solvent extraction process and alternative technology for Technetium -99m generator
based on zirconium molybdate and titanium molybdate gel generators were also
studied.

The paper describes past experiences and future plan of Technetium - 99m
production in Thailand.

Introduction
Technetium - 99m (Tc-99m) the most widely used radioisotope in nuclear

medicine, accounting for more than 80% of all diagnostic nuclear medicine procedures.
Tc - 99m is almost exclusively produced from the decay of its parent Molybdenum -

99 (Mo - 99). The present world demand for Mo - 99 was estimated at approximately
6,000 Ci per week (6 days pre - calibrated).

The present sources of Mo - 99 are research reactors by using the (n, Y) nuclear
reaction with natural Molybdenum (98Mo - 2 4%), resulting in inexpensive but low
specific activity Mo - 99, or by neutron - induced fission of Uranium - 235, which
result in expensive but high specific activity Mo - 99. The technology requirements for
processing of Mo - 99 from the (n, y) "activation method" is rather simple, and is
within the reach of most developing countries operating research reactors. In the
"fission mehtod", the technological and intrastructure requirements are some complex,
and possibly can be sustained only by countries with advanced nuclear technology.

Tc - 99m Production in Thailand
Otfice oi Atomic Energy of Peace (OAEP) have produced Tc - 99m by (n. y)

reaction of Molybdenum Trioxide (MoO 3) and followed by Methyl Ethyl Ketone
(MEK) extraction process. The production capacity was rather low (I - 2 Ci of Tc -

99m per batch) due to non - continuous operation of Thai Research Reactor - Ill
(TRR-1/1).

Tc - 99m have been produced by MEK extraction process since 1972. The
production capacity was not sufficient for the increasing of demand and the production
scale could not enlarge because of the limitation of reactor operation. The Tc - 99m
production was stopped in 1997.

Experience on alternative technologies for Tc - 99ni production
Alternative technologies for Tc - 99m production were studied under IAEA co -

ordinated research programme (CRP) during 1990 - 1994.
Tc - 99m generators based on zirconium molybdate and titanium molybdate gel

generators were studied and the contributed reports were as follows:
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- S. Charoen, W. Sukonpradit, S. Laohawilai, G. Aungurarat, S. Jingj it, Preparation
of zirconium molybdate gel generator, Paper presented to IAEA's Reseasch
Co- ordination Meeting, 8-12 February 1993, Budapest, Hungary.

- S. Charoen, W. Sukonpradit, S. L~aohawilai, G. Aungurarat, S. Jingjit, P. JKongpetch,
Preparation of titanium mnolybdate gel generator, Paper presented to AEA's

Research Co-ordination Meeting, 3-6 May 1994, Vienna, Austria.

Tc - 99m Production Facility

Instant Tc - 99m production facility

Radioisotope Processing method Installed capacity
Tc - 99m MEK Extraction 2 Ci

Tc -99nm Generator Loading Facility

Radioisotope Processing method Installed capacity
Tc - 99m Column generator 5 x (200 mCi Generator)/

batch
3 -5 batch /day

Tc - 99m Consumption

Year OAEP Imported
Tc - 99m solution Tc - 99m Generator
(Ci of Tc - 99m) (Ci of MO - 99)

1987 96.90 94 30
1988 101.00 
1989 118.30 87.70
1990 205.90 42.20
1991 72.20 142.00
1992 143.30
1993 58.90 137.10
1994 200.80 105.60
1995 166.10 130.70
1996 147.50 131.40
1997 55.00 161.10
1998 188.50
1999 212.90
2000 214.10
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Users of T - 99m

Hospital
Government Hospital
I. Siriraj Hospital
2. Chulalongkorn Hospital
3. Pramongkutklao Hospital
4. Rajavithi Hospital
5. VaJira Hospital
6. Klang Hospital
7. National Cancer Institute
8. Songklanagarind Hospital
9. Srinagarind Hospital
10. Chiangmai Hospital
1I. Ramathibordi Hospital
12. Sappasitthiprasong Hospital
13. Nakhonratchasima Hospital
Private Hospital
14. X - ray Computer Center
15. Samithivej Hospital
16. National Cancer Center
17. Phitasanuloke Hospital

Future Plan
Tc - 99m Generator production programme was planned in New Nuclear

Research Center Project. In the project, clean room, generator loading and generator
assemply facilities will be installed. The Tc - 99m generator will be produced by
imported fission Mo -99 for loading generator or by using gel generator technology.

Conclusion
Tc - 99m have been used for nuclear medicine applications in Thailand for

several years. OAEP have supplied technetium - 99m since 1972 which could serve
some part of national demand. 1 he Tc -99m production was stopped in 1997 due to
non - continuous operation of the reactor. However in the future, the Tc - 99m
generator production will be planned in the New Nuclear Research Center Project.
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1.31 Research Efforts to Produce a 99Mo- 99mTc Generator
using Reactor-Produced 99Mo

Elvira Z Sombrito
Chemistry Research Section

Philippine Nuclear Research Institute
Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines 1101

ABSTRACT

Recognizing the importance of 99'Tc and 99mTc-based
radiopharmaceuticals in nuclear medicine, the Philippine Nuclear Research
Institute has initiated research on the development of column-type generators
for 99mTc using 99Mo in the form of a gel. The use of reactor-produced 99Mo
will reduce the country's dependence on the importation of commercial
generators based on fission product molybenum-99. However, the relatively
low specific activity of 99M must be compensated by the high adsorption
capacity of the column material for molybeneum.

A procedure based on the incorporation of low activity 99Mo into a
zirconium molybdate gel matrix was adopted with reasonable success. Because
the properties of the gel vary considerably with conditions of synthesis, the
following parameters were carefully controlled: pH, concentration, temperature,
order of mixing of the reactant solutions and conditions of aging, washing and
drying of the zirconium-molybdate precipitate. The zirconium molybdate
column was characterized mainly by elution yield data.

Although the Institute's research work in this area has been shelved in
the past five years, the goal of providing the country with cheao-er source of
Tc-99m for nuclear medical applications remains. It is hoped that the
development of a new column material using reactor-produced molybenum-99
will fulfill this goal.

Presented during the 2001 FNCA Meeting on Research Reactor Utilization
Beijing, China, 5-9 November 2001
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Introduction:

The Philippine Research Reactor, PRRI, is one of the first research reactors in Asia. Since
its commissioning in 1963 at a rated power of 1 MW, it has been used for training,
research, neutron activation analysis and production of radioisotopes. It has produced
radioisotopes that had served hospitals, industries and research institutions: 1311 3 P 99mTC,

82 B,24Na 140ia 147 Au,32p-, 65Zn 54n 6Cu, 65Zn, etc.

From 1984 to 1988, the PRRI was upgraded to a 3 MW TRIGA reactor. Initial criticality
and testing of the TRIGA reactor was successfully conducted from March 9-30, 1988.
Unfortunately, a leak developed in the pooi liner such that no operation can be done until
the problem is addressed. The leak was located, the pool liner was replaced and the
reactor ventilation system was also upgraded to suit the safety requirements of the TRIGA.
It is also planned to replace the reactor core box, the decay tank and to install additional
facilities to optimize the utilization of the upgraded reactor. During the conversion
process, the neutron activation pneumatic system and the iodine- 131 production facilities
were also upgraded in preparation for its initial scheduled operation. And, even while the
repair was going on in the early 90's, the research program included projects that will
eventually use the reactor facilities such as radioisotope production, neutron activation
analysis and neutron beam utilization. During this period of repair, the Institute also
resorted to bulk purchase and dispensation of 1-131 to continue providing cheaper iodine-
131 to the public. One of the research activities conducted at the Institute in the early 90's
was the development of a gel-type chromatographic 99Mo- 99mTc generator.

Gel-type Chromatographic 99Mo- 99mTc generator.

Recognizing the need for a local capability to produce a 99Mo- 99'Tc generator based on
low specific activity reactor-produced 99Mo, that is simple, compact, transportable and
suitable for safe use in the environment of a radiopharmaceutical unit of a hospital, the
PNRI has made a study on the development of an appropriate technology for the
preparation of the generator. The local production of these generators using high specific
activity molybdernum-99 produced either by hgh-flux irradL.1io.. of nriched
molybdenum-98 or from the products of fission of Uranium-235 appears remote mainly
due to the complex and expensive technology involved in the production of both fission
molybdenum as well as the generators. Added to this is the complex management of toxic
fission product wastes generated. For a country with lesser demand for 99mTc generators,
the use of low specific activity molybdenum-99 produced by the neutron activation of
natural molybdenum in the generator is desired. The viability of using metallic molybdate
gels as column material in the production of the 99mTc generator was explored.

The concept is to incorporate low specific activity 99M produced by the (n,'y) reaction
with natural molybdenum into zirconium molybdate gel (1). This gel will serve as the
column material from which the 99M Tc is eluted. The advantage lies in the larger amount
of molybdenum in the column material (40%maximumn) compared with that of alumina
currently in use (2%). This compensates for the lower specific activity attainable in the
irradiation of natural molybdenum. The gel concept promises to replace the generator
based upon fission molybdenum because of cost and technical advantages and, hence,
potentially valuable to countries with low power research reactor such as the Philippines.
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Gel Generator Concept

The gel generator system for Tc-99m has the advantages of column generators: simple,
compact, transportable and suitable for safe use in the environment of a
radiopharmaceutical unit of a hospital and is based on low specific activity
reactor-produced 99Mo

The gel process involved is the manufacture of an inorganic ion-exchanger of the system
M(IVB)0 2. M(VIB)0 3 .xH-20 where M(IVB)= Ti or Zr and M(VIB)= Mo (2). A variety of
often non-stoichiometric, hydrous composition of different Zr to Mo mole ratio had been
synthesised (2). The gel is obtained as gelatinous, amorphous precipitate on mixing
aqueous solutions of soluble salts of Zr or Ti and Mo. The gel contains approximately 25
wt% Mo compared to about 0.2 wt% for the typical adsorption capacity on alumina.
Molybdenum is chemically combined as an intrinsic part of the gel structure rather than
being held by the more labile adsorption bond as in the alumina chromatographic
generator.

The properties of these gels vary considerably with conditions of syntheses, depending on
the following parameters: pH, concentration, temperature and order of mixing the reactant
solutions, reactant mole ratio and the condition of ageing, washing and drying of the
precipitate. This variability is due to the slowness and complexity of the concentration-,
pH- and temperature- dependent hydrolytic polymerization and polynuclear complex
formation reaction that characterize the aqueous solution chemistry of M(IVB) and
M(VIB). In duplicating the published works on the preparation of Zr-Mo gels, it was
desired to achieve control of all parameters affecting the properties of the gel. This can
only be achieved through repeated preparations, carefully noting down the behaviour of
the system. Because of the non-stoichiometric composition of the product, it is essential to
adhere strictly to an established procedure to attain uniformity in gel properties.

Several countries have demonstrated the viability of the gel generator concept. Australia,
Thailand, Vietnam, India, Indonesia and Chie have develcp~ t` own procedurets for
the gel preparation using the first approach. China and Vietnam went into the commercial
preparation of the gel generator.

Local Research Efforts in the Development of the Gel Column Generator

A research study on the technology of gel preparation was conducted at the Philippine
Nuclear Research Institute to develop an appropriate technology for the preparation of the
9 9M 99 mTc generator based on the gel generator concept. It involved the optimization of
conditions for the preparation of the molybdenum gel, determination of the
physico-chemical properties which largely affect the stability and finally, the preparation
of the 99Mo- 99mTc generator including tests on its performance.

The approach used in the preparation of the gel is the mixing of irradiated molybdenum
oxide with zirconium. Several procedures were tried and the products were characterized
mainly for crystal structure by xray diffraction analysis, Zr:Mo ratio and Zr and Mo
contents by X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry. It was noted that the products obtained
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varied in the ease with which the gel can be filtered, washed and dried. It was also
observed that the structure of the resulting product depends on one or more critical
factors most important of which is the pH of the reaction mixture. Based on these
observations, working procedures were laid down with the objective of producing a gel
of defined crystal structure.

To prepare the generator, the dried gel was allowed to crack in cold saline solution to fine
particles. About 5-8 grams of the gel particles was loaded to a generator column of about
1-1.5 cm diameter, 7 cm. long, with G-3 fritted glass filter disk at one end and closed with
rubber stopper at the other end. The gel was transferred to the column by using a glass
funnel or a micropipette to avoid air spaces in the gel column. A small amount of glass
wool was put on the top portion of the gel. The generator was then connected to a distilled
water reservoir by means of appropriate needles and tiny plastic tubings. The generator
was washed with 10-ml portions of distilled water. First elution by saline solution was
realized after about 17 hours of radioactive growth.

Elution yield was determined by eluting 99mTc from the column with 10 mi of 0.9% saline
solution. The activity of the eluate was counted using a NaI(TI) detector. The activity in
the gel column was also measured by counting an equal weight of the gel. The elution
volume was determined using fractionation technique by eluting 99mTc with 10 one-mi
portions of 0.9% saline solution into separate vials and the activity counted in a Nal(TI)
detector.

X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on each batch of gel produced. The product
formed can either be generally amorphous and at times, difficult to filter. It can also be
crystalline and easy to filter but the elution yield was low. This variable elution yield was
later determined to be caused by the conditions of drying. With the experience gained in
preparing a series of gel at slightly varying conditions of pH and drying, a preparation
procedure for preparing a definied structure of the gel was formulated.

Due to the unavailability of high activity molybdenum, only nanocurie amount of
molybdenum eluted from a commercial generator was re t 2-st the column properties.

Current status and future plans

Although the PRRI is undergoing an extended period of repair, the Institute's program for
research reactor utilization remains an important component of the research and
development plan. This is manifested in the continuing participation in reactor and
reactor-related training activities including research reactor utilization. Radioactivity
measurements, though now limited to natural and fall-out radioactivity measurements, is
an activity that maintains nuclear instrumentation and detection systems ready for neutron
activation work. Research on the preparation of radiolabelled biomolecules is being
pursued. Activites utilizing tracers in environmental studies are still being conducted as in
the recently conducted radiotracer (technetium-99m) validation of a hydrodynamic model
of Manila Bay. In the absence of reactor-produced isotopes, tritium is being used in some
environmental studies. Complementary techniques to neutron scattering experiment are
being maintained and are presently utilized for characterizing special materials. Training
courses and public information seminars are being given on a routine basis. All these
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activities prepare the Institute for the effective utilization of the research reactor at a time
when it becomes operational.

The gel generator project, due to the extended period of repair of the PRR-1, was
deferred. However, the goal of providing the country with cheaper and widely available
source of Tc-99mn for nuclear medical applications remains. The Philippines will continue
participating in activities providing hope for this goal including such activity as the
development of a new column material for molybdenum-99 that this forum is advocating.
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Abstract

A molybdenum (Mo) adsorbent called PZC (Poly Zirconium Compound) with high efficiency of

Mo adsorption has been developed in order to generate "¶Tc fromn "Mo produced from natural Mo by

(n, gamma) method. The "Tc generator using PZC has cleared mosdly the technical subjects. By the

results of many experiments, cold and hot test with "Mo activity from low level (0' Bq) to high level

(1020 Bq), it has been confirmed that the PZC method can be practically applied for the (n,gamrna)

"Mo-"¶Tcgenerator. From the reasons that PZC has the ability and many merits such as high

adsorption capacity (>250 rng-Mo/g-PZC) of Mo, high elution yield (av. 80%) of '17c, the low

breakthrough(cO.05 kBq-'iMo/MBq-99¶c) of "Mo and others, the current (n. fission) "1Tcgenerator

utilizing "Mo produced from enriched uranium will be taken the place by PZC method.

In this paper, the practicability of PZC and a newly developed functional material PTC as the (n,

gamma) "Mo-"¶Tc generator, and an ability of PZC as the W-''Regenerator will be shown.

Introduction
99uTc. the most widely used nuclear medicine for the diagnosis of cancers, is currently produced

from alumina column enerator adsorbing "Mo produced by the nuclear fission of enriched U-235 of

95%. However, this method has been complained by many related researchers because i generates

not only "'c but also a large quantity of high leveled radioactive waste due to the usage of high

enriched uranium, and it is also cost relatively high. T1herefore, "Mo-9"'c generator based on (n,

gammna) reaction of natural Mo having effective advantages from the view points of engineering,

economy and environmental loading is expected to be developed in place of current technology based
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on (n. fission) reaction.

In order to develop the 99"Tc generator utilizing "Mo produced by (n, gamm) method of natural

Mo instead of "Mo produced by (n, fission) method of enriched uranium-235 currently used, PZC

(Poly-Zirconiurn Compound) has been developed by the collaboration research between KAKEN and

JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute). The practical performance of (n, gamma) 99"Mo-

99Tc generator using PZC has basically been determined I - 4].

Synthesis of PZC

In order to realize the utilization of (n. gamnma) method, the Mo adsorbent with high adsorption

capacity is required because of low specific activity of 'Mo. The study for the development of Mo

adsorbent with 250-300 mg(Mo)/g(adsorbent) adsorption capacity has been attempted, and the Mo

adsorbents based on zirconiumr inorganic polymer have been developed (shown as below). Among Mo

adsorbents developed. PZC (Poly Zirconium Compound) with fundamental structure of -Zr-O-Zr-CI

was found to be of the best property for "¶Tc generator.

m9O-PrOH ha
ZrC 4 -*m- ZrCI,(OPr),(OH), 3W PZC

H 2 010C

TEOS-coated PZC
Ethylene-gycol heat

ZrCI4 - lum -i( ZrCI2 OCH2 CH2Oti -* - EZC
THF

PVA heat
ZrCI4 H20)0 -- ( CH2 CHtU 30- PVA-ZOC

OH- ->- ZrOC12

PZC is synthesized through the reaction between ZrCI4t and iso-PrOH. PZC has a framework in

which Zr and 0 form a polymer structure and Zr at the end bonds with Cl as shown above. The Cl is

replaced by MoC4 2 through the hydrolysis reaction, and a large amount of Mo is strongly bound to the

PZC as Zr-MoO4.
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Production of "MO

An advantage of (n,gamma) method is that a natural Mo compound MoO3. 'Mo isotope ratio=

24.1%; "Mo is produced by the reaction of 'Mo (n, y) "Mo} can be used as a raw material for the

production of 'Mo. It is important to produce the higher quality of "'Tc generator by removing

impurities as effectively as possible from MoO3. because unexpected radionuclides are produced by

the long-time neutron irradiation (one week or more) of MoO3 as a target containing small amount of

impurities. Furthermore, it is also important to make the production process simpler by handling the

Mo pellet target prepared.

For the preparation of Mo target, the powder of (NH4)2MoO4 of reagent grade is dissolved, and it is

past through the alumina column to remove the impurities, and then the solution is dried and

calcinated at 700'C to obtain MoO3 powder. After that the powder is midxed with ethanol solution

involving camnphor and molded under a high pressure. The camphor is evaporated off and finally

MoO3 pellet of high purity is obtained by sintering at 720r.

The Mo target prepared is irradiated with thermal neutron high flux of 1 -3 X 10" n/cm: sec. in a

nuclear reactor and 'Mo is produced by 'Mo (n, r) reaction.

Properties of PZC

(1) Adsorption of Mo (-Mo) onto PZC

The Mo target is dissolved with NaOH solution to prepare Na2MoO4 solution (neutral pH), and the

solution prepared is added to PZC. MoO4'- is bond with Zr through the hydrolysis of a part of Zr-Cl.

As a result, Mo is chemically bound strop-'y onto P'ZC together with stable Mo. The adsorption

reaction speed depends on the temperature, and the reaction time is shorter at a higher temperature.

Non-reacting Mo in the solution is separated by the filtration. From the observing results by scanning

electron microscope, the structure of PZC becomes harder after the Mo adsorption as it is recognized

by its appearances. The hardening of the polymer structure of PZC is assumed to be due to the bridge

formation of (PZC)-O-Zr-O-Mo-Zr-O-(PZC) bonding as a framework of PZC through the reaction

with MoOt.

The Mo adsorption capacity of PZC is dependent on the amounts of Cl atoms bonded to Zr atoms

in the PZC molecules. From the current experimental results, it is assumed that molybdate ion

(MoO4'-) reacts with two neighboring Zr-Cl bonds. Furthermore, pH of the mixture solution at the
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process of reaction between PZC and Mo solution was about 2 immediately after the mixing, and the

pH changed to 5-6 by holding. The Mo42' species are fully dependent on pH of the solution

keeping the equilibrium; MoO41 (> pH 6) +' Mo-O0-.4 (-pH 6) +' Mos0294 (pH 4.5) ;:- higher

polymer (pH 15) +' MoO3 - O (-pH 0.9). It is assumed that the high adsorption capacity of

PZC may be caused by the polyion formation of molybdate from the experimental data shown in

figure below. It shows that the behavior of a higher adsorption capacity at a lower pH than 6 is caused

by the formation of higher polyion of molybdate. Since the "'Tc is eluted by neutral saline solution.

it is important to adjust the pH to 6-8 in the original 99Mo (Mo) solution.

360

0

33 

2 D I I I - I I I 

0 2 4 6 a 10 12. 14
pH

Relationship between pH in original Mo solution and Mo adsorption capacity

From the results of many current tests, it was cleared that over 250 mg of Mo can be adsorbed onto

1 g of PZC with high reappearance. Since a present commercial 9h9Tc generator includes a

maxrni'mr amount of 18 CiP? (5 C0) )f 99 and te sprcifi'~ a-vivity of "Mo obtained by ne'itror

irradiation is over 10-18 GBq (0.3-0.5 Ci) of 9Mo per g(Mo). the amounts of 250 mg Mo adsorbed

is sufficiently applicable for a: practical (n. gamrma) 9 Mo-""Tc generator. It is possible to produce a

small sized or a large sized generator using 0.5-4 g and 10-20 a of PZC.

(2) Elution of"Tc from PZC column

To apply the adsorbent as a "T1c gvenerator. PZC is packed into a lass column after "Mo

adsorption. Mo adsorbed onto PZC converts to "'Tc through B' decay in the column. Saline

solution as eluent is flown through the PZC column and 9"9Tc is eluted because die bonding between

Zr and 9h"bTc is weak and "'Tc is eluted easily by saline solution. The principle of "Mo adsorption
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and ""Tc elution is illustrated beow.

I It
zr Z

o 0 a Inact to patiut

0->Zr-O -- zr-.O- -G-fr-- A
MoO14- I 9"o --"OTc I =n

a' 0 covro 0

C3 0=~~ "~ M oo =Tc0

02 -C_--z--r- 0-ra

o 0 0

Zr Zr Zr

PZC 99 Mo-adsorbed 99OTc generation --- 1Mu9Wc elution

(3) "Mo breakthrough from PZC column

PZC adsorbing "Mo elutes 99Tc with high efficiency. but unexpected contamination of "Mo, 1-5

mCi("Mo)/Ci (99"Tc), also occurs at the elution process. The Japanese criterion of the contamination

ratio of 99Mo in the "Tc radioactive medicine is 0.15 mnCi ("Mo)ICi ("Tc), and a maker's shipping

criterion of the "'bTc solution anid the generator based on currently used (n. fission) method is 1/100 of

the medicine criterion as above. Therefore, a further improvement of the PZC method for the

reduction of "Mo breakthrough rate is required. The reason why a rate of "Mo breakthrough occurs

from the P1ZC is that Mo is allowed to react with PZC under the condition where the amount of 99Mo is

in excess over tho- a"4-o'-ti-r cit- It is assumned thm. non-bording 99Mo C.Xilts in th PZC --ven

after the washing treatment, and non-bonding "9Mo desorbs together with 9*Tc in the elution process.

A treatment of ZrC9' washing was examined to develop a further effective method for thc

reduction of "Mo breakthrough from PZC. This treatment is based on the reduction of "9Mo

breakthrough by the stable ZrO-MoO4t formation through the reaction between non-bonding MoW ii

pZC and ZrO21.

After PZC adsorbed "Mo was washed by 1-5 wt% of ZrO" solution at the room temperature and

70-90 'C for 0.5-2 hours, the elution rate of "'Tc and the breakthrough of "9Mo were measured.

From the results, t is found that the Zr washing is not sufficiently effective for the reduction of "Mo

breakthrough. However. further examinations will be needed to find out the effects in details and
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specific testing conditions such as reaction time, temperature, concentration of ZrOz' and so on.

(4) Effects of NaOCL addition to saline solution

By our previous tests using a high activity of "Mo loaded (maximum -100's mnCi), in the case of

using normal saline solution of NaCI 0.9 wt%, a low ""'Tc elution and a high "Mo breakthrough were

observed. On the Other hand, in the case of using the saline solution containing NaOCI. a high "'Tc

elution and a low "Mo breakthrough were observed. From the phenomnena, by the addition of

NaOCI to the saline solution as a oxidant, the elution of 99Tc is expected to be increased by the

reason of preventing the chemical reduction by keeping at higher valency as Tc( VII). furthermore,

99Mo breakthrough is expected to be decreased by a same reason.

In order to obtain the confirmation of the experiment mentioned above, a test of PZC containing

practically high leveled "Mo of 280 mGi was performed. From the experimental results shown in

figure below, in the case of 0.05 % NaOCI concentration (Al test), the 99~Tc elutiorn was not

effectively high (42-56 %) at earlier elution time, but the 99Mo breakthrough was very low as less than

0.01 a CilmC("Tc) at eadier elution time. The 99"Tc elution late increased gradually to 75-87 % as

clution time past. In the case of 0.5 % NaOCI concentraton (A2 test), the 99"Tc lution was

extremely high (80-98 %) and stable from early time, but the breakthrough of "Mo was also high

unexpectedly as 90 IL Ci/mCi("Tc) maximum.

I~Y~di - Al -4-aAZ-M

90

60 6

20 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0
p p p p p 50 11 12 13 ;

a5udof do*. 

PZC test on NaOCI concentration changed (by Dr. Abdul Mutalib)
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The merits of NaOCI addition for promoting the "Tc lution and preventing the "Mo

breakthroh are observed and cleared by the experiment above. However, the specific

consequences of NaOCI addition method has not been found yet. Therefore, advanced experiments

will be needed in order to observe the effective concentration of the NaOCI and other condition of the

treatment.

(5) Comparison between Get method and PZC method

T'he tests to compare the generator performances and problems between the gel method and the

PZC method were performed.

From the experimental results of the gel method, "Tc yields of 53-55 % were obtained, but the

rates of "Mo breakthrough were high of 29.6-3 1.0 ai Ci/mCi(r¶c). In addition that the gel formation

was difficult and the strict control of gel formation conditions was needed, furthermore the processes

consisting of "flteing-~drying-*gfinding-+sicving~column packing" after the gel formation are

complicated and needed a long time. Concretely, the gel formation with strict conditioning needed for

several hours, the filtering and drying needed over one day, and the whole gel process from formation

to column packing needed 2 or 3 days; this is a demerit because the"Mo life time is short of 66.0 h.

On the other hand, in the case of PZC method, `¶Tc yields of 60-75 % were obtained, and the

rates of "Mo breakthrough were relatively low of 1.9-2-3,u Ci/mCi(r¶c). Especially, the whole PZC

process from Mo adsorption to column packing is simple and short for 5-6 h.

From the results mentioned above, the PZC method has many merits rather than the gel method.

(6) Radiation damage of PZC

PZC adsorbing 9"Mo is internally irradiated by 0 ray and -r ray from "9Mo and "ETc. In the

present work [11, the irradiation damage towards PZC was evaluated using yr ray of 'Co. because a

high level of "Mto could not be used. The r( my irradiation test was performed at 16 times

absorption dose higher than that for the P'ZC adsorbing 500 mCi 99Mo which is the maximum level for

the currently commercial generator. Extreme damage of the PZC particle was not observed after the

strong r ray irradiation. A tendency that a particle size of the PZC became smaller was observed

when the adsorption dose increased. By the r ray irradiation, there were no desorption of adsorbed Mo

or Zr as a constitutional element of the PZC. In addition, there was no effect on the destructive force
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of the PZC.

Summary

Mo adsorbent with such a high adsorption capacity of more than 250 mg(Mo)/g has been

successfully developed, and the fundamental subjects for the practical use of natural Mo (n, gamnma)

'Mo-' 9 rc generator have been solved.

*PZC is the zirconium inorganic polymer of the structure of -O-Zr-O-Zr-CI, and Mo041 is bound to

Zr of PZC by the hydrolysis reaction of Zr-Cl bond.

F ZC is cross-linked through the bond with MoO42 , and the structure is tight.

*Mo adsorption capacity onto I of PZC is constantly over 250 mg in the range of neutral pH. It is

important to adjust the pH to 6-8 in the original "Mo (Mo) solution at the Mo adsorption process.

* Tc7 elution rate from PZC is 80%±4% in averae, and PZC has a capability of reproducible

'7c elution.

*The effectiveness of ZrO" washing treatment for the reduction of Mo breakthrough has not been

cleared at present study. Further experiments will be requested.

*By the addition of NaOCI to the saline solution as an oxidant, it is effective to promote the "-Tc

yields and reduce "Mo breakthrough. Further experiment will be performed to find out the best

condition of NaOCl concentration.

-By comparing the generator performances and problems between the gel method and the PZC

method, the PZC method has many merits rather than the gel method; "Tc clution yields, "Mo

breakthrough, and especially generator making process and time.

*In a high irradiation condition, the appearance of PZC particle was not so much changed, ad ere

were no desorption of adsorbed Mo or Zr as a constitutional element of the PZC.

From manty experimental results, according to the PZC method, it has been cleared that the.

adsorbent has excellent performances and is expected to be utilized for a practical (n, gamnma) "Mo-

""Tc generator.

Applications

(1) Development of a new Mo-adsorbent framed with inorganic Ti-O polymer

For "Tc based on (n, ganrna) method. we have developed successfully another type of material

named PTC (Poly-Titaniurn Compound). TC has the framework of -- Ti-O-Ti-O-R(O) R: butyl,

etc.] bonds, and it has an ability to use repeatedly by periodic irradiation after the natural Mo be

previously adsorbed onto it. PITC has the Mo adsorption capacity about 200 mg-Mo/g-PTC less than

that of P'ZC. Using PTC adsorbed natural Mo before neutron irradiation, we will perform the hot
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tests for (n. gamma) 9 Mo-9ITc enerator.

(2) Utilization oftPZC as the "W- "Re generator

In the present situation, we are proceeding the PZC tests to apply to W-"Re generator for the

simultaneous diagnosis and therapy of cancers. PZC has the adsorption capacity of ungsten about

480-510 mg(W) and 2.6-2.8 mmol(W)/-PC, which is nearly equal molar of Mo adsorption. We

are assuming that the principle of `W adsorption and 'ORe elution is similar to `Nlo,;"Tc generator,

as be illustrated beow;

TI TI T

o o o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Inject to patient
0 ~ ~~~~~~~ ?

I w 4-I M18W - ma.e &Hne
R 10 conversion 0

R ~ ~ ~ O~0= aaAolto0.eL - 0 -
0 ~~~~0

-0O-TI -0- CI -- T10 -0 -T I-o-

o 0 0

TI TI TI

PTC -- )I 1 8 8W-adsorbed *
18 .Re generation -- i 8 eelution

(R:-Butyl) PTC

From the experimental data of PZC has the high adsorption capacity of W equal to Mo, it may be

caused by the pol yion formation of W similar to Mo.
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Abstract

Several previous works have shown that PZC materials as a molybdenum adsorbent

afford a promising prospect for the future production of (, y)'9Mo/"Tc Generators

loaded with irradiated natural molybdenum. This paper evaluates the performance of the

(n, yf)"Mo/99mrc Generators loaded with the high activity molybdenum (190 - 350 mCi,

0.71 Ci/g Mo - 1.31 Ci/g Mo). The performance parameters concerned are the "'Tc

yields, molybdenum breakthrough, and elution profiles. The evaluation will be

emphasized on the effects of the use of NaOCl as an oxidizing agent in a saline elution

solution and the use of a zirconium solution in the washing step. Preliminary

experimental results of dry-bed system generators will also be mentioned.

Keywords: "'Mo/l'"Tc, generator, natural molybdenm,,. 91'"'Tc yields, molybdenum

breakthrough, elution profiles

Introduction

The most commonly used radioisotope in nuclear medicine diagnostics is

technetium-99m drawn as a daughter isotope of molybdenum-.99 from "Mo/"Tc

Generator eluted with a saline solution. Technetium-99m diagnostics

radiopharmaceutical agents allow nuclear physicians to obtain valuable information of a

patient's condition by imaging organ metabolism. According to several 'surveys, Tc-99m
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is used in more than 70% of nuclear medicine diagnostic procedures performed in the

United States [1] and more than 90% in the rest of the world 21.

Demand on technetiumn will reflect the demand on the "Mo/992Tc Generator.

Therefore, the constant and stable supply of "Mo/99~Tc Generator is a key concern to

nuclear medicine hospitals. Any disruption in the supply of generators not only can cause

significant revenue losses but also can affect treatment of thousands of patients.

Most of the present word supply of "Moft99Tc Generators is provided as

chromatographic generators using an alumina column loaded with high specific activity

"Mo in the nmolybdate formn. The present sources of the high specific activity "Mo are

research reactors by using neutron-induced fission of 2357j that needs the complex

technological and ifrstructural requirements that can possibly be sustained only by

countries with advanced nuclear technology [2]. Accordingly, the development of low-

specific activity 99Mo produced by using (n, y) nuclear reaction for use in gel generators

of zirconium or titanium molybdate encourages several countries to consider it as an

alternative one even though it needs a rather complicated process.

Recently, poly-zirconium compounds (PZC) developed by Kaken Co., Japan that

have an adsorption capacity on molybdate higher 100 times than that of alumina have

shown as a promising adsorbent in the (n, y)99Mo/t 9"Tc Generator loaded with irradiated

natural molybdenum. Several previous works describing the use of PZC materials in the

(n, y)99Mo/"Tc Generator have been reported [3-5].

This paper reports an evaluation of (n, )99Mo/9-"Tc Generators produced using

PZC materials and irradiated natural molybdenum. The evaluation will describe mainly

the generator performance toward the effects of using Zro 24 in the washing treatments

and addition of oxidizing agent in a saline solution.

Experimental

PZC materials were prepared in the Kaken Co by reacting ZrC4. and iso-

propylalcohol 6] and it was found that the materials have the adsorption capacity of

molybdenum about 280 mgfg PZc. Molybdenum-99 was produced by irradiating 2 g of

natural Mo0 3 target for one week in the thermal fluxes of 1.2 x 1014 n cm-2 s of RSG-

GAS (a multi-purpose reactor of BATAN). A radioactive molybdate stock solution was
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prepared by dissolving the irradiated MoO3, in 6 N NaOH solution, pH of the solution

was adjusted with I N H1-C to become pH 7-8, and finally the volume was diluted with

water to 25 ml. From the stock solution, 5 ml of "Mo solution was added to g of PZC

and pH of the reaction mixture was adjusted to pH 6-7 with 0.1I N NaOH. The mixture

was shaked slowly at 90 0C for 3 hours on a water-bath. Following the decantation for

removing fine particles and washing with saline solution, the slurry of PZC-molybdate

was packed into a glass column, eluted with a saline solution, and kept over 24 hours.

Another washing treatment was carried out with -10 %wt of zirconium solution at 90 0C

for 1-2 hours, followed with 0. IN HCI and saline solution, respectively. A saline solution

containing various concentration of NaOCI was used in the elution step. A dry-bed

column system was prepared by removing wash solution or elution solution retained in

the column.

Results and Discussion

The previous works [3-5] on preparation of 99Mof99'Tc Generators loaded with

99Mo activity of 0.5 - 1.85 Mbq showed that the 99~Tc yields and 99Mo breakthrough

were about 78±4 % and 0.27 % respectively. These experimental data confirmed that the

generators afford a promising prospect as radiopharmaceuticals routinely used in the

nuclear medicine hospitals.

Present experiment using high activity "Mo (>10O GBq) loaded to the PZC

materials resulted in the 99ETc yields and "Mo breakthrough quite diferent compared to

the previous works 6]. Figure and 2 show 99uTc yields and 99Mo breakthrough from

generator columns eluted with saline only and. saline containing an oxidizing agent, such

as NaQCI, for several elution days. It appears that saline containing 0.01% NaQCl as an

elution solution is able considerably both to increase the "'Tc yields and to prevent the

99Mo breakthrough. The presence of an oxidizing agent is presumed to minimize the

solvated electrons resulted from high 03 radiation of "9Mo [7,8] that could reduce high-

valent technetium (TC71) or molybdenum (Mo 61) to low-valent technetium or

molybdenum. The low-valent technetium will be retained in the column due to its

accessibility to accept donor atoms from PZC framework and it leads to the lower 99~Tc
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yields. In addition, the reduced molybdenum will get away from the PZC framework and

it leads to the high 99Mo breakthrough.

-A- Saline containing 0.05% NaOCI
-4--Saline only
-6 - Saline containing 0.05% NaOCI
- 0 - Saline only

100 4

40 

60-

0 2 4 6 8 10~~~~~~~~~~~ ~

A A

0 

50 2468 10J

Elution Time, days

Figure . mTe Yeld and 99Mo Breakthrough vs. Elution Time
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The need of the oxidizing agent to maintain the 99mTc yields stable during several

elution days was shown in Figure 3. The yields decrease rapidly after the first day

elution if saline only is used as an elution solution in the next day elution. This indicates

that the presence of an oxidizing agent in an elution solution is necessity.

100 10

>50

4-i .9~~~~~~

25

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Elution time, day

Figure 3. "Tc Yields and "Mo Breakthrough vs. Elution Time
Saline containing 0.05% NaOCI was used as a conditioning solution and first day elution

m saline containing 0.05% NaQCI was used for the next day elution
* saline only was used for the next day elution

30 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -4- 1st Day Elution

-U-- 3rd Day Elution

-A- 5th Day Eltion
'520-

-0-7th Day Elution

)K 9t DayElution

-10

0 1 2 ~3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Volume, ml

Figure 4. Elution Profile of9"Tc obtained from the experiment

using an elution solution of saline containing 0.05% NaOCI (see Fig. 3)
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The elution profiles (see Figure 4) associated with the "'Tc yields in the Figure

3 are good reproducible and indicate that the integrity of PZC-molybdate materials in the

column does not change during nine elution days.

Figure 5 shows the use of various concentration of NaOCI in saline as an elution

solution. With increasing the1 concentration of NaOCl in saline will increase both the

99Tc yield and the "M l!realkthrough. However, the 99Tc yields will decrease

gradually after third day elution if the generators are eluted with saline containing either

0.5% or 1% NaOCI. The use of high concentration NaOCI in saline will disrupt PZC-

nmolybdate framework that results in the high "~Mo breakthrough.

-4- 0.05% NaOCI -U-0.10% NaOCI -A-0.50% NaOCI 01% NaOCI

--0.05% NaOCI- - 0.10%/6NaOCI - -A- .50% NaOCI - 0)- 1% NaOCI

100 200

X ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~U

50 100

A ~ ~ ~ A

0 .~~~~~E S 0g

0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14

Elution Time, day

Figure 5. Effects of NaOCI concentration on 9"Tc yield and "Mo breakthrough

Figure 6 shows Tc yields for several elution days obtained from dry-bed

generators eluted with saline containing 0.05% NaOCI and saline only, respectively. The
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generators was conditioned in advance with saline containing 0.05% NaQCl and eluted in

the first day elution with saline containing 0.05% NaOCI. The "Tc yields of the first

generator eluted with saline containing 0.05% NaOCI are comparable to the wet-bed one.

The second generator eluted with saline only after the first day elution gave yields in the

range of 55%-58%, except the yields between the second and fourth day elution that

decrease dramatically.

A* Saline containing 0.05% NaOCI

-.&-Saline only after the first eltion day

100 2 -

1.5 -6

60-

40

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0.5i
20 L

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Elution Time, day

Figure 6. Dry-bed generators conditioned with saline containing 0.05% NaQCI

A washing treatment using a ZrO(2+) solution at the washing step in the

preparation of PZC-molybdate materials was performed with the aim to prevent the 99Mo

breakthrough due to the presence of fr~ee Mo42- in the materials 6]. Figure 7 shows that

the effects of various concentration of ZrO(2+) solution on the ""Tc yields and 99Mo

breakthrough are not so much effective. In addition, the higher concentration ZrO(2+)

solution used the lower the 9h9"Tc yields are obtained.
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Elution Time, day

Figure 7. Effects of ZrO 21 solution as wash solution on "'Tc yield and 99Mo
breakthrough

Conclusion

By this study, it can be recommended that PZC materials are suitable to be loaded

with high-activity molybdenum-99 obtained by irradiating natural molybdenum through

(rn, y) nuclear reactions. The presence of a low-concentration oxidizing agent during the

elution step is necessary in order to maintain the high 9ht2c yields and low 99Mo

breakthrough. The fture program will concern to reduce the '*Mo breakthrough as low

as the specified requirements and to remove the excess of an oxidizing agent in the 9 mTc

eluate.
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1.34 99MTc Generator Preparation Using (n,y) 99Mo
Produced using Natural Molybdenum

Hark Rho Kim, Jin Ho Park, and Kye Hong Lee
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

Abstract

The Mo-99 is a widely used radioisotope in Korea. To fulfill the demand, we are

producing Mo-99 using ai specially designed and fabricated rig containing MoO 3 target.

We are using natural molybdenum so far, but considering the utilization of the enriched
molybdenum to increase the specific activity further. We desire the realization of PZC

with (n,y)Mo-99 as early as possible. To make the generator loading facility, we are in

progress of construction work for the related hot cell facilities.

I. Introduction

In Korea, we are operating HANARO (Hi-flux Advanced Neutron Application Reactor),

where several holes are provided so as to accept the irradiation targets inside. The

holes are 3 inner flux traps with high fast flux, 4 OR holes with high epithermal flux, 17

IP holes ir eflector with high cadmium ratio, and 1 HTS hole equipped with hydraulic

transfer system. We are now producing 1-131, Mo-99, Ho-166, Co-60, and r-192. In
particular, to produce radioisotope, Mo-99, we prepared MoO 3 target and loaded it in

OR6 hole, where the relatively high epithermal flux is available.

Now in Korea, there are more than 190 gamma cameras in 100 hospitals. In

operating these cameras, the supply of Tc-99m solution and the relevant cold kits is

essential. In 1980's, a MEK (Methyl Ethyl Ketone) solvent extraction generator system

with (n,y)Mo-99 was developed at KAERI and supplied to 5 - 6 hospitals with Mo-99

solution. KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) has produced more than

5 % of Korean Tc-99m demand by this solvent extraction method. But in general, the
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chromatographic generator was more popular at the large hospitals in Korea and now

one hospital is using this type of generator system. Recently, the demand for Tc-99m

generators became over 150 per week and the annual amount of sales has reached 4

million US dollars. It urged KAERI to produce Tc-99m chromatographic generators. In

section II is presented the status of the facility construction to be used to produce Tc-

99m generator in detail and the future plan follows in the last section.

II. Status of Tc-99rn Generator

The localization of the Tc-99m generator with fission Mo-99 was firstly studied in

early of 1990s on the course of planning of radioisotope production program for

maximum utilization of. The feasibility of mass production, including technology

availability and economical benefit, was evaluated for Mo-99 production through fission

route. It has been concluded that it would be desirable to develop a production

technology of fission Mo-99 firstly and Tc-99m generators using Mo-99 produced by
KAERI. The Korean government has encouraged the 'Mid and Long Term Nuclear R&D
Programs' to enhance the capability of nuclear technology development in a systematic

and effective way. Based upon this program, we launched a research project,

'Development of Production Technology of Mo-99 and Tc-99rn Generator' with the goal

of the completion of production technology of Tc-99m generator by 2002.

On December of 2000, a new project was launched with the changed scopes to

realize the mass production of the generators. Through this project, the combined

facilities of hot cells and clean areas will be constructed and the equipment for creation

and maintenance of the clean class will be installed according to the schedule shown in

Fig.l. And the combination of the facilities and their equipments for clean operation is

tLo b validat-d i accordance with the standard of KGMP (Korea Good Manufacturing

Practice). The start of production was delayed to the middle of 2003 after licensing

from the KFDA (Korea Food and Drug Administration). The facilities will be constructed

in the prepared space of 120M2 or so in the hot cell area of the RIPF (Radio Isotope

Production Facility) at KAERI. After the construction, the facilities are to be open to the

local companies for production of generators.

The facilities were designed so that the generator can be produced according to the

general manufacturing procedures of radiopharmaceuticals. The solution of raw

radioisotopes (Mo-99) is fed to a hot cell, dispensed to the columns after the

conditioning of the solution and sterilized in the series of hot cells. All hot cells are
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located in the clean area of the clean class of 10,000 classified in US Federal Standard

209E. All operations after filtration of the conditioned solution, in which the wetted part

of the generators could be open in the air, such as dispensing, assembling of

generators and sampling for quality control, are carried out in clean zone of the class
100. The cold works for column assemblies will be done in other clean zones at KAERI.

'00. 12 -'01. 5 '01. 6 -'02. 5 '02. 6- '02. 11

Source Hot cell design Licensing

Safety analysis Hot cell fabrication Hot cell Ins. Test

Clean Clean room design Clean room fabrication Clean room Clean

class Ins room

Test

Measuring equipment Equipment Ins.

Operation ~ Validation
manual

Fig. 1. ime schedule of the project.

In order to achieve the general manufacturing concept, the layout of the facilities was

designed as shown in Fig. 2. In addition to the consideration of the general operation

sequence and procedure, the following items were also taken into account in layout.

- Operator entrance control.

- Material (bulk material, component, shield and product) flow.

Clean class control of rooms.

Confinement of radioactive materials.
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In the layout, the material flow is discriminated from the personnel path; operators can
enter and exit though rooms of C-E-D3-B, while the Mo-99 solution and the shields are
transported through A-B-A and components and chemicals through C-sterilizer-B.

Fi.2 ayou bothefclts(Bn#4

Ther ar fou led ho cels f ~3) ype n teCoeatin are oomB.nhreo

them are conceHno eisado e prtd2h eis ftrehtclswl
be used fo Tc-9m gnrtorl prdcinadtesprtdIo elfrohrrdo

hotcelsthedeignbais. is10 Ciou Mof9 ls8 iT9m eas l the solution(Bnk#4

hihere tane that inoe hot cells. Thi dyesin basi oprreponds troo twic Asd muhe as
the anualndeand io Tca seiend ore Th selaadi ofThe reoteehot cells wignelt

maintain occupationals rition esue bo elwe.0 msigedfr/hrorathil

Theo-9 prssr inhttelswl be odtoettemtie lowe than oom Bel evnhe the re ar i
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doors of the hot cells are open for maintenance of the equipment inside the cells. From

this, it is assured that the radioactivity should be confined in the hot cells.

Tc-99m solution from generators is used for medical diagnosis in the form of

injections, and therefore the generators should be produced in the clean rooms to meet

the requirement of clean class in KGMP. To save the construction cost, all space was

divided into 5 small compartments and the clean class of each compartment was

selected according to the usage and the function. The clean class of the operating area

is 1 0 000 while that of the preparation room to transfer the materials is 1 00, 000. And as

indicated before, all operation with open wetted parts can be carried out in the area of

class 100. The airflow in hot cell 1 and 3 was designed to maintain the center part of

the hot cells in clean class 100. Between the different clean class rooms, the clean

pass boxes of positive pressure are installed and all materials should go through these

boxes from low to higher clean rooms.

The hot cells, the compartment, the ventilation system and some measuring device

will be provided and installed in the project. The equipment, directly used for the

production of generators, such as dispenser, will not be installed but supplied by the

company that is willing to use these facilities. And it is expected that some of the

equipment for the measurement and analysis, which are already installed at KAERI,

can be used for the production of the generators.

Ill. Future Plan

Together with the project of Tc-99m generators from fission Mo-99, the generators

from (n,y)Mo-99 have been studied. The first try was the gel generators based on Mo-
Zr mixed oxide gel. And then the alumina with high adsorbing capacity of Mo-9g was

tried for the generator production. The results of all tries were not satisfactory because

of insufficient loading capacity of the absorbent. Now, using the PZC (Poly Zirconium

Compound), recently developed inorganic polymer, and the irradiation of enriched Mo

in very high neutron flux, KAERI is trying a new generator under the FNCA program.
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1.35 "'Tc GENERATOR PREPARATION
USING (ny) "Mo PRODUCED EX-NATURAL MOLYBDENUM.

Le Van So
Radioisotope Department

Nuclear Research Institute, Dalat, Vietnam.

ABSTRACT

Theoretical assessment on the chromatographic "mTc generator preparation using (n,-Y) "Mo
produced ex- natural molybdenum was carried out. The relationship between the neutron flux
for MoO 3 target activation, Mo-content or Mo adsorption capacity of column packing material,
99mTc pertechnetate concentration and/or "uTc radioactivity of eluate was established. The
reasonably lower limit of neutron flux of reactor and Molybdenumn content of column packing
material were found out to estimate the production of portable chromatographic generators
available for nuclear medicine application.

The concentration of "mTc pertechnetate eluate of low "'Tc concentration using the column
elution technique was also evaluated theoretically and conducted successfully in practice.

Three options of "Tc generator using Titanium-Molybdate, Zirconium-Molybdate and
Zirconium Oxide as generator column-packing materials were prepared and successfully put
into use in nuclear medicine application.

INTRODUCTION

In the production of "ETc generators the large investment for use of "'U (nf) "Mo reaction
compelled the isotope producers in developing countries having low-power research reactors
to develop suitable methods using (n,y) "Mo produced x- natural molybdentum or x-
enriched "Mo for production of "mTc to meet the "mTc demand of local hospitals.

Among the methods for separation of "T'c from its "Mo parent nuclide produced ex-natural
molybdenum which meet practical requirements of clinical application, the method of MEK
extraction of "'Tc from MoO 3 dissolved in strong alkaline solutions, the sublimation of WETc
from neutron irradiated MoO 3 were described for routine applications.

The disadvantages of these methods caused many processing problems, the consequence of
which was the inconsistent quality of pertechnetate solution obtained.

With the effort to overcome the hindrance of the above methods, the research on the
alternative technologies for the 9'Tc generators based on low temperature sublimation and
gel elution was conducted in many countries. The various ""Tc separation techniques applied
in different generator options were developed based on a new generation of targets containing
natural molybdenum (Titanium-Molybdate, Zirconium-Molybdate, and MoO3 , impregnated
silicon-carbide particles) and on the new column packing materials (Titanium-Molybdate,
Zirconium-Molybdate and Tin-Molybdate) containing "Mo which was synthesized from
neutron irradiated MoO3 .

The results of this research obtained until now have been most encouraging. Our studies have
been focussed on the preparation of different options of chromatographic "9 Tc generators
using generator columns of Titanium-Molybdate (TiMo), Zirconium-Molybdate (ZrMo)
containing (n,y) "Mo and hydrous oxides of high adsorption capacity for Molybdenum. The
results obtained with pre-formed and/or post-formed beds of TiMo and ZrMo columns in the
preparation of chromatographic gel-type "9 Tc generator promised a routine manufacture of
99mTc generator of satisfactory performance.
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I. PROVISION OF THE CHROMATOGRAPHIC "mTe GENERATOR
PRODUCTION WITH (n,-y) "Mo PRODUCED EX-NATURAL MOLYBDENUM

1) Portable, Simple (with one-step elution) Chromatographic "'Tc Generator.

For production of chromatographic 99mTc generator acceptable for clinical diagnosis with
(n,y) "Mo the following paramneters must be considered as indispensable requirements:

- Available thermal neutron flux is high enough.
- High Mo-Content of generator column packing must be available.
- The column is of good elution performance (high "mTc, separation yield).

The first two requirements may be reflected in high specific radioactivity of "Mo of target.

We propose that the adsorption of pertechnetate ion on generator column be negligible when
physiological saline or relevant eluent is to be used for elution of pertechnetate (""Tc) ion
from generator. Then, elution volume v of this generator column (of best elution performance
for pertechnetate, as experienced) can be estimated as follows:

v =2m. (1 a)

where m :the weight of column packing, in gram.
v :elution volume, in millilitre.

Therefore the value of elution volume and packing weight as mentioned above and moreover
a concept of molybdenum-content of generator column packing, called as K, could serve as
stand points for further discussion. K could be defined as follows:

K=G (lb)
m

where G : weight of activated molybdenum element in column packing of
m gram(s) weight.

By introducing the packing weight value () into activation equation, we get a re lationship
between neutron flux and Mo-content of column packing material for a generator of pre-
specified activity of "Mo or "mTc.

General activation equation for a nuclear reaction:

9"Mo(n,y ) MO - Tc

is written as follows:

A O"= .628 *O'3 OGJ *0 a() ~eO6 9 3T (2a)
a

After introducing relevant data into equation (2a) we have an activation equation of 9 Mo as
follows:

A,,, = 2.055 * 10"G* G * * ( -e' 0 4t~) (2b) or

G ~ A MO." (2c)
2.055 * -g ** (l - e-00 104

')
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By using eq. (b) and (2c) we have:

K = AMo-99 (d
2.055*1i0'- ** (1 (ieOOI0t) (d

K = Mo-content of column-packing material containing molybdenum
activated with time t and of m gram weight.

G = Weight of activated molybdenum element, in gram.
A, = Radioactivity of "Mo, in Curie.

t Activation time, in hour.
o 23.75%; a 95.94; T = 66.7 hours (haft life of "Mo).

cr.=0.51 barn (thermal neutron activation cross section of 9"Mo).

In case of using (n,y) "Mo produced ex-natural molybdenum for production of a T
generator applicable in nuclear medicine investigations, the standardization conditions can be
stated as follows:

- Column packing weight is of 5grams and from this the elution volumneestimated isI10
ml (see eq. 1 a)

- Activation time of Mo contained target, t= 100 hours.
(based on reactor operation cost for irradiation of target).

By introducing these values and "branching ratio" of daughter isotope "m Tc (k=0.975) into eq.
2d, we have the following:

1.72 * 0
K(5 - ~~~ _ *A(3)

Where: K(.10 = G/5: molybdenum-content of generator of gel column packing weight of 5
gramns, containing molybdenum activated for 00 hours. (mgMo/g column packing).
AT,= (0.975 * Amo): radioactivity of "Tc in this generator (in mCi).
CT1.: Radioactive concentration of "Tc in eluate from this generator (in mCi/mI).

Equation (3) showed the relationship between thermal neutron flux () and Mo-content of
columni packing (K) of a generator with pre-specified activity of "mTc (AT ) or "Mo (Am.).
This relationship gave us a general estimation of possibility of production of portable, simple
chromatographic "mTc generator containing (n,y) 99Mo produced ex-natural Molybdenum
using column packing materials of different adsorption capacity for Mo and/or gel-type
column of high Mo-content composed of various compounds of polymolybdate and metallic
ions.

Based on the equation 3, fig. I showed the relationship of Molybdenum content (K) and
radioactivity and / or radioactive concentration of 99mTc elutable from the generators prepared
from (n,y) "Mo produced ex-natural Molybdenum in reactors of thermal neutron flux of D 
2*1023, 0=5*10"and(D 10"4 r.crn".sec".
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Fig. 1: Estimation of "9 Tc Radioactivity of a generator using a column-packing material of
Molybdenum content (K).
a line: for (DI = 2. 1 0 n. CMf .SeC
b line: for ctD = 5. 1 0 n. CM- 2 .sec-'
*c line: for D = 10 " n.crn`.sec-'

As shown, if we have a reactor of neutron flux of ( = 5 *1I0 3 n. CM2.sec' the column packing
material of Molybdenum content K 172 mgMo/g can be used to produce a ""Tc generator
of 500 mCi "Tc or a "Tc-pertechnetate solution of concentration of 50 mnCi 9"Tc/ml. This
99mTc solution can be effectively applied in nuclear medicine investigations. The Mo-content
value of K> 172 mgMo/g can be found in the following cases:

- Compound of polymolybdate in gel form such as Titanium-Molybdate, Zirconium-
.Molybdate, Tin-Molybdate, etc.

- Polymer compound of Zirconium (PZC).

- Zirconium- or Titanium-Oxide of high porosity.

2) The concentration system coupled portable chromatographic "'Tc generator.

If a reactor of thermal neutron flux lower than 5*10'" n.cm-2 .sec.- and a columrn packing of
high Mo-content are available for production of 9*mTc generator, then a 'Tc concentration
system must be coupled to a chromatographic generator to augment the "mTc concentration of
eluate to an extent applicable in nuclear medicine investigations.

For characterizing performance of concentration system a concept of "concentra'tion factor",
n can be introduced as follows:

C2 ~~~~~~~~~(4)

Where c and c, are "'Tc radioactive concentration of eluate from generator with or without
concentration system to be coupled, respectively.

Since the total 99mTc activity, AT, c. v, does not change after concentration (with recovery
yield of 1 00 %), it is thus right.

C2 V2 =C,.V (5)
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or

C2 _VI (6)
c1 V2

where : "mTc concentration in the eluate of volume v.

Indexes and 2 of c and v indicate parameters of eluate before and after concentration,
respectively.

For the concentration purpose the column elution method using a chromatographic
concentration column is considered as the best option. Its outline is briefly described on the
following figure.

E 9li-Eu14z Vl

In thissystemit is mportat thatTc,-gis esymtob l~ut rm eeatrclunwt

For prediction purpose, the relationship between the concentration factor (n) and the physio-
chemical characteristics - distribution coefficient (k), and specific surface area (S) - is derived
basing on the established equation of chromatographic process (of a column of V0 dead
volume) and equation (6).

VI= V0+ k.S

V0- SO (7)
fl+ kJ-1

Because V,<:< V,, we can write the equation (7) as follows:

n~~~~~k - ~~~~~~(8)

If we choose V2 = constant, the concentration factor (n) only depends on k and S.

For practical purpose V2=5ml can be selected and we get alumina of S 200 m2/g and k=l1.0
(for TcO,; adsorption on alumina in H20) as an example of concentration column. From
equation (8), the concentration factor n = 40 can be reached. With this estimated result, it is
stated that we can use the nuclear reactor of thermal neutron flux of aI) 2 * 1023 n CM-2.sec-'

and "mTc generator column packing-material of Molybdenum content of K > 50 mgMo/g for
the preparation of "mTc generator successfully used in nuclear medicine application.
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II. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR GENERATOR PRODUCTION

Two directions of preparation of "Tc generator packing materials were studied.

- Preparation of Zirconium-Molybdate and Titanium-Molybdate gel containing "Mo for
portable chromatographic "mTc generator production.

- The optimal conditions for the synthesis Zirconium-and/or Titanium-Molybdate gels of
Molybdenum content higher than 300 mgMo/g gel were chosen to prepare the gels of
highest performance for "'Tc generator production.

- Preparation of hydrous Zirconium-Oxide and other hydrous metallic oxides of high
adsorption capacity for Molybdenum for packing the "9 Tc generator column.

The ZiSORB sorbent of high adsorption capacity for Molybdenum (more than 175 rngMo/g
sorbent) and for some other parent radionuclides was prepared for the promotion of
alternative technologies of "9 Tc generator. The ZiSORB was also used successfully for the
purpose of clean-up and concentration of pertechnetate eluate of low "mTc radioactive
concentration and for another different radionuclide, such as IIm~n, generator systems.

For both modes of preparation of generator column our research has been focussed on three
different options of "'Tc generators:

- System A: The portable chromatographic generator with one-step elution using 0.9%
NaCl solution as eluant and ZrMo and/or TiMo gel column.

- System B: The portable chromatographic generator using Acetone solvent as eluant with
on-line evaporation and recovering 'Tc-pertechnetate in saline. (ZrMo and/or.TiMo gel
or ZiSORB column).

- System C: The portable chromatographic generator with two-step elution using 0.1I%
NaCI solution as eluant for "Mo contained column and 0.9% NaCI solution for elution of
99'Tc, from concentration ZiSQRB column.

Since "Mo of low specific radioactivity (at EO.B 200 mCi "Mo/gram Mo) was only
produced on our nuclear reactor, "'Tc generator system A gave a pertechnetate solution of
"9 Tc concentration of 15 mCi ""'Tc per millilitre. System B and C generated a solution of

concentration of higher than 48 mCi ""Tc/rrl.

Gelutec - A: Gelutec - A generator was prepared by using pre-formed TiMo gel column. 5 g
of TiMo gel of particle size of about 0. 1-0. 5 mm in diameter wa. continuously irradiated in
the wet channel of Dalat reactor with thermal neutron flux of 2* 1013 n.cm-2.sec.-' for 100
hours. After irradiation the target was allowed to cool overnight. Then TiMo gel powder was
poured out of Al-container into glass columrn provided with fitted glass disc at one end of
column. The column was then plugged with glass wool. After steam sterilization for 30 min.
the column was inserted into the generator with other pre-assembled components (safety
columns, millipore filter for inlet air, needles ... ). Then the generator was eluted with 10 ml
sterile 0.9% NaCI solution each time.

Gelutec-A generator was also prepared by using post-formed ZrMo gel column. Each
generator column contained 5g gel. ZrMo gel was synthesized from "Mo solution. All
processes were carried out in hot cell for radiation protection purpose. Batch size, 15 MoO 3
was irradiated in our reactor of neutron flux of 2 * IlO' 3cm-2.sec.-'. After irradiation this amount
of MoO 3 was dissolved in 00 ml M NaOH, and ZrMo gel was prepared from this solution
by processes mentioned in the references (6,7,8). 31 .5 g of ZrMo gel were obtained in each
batch.
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koinnic ,.din. Tc-99n Pc-nechoetatc

TiMo o ZrMo Gel

Lead shielding

Gelutee B: Gelutec- B is a solid-solvent extraction "'Tc generator system. The
radioactivity of these systems ranges between 500-1000 mnCi of 9 Mo. The column-packing
material and solvent used in these systems are TiMo gel and acetone, respectively.

1. Mo contained column 4. Acetwie reservoir and condenser
2. Acetone evaporator 5. Saline for recovering TcO4 .
3. Air pump 6. 99",Tc Pertechnetate injectable solution

V-:valves, MF: millipore filter

Gelutec - C : Gelutec-C is a Gel-type chromatographic 99"Tc generator coupled with a (99mTc)
pertechnetate concentration system produced at Dalat N using Zirconium-(99Mo)
Molybdate gel column.

The specifications of this system are as follows:
- Weight of Zirconium-C'Mo) Molybdate gel :20 gram (330 mgMo/g gel)
- Total parent nuclide radioactivity >600 mCi 99Mo (on Monday)
- Elution efficiency for "mTc :> 80%
- Concentration of ""Tc of pertechnetate solution :> 48mnCI "Tc/ml
- Elution time 7 min.
- Eluant :0.9% NaCI solution
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1. Zirconium-('Mo) Molybdate gel column 2. Zirconia concentration column
3. Peristatic pump. 4. Valve.
5. Dilute saline 6. 0.9 % NaCI solution
7 (Tcf) pertechnetate eluate
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1.36 Evaluation of radioisotope production in CEFR

YU Hong
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Abstract: The projects of isotope production with isotope assembly in CEFR were
calculated with ORIGEN code and LIB-IV database. It was showed that
Isotope 32P,33P,"S and "9Sr can be produced in core area and 4̀C. 51Cr WJ'Co
can be produced in radial shield area in CEFR with special isotope assembly.

Key words: ORIGEN, LIB-IV, radioisotope, CEFR

1 Introduction
CEFR ( China Experimental Fast Reactor ) was the first fast reactor in China. Its

main parameter and core in equilibrium state were showed in table I and figure 
respectively.

The radioisotopes were produced with special isotope assemblies in CEFR. It may
take great effect on reactor core characteristic such as core power distribution, reactivity,
operation period and so on.

One type of Isotope assembly was put into reactor active core in order to produce
isotope with fast neutrons, and other types of isotope assemblies, which there was
moderator in it, were put into radial shield area to get isotopes with heat neutrons. The
optimized production methods were determined with the list of isotopes needed,
requirement for isotopes and theoretic analysis of the cases.

Many projects, including production of radioisotopes of `C, "P, 3"P, "S, 51Cr,
6OCo and "9Sr were calculated with transport theory code ORIGEN and LIB-IV section
database.

2 Physical characteristics of the core
There are two kinds of assemblies in CEFR to produce radioisotopes according to

their location in the reactor. One is the assemblies located in active core, another is in
radial shield area. The outer structure of isotope assemblies was same as standard fuel
assembly which was showed in figure 2. But target materials were loaded into
irradiation channel in hexagonal sieev i,,ead of fuel subassemblies.

2.1 Isotope assembly in active core

There are seven irradiation channels with diameter 19mm, where initial target
materials were loaded. It was showed in figure 3 and initial target materials were
showed in table 2.

The power in active core was changed not more than 1.0% and the reactivity was
changed not more than 0. 1% A k/k. It was showed that isotope assembly loaded into
center channel in active core instead of steel assembly would not make obvious change
on physical characteristics of the core in CEFR.

2.2 Isotope assemblies in radial shield area

The initial target materials were showed in table 3.
Two kind of isotope assemblies in radial shield area were designed. In the first case.

irradiation channel had thin pipe form with diameter 6mm, and thickness of pipe wall
was 0.3mm. sheet chips with diameter 5mn were loaded into the pipes. It was showed
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in figure 4(A). This kind of assemblies can used to produce "'Cr and 'Co. Targets with
larger diameter were not suitable to be used to produce 51Cr and "0Co for their self-shield
effect. In another case, the assemblies, which the diameter of irradiation channel was
19.2mm, were used to produce '4C. it was showed in figure 4(B).

The reactivity was changed by 0. 12% A k/k when one isotope assembly replaced
the steel shield assembly. The power in active core of the core was changed maximally
by 3% when 6 isotope assemblies were located in radial shield area symmetrically, the
power n active core would add 7% and the reactivity was changed by 6% A k/k when
all the channels in the 3' raw in radial shield area were loaded with isotope assemblies.
And the power in active core would add up to 1.6 times if isotope assemblies were put
into the 2~ raw in radial shield area. The parameters of active core would not be
changed much if isotope assemblies was added to the 4 "h raw.

3 calculation of radiois otopes' yield

3.1 active core

The yields of isotopes in active core were showed in table4 - table 7, which was
calculated with one operation period of 80 days. Some parameters of radioisotopes were
showed in table 8 and their yield curves were showed in figure 5 - figure 8.

3.2 Radial shield area

The isotope assemblies were located in the 3rd raw in radial shield area and
irradiated for 10 periods of 800 days. The yields of the radioisotopes were showed in
table 9.

4 Conclusion

I. It was sure that 32P. "P.. S and ""Sr could be produced by fast neutron reaction
with threshold when isotope assembly was loaded in active core of CEFR.

2. It was possible that "C, * Cr and Co may be produced when isotope
assemblies with moderator were put into radial shield area of CEFR.

It must be emphasized that the reliability of theoretical calculation was not enough
to demonstrate the operation safety ability of CEFR when isotope assemblies with
moderator were loaded in the reactor. Experimental results must be required in order to
sure the operation safe of CEFR in these cases. The data can be get from the research on
neutron physics characteristics of simulacrums of isotope assemblies in critical facility.
It can also be get when the reactor was operating on low power.

Table I CEFR main parameters

Parameter Value
Thermal power 65 MW
Electric power 20 MW
Maximal neutron flux 2.97 X IO "n/cm' s
Fuel material UO2
-Maximal fuel mass loaded 219 kg
-Maximal burnup 50000 MWD/T U
-Numnber of fuel assemblies 8 1
Structure of reactor block Pool type
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Table 2 initial target material of isotope assembly in active core

radioisotope Initial target material
32P Crude sulfur
"P su fur(enrichment of "S was 90%)
"5 Crude KCI

89Sr Yttrium oxide (y2 0 ,)

Table 3 initial target material of isotope assemnbly in radial shield area

radioisotope Initial target material
________________ AIN(agglomerated sheet chip)
51Cr Crude metal chromium or

chromium which the enrichment
____ ____ ____ ____ ___ of' 0Cr was 90%

'0WCo Metal cobalt

Table -4 isotopes yield of crude sulIfur target loaded in center channel in active core

isotope Composition be fo re Composition after activity Bq
irradiation irradiation
Nucleon mass Nucleon mass
number number

lip 0.0 0.0 7.48-9 3.85-7 0.0
"2P 0.0 0.0 1.35-6 7.19-5 7.6+11
"3P 0.0 0.0 2.21-8 1.21-6 6.98+9
"5S 1.78-2 0.947 1.78-2 0.947 0.0
33S 1.41-4 7.71-3 1.41-4 7.71-3 0.0
345 7.90-4 4.46-2 7.90-4 4.46-2 0.0
;5S 0.0 0.0 7.90-4 4.46-2 3.92+8
36S 2.55-6 -1.53-4 2.55-6 1.53-4 0.0

P ~~0.0 0.0 1.38-6 7.35-5 7.67(
S ~~~1.88-2 1.00 RR8-2) 1.039+

Table 5 isotopes yield of "S target loaded in center channel in active core

isotope Composition before Composition after activity. Bq
irradiation ______irradiation

Nucleon mass Nucleon mass
___________ number number

________0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
"2P 0.0 0.0 1.39-7 7.38-6 7.80+10
"3p (J. 0.0 2.59-6 1.42-4 8.17+1i
325 1.83-3 9.73-2 1.83-3 9.73-2 0.0
"5S 1.65-2 0.903 1.65-2 0.902 0.0
'4S 7.90-4 4.46-2 7.90-4 4.46-2 0.0
I's 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

__________0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
P ~~0.0 0027-1.49-4 8.95+1 1

Ls 1.83-2 1.00 1.83-2 1.00 0.0

Table 6 isotopes yield of crude chorine target loaded in center channel in active core

isotope Composition before Composition after activity. B
irradiation irradiation

________________ Nucleon mass Nucleon mass
___________ number number

'P 0.0 0.0 1.45-7 7.68-6 8.12+10
0.0 0.0 4.28-7 2.28-5 0.0

__4s ____0.0 0.0 9.42-12 5.32-10 0.0
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_______0.0 0.0 6.6 1-6 3.84-4 6.06+11
3CI 1.29-2 0.747 1.28-2 0.747 0.0
;
6c i 0.0 0.0 3.37-9 2.02-7 2.47+2

"CI 4.11-3 0.253 4.11-3 0.253 0.0
P 0.0 0.0 1.45-7 7.68-6 8.12+10
S 0.0 0.0 7.04-6 4.07-4 6.06+11 
Cl 1.70-2 1.00 1.70-2 0.999 2.47+2

Table 7 isotopes yield of crude yttrium target loaded in center channel in active core

isotope Composition before Composition after activity. Bq
irradiation irradiation
Nucleon mass Nucleon mass
number number

`Rb 0.0 0.0 2.68-Il 3.82-9 1.15+7
11Sr 0.0 0.0 7.40-13 1.07-10 0.0
"8Sr 0.0 0.0 3.21-9 4.68-7 0.0
'Sr 0.0 0.0 3.92-9 5.80-7 6.23+8
' 0Sr 0.0 0.0 5.92-13 8.85-1 1 4.46+2
la1y o.o 0.0 2.08-9 3.04-7 1.57+8

__9_____6.77-3 1.00 6.77-3 1.00 0.0
90y o.o 0.0 7.36-8 1.10-5 2.2 1+11I
91_____0.0 0.0 6.14-11 9.28-9 8.42+6
92______0.0 0.0 6.71-17 1.02-14 3.65+3
Rb 0.0 0.0 2.68-Il 3.82-9 1.15+7
Sr 0.0 0.0 7.13-9 1.05-6 6.23+8
Y 0.0 0.0 6.77-3 1.00 2.22+11

Table 8 some parameters of radioisotopes produced in active core in CEFR

radioisotope Specific yield Specific activity, activity . purity
___________ I0 2Bq/g I 0'2Bq /g 101213__ _ __ _

32P 0.76 10.36 45.5 >99%

33P 0.817 5.47 49 > 90%
___ __ __ __ 0.27 1.49 15.2 > 99.9%
29Sr 4.8-4 0.592 0.1 > 99.9%

Table 9 radioisotopes' yield of isotope assemblies in radial shield area after irradiation of 800
days

radioisotope Number of isotope assemblies activity. Bg
'Co I 3.7+14

14C 1~ 2.59+11I
60Co 48 1.67+16

14C 48 1.18+13
60Co 80 2.59+16
___ ___ __ 80 1.85+13
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tu Demonstration number
Fuel subassembly 81

is Stainless steel rodI

10 Stainless steel reflector subassembly 37

Stainless steel reflector rod 132

Stainless steel reflector rod 167

Shielding subassembly 230

Storage position for spent fuel subassembly 56

jY Safety subassembly 3

Regulation subassembly 2

() Compensation subassembly 3

Figure I CFR core configuration in equilibrium state

Figure 2 configurations of isotope assemblies in CEFR

00~~~~~~~~~~

Figure 3 cross section of isotope Figure 4 cross section of isotope assembly in side
assembly in active core in CEFR shield area in CEFR
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Figure 7 I'S specific yield vs. time Figure 8 "Sr specific yield vs. time
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Abstract: The methods of isotope production in CEFR(China Experimental Fast Reactor)
and the preliminary design of isotope assembly were introduced briefly in the
paper. Isotope 32p, 3 p,35S and "Sr can be produced in core area and `CC..Cr
and 'Co can be produced in radial shield area in CEFR with special isotope
assembly.

Key words: radioisotope, Isotope assembly, CEFR

1 Introduction
CEFR is the first fast reactor in China. Its main parameters were showed in table 1.
There are two methods to produce isotopes. One is use special isotope assembly in

the reactor core, and another is to deal with the spent fuel assembly. It can't take great
effect on reactor core characteristic such as core power distribution, reactivity, operation
period and so on.

One type of Isotope assembly was put into reactor active core in order to produce
isotope with fast neutrons, and other types of isotope assemblies, which there was
moderator in it, were put into radial shield area to get isotopes with heat neutrons. The
optimized production methods were determined with the list of isotopes needed,
requirement for isotopes and theoretic analysis of the cases.

2 Isotope production m ethod

According to characteristics of CEFR, the production methods of the isotopes,
including '4C, 3 p, 313p, 3SS, SICr, Co, "Sr, "Pu, were analyzed. 'Mo couldn't be
produced in CEFR for its short half life.

2.1 32P, 33P, 35s

Isotope 32p, 3 , 355 were pure radiate source which were used in label
compound. They were produced with fast neutron in CEFR. The production process
chart was showed in figure 1. isotopes of other kind of elements were produce in this
case. The needed isotopes must be separated from main material in the assembly with
chemical method after irradiation in the reactor. It was showed by calculation results
that 32P can be made from crude sulfur target and 33P can from sulfur target which
concentration of 33S was 90%. The activity of 3 P and "3P can reach 1 OCi in one
operation period ( 80 days). The process of chemical disposal can be simplified if the
target was pure sulfur. Sulfur was liquid or gas in irradiation for its low melt and boil
point temperature. So sulfur should be put into quartz ampoule when it was be
irradiation.

"Swas made in the similar way with KCI target. Its specific activity was
determined by concentration of stable isotope 32S and "S.* The process chart was showed
in figure 2. The purity of 3"S can reach a very high value.

2.2 ' 9Sr

'9Sr can be used to cure cancer. It was usually made from irradiation of target with
high enrichment of isotope "3Sr. transformation of the isotopes was showed in figure 3
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when crude strontium was irradiated. The purity of "9Sr was determined by "5Sr and "0Sr.
quite a number of "5Sr was produced from 14Sr which was exist in crude material. The*
accumulated quantity of 'Sr was small for it comes from twice continuous nuclear
reaction. Its concentration was limited strictly for it harmful cumulate effect on human
bone tissue with longer half life.

"9Sr also can be produce from 9y in (n,p) reaction with threshold. Its purity can
reach very high value if it use crude yttriumn target and remove main material of target
with chemical method. The transformation of isotopes was showed in figure 4 when
crude yttriumn target was irradiated. 'Sr will not be produced in this method. The
accumulated quantity of 'Sr produced in this way was less than with heat neutron for
the reaction section of 'Sr became less when neutron energy increased. It is deficient
that the total yield of ' 4Sr was small for its small reaction section. Moreover, the quality
and volume of the yttrium target was much larger than those of 32P, "P and "S.* Yttriumn
oxide sinters were usually used as target.

2.3 "'Co

'Co was used w idely in radioactivity technology, sewage disposal, medicine cure
and diagnosis. There were many kinds of requirement of activity and standard for 6OCo.
Its specific activity should be more than 8OCi/g. 60Co was produced from "9Co which is
the single isotope exist in crude material. It was showed in figure 5. Metal cobalt could
be used as target material. It is clear in CEFR that isotope assembly must be loaded
with moderator and be put into radial shield area for 6OCo's reaction section is small in
fast neutron energy area.

2.4 'AC

"C was a kind of pure radioactive source with long half time, which was used in
biology and medicine. It was produced with (n,p) reaction from crude nitrogen, showed
in figure 6. Its specific activity can reach the theoretical value when it was separated
from the target after being irradiated. The concentration of carbon must be limited
severely because non-radioactive carbon can decrease the specific activity of isotope '4C.
the most suitable target material was Ca(N0 3)2 in order to simplify the process of
chemical disposal and separation. As Ca(N0 3)2 had unstable chemical characteristic in
the environment with high temperature in CEFR, stable metal nitride should be used as
target material, such as AIN. The specific yield of '`C should be more than 25mCi/gAIN
when was sure that the concentration of non-radioactive carbon was less than 10%.

It was different from the (n,p) reaction of sulfur, chlorine and yttrium, that the (n~p)
reaction of '4N was exothermic one without threshold. Its maximal reaction section was
located in heat neutron energy area. Isotope assembly with moderator was used in order
to produce "C, which is similar to 'Co production. The target can be made thick and
fast because the section of '4N (n, p) C reaction was small relatively and self-shield
effect of AIN target was smaller than Cobalt target. The neutron energy required in "C
production was much lower than 'Co. The activity of "C would increase with the time
in reactor for its long half life. The yield of isotope C was determined by the life of
isotope assembly. These differences make it difficult to produce "C and Co in the
same assembly synchronously.

2.5 51Cr
51Cr was used in medicine and scientific research. There were many common

grounds between the production of 51Cr and "0Co. 51Cr was produced with ` 0Crn, y)s'Cr
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reaction, which was showed in figure 7. Only one radioisotope 51Cr was produced when
chromium was irradiated with neutron of not very high energy. The reaction section of
chromium was half of that of cobalt. The self-shield effect must be considered carefully
when the enrichment of 50Cr was high. The time of being irradiated in the reactor should
be shorter than one operation period for the half time of sICr was short.

2.6 "'Pu

"'1Pu was used in medicine and radioisotope dynamics. The concentration of ... Pu
was limited severely in plutonium used in medicine for its subsidiary product has strong
y radiation.

There were two methods to produce "'Pu, which were showed in figure 8 and
figure 9 respectively.

"'Np was used as target material in the first methods. "'Np transformed into ...Np
after capture one neutron, and then become "'Pu by decay. 136pU was produced by (n.
2n) + ( n) reaction with the neutrons of high energy.

"'Pu was produced from "' 2Cm in plutonium fuel by a decay. If the time of
irradiation of fuel was long enough, quite a number of ...Pu would be produced by "'Pu

(n, 2n) ...Pu reaction. But it was impossible to separate "'Pu from plutonium fuel with
chemical method. Normally, "' 2Cm was separated from spent fuel first, and it would
decay into 23p after long time, and finally ... Pu was separated from "' 2Cm. it was
excellent that there was no 2"6Pu produced. But the yield of ...Pu was small relatively. It
was suitable to use 14'Am as target material to improve the yield of isotope ...Pu.

3 Design of isotope asse mn blies

There are two types of isotope assembly according to the location in the CEFR
reactor. One is the assembly located in active core, another is in radial shield area.

3.1 Isotope assembly in active core

The outer structure of isotope assembly in active core was same as standard fuel
assembly which was showed in figure 0. There are seven irradiation channels with
diameter 19mm, where initial target materials were loaded, instead of fuel subassembly
in hexagonal sleeve of fuel assembly. This type of isotope assembly was used to
.produce 32P,33P,3 S and ' 9Sr. it was located in the center channel in active core of CEFR.
The initial target materials were showed in table 2. the assembly cross section was
showed in figure I.

The target of sulfur or KC1 should be put into quartz ampoule before being loaded
into the center channel of isotope assembly in active core. The clearance between quartz
ampoule and sidepiece of irradiation channel should be small as possible. Yttrium oxide
loaded in channel should be pressed and agglomerated.

3.2 Isotope assembly in radial shield area

The radioisotopes produced in isotope assemblies in radial shield area and. their
target materials were showed in table 3.

The outer structure of isotope assembly in active core was same as standard fuel
assembly. There was one irradiation channel loaded initial target materials in the center
of hexagonal sleeve of the assembly, and there are moderators around the channel, such
as zirconium hydride, in order to moderate fast neutrons to heat neutrons. This kind of
assembly would have- much effect on core characteristics of the reactor. Thus the
assemblies should be loaded into the 3 raw or out of the 3 draw in the radial shield area
of CEFR.
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Two kind of isotope assemblies in radial shield area were designed. n the first case,
irradiation channel had thin pipe form with diameter 6mm, and thickness of pipe wall
was 0.3mm. sheet chips with diameter 5mm were loaded into the pipes. It was showed
in figure 12(A). This kind of assemblies can used to produce 51Cr and 'Co. Targets with
larger diameter were not suitable to be used to produce 5"Cr and oCo for their self-shield
effect. In another case, the assemblies, which the diameter of irradiation channel was
19.2mm, were used to produce "4C. it was showed in figure I12(B).

The reliability of theoretical calculation was not enough to demonstrate the
operation safety ability of CEFR when isotope assemblies with moderator were loaded
in the reactor. Experimental results must be required in order to sure the operation safe
of CEFR in these cases. The data can be get from the research on neutron physics
characteristics of simulacrums of isotope assemblies in critical facility. It can also be get
when the reactor was operating on low power.

4 Conclusion
1. 99Mo couldn't be produced in CEFR if isotope assemblies couldn't be moved in

the operating reactor.
2. 32p. 33p.. 35S and Sr could be produced by fast neutron reaction with threshold

when isotope assembly was loaded in active core of CEFR.
3. `C,~ 5 Cr and 'Co may be produced when isotope assemblies with moderator

were put into radial shield area of CEFR.

Table I CEFR main parameters

Parameter value
Thermal wer 65 MW
Electric ower 20 MW
Maximal neutron flux 2.97 X 1.O'5n/cm2 s
Fuel material UO,
Maximal fuel mass loaded 219 kg
Maximal burnup 50000 MWDIT U
Number of fuel assemblies 81
Structure of reactor block Pool type

Table 2 initial target material of isotope assembly in active core

radioisotope -Initial target material
3

2p Crude sulfur
_________________ sulfur(enrichment of 33S was 90%)
"5S Crude KCI
9 r Yttrium oxide (Y03

Table 3 initial target inaterial of isotope assembly in radial shield area

radioisotope -Initial target material
14C ~~~~~A IN(agglomerated sheet chip)

"'Cr Crude metal chromium or
chromium which the enrichment
of 'Cr was 90%

60Co Metal cobalt
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Figure 5 isotopes transformation of crude cottr during irradiation
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Figure 7 isotopes transformation of crude chromium during irradiation
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Figure 8 isotopes transformation of 237Np during irradiation
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Figure 9 isotopes transformation of plutonium fuel during irradiation
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Figure 10 configurations of isotope assemblies in CEER

00~~~~~~~~~~~

Figure I I cross section of isotope Figure 12 cross section of sotope assembly in side
assembly in active core in CEFR shield area in CEFR
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ABSTRACT

Neutron Activation Analysis has been applied for the trace elements analysis in

environmental samples. Thirty thiree samples of airborne particulate were collected every

week at Ongkharak Nuclear Research Center (ONRC) during the period of June 1998 to

March 1999. The Ti, , Mg, Na, V, K, Cl, Al, Mn, Ca, As, Sm, Sb, Br, La, C, Th,

Cr, Cs, Sc, Rb, Fe, Zn and Co were analyzed by Neutron Activation Analysis utilizing,

2 MW TRIGA MARK III research reactor. The centified reference materials 1632a and 1633a

from National Bureau of Standard were select as standard.

I INTRODUCTION

The present location of the OAEP is about 8 km. from Bangkok International Air port.

Over the past decade, Thailand has been deemed as the center of the international air

communication in Asia and the Pacific region causing crowded in air traffic. The number of

air flight at the air port increase rapidly causing the present location of reactor unsuitable due

to the possible air crashes. In addition, the limited office area causes difficulty in expanding

the projected researches and studies. Upon the Cabinet's resolution on December 27, 1989.

The Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment has been assigned to immediately

consider the new.N Suitable and safe location for establihing, the reactor of OAEP.

The OAEP started to look for the new place of reactor. Finally the site at Nakhon

Nayok province has been selected following the IAEA guidelines incorporated in IAEA-
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TECDOC 403. The Ongkharak Nuclear Research Center (ONRC) located at Saimoon sub-

district, Ongkharak District, Nakhon Nayok province, about 60 km. northeast of Bangkok.

The project area is about 0.5 square kilometers and comprises a research complex (or

technical areas) and a supporting area consisting of site access and landscaping.

The Environmental Impact Study of the ONRC site was performed by Environmental

section, Chemistry Division in OAEP before the construction of the project , to ensure the

safe of people living surround the site. This study has been undertaken to determnine the

baseline concentration of elements in the atmosphere aerosols by collecting thirty three

samples of airbone particulates surrounding the site every week during the period of June

1998 to March 1999. The samples less than 10 micron were analyzed by Neutron Activation

Analysis utilizing the TRR-II, 2 MW TRIGA MARK III research reactor.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY

The chemical composition of environmental systems is of crucial importance and a

challenge to all who are interested in the development and application of nuclear analytical

techniques. Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) is a very powerful technique for the non-

destructive multi-elemental determination of many trace elements in aerosols both in the

natural environment and the occupational workplace. Due to the differences in nuclear

properties of the stable isotopes, sensitivities and hence analytical detection limits varies from

element to element with large fluctuations. For instance, elements such as aluminum, arsenic,

antimony, indium, manganese, selenium, sodium, vanadium, halides and many rare-earths are

easily detected bv neutron activation methods with very good precision. On the other hand,

elements such as cadmium, sulphur and lead are difficult or impossible to determine non-

destructively in airborne particulate matter. Typically, 30-40 trace elemental constituents can

be determined in aerosol samples containing very small amounts (less than milligram) of

material. Because neutron activation methods are multi-elemental, an enormous amount of

information can be gathered from a relatively small number of analyzed samples. The results

can be used to undertake background monitoring, conduct epidemiological studies.

investigate source apportionment methodologies and source-receptor models, study long-

range transport phenomena, and establish a more cost-effective plan to control air pollution.
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3. AIR SAMPLERS

The most widely used airbone particle samples is the high volume sampler. The

particles are collected in the sampler on membrane filters. Currently, the most commonly

used are Teflon (PTFE) filters. In the past, polycarbonate nuclepore and cellulose acetate

filters were employed. All of these membrane filters provide samples that are well suited for

automated mass measurem ent using beta gauge techniques and for elemental analysis using

ED-XRF and/or NAA. However, the flow rates in these samplers are limited by the ability

of membrane filters to pass air and by their tendency to clog as the particles accumulate.

Automated dichotomous samplers are available that change filters when the pressure drop

across them exceeds a preset limit. However, it has been shown from considerable field

experience that there are many difficulties with the dichotomous sampler. It was designed as

a research tool and requires skilled operator interaction for routine monitoring.

4. FILTERS

Another important consideration in obtaining useful sample is the material on which

it is collected. The filter should be retentive of particles but permit ready air flow through it.

It should provide the sample in a manner that makes it easy to quantify both the total mass of

collected material and the chemical composition of the sample. Although these conditions

seem straight forward, there are several inherent and unresolvable conflicts in these

requirements. For trace elemental analysis studies, it is more common to collect the sample

on pore-type filters (membrane filters) that provide samples better suited for INAA, ED-XRF

of microscopic analysis The filters commonly used for particle sampling nclude

polycarbonate (e.g. nuclepore) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), the latter is commonly

known as TEFLON and filters made of this material are nowv produced by several

manufacturers.

5. EXPERIMENTAL

5.1 Sample Collection and Preparation

Air bone particulates wvere collected using an air sampler (Partisol, Model 2000.

U.S.A.) to draw a known volume of air through a 2 um teflon filter. The sampler was

operated at the flow rate of 16 pm. for 24 hours duration. Thirty three samples of airbone
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particulates were collected once a week during June 1998 to March 1999. Each filter was

folded and placed in a cleaned polyethylene vial for irradiation.

5.2 Irradiation and Counting

The samples and centified reference material were placed in a suitable container and

irradiated in the IRIGA MARKIII research reactor. For determination of short-lived elements,

the samples were irradiated in a pneumatic system for 50 seconds at thermal neutron flux of

0.9XI1 3 n.CM2 .sec- . After two weeks, the samples were irradiated again for 10 hours in

Lazy Susan facility at thermal neutron flux of 3.lIXI01 2 n. cm 2.sec-1 for determination of the

medium-lived elements and long-lived elements. After suitable cooling time(see table 1), the

irradiated samples were transferred to polyethylene capsules for counting with hyperpure

germanium detector and germanium-lithium detector.(Canberra industries, Inc., U.S.A)

6. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) is used because of its sensitivity for

multi-elemental non-destructive analysis. Table 2 shows the average concentration of trace

elements collected from Ongkharak Nuclear Research Center. Twenty-four elements were

determined by INAA, the standard deviation wvere vary from 0.0027 to 9.76, However these

numbers are baseline concentration of several elements to ensure the safe operation of the

ONRC and of eople living surround the site. The result of this study will be very useful to

use as reference in the future after the competition of ONRC in operation.
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Table Conditions for INAA.

Radionuclides Irradiation Times Cooling Times Counting Times Facilities

Short-Lived 50 sec 5 min 200 sec Pneumatic

Medium-Lived 10 hr 5 d 2000 sec Lazy -Susan

Long-Lived 10 hr 14 d 4000 sec Lazy-Susan
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Table 2 Trace elements concentration in cu.m in air samples.

Element Maximum Minimum Average Standard deviation

Al(j±g) 5.94 0.2428 1.74 1.36

Ca(pg) 6.60 0 1.95 1.30

C1(ni) 0.7990 0.0034 0.1715 0.2020

I141g) 0.0141 0.0011 0.00460 0032

K(g.g) 3.18 0 0.7685 .1.01

Wmg.i) 0.02531 0.0108 0.0802 0.0590

Mn(jig) 0.1165 0.0063 0.0275 0.0216

Na(gg) 1.62 0.0986 0.5646 0.3960

Tig) 0.2403 0 0.0742 0.0601

V(jni) 0.0116 0.0014 0.0059 0.0027

Zn(jpig) 0.2509 0.0172 0.0828 0.0567

Fe(g~g) 2.66 0.1059 0.7962 0.6263

Br(ng) 35.77 0.4202 8.28 9.76

Co(ng) 0.6585 0 0.2635 0.1545

As(ngy) 17.28 0.3505 4.76 4.86

La(ng) 3.17 0.0997 1.06 0.8309

Sb(ng) 13.97 0.4133 3.48 3.65

SMn(ng) 0.5256 0.0169 0.1424 0.1163

Ce(ng) 4.73 . 0 1.55 1.22

Cr(ng) 5.71 0 2.14 1.56

Cs(ng) 0.9 163 0 0.2902 0.2530

Rb(ng) 9.38 0 2.92 3.55

Sc(ng) 0.8311 0.03 40 0.2518 0.1991

Th(ng) 0.9393 0 0.2503 0.2310
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1.39 PROGRESS REPORT ON NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
AT DALAT NUCLEAR RESEARCH REACTOR

Nguyen Ngoc Tuan
Nuclear Research Institute, Dalat, Vietnam

Abstract

Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) is one of most powerful techniques for the simultaneous
multi-elements analysis. This technique has been studied and applied to analyze major, minor
and trace elements in Geological, Biological and Environmental samples at Dalat Nuclear
Research Reactor. At the sixth Workshop, February 8-11, 1999, Yojakarta, Indonesia we had
a report on Current Status of Neutron Activation Analysis using Dalat Nuclear Research
Reactor. Another report on Neutron Activation Analysis at the Dalat Nuclear Research
Reactor also was presented at the seventh Workshop in TeaJon, Korea from November 20-24,
2000. So in this report, we would like to present the results obtained of the application of
NAA at NRI for one year as follow:
(1). Determination of the concentrations of noble, rare earth, uranium, thorium and other
elements in Geological samples according to requirement of clients particularly the geologists,
who want to find out the mineral resources.
(2) The analysis of concentration of radionuclides and nutrient elements in foodstuffs to
attend
the program on Asian Reference Man.

(3) The evaluation of the contents of trace elements in crude oil and basement rock samples
to determine original source of the oil.
(4) Determination of the elemental composition of airborne particle in the Ho Chi Minh City
for studying air pollution.
The analytical data of standard reference material, toxic elements and natural radionuclides in
seawater are also presented.

1. Introduction

The Center for Analytical Techniques and Environmental Research (CATER) of Jalat
Nuclear Research Institute (NR.I) are equipped with various types of analytical chemistry
equipment capable of determining trace level of elements and organic compound particularly
chemical pollutants of environmental concern. Neutron Activation Analysis including
Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA), Radiochemical Neutron Activation
Analysis (RNAA), Prompt-gamma Neutron Activation Analysis (PGNAA) and Ko-
Standardization method is one of the systems that have been used for the elemental analysis.
Other analytical chemistry techniques available for the analysis are High Pressure Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC), Polarography, Spectrometry methods mainly used for the
determination of the elements concerning to environment such as Pb, Ni, Cd, As, Cu, Zn.
These techniques have been used to determine elements as independent methods for
comparison of obtained results.

Apart from that our laboratory is also equipped with Gas-Chromatography (GC) for
assessment of organic pollutants in environmental material, such as dioxin substance, trace of
pesticide. Participation in the IAEA organized inter-laboratory comparison studies is one of
the activities that we undertake regularly to ensure that our analytical system is fit for the
purpose.
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In this report we would like to present major applications of neutron activation analysis
during past one year including providing analytical services, determining radionuclides and
nutrient elements in foodstuffs and diet samples to attend the program on Asian Reference
Man and undertaking various environmental monitoring and studies particularly air pollution
and marine environmental studies.

2. Analytical Services

Every year the CATER receive a thousands of samples from organizations concerning the
fields of geological, biological and environmental studies. The number of samples that we
have determined from 1990-2000 is shown in figure. 2 and the types of the samples are
described in table 1.

Table 1. Types of samples that we normally receive from clients
for the determination of the elemental contents

Types of samples Percentages

1. Rock and basement rock 40

2. Soil/Sediments 30

3. Flora 10

4. Water 10

5. Crude oil and waste sludge 5

6. Others 5

Most of the received samples are rock, basement rock and soil - mainly to determine
the concentration of noble, rare earth, thorium, uranium according to requirement of
Geologists who want to find out mineral resources. Soil, sediment, water samples are
normally from areas where there are possibility of being contaminate by chemical that can
cause hazardous effect to human and animal.

3. Air Pollution Study

In countries at the first stage of industrialization, emission controls are usually not
keeping pace with economic development, energy consumption, the growth of urban
population and waste generation. As a consequence, urban air pollution may tend rise until
comprehensive emission controls become practicable. Air pollution monitoring and emission
inventories during this stage are very important timely initiation of effective emission control
measures. In countries such as Vietnam, due to the lack of adequate emission inventories
measurements of aerosol constituents seem to be a practical way to provide information about
pollution sources using receptor modelling technique.

In Vietnam from 1992 up to now, air pollution has been studied, particularly in the big
cities such as Hanoi (our Capital) and Ho Chi Minh City that is the biggest industrial and
commercial center in Vietnam. Elemental composition was measured for TSP (total
suspended particulate matter), PM 2-10 and PM 2 (particulate matter with aerodynamic
diameters from 2-10 ~tm and less than 2im, respectively) in Ho Chi Minh City.
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Concentration of 23 elements and Particulate mass (PM) were used for receptor modeling to
identify and quantify aerosol sources using principle component factor analysis (PCFA). A
suite of factors containing similar elements with significant factor loadings were revealed
among the factor matrices, thus facilitating the identification of common sources for different
aerosol types. These sources include vehicular emissions (Br and Zn), coal burning (Se),
industrial processes (Ce, Co, Cr, Pb and Sb), road dust (Al, Ti, V), Soil dust (Fe and in), and
biomass burning (K). Marine aerosol (Na and Cl) and mineral fly ash (Sc and La) were
revealed only to the PM 2-I model. For TSP, the last four sources are combined in one factor.
The last (9th) factor in the PM2 model, characterized by a high loading from PM and
insignificant loadings from elements, was attributed to secondary sulphates and organics,
although these constituents were not measured in the experiments. Such a remarkable source
identification capability of the modelling technique highlights the significance of achieving
an optimal factor solution as a crucial step in FCFA, that was done by systematically varying
the number of factors retained and carefully evaluating each factor matrix for both model
fitting performance and physical reasonableness 1,2].

4. Marine environmental study

To acquire the present radioactivity data in marine environmental samples, which are
used as the baseline data to assess the environmental impact of applying the subsequent
nuclear techniques and energy is long term and urgent task.

As a contribution to solving the above-mentioned task, in 1999, the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Environment (MOSTE) has approved a two years project on "studying and
applying main nuclear analytical techniques for assessment of present situation of marine
environmental radioactivity in Vietnam". The objectives of this project have been focused on
(1) establishment of standard procedures for the collection, preparation and preservation of
the marine environmental samples; (2) establishment of standard procedures for the analysis
of main radionuclides such as 9 Sr, 137 CS, 239,240 Pu, U, Th, 226 Ra 2 10Pb and 2 10Po in the
marine environmental samples; and (3) determination of the above radionuclides
concentration in the samples collected at four selected sites of Vietnam's sea (Hai Phong,
Nghe an, K1hanh Hoa and Tien Giang). The typical results obtained as follow:

* To establish some standard procedures for the collection, preparation and preservation
of marine environmental samples.

* To establish a pre-concentration procedure of Sr, 7CS, 'Z2pU, U, Th, and 26Ra

radionuclides from high volume seawater sample for their simultaneous determination.
* To establish some standard procedures for the determination of 905r, 137 CS, 23,4Pu,

UTh Ra, 0Pb and 210 Po radionuclides concentration in marine environmental
samples.

* To obtain the primary data set of present level of the major radionuclides in the
collected samples.

After closed the first Project, in 2001, another project of subsequent two years on
"investigation and evaluation of marine environmental radioactive pollution in some typical
marine areas of Vietnam" is also decided by the Ministry of Science, Technology and
Environment. The objectives of the project are following:

* Establishing the monitoring network of Vietnam marine environmental radioactivity,
combining with operation of marine monitoring stations in the system managed by the
Environment Department of MOSTE
* Monitoring, investigating, and assessing the level of main radio nuclides ( 2 1O0o 22 6Ra,

22Th, U, ' 05r, '31CS, and 239 2Pu) in marine objects in some typical sea areas,
providing database for:
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-Assessing the present conditions and using it to evaluate annual marine
environmental radioactive situation in Vietnam;

-Providing baseline data to evaluate practical rates of radioactivity intake into
bodies through using sea food, assessing in preliminary public dose caused by
Vietnamese marine environment;

- Providing database to evaluate effects of marine environment caused by
development and application of energy and nuclear techniques in Vietnam; mineral
exploiting industry as well as effects of nuclear technology development of
countries in the Asia -Pacific region into Vietnam

- Providing database to alarm radioactive pollution going through the border;
carrying out these activities with countries in the region.

+ Scale and content of the project

The project is intended to carry out for two years, including:
* Establishing monitoring program to assess Vietnamese marine environmental
radioactivity, detailed:

+ To set up monitoring places: sample objects, targets, and monitoring
frequency.
+ Choosing of methods of sample collection, treatment and analysis.

*Organizing to practice methods of radioactive collection, treatment, and analysis of
radionuclides in marine environmental samples.
* Analyzing concentration of radionuclides in collected samples.
* Evaluation of the results, lessons learning from performance and design monitoring
strategies for coming years.
There are 13 places selected for carrying out experimental monitoring investigation
(figure 4), as follows:
1. The sea area in Halong Bay (Quang Ninh) is a hidden sea area from the view; the

preservative area of natural, cultural, tourist heritage of the world; effected by the
biggest coal exploiting industrial zone in Vietnam; one of priority top ten points in
the national strategy plan on "monitoring and evaluation of marine environmental
pollution in Vietnam" built as a part of ADB 5712 REG Project (2001 - 2005).

2. The sea area in Ba lat Estuary (Nam Ha) is also a hidden area from the view,
influenced directly by the Red River - the biggest'river in te North.

3. The sea area in Bach Long Vy Island is effected directly by surface currents flow
from China, Korea, Japan, etc through Hai Nam Strait.

4. The sea area in Ha Tinh is influenced by alluvial mineral exploiting zone containing
Monazite - the mineral resource contains high radioactivity.

5. The sea area in Thua Thien Hue is influenced by mineral - mine exploiting
industrial zone in our country - the mineral contains high radioactivity.

6. The sea area in Da Nang is impacted by one of big industrial zones in Viet Nam, the
area is selected the key economic developing region in period 2001 - 2010. The sea
area in Dai Estuary is influenced by Radioactive ore-mine exploiting zone; one of
priority top ten points in the national strategy plan on "monitoring and evaluation
of marine environmental pollution in Vietnam" built as a part of ADB 5712 REG
Project (2001 - 2005)

7. The sea area in Quang Nam is impacted by surface currents flow from China, Korea,
Japan into Vietnam in winter and from Australia, Malaysia, Indonesia, etc into
Vietnam in summer.

8. The sea area in Khanh Hoa is influenced by alluvial mineral exploiting industrial
zone containing Monazite - the mineral resource contains high radioactivity.
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9. The sea area in Phan Thiet Bay (Binh Thuan) is influenced by alluvial mineral
exploit containing Monazite - The mineral resource contains high radioactivity.

10. The sea area in Ganh Rai Bay (Ba Ria - Vung Tau) is influenced by one of the
biggest industrial zones in Vietnam, specially the oil industrial zone; as well as one
of priority top ten points in the national strategy plan on "monitoring and
evaluation of marine environmental pollution in Vietnam" built as a part of ADB
5712 REG Project (2001-2005).

1 1. The sea area in White Tiger Reservoir is affected directly by the biggest oil
exploiting industrial zones in Vietnam.

12. The sea area in Dinh An Estuary (Tra Vinh) is impacted directly by the Mekong
River.

13. The sea area in Rach Gia Bay (Kien Giang) lies in Thailand Bay is influenced by
surface currents flow from Thailand.
Apart from typical characters mentioned above, these marine areas, in summer -

Southwest monsoon, are effected by surface currents flow from Australia, Malaysia,
Indonesia, etc... in to Vietnam, and in winter - Northeast monsoon by surface currents
from Korea, Japan, China, etc into Vietnam.

+ Selection of monitoring sample objects

Marine environmental sample objects are selected for monitoring:
* Seawater samples: collected samples are surface water far from the seashore about 5-

10 km (coastal samples) and 50 km (samples off sea), and at the depth of meter
below the surface; collected sample volume is 200-400 liters for each site where
samples are collected at three sites, the distance between sites is about 100 meters,
then the samples are treated in preliminary to minimum volume at the spot.

* Marine sediment samples: selected samples are surface sediment at the depth of 0-
10cm from the surface of the sediment; far from the shore about 5-10 kmn; weight 10
kilograms for each place where sediment samples are collected at three sites - the
places of water samples are collected; are mixed and concentrated.

* Marine fauna samples: selected samples are fresh mackerels and shellfish; weight is
about 10 kilograms for each one.

* Marine flora samples: selected fresh samples are sargassum, which is very popular in
Vietnam coast; weight is 10 kilograms.
+ Selection of monitoring targets
Targets are selected to monitor are natural and artificial radionuclides in marine

environmental objects having a long life and specially harm according to environmental
radioactive alarm and the point of view of radiological protection, that are: 210Po, 226 Ra , 23 2Th,
238u, 90sr, 137 CS, 239-240pU and 210Pb.

+ Selection of monitoring frequency

Monitoring frequencies are selected in February (in Winter- Northeast Monsoon)
affected by surface currents flow from Korea, Japan, China etc. and in August (in summer -

Northwest Monsoon) influenced directly by surface currents flow from Australia, Malaysia,
Indonesia, etc into Vietnam.

The program for marine environmental study that we are currently involved belongs
to the national project on monitoring and evaluation of marine environmental pollution in
Vietnam and the UNDP/RCAJIAEA (RAS/2/0 10) project on Quality Assurance and Quality
Control of Nuclear Analytical Techniques.

This national project consist of four components, namely:
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1. Establishment of regional database on marine radioactivity including natural and
artificial radionuclides in typical marine regions of Vietnam.

2. To set up the network of marine environmental pollution monitoring.
3. The determination of the levels, behavior and fate of radioactive and non-

radioactive pollutants in marine environment of Vietnam.
4. Application of nuclear techniques to address red tide concern.
State of marine environmental pollution at various coastal seawater areas of Vietnam

was studied. The previous study mainly focus on acquiring data on natural radioactivity and
conmmon non-radioactive pollution (toxic and heavy elements) in the marine environmental
materials.

5.Study on Asian Reference Man (Phase 2)

The co-ordination research program (CRP) on compilation of anatomical
physiological and metabolic characteristic for a Reference Asian Man has been formulated as
a program of the IAEA regional co-operation agreement (RCA) for Asia and the Pacific. This
CRP, which has been carried out in the period of 1988 to 1993, was conducted to data
providing for radiation protection purpose, that is relevant to the bio- kinetic and dose
characteristics of the ethnic population in the Asian regions. Together with other RCA
member states, Vietnam participated in this phase of the project and received very useful data,
which were so important to the National Occupational and Environmental Radiation
Protection Program.

Based on the CRP phase 1 results, it was agreed that the CRP will be very useful to
run "Asian Reference Man" activities continuously. A new co-ordination research program
for Asian Reference Man phase 2 on "the ingestion and organ content of trace elements of
importance in radiological protection" has been established since the beginning of 1995.
Vietnam decided to participate in this CRP phase 2.

By different analytical methods, the concentration of minor and trace elements in
Vietnamese diet samples was determined. Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA, both INAA
and RNAA) has been applied for the determination of Ca, Cs, , K, Sr, Th, U, Co, Cr, Fe, Mn,
Hg, Zn, Ni, Cd and As. Alkaline and earth alkaline elements were analyzed by flame-
spectrometry method. Lead was determined by polarography method. The above-mentioned
methods are available in the CATER of NRI.

Many elements like As, Ba, Ca, Mig, Cd, Co, .2u, Cs, Fe, K, Mn, Na, Ni, P, U, Th, Zn
etc. in Vietnamese diet samples have been determined by ICP-MS and ICP-AES at the
Division of Human Radiation Environment of Japanese National Institute of Radiological
Sciences. The results of determination for 22 elements in 38 diet samples, 3 standard
reference. materials have been reported at Meeting for the Co-ordination Research Project on
Reference Asian Project (phase 2) was held in Vietnam on June 26-30, 2000.

This research program was supported under both Vietnamese and Japanese
governments.

6.Conclusion

Most application of our analytical systems are used for geological and environmental
studies. Although NAA method is one of the most sensitive, rapid, accurate methods, it is
pushing forward its activities to develop research and service quality in analysis of the trace
elements; However, this technique alone is not enough due to its limitation particularly in
dealing with elements of environmental concern, such as Pb, Ni, Na, P and Y. For this reason,
we have used different analytical techniques for the determination of major, minor and trace
elements in research objects.
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In the near future, we would like to strengthen the co-operation with other research
institutions in the region in order to exchange the experiences in the application of NAA in
various fields of the science such as geochemistry, biology and environment, etc.
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Figure 1: Diagram of Analytical Techniques in the CATER
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Table 2. Main source contribution (±standard errors) to TSP, PM 2-10 and PM2 (%g/g')

TSP PM 2 10 PM2

Soil dust 63 ±2 21 ±2 14± 3

Biomass buming 6 ±1 8± 2
Marine aerosols 18 ± 2
Mineral fly ash 13± 2
Secondary particles 25 ± 

Road dust 13 ±2 12 ±1 13± 2
Vehicles 6 ±1 17 ±2 17± 2
Coal 11 ±2 10 ±3 10± 2
Industry 4±1 2 ±2 13± 2
Cement 1 ±I
Cu from the air sampler pump 1 I 

Table 3.Average elemental concentrations (ngm' 3) and EFsa

TSP EF PM2-10 EF PM2 EF

Al 2533 0.5 2130 1.1 548 1.3
As 1,5 14 3.6 81 2.5 270
Br 8.8 61 16.3 268 30-4 798
Ca 2818 1.3 1199 1,4 207 1.1
Ce 3.20 0.9 2.1 1,4 1.09 3
Cl 1265 168 854 262 162 239
Co 1.14 0.8 1.80 3 1.03 8
Cr 8.63 1.5 7 2.7 4.3 8
Cu 1.28 0-4 2.8 2.1 1.5 5

.Fe 2904 1 1222 1 261 1
K 789 0.5 1756 2.8 832 6
La 1.3 0.8 0.67 0.9 0.18 1.1
Mg 732 0.6 635 1.2 266 2.4
Mn 38 0.7 52 2.2 14 2.7
Na 770 0.5 861 1.2 196 1.3
Pb 146 193 73 229 79 1161
Sb 2.5 213 2.2 451 1.6 1556
SC 0.56 0.4 0,30 0.6 0.05 0.4
Se 0.28 96 0.75 614 0.77 2929
Th 0.49 1.2 0.26 1.5 0,13 3
Ti 264 1.0 374 3 101 4
V 7,3 0.9 12 4 7,8 11
Zn 203 50 326 191 245 669
PM 73,550 31,770 16,110

'EFs greater than 5 are in bold
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Table 4. Results of source apportionment for PM2-1IO (%/gg- )a

Road Soil Vehicles Biomass Marine aerosols Coal Fly ash Industry
Al 56 1 1 9
As 13 21 42
Kr 16 40 12
Ca 24 30 22
Ce 20 13 63
Cl 9 67 7
Co 15 1 1 48
Cr 22 1 1 41
Cu 50 15 16
Fe 16 35 14
K 42 13 21
La 36 21 20
Mn 26 22 28
Na 12 66 1 1
Pb 14 38 39
Sb 18 16 54
SC 1 16 36
Se 78 7 4
Th 22 28 22
Ti 53 22 8
V 37 17 17
Zn 10 83 3

'Contrbutions from the three major sources arc shown with the greatest value in bold.

Table 5.Results of source apportionment for PM2 (%gg-I~

Road Soil Vehicles Biomass Coal Industry Unknown Secondary particles
Al 44 29 17
As 13 1 1 56
Br 12 39 36
Ca 48 44 15
Ce 7 14 61
Cl 8 24 61
Co 42 7 49
Cr 25 19 29
CU 47 9 20
Fe 6 59 17
K 19 42
La 22 19 26
Mn 30 20 21
Na 29 18 18
Pb 6 14 65
Sb 28 23 35
SC 52 8 21
Se 15 45 23
Th 13 84 2
Ti 57 18 14
V 42 1 3 15
Zn 60 14 15

aContributions from the three major sources are shown with the greatest value in bold
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Table 6. Results of source apportionment for PM2 (%ggl )a

Road Soil Vehicles Biomass Coal Industry Unknown Secondary
particles

Al 44 29 17
As 13 11 56.
Br 12 39 36
Ca 48 44 15
Ce 7 14 61
Cl 8 24 61
Co 42 7 49
Cr 25 19 29
Cu 47 9 20
Fe 6 59 17
K 19 42
La 22 19 26
Mn 30 20 21
Na 29 18 18
Pb 6 14 65
Sb 28 23 35
SC 52 8 21
Se 15 45 23
Th 13 84 2
Ti 57 18 14
V 42 13 15
Zn 60 14 15

'Contributions from the three major sources are shown with the greatest value in bold
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Table 8. Concentration of radionuclides in sediment samples at some Vietnamese marine areas

Place names Sampling Sampling Bqlkg, dry weight
of sampling sites time ______

Latitude, U Th 4K90Sr '37Cs 21'Po 239,240Pu

Cat ba 20 40N 6/2000 54.80 ±10.96 56.80 ± 6.70 1254.0±113.0 1.499 ± 0.450 240.0 ± 2.54 0.053± 0.003
Haiphong 107005 E

Cua lo 1846 6/2000 28.50± 5.69 41.97 ± 4.99 492.9 ± 44.0 0.840 ± 0.252 56.00 ± 1.12
Nghe An 1050 46E__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Nha Trang I~13 6/2000 30.20±5.74 4.37 ±3.97 687.6 ±33.1 0.20 ±0.03 0.512 ±0.205 165.45 ±1.64 0.580 ±0.010
Khanh Hoa 109013E

Cua Dai T6uliN 1 6/2000 38.24±7.65 59.61 ± 7.03 850.8 ± 76.6 0.15 ± 0.03 2.624 ±0.825 108.62 ± 1.15 0.081± 0.003
Tien G iang 1060 8E >__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 9. Concentration of radionuclides in seawater samples in some vietnamese marine areas
0

Place names Sampling Sampling Bqfkg, dry weight t
of sampling sites time 

Latitude, U h 4 K90S 137c 2 10 o 239.24OPU 0P

Longitude ______

Cat ba 2i64ON 6/2000 31.78 ± 6.35 4.35 ± 0.52 2.70 ± 1.00 2.300 ± 1.000001±007
Haiphong 107005 E0.1±07

1.000 ± 0.500 0.014 ± 0.007

0.014 ±0.007

Cua lo --- T80'4-6N 6/2000 ~~~~~~~~~~~3.600 ± 1.000
Nghe An 105046E _____

Nha Trang 12"13N 6/2000 27.69 ±5.54 3.48±0.42 8210 ±250 3.60 ±0.90 1.667 ± 0.333 1.02 ±0.22 0.005 ± 0.001
Khanh Hoa 109013 E

Tie ana I 10606/200 30.29 ±6.G5 1.05 ±0.13 6320 ± 190 3.52 ± 0.88 0.669 ±0.173 0.58 ± 0.12 0.006 ±0.001
Tien~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iang 106048E __________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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1.40 Application of NAA and Related Analytical. Facilities it MIfNT. Maliaysia

Ab. Khalik HaJi Wood, MINT, Bangi Scianuor. Malavsia
Fax. No.6- 03-8925 3037
Tel. No. 6-03-8925 Oslo0

E-mail: khalik wood~mintgov.mv,

Abstract
The Analytical Chemistry Laboratory of MINT equipped with analytical equipments t al'se

trace chemical components that are important for various field of studies particudariv the evironment a!
studies. Even though we are equipped with various anal ytical technique. w~e consider the NA.A still playving
very important role in the analysis of inorganic trace chemical contents in the environmental samples. The
reasons due to advantages offered by the nuclear analytical technique such as of it ability to be carried out
intrumentally. for a relatively small quantity of samples with good sensitivit. We analysed slightly m7ore
than 2.000 samples pet-year and about 60 % of the samples anal vsed entirely by the NAA echniqlue. We
believed the number of samples analysed will further increase if we apply, proper QC/QA procedure to
enhance the quality of generated data To achieved this objective wre participated in the 1AEAIRC4
regional program entitled Quality Assurance and Quality Control ( 0QAIQC ) in Nuclear Analytical
Technique.

In addition to the QCIQA program, we are also willfiirther equipped our analytical systems with
additional gamma spectrometer systems and automatic sample changer. ft is envisaged that the additional
equipments will be made av'ailable nexvt year. The additional equipment will enable us to analyse more
samples.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The analytical chemistry aboratory of MINT is equipped with various analytical chemical

technique including IAA, ICP-MS and Ion Chromatography for inorganic chemical analysis, and GC-MS
and the associated equipments for analysis of organic chemical contents in samples. The purpose is to
address studies in the environmental field and to provide analytical chemical analysis services to various
par-ties in the country. The analytical techniques of various techniques ere made available to compliment
each other and to fullfill certain need and requirement that amy arise during the analytical proses.

For the trace inorganic chemical analysis, INAA still play the most important role.particularl in
dealing with difficult material that are not easily made into solution form. Industrial sludge. oil sludge.
minerals, rubber products are example of difficult material we are dealing with that require a non-
destructive technique for dhe chemical analysis. The nuclear analytical technique also suffer a limitation
particulai ly for the analysis of lead, cadmium and nickel due to inability and insernsitivit'v of he Li.cl~ni4Ua
to detect and measure the trace elements. The elements that in many applications are important for the
environmental related studies. In this case the NAA can still play a role, for example wemav use the INAA
technique to examine the optimum leaching procedure that we may applied to leach out the chemical
constituents from the analysed material - by determining the associated elements sensitive by NAA
technique in the residue . The NAA can also be used to validate the method applied for analysis by the
conventional analytical techniques.

2.0 THE APPLICATION OF INAA FOR AIR POLLUTION STUDIES
The air pollution study is partly funded by the IAEA under the RASI/108' regional program for air

pollution study . In this study we collected the air particulate matter using the 2 unit o GENT stack filter
sampler provided by the AEA at two sampling areas in the Klang Valley. The sampling were done once a
week The two groups of particulate matter ( PM 2.5 refer as the finest of air particulate matter and PM2.5-
10 refer to as coarse particulate matter ) were analysed for their elemental contents, elemental carbon.
anions, cations using various analytical technique. The final objective of'the project is to determine the
emission source identity of the particulate matter by interpreting, using the principle componenct analysis
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(PCA) and chemical mass balance (CMB). The chcmical components in the particulate matter were
determincd by various analytical technique including INAA, ICP-MS. retlection mnethod emenial
carbon) and Ion Chromatography ( anions and cations). The analytical method applied lr determining the
species of chemical is shown in Table .

Table : Species of chemical analysed and analytical chemical technique applied for the ainalysi.

Chemic2 tchnique Components determined
INAA Al. V, Ti, Na, K, Sc,. Mn and CI
ICP-MvS Pb. Cd, Ni. Fe. Ca and others
Ion Chromatography Na', K', NH, , Mg". Ca, Cr'. SO.,~ and N03
Reflection Elemental Carbon

One of major problem encounter using INAA technique when dealing with the minute quantity of
sample such as the collected air particulate matter is the relatively large uncertainty of the measurement.
The uncertainty of more than 20 % is normally found for many elements . The main reason of why we only
limited the application of the technique to analyse the elements as listed in Table . Most of the uncertainty
were from the combination of counting statististics of both the counting of samples and he standards.
Quantitation by the k method may improve the uncertainty of detcrmninataion since by applying the
technique a single counting of sample is required instead of two counting for both sample ard standard. It is
envisaged that by the end of next year the ko method will be made available at our laboratory.

Applying the various analytical technique enable us to recover close to or slightly more than 100%
of reconstructed mass for coarse particulate matter in many of the samples that we collected. But very much
less recovery for the finest air particulate fraction. The rest of the PM2.5 could be the component of the
organic in the material that we were unable to determine by the presently analytical technique. Typical
example of total mass reconsructed from the analysis is shown in Table 2... This feature may enable us to
succesfully apply the Priciple Component Analysis (PCA) and the Chemical Mass Balance (CMB)
techniques to identify the identity various sources of air pollution particulate matter ).

Table 2: Example the average concentration and percentage of components relative to particle mass
collected

Components Coarse Fine
4.0 % mass Ag % mass

Gravimnetric mass 24. 7 100 17.4 100
Salt ( Na', Cl ) 1.65 6.7 1.53 8.8
(NH,),SO, ( .38-SO,) 0.75 3.0 3.45 19.0
NH-4N03 ( 1.3 NO,) 1.38 5.6 1.61 9.3
Soil ( 131A ) 22.0 89.1 3.16 I18.2
Elemental Carbon ( Elt. C) 2.7 15.5
Traces 1.2 4.9 0.79 4.5
Total 109 75.3

3.0 APPLICATION FOR MAINE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
There were various application of the INAA for the marine environmental materials carried out at

MINT utilizing the INAA and other analytical equipmcnst at MINT laboratory. The latest sampling were
done in April,200 I to collect sediment core samples, water and biota(plankton) along the Malacca Strait.
The program was part of activities of the regional IAEA program for marine environmental study
PRAS/97/030/a/01/l 8). During the 10 days sampling cruise we managed to collect samples from sampling
stations along the 1,000 km length strait. The marine environment samples collected at the Strait f
Malacca were analysed to study the following:
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i. Temporal and verticle distribution of anthrogenic elements in s;edimnents core samplks
collected from strait of Malacca. Temporal distribution were auged using -"'Ph activity
profiles in the sedimentary layers.

ii. Trace elements in water and biota(plankton).
iii. Marine radioactivity include 23

9Pu, 240Pu, 13
7Cs and 2"Th.

iv. Organochlorine compounds and petroleum hydrocarbon in sediment and water
v. Rare earth elements determination and distribution patterns in sediment of a fairly polluted

marine environment.
The INAA were used to determine many of toxic elements such as Zn. Cr, Mn and V in the marine

sediment to evaluate the extend of pollution as a result of human activities. Other easily analysed elements
by NAA such as Al, Na. Se, and etc. were also determined in the study. These elements normally used to
understand the eochemistry of the chemical in the marine environment. The elements that cannot be
determined by INAA but of important to marine pollution evaluation and understandin,- were determined by
either ICP-MS or AAS- graphite furnace.

The REE such as La, Ce, Sm. Eu, Th, Dy and Yb are also easily analysed by INAA. The shale
normalized REE pattern from each sampling site can be examined and later used to explain the history of
sedimentation by natural processes such as shoreline erosion and weathering products deposited on the
seabed and urnishing some base line data and /or pollution trend occuring within the study area. The data
interpretation may be based on Sholkovit z ( Sholkovitz, 1988) who observed that shale-normalized REE
patterns of shelf and slope sediments are enriched in light PREE ( LREE ) relative to heavy R.EE ( HREE )

In our study in the Johor Strait we applied the idea to interpret R.EE data from sediments core samples. and
the results are promising as the concentartions ratio of La/Sm (considered as low REE ) always on the
higher ratio compared to Yb/Sm ( considered as heavy REE ) particularly in sediment which do not
consist of materials from anthropogenic sources ( A.M. Yusoff et. at. , 200 1).

4.0 ANALYTICAL SERVICES
Apart from analysing the samples to meet our reseach activities we have been also providing

analytical chemistry services to any parties in the country. Number of samples analysed in the range of 800 -

1000 samples peryear. Typical samples analysed and elements determined ( including organic ) are listed in
Table 3.

Samples type Elements analysed Technique employed
Soil/sediment U and Th INAA
Traditional medicine Pb, Cd, As, Se, Hg ICP-MVS
Oil Sludge U and Th INAA
Industrial sludge U and Th [NAA
Minerals ( ilminite, tin tailing and UI and Th INAA
etc. 
Air Filter U ,Th , Pb, Ni, Cd, Hg and Cu [NAA and ICP-MS
Water ( eiffuert) U , Th, Pb, Cu, As, Se, [I'JAA and C.P-tv.S
Water NO,, F', Cl-', K", Mg2' Ion Chromatography
Rubber Glove Total Cl and Cl residue [NAA and Ion Chromatography
Sediment/Soil Organochlorine Compounds and GC-MS

Petroleum Hydrocarbon

5.0 QC/QA OF THE ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE
QC is the first step toward implementation of proper quality control of analytical procedure.

Basically it involved the following basic action when analysing samples:
i. The use of blank
ii. The use of control sample to ensure the equipment fitted for the purpose and o ensure flhat the

analyst are competent enough to carry out the job.
iii. Interlaboratory comparison studies to ensure the overall laboratory activities are in proper

control to ensure quality data.
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All these aspect are taken care of on regular basis at our laboratory cept flic inteflaboralory comparison.
study) Currently we are in the process of writing up the associaucd work procedures and work instruction
to meet the next step of requirement for the proper QC/QA of our lhoratory activities. To ensure success
of this QC/QA program we participated in dhe IAEA regional programn or QC-',QA program for Nuclear
Analytical Technique.

6.0 CONCLUSION
The NAA always the first choice of analytical technique for analysis of many samples particularly

samples that are not easily made into solution such as mineral, oil sludge. rubber or rubber products . soil.
sediments and etc. Analysis of elements not sensitive or imposible by NAA will be done by the other
available analytical technique. In this case the NAA may also applied or example to examine the
completeness of the sample digestion applied in preparing sample solution prior to analysis by other
analytical chemical technique. For this reason we view NAA is the most important analytical technique Of
our laboratory . For this reason we will further equipped our analytical capabilty next year. The upgrading
of the analytical capabilty may also include the application of k0) technique for quantitation if our request rfor
the fnding approved by the MINT management. Begining from this ear we are also participating, in the
IAEA organized QC/QA program for nuclear analytical technique and we hope to achieve the objective of
the program when the regional project program completed by the end of 2003.
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1.41 Applications of NAA at Institute of High Energy Physics

Zhang Zhiyong Chai Zhifang

Laboratory of Nuclear Analytical Techniques, Institute of High Energy Physics,
The Chinese Academy of Sciences, P. 0. Box 918, Beijing 100039, China

Abstracts

Recent achievements in application studies of neutron activation analysis (NAA) at
Institute of High Energy Physics, The Chinese Academy of Sciences are briefly described. A
small number of selected areas and problems, particularly in life sciences, are highlighted
because they present challenges for NAA and its prospects in the future.

Introduction

Neutron activation analysis is a well-established technique for the determination of
elemental concentration at trace and ultratrace levels in a variety of matrices. It provides the
sensitivity, selectivity and capability for multielemental determinations that are often required
in studies involving the role of trace elements in biological, environmental and geological
studies. Research using this technique has been carried out in Institute of High Energy Physics
(TIEP), The Chinese Academy of Sciences (AS) for over forty years and great achievements
in developing NAA for a number of applicational purposes in research and industry have been
made. Especially, in recent years, the methodology of molecular activation analysis (4AA)
has been developed for studying the chemical species of essential and toxic elements in
environmental and biological systems ~') In this paper, the most recent progress made in our
laboratory in several fields is briefly reported below.

Applications of NAA

Life sciences

Thie study of trace elements in life sciences has been characterized by two stages: (1)
determination of bulk composition of trace elements in samples of interest; and (2) correlation
between total contents or concentrations of one element and another, and corresponding
synergetic or antagonistic effects. During these two development stages, the neutron
activation analysis has made a major contribution. However, with the development of trace
element research, more and more emphasis is being oriented to individual chemical species
rather than bulk analysis which is in many cases meaningless when assessing biological or
environmental effects of elements.

In speciation analysis of trace elements, a number of nuclear and non-nuclear techniques
were established among which the so-called molecular activation analysis (MAA) could play
a unique role. The methodology of MAA, in fact, is a combination of conventional activation
analysis with physical, chemical or biological separation procedure. For example, in order to
study the chemical species of trace elements in biological samples, i.e., distribution patterns
of trace elements in cells and subcellular fractions, and their combination with biological
macromolecules (protein, enzyme or nuclear acid, etc.), the first step s to selectively separate
various species fractions, followed by identification and determination. For this purpose, the
physical or chemical characteristics of biological macromolecules, e. g. size, charge,
solubility, mobility or specificity of biological functions are often utilized. Chemical stepwise
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dissolution, phase separation, Ion exchange chromatography, coprecipitation,
ultracentifugation, gel chromatography, PAGE gel electrophoresis, etc. are commonly
employed methods that are combined with INAA. MAA inherits the merits of conventional
NAA, e.g. high sensitivity, good accuracy and precision, sampling quantity and multi-
elemental analysis ability, etc. and is able to provide information on the chemical species of
elements in systems of interest.

a. MAA for I in algae and human liver

Up to now, the study on chemical species of iodine in marine algae is scarce and some
available data are controversial. Taking into account of the fact that algae are becoming a
well-received green food and a main source of dietary iodine for Chinese people, 40% of
whom live in -deficient areas, the chemical species of I in seven marine algae, Codium
fragile, Ulva pertusa, Monostroma nitidum, Gracilaria confiervoides, Sargassum
ljellmanianum, Dictyopteris divaricata and Laminaria japonica, were studied by a newly
established MIAA procedure based on leaching, precipitation and NAA [2J* The experimental
results indicated that the contents of total iodine and various species of iodine are different in
different alga specimens. 99% of total iodine are soluble in Laminaria japonica, whereas in
other algae, the soluble iodine contents range from 16 to 41%. In leachates of marine algae,
61 to 93% of soluble exist as I', with less than 5%1I3' and 5 to 37% organic iodine.

Besides thyroid, human liver is also an important target organ for iodine accumulation tI
Some preliminary results from a study of the chemical species of iodine in human liver are
given in Table 1.

Table Distribution of iodine in subcellular fraction of human liver

Subcellular Iodine mg/g (d.w.) A% B%
Fraction Pre-permeation Post-permeation

Whole sample Protein Whole sample Protein
Liver 0.321 4.472 0.531 2.917 78.3

Nuclei 0.932 6.413 1.194 5.346 12.4 48.0
Mitochondria 0.825 7.015 0.891 5.412 22.1 15.7

Lysosome 0.681 9.238 0.900 8.746 80.7 1.0.6
Microsome 0.171 1.471 1.0

Cytrose 0.135 1.120 17.7
A Percent of I content of pre- over post-permeatio~n;
B Percent of I content of subcellular fraction in whole liver

b. MAA for Se in human liver

Since Se is an essential element for humans, its biological effect and chemical species
have been widely studied. However, data on its distribution and behavior in human liver are
still scarce. For this reason, we recently used MAA to study the subcellular location of Se and
cytosolic distribution of Se contained in human liver"' t. Our results indicated almost half of Se
existed in the nuclear fraction, followed by cytosol and mitochondia. Very few percent of Se
were present in lyzosome and microsome. Further, in a Sephadex G-200 gel chromatographic
experiment we found four Se-containing components with MW 335+20, 70+5, 45+1.5 and
14±3 kD in the soluble fractions of human liver (See Fig. 1). The most abundant Se-containing
component, peak II, accounted for 70% of total cytosolic Se. Peak II was subjected to further
purification via DEAF Sepharose fast flow ion exchange chromatography with a linear
gradient of 10 to 500 mmol/L (NH,) 2C03 buffers. It is clear that peak II consists of 4 Se-
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containing proteins, whose identification is in process.
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Fig. I Profiles of selenium content and protein of human liver cytosol in Sephadex G-200 gel
chromatography

c. MAA for Chromium (III) in rat organs

Chromium (I1) is an essential trace element in human glucose and lipid metabolism. Its
deficiency can cause diabetic-like symptoms. In order to study the formation of Cr-related
biological macromolecules in cells and its physiological and pathological roles, the enriched
stable isotope 'Cr~tracer technique combined with NAA was used to study the subcellular
distribution and chemical species in rats ts 1

The subcellular distribution of Cr in liver, pancreas, kidney and testes of normal rats was
significantly different from that of diabetic ones. The nuclear fraction has the highest Cr
concentration in the liver cell of both normal and diabetic rats. The diabetic rats retain more
Cr in the mitochondrial and lysosomal fractions of liver homogenate.

The chemical species of Cr in liver cell cytosol, blood serum. and urine of rats were
studied by gel filtration chromatography and NAA. It was found that Cr (111) was mainly
combined with a high-molecular-weight protein in liver cytosol. The. Sephadex gel
chromatography of liver cytosol, serum and urine of both normal and diabetic rats reveals a
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Fig. 2 Sephadex G-25 chromatography of the liver cytosol of the normal rat
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similar low-molecular weight and Cr-containing compound in the same fraction of elutes. The
excretion rates of this compound of diabetic rats are much higher than the normal group. This
might be a main reason to explain why the diabetic rats retain low Cr in their bodies than the
normal group.

d. MAA for rare earth elements in plant and animal cells

The fact that rare earth elements (REEs) are being widely used in China and other
countries in modem industry and agriculture is resulting in higher levels of REEs in the
environment. However, little is known about the physiological function of these elements, and
there is no information available on their distribution in cellular or subcellular level.

A preliminary study on the distribution of REE in plant cells was carried out by neutron
activation analysis and biochemical separation techniques. Young leaves of Brassia napus
were treated with cellulase and mesophyll protoplasts were obtained. Isolated protoplasts
were washed with osmotic solution containing EDTA for several times and purified by density
gradient centrifugation. Then, the contents of REEs in the protoplasts were determined by
INAA. The results show that REEs can enter the cells of the plant. A further study shows that
the REEs within plants cells mostly localize in chloroplasts, which account for 30% of REEs
in leaves and LREEs were enriched relative to the heavier ones(7 I

The distribution of Sm and Yb in subcellular fractions of rat livers and the metabolism of
Sm and Yb in rats in jig level were studied by enriched stable isotope tracer 'Sm and "Yb
combined with INAA. The results showed that livers and bones were two main organs in
which Sm and Yb were accumulated, the contents of Sm and Yb in kidney, spleen, lung, heart,
testicle were very low. I livers, about 30% of Smn and Yb localized in mitochondrion, but
only <10% for nucleus (9)

GeolCosmo-sciences

a. r in the K- T boundary clays
Iridium, one of six platinum group elements, is often used as an extraterrestrial indicator

in geochemistry and cosmochemistry. Further, the chemical species of Ir is associated with its
origin. According to the known chemical behaviors of Ir five possible idium species are
available in nature, i. e., (1) soluble complex ion; (2) sulfide; (3) metallic phase; (4) noble

10e
cwbmrwl metlh sulfide oxide Sili'ate residue

7S-

5o0

25 

*Stevns Klint Colorado *Morgan Creek * Monnana

Fig. 3 Distribution patterns of Ir in K-T boundary samples
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nugget; (5) organic complex. Thus, we attempted to reveal the origin of anomalous r in the
Cretaceous and tertiary (K-T) boundary samples via chemical species analysis by a newly-
developed selective chemical dissolution procedure combined with INAA and R.NAA ('1

Fig.3 shows the distribution patterns of Jr at 4 K-T boundary samples. It is clear from Fig.
3 that the residue phase is the main host phase of Ir for all K-T boundaries, no matter whether
in marine or continent sediment. Our results provide more evidence to favor the
extraterrestrial origin of anomalous Ir at K-T, although volcanic activity and geochemnical
processes also play a role in Ir enrichment.

b. Relationship between Ir concentration in hen eggs and the fr-enriched feed
At the beginning of 960s, the upper Cretaceous dinosaur bone and egg fossils were

discovered in large quantity in the Nanxiong basin, Guangdong Province of China. Inspired
by this discovery, further investigations were carried out including the analysis of trace
element content of the dinosaur eggshells. The results show that the concentration of some
trace elements, such as Go, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb, Sr, V and Zn, is very high in dinosaur eggshell.
Moreover, r enrichment was found in the fossil samples of dinosaur eggshells at the K-T
boundary. A hypothesis was proposed that trace element enrichment might play a very
important role in the event of dinosaur extinction and Ir content in dinosaur eggshell could
stem, directly or indirectly, from dinosaur food or intake. In order to verify this hypothesis, a
model experiment was carried out in a group of fowls for studying the origin of the Ir
enrichments in eggshell fossils of dinosauria1 1

Four hens (Al -A4) were fed by adding arnmoniurn hexachloroiridate into their feeds for
14 days. The Er concentration in three fractions (eggshell, albumen, egg yolk) of their eggs
was determined by INAA. The results indicated that Ir was present in all the three parts of the
eggs and the Ir concentration was about 2-7xl1O'" g/g in the eggshell fraction (Fig. 4)
compared to 5 .6x 10o-7 g/g in feed. Therefore, we can estimate the ratio from the feed over the
eggshell via gastrointestinal pathway to be about 0.08%. The new 'result is useful to evaluate
the ir-enriched eggshell fossils of dinosaur and to interpret the origin of the mass extinction of
dinosaur at the end of Cretaceous.

Eggshell
0 .0 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18 16 20 22

Feeding time, day

Fig. 4 Variation of Ir concentrations with the feeding time in the eggshells

(''Below the detection limit)
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Environmental sciences

a. Biomonitoring trace element atmospheric deposition using lichens in China

Lichen is one of the biomonitors with good accumulation property for determining the
heavy metal deposition in terrestrial ecosystems. This well-established technique has been
widely used in European countries for evaluating atmospheric deposition status since late

1960s. This work is the first attempt in China to apply this technique to retrospective study of
the atmospheric heavy metal deposition trend for the period of nearly thirty years (1960s-
1 990s) in a remote Southwestern China area by using the early preserved lichen samples. The
purpose of this study is two-folded: (1) Assessment of atmospheric background deposition; (2)
Evaluation of the long-term anthropogenic emission impact on this area.

Concentrations of 32 elements in lichen samples were determined by NAA. The
concentrations of Ag, As, Ce, Cr, Cs, Eu, Fe, Hf, La, Nd, Ni, Sc, Se, Sm, Th, U, Yb and Zn
were dropped down by the temporal prolongation. The results indicate that the extent of heavy
metal atmospheric deposition among the sampling sites was declining during the past decades
[12]

b. Extractable organic halogen in milk

Man-made toxic organic halogen compounds viz., PCBs, DDTs, HCHs, HCB and
chlordanes (CHLs) are ubiquitous in meat, egg and milk due to their lipophilic characteristics.
In spite of the capabilities of modern separation and mass spectrometry methods, the knownm
compounds account for only 2-15% of the total amount of extractable organic halogen (EOX).
The only practical method for the measurement of total Cl, Br and I in EOX is NAA.

In this study, EOX in milk samples which were collected from different areas of China
was separated and therein concentrations of Cl, Br and I were simultaneously determined by
INAA.

700

200

0A

IM-1 IM-2 TJ BJ QD HZ SH

Fig. 5 Concentrations of EOX in milk (IM, Inner Mongolia; TJ, Tianjin; B3J, Beijing; QD,
Qingdao, HZ, Hangzhou; SH, Shanghai)

Results indicated that organic halogen concentrations in milk decrease in the order of Cl
>> Br > I. The EOX contents in samples collected from south China especially from coastal
area were much higher than those collected from north and inland areas (Fig 5). This
phenomenon can be explained by the dosage difference of organic chlorine used in different
areas.
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c. Study on the elemental species of atmosphere aerosol

Knowledge of the overall elemental composition and chemical species of aerosol is
essential for understanding of their source and influences to the environmnent. For this purpose,
a five-phase sequential extraction procedure has been applied for elemental composition and
species in aerosol samples. Analyses were carried out by NAA 

Experiment data show that elements have various distribution complexions in different
phases. Among the lithospheric elements, Sc, Al, Fe and Ti are mainly enriched in the residual
phase; REEs are mainly present in the oxide and residual phase. The residual phase does not
readily react after their deposit, and has little effect to the environment, while oxide phase can
react with other compounds. Distribution proportions of elements from axnthropogenic sources
in five phases have also some difference due to various sources. These elements have large
proportion of environment mobile phases; that is, when deposit on the earth's surface by dry
and wet removal processes, exchangable phase can directly enter water circulation. In proper
condition, carbonate phase, oxide phase and organic phase can react with other compound in
environment to enter ecosystem as water dissoluble compound, thus have strong influences to
environment.

Archaeological sciences

Ancient ceramics is an important part of Chinese traditional culture. However, it is
difficult to identify the provenance and age of these cultural relics. Fortunately, trace element
spectrum of ancient ceramics shows not only some information of producing area, but also the
time-dependent characteristics.

Nuclear analytical methods, such as INAA, PIXE and XRF, are particularly suited to the
analysis of elemental composition in ceramics because the matrix of silica, aluminum, and
other light elements mostly do not interfere with the determination. At present the major
problem which block the application of nuclear analytical methods in ancient ceramics study
is the relation and consistence of experimental data from various methods 

We have collected ancient potsherd from typical regions of Zhejiang, Anhui, Jiangxi,
Henan, Hebei, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Hunan and Fujian province. At first, the ancient porcelain
specimens with accurate layer and time will be analyzed by non-destructive method such as
XRF, SRXIRF and external beam PIXE. Afterwards, they will be analyzed by INAA. After
having studied the experimental data gained from various nuclear analytical methods, we will
Li t id J li latioii between undestructive and destructive analysis data to ofrlei scientific
basis and m'ethod for appraise of ancient ceramics.

Acknowledgment: This work 'was financially supported by National Natural Science
Foundation of China (Contract No. 19932050) and is a Chinese Academy of Sciences major
project.
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1.42 Collaboration in Air Particulate Analysis through Sharing of Regional Resources

Flora L. Santos
Analytical Measurements Research Section

Philippine Nuclear Research Institute

ABSTRA4CT

The air pollution research program of the Philippine Nuclear Research Institute is being pursued in
support of the 1999 Clean Air Act. This is being undertaken as part of the RCA/IAEA subproject, "Air Poilution
and Its Trends". Since the PNRI research reactor (PRR-I) has been on extended shut down for the past 189 years,
the PNRI depends solely on X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry for elemental characterization of air
particulate samples. NAA is a powerfual and efficient tool in air particulate characterization and is used in many
national programs in the region. Collaboration in air pollution studies through exchange of samples between
XRF and NAA groups will widen the range of elements that could be detected by one group. In the RCA/IAEA
RASI4O20, "Improvement of Research Reactor Operation and Utilization" sharing of research reactor facilities
is encouraged. Working out of mechanisms fr such sharing will be advantageous to research groups without
operational research reactors. This could take the form of exchange of samples or fellowship at a regional host
institution. This will allow training of technical staff from countries without research reactors, thus ensuring
continuing expertise in NAA even after long periods of reactor shutdown.

L Introduction

The Philippine government passed a new Clean Air Act in 1999 and approved the
Implementing Rules and Regulation in 2000. This reaffirmed the national basic air quality
policies for the country and defined the air quality management system to be pursued. It also
strengthened the mandate of government institutions concerned with air quality regulation by
providing the required resources for the exercise of their mandate. In addition, it solicited the
cooperation of private institutions and non-governmental organizations in the national effort
towards cleaner air.

'fhe Philippine Nuclear Research Institute is implementing a project, "Metro Manila
Air Pollutant Characterization and Source Identification", in support of the national air
quality improvement program. Through the project, it also participates in the RCAIIAEA
subproject, "Air Pollution and Its Trends" which aims to apply nuclear and related analytical
techniques in air pollution studies. Following the methodology for the RCA./IAEA
programme, air particulate samples are collected using the Gent-type dichotomous sampler.
Samples are collected in two fractions: coarse 10 - 2.5 microns and fine < 2.5 microns
aerodynamic diameter.

In 1983, the PRR-I was shut down for TRIGA upgrading. However, after conversion
was completed in 1986, a leak was detected in the pool and even after extensive repair, the
reactor has so far not become operational. Since 1983, therefore, NAA has not been available
in the country. The PNRI depends solely on X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry for
elemental characterization of air particulate samples. This is done with a KEVEX 771
secondary target XRF spectrometer, which can be optimized for detection of a wide range of
elements by appropriate selection of secondary targets.
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]EL The PNRI Air Pollution project: "Metro Manila Air Pollutant Characterization and
Source Identification"

A. Methodology:

Air sample collection
Air sample collection is done using the Gent dichotomous sampler. Samples are

collected in two fractions: fine, with mean aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 microns and
coarse, with mean aerodynamic diameter in the range 2.5 - 10 microns. Sample collection is
done twice weekly from 12:00 noon Tuesdays and Fridays to 12:00 noon Wednesdays and
Saturdays respectively. Due to filter clogging, the sampler is set to go on and off at two hour
intervals giving a total of 12 hours sampling over a 24 hour period.

Samgfing sites:

Ateneo de Manila University - located in an institutional/ residential area (June '96 - October
97; October 98 to date)
Manila Waters Services treatment facility in La Mesa Damn - a forested watershed
(November '96 to February '98)
University of Santo Tomas - located in a commercial residential area (March to September
1999; June to date) and exposed to jeepneys which are gasoline or diesel fueled locally built
public utility vehicles.
Vista Verde Homes, in Cainta Rizal - located in a subdivision close to an industrial zone.
February - July 1999)

Particulate mass determination
Particulate mass is determined from the difference of the equilibrated weight of the

filter before and after loading. Equilibration is done in a desiccator kept at a relative humidity
of 35%. Weighing is done with a Mettler MT5 microbalance. Equilibration and weighing are
repeated until a constant weight is obtained. Equilibration time in-between weighings is 24
hrs.

X-ra fluorescence spectromej
Air filter analysis is done using a KEVEX 771 Secondary target X-ray fluorescence

spectrometer, with a Rh X-ray source. Analysis can be done in direct filtered or unfiltered
excitation mode or in secondary target mode. The secondary target materials (Gd, Ag, Zr, Ge,
Ti and Al) are mounted on a turret and can be selected automatically. The air filter sample is
placed in an EPA-type sample holder, a 4 x 4 cm2 plastic cassette and mounted on a sample
position on the 16-position smple wheel. Analysis can be automated for up to 5 different
conditions.

The IAEA software, AXTIL, is used for spectrum processing and quantitation by the
method of elemental sensitivities. The following standards are used for calibration:
Ti secondary target: NaCI, Al, CaF2, ScF3
Ge secondary target: NaCI, CaF2, ScF3, V, Fe, Ni, CuSx, ZnTe, GaAs, Se, RbI, MoO3,
CdSe, Sn, BaF2, PrF3, SmF3, GdF3, ThF3, LuF3, Pt
Ag secondary target: CaF2, ScF3, V, Fe, Ni, CuSx, ZnTe, GaAs, Se, RbI, MoO3, CdSe, Sn
BaF2, PrF3, SmF3, GdF3, TbF3, SmF3, LuF3, Pt, Pb, ThF4
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Table I. Analytical parameters for air filter analysis:

Secondary target Atmosphere kV setting mA setting Counting time

Ag Air 45 3 3,000
Zr Air 30 3 2,000
Ge Air 25 3 2,000
Ti Vacuum 1I0 13 1,200

B. Significant accomplishments:

1. Generation of long-term PM IO and PM2.5 data
The project generated the first local long-term data for PM2.5 and PM10 which are

summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The PNR[ stations represent true ambient conditions since
they are located away from direct sources of pollution. All of the samples collected are below
the 24 hour standard for PM 10, unlike the Department of Environment and Natural Resources
road-side air monitoring stations, for which more than 80% of the samples exceed national
standards.

Table 2. Summary of PMIO1 data for different monitoring stations

Monitoring site Mean PM IO Range N Period of sampling
ug/cu. m ugz/cu mn

Ateneo de Manila 38 13-87 146 Oct-98 to Sep-00
University _ _ _ _ _ _

University of Sto. 44 16-84 68 Mar to Sep 99
Tomas Jun to Sep 00
Vista Verde Homes, 57 17-110 51 Feb - Jul99
Cainta _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1A Mesa Dama 45 16-128 6 1 Nov-96 to Mar- 98
Ateneo de Manila 59 18-190 71 Jun-96 to Oct-97
University I _ __ __ I_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Philippine 24-hr ambient standard for PMIO is 150 ug/cu mn and long term standard is 60 ug/cu mn.

Table 3. Summary of PM2. 52 data for diffrent monitoring stations

Monitoring site Mean PM2.5 I Range N Period of sampl ing
ug/cu mn Ux/cu mn

Ateneo de Manila 16.1 .4.2 -34 146 Oct-98Sto Sep-00
U niversity_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

University of Sto. 18.3 6.5 - 49.3 68 Mar to Sep 99
Tomas _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __Jun t Set 00
Vista Verde Homes, 23.9 9.2 -41.4 5 1 Feb -Jul 99
C ainta_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

La Mesa Dam 20.1 6.9- 56 6 1 Nov-96 to Mar- 98
Ateneo de Manila 27 5.6 - 128 7 1 Jun-96 to Oct-97
U niversity I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The Philippines has no PM.2.5 standard. US EPA short-term 24-hr standard is 65 ug/cu ma (9 8t1 percentile) and
along term std of 15 ug/cu mn (annual arithmetic mean).

'Philippine 24-hr ambient standard for PM IO is IO0 ugo/ cai m and long term standard is 60 ug/cu .
2 The Philippines has no PM2.5 standard. US EPA short-term 24-hr standard is 65 ugtcu mn (98' percentile) and
a long term standard of 15 ug/cu mn (annual arithmetic mean).
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2. Generation of multielement database useful for pollutant source apportionment

The project also generated the first multielement database for coarse and fine
particulate composition. Tables 4 and 5 give comparative values obtained for some elements
for fine and coarse particulate samples collected at different sampling sites. The Ateneo data
are lower than those for Vista Verde Homes and the University of Santo Tomas, which are
generally perceived as more polluted areas.

Table 4. Data for some elements measured in PM2.5 for three sampling sites.

Ateneo de Manila University Vista Verde Homes, Cainta University of Santo Tomas
(Inottuti residential) (Close to industrial zone) (Commnercial)
Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

ng/cu in ng/cu in -ni/cu in ng/cu in ng/cu in np/cu mn
S 660 117 -2729 969 209 -2947 1556 272 -4234
K 84 16 -308 122 42 -356 112 27 -235
Ca 67 11 -907 124 29 -645 116 19 -268
V 10.9 2.3 -29.3 15 5 -28 20 10 -32

Mn -5.2 0.7 -30.6 16 1-58 27 14 -41-
Fe 68 13 -438 38 14 -773 129 1 -207
Nl 3.3 0.7 - 10 4.9 0.54 - 13.4 7.75 2.3 - 29
Cu 4.0 0.5 -41.9 12 0.8 -39 13 4.7 -64.3
Zn 35 7.9 -150 85 11 -519 7.8 2.3 -16
Br 8.8 1.7 -26.5 10 2.6 -37 10.8. 3.5 -17
Pb 36.8 2.2 -7.5 50 22 -93 64 16 -313

Table 5. Data for some elements measured in PM2.5-10 for three sampling sites

Atenco de Manila University Vista Verde Homes, Cainta University of Santo Tomas
(IsituioIl residential) (Close to industrial zone) (Conuercial)

Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range
nag/cu in ng/cu in ngc n ncu in fi/ui ng/cu in

Si 659 70 -1399 1168 278-2377 688 189-1288
S 390 73-898 605 290-1827 1130 312-2224
CI 337 3.14-1366 560 90-2156 286 73.8-863
K 126 68-256 186 94-329 218 9905-58i.1
Ca 661 370-1148 1209 432-3588 1249 385-2335
Ti 38 11.6-62.8 55.8 13-116 49.2 23.5-85.2
V 9.55 3.59-18.4 12 4.8-23 23.5 13.3-36.3

___Cr 11 5 0.6-57- _ 10.1 3.3-18.6
Mn 12.2 2.9-29.3 35.1 17.4-122 32.1 11.7-52.4
Fe 472 180-905 947 399-2044 606 147-1081
ml 2.8 0.84-6.7 4.54 0.58-14.7 11.3 2.9-18.7
Cu 6.8 1.93-36.8 18.5 1.05-87 46.3 10-72
Zn 69 17.6-275 110 3.87-532 162.5 36-354
Br 7.39 0.84-30.5 7.58 0.9-20.2 16.2 5.7-31.7
Pb 30.9 8.9-131 45.2 12-87 99 29-304

3. Pollutant Source Apportionment

The database for samples collected fom the Ateneo de Manila University Campus
from October 1998 to April 1999 was analyzed by PMF yielding five possible sources for the
coarse fraction: motor vehicles (23%), soil (2 1%), sea salt ( 6%) two-stroke engines ( 2%)
and cement/concrete (7%). For the fine fraction, the following possible sources were
obtained: motor vehicles (28%), tricycles or two stroke engines (20%), oil burning (32%), sea
salt (4%) and a Cl-depleted salt fraction (6%).
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ICL Sharing of Regional Resources

It is recognized that NAA is a powerful and efficient tool in air particulate
characterization and is used in many national programs in the region. It can measure Na, Mg,
and Al, which emit low-energy X-rays that are subject to absorption and scatter in XRF.
NAA also has good detection for rare earths, which are not so well detected by XRF in air
particulate samples. However it has poor sensitivity for analysis of S, Pb, Ni and Si, which
are important marker elements for major components of particulate samples. In air pollution,
exchange of samples between laboratories performing NAA and XRF will allow
determination of a wider range of elements in the sample.

The RCAIIAEA RAS/4/020, 'Impro vement of Research Reactor Operation and
Utilization", recognizes the underutilization of some research reactors in the region and
promotes sharing of facilities. Participants from institutions with research reactors expressed
willingness to share facilities with other countries. Working out of mechanisms for such
exchange will be advantageous to research groups experiencing problems with their facilities.
Such exchange will also be useful for data validation purposes. This can take the form of
exchange of samples or fellowship at a regional host institution for the purpose of analyzing
samples from home. This will also provide opportunity for training of technical staff from
countries having prolonged difficulties with their reactor, thus ensuring continuing expertise
in NAA even after long periods of reactor shutdown.
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1.43 THE ROLE OF NAA IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES:
QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF HEAVY METALS

POLLUTANT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES*

Sutisna, Saeful Yusuf, Adel Fisli, Rukihiati, Sri Wardhani, Tb Rina M
National Nuclear Energy Agency of Indonesia

Kawasan Puspiptek, Serpong, Indonesia
E-mail: sutisna~batan.go.id

ABSTRACT

THE ROLE OF THE NAA IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES: QUANTITATIVE DETERMI-
NATION OF HEAVY METALS POLLUTANT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES: The neutron activation
analysis technique was applied in the elemental analysis of environmental samples to solve an environmental
pollution problem. We focused our study in the analysis of heavy metal which has potentially become a pollutant.
The environmental samples analyzed were some water, sediment and an air particulate matter. The tap water
sample was collected from five samplings points located at region of Serpong and Muria. Meanwhile the river
water samples were taken from five samplings points of Ciliwung River. Eight samplings points of Cisadane
river estuary located at Tanjung Burung were selected to collect sediment samples. Air particulate samples were
collected from Jakarta Metropolitan and Serpong using high volume air sampler. Trace elements analyses of
water samples were done using a combination of INAA and pre-concentration stage prior irradiation. All
samples were irradiated at GA. Siwabessy reactor located at Serpong using a thermal neutron flux of about
1012 Cncm .sec". After cooling time, the samples irradiated were counted by a high resolution HPGe detector
coupled to a multichannel analyzer. The quantitative analyses have been done using a comparative method to a
fresh laboratory standard and we used some standard references materials to validate our analytical result. The
obtained result from the tap water analysis show that the elements of As, Cr, Co, Cd, Mn, Sb and Zn could be
determine quantitatively and they have a concentration range from about 0.02 jig/L to 103.9 g.g/L. The analysis
result of Cifiwung river water samples show that elements of Ag, As, Co, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, V and Zn are present
in the range of 2.4 gig/L to about 1365.8 gig/L. Meanwhile some important elements were obtained in the
sediments samples taken from Cisadane River estuary such as Ce (40.4 - 63.6 mg/kg), Co (15.2 - 40.2 mg/kg),
Cr (21.6 - 57.8 mg/kg), Eu (1.2 - 1.8 mg/kg), Fe (7.0 - 16.8 mg/kg), Mn (887 - 1810 mg/kg) and V (160 - 558
mg/kg). Finally the heavy metals of Ag, As, Cd, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Fe and Zn were detected at air particulate matter
taken from Jakarta Metropolitan and Serpong area which have a range concentration of about 0.04 ng/M3 (Cd) to
24000 ng/M3 (Fe). From the above result we conclude that some elements have exceeded the concentration
permitted by the Indonesian Government regulation. The NAA technique has a high capability in the trace
elements analysis and potentially can be used in the monitoring of environmental pollutant.

Key words: NAA. Pollutant. Heavy metals. Trace elements. Pre-concentration. Environmental samples.

INTRODUCTION

Industrial development has a global effect to environmental, not only in the

improvement in the social economic, but also a negative impact of an environmental pollution.

These impacts are pollution to the ecosystem by industrial which have release a waste that

contain many toxic compound and elements. Many toxic elements and compounds have a

pathogenic effect to human and this can cause many diseases, such as cancer and nervous

disorder [1]. Some heavy metal that should be seriously notice are Pb, Hg, Cr, Sb, As, Cd, Ag,

*Presented in The 2001 FNCA Workshop on The Utilization of Research Reactors, Beijing, Nov 5-9, 2001
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Zn, Se and Mn, and also Al, Co and V. If the toxic substance entered to the ecosystem and it

could not be neutralized by the ecosystem itself, because the capability of the ecosystem was

over, we say that the ecosystem was polluted. In this condition, the water, air and soil are the

ecosystem that shall receive those pollutants. As part of the ecosystem, the human shall

receive all consequences caused by this environmental pollution.

Trace element of heavy metal is required by human body as an essential micronutrient.

It involves in the activity of large a number of enzyme, synthesis and degradation of

carbohydrate, lipids, proteins and nucleic acid. But, in the others, if the quantity of the

element is very high, they can cause diseases and poison. Heavy metals are widely used in the

process of industry, for instance in the industry of automotive, textile, polymer, electroplating,

paint and accu. In the environmental, quantity of the heavy metal is very low and they exist in

the order of nanogram level.

Elemental quantification of the environmental sample becomes important because it

could be used to monitor a level of environmental pollutant. The obtained data is valuable

information for the government or the environmental management center.

Many methods of trace elemental analysis have been developed to evaluate

quantitatively the pollutant in the water, soil and air particulate matter, but only a few

methods can be used to determine the trace elements, for instance Inductively Coupled

Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) and Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) [2, 3]. The

neutron activation technique is one of the methods that have a good capability in the trace

elements analysis for wide range samples type, include of environmental samples.

Meanwhile, trace elements analysis of tap water samples involved of a pre-

concentration stage prior to irradiate. This stage applied to remove a high content ot Nd, Cl

and Br, and also to improve a sensitivity 4, 5]. Utilization of Chelex- 1OO [6] and ammonium

pyrolidine dithiocarbamate [7, 8, 9] have been established to separate some metal from their

matrix. The Chelex-100 will remove most of the cation and it will retain in the resin;

meanwhile an anion will pass through the resin. The cation retained in the resin then can be

elute or irradiate directly by a neutron thermal.

In accordance with the government program of "clean river", the Cisadane and

Ciliwung River have been studied to determine a pollution level. Those rivers have been use

as water source for community drinking water installation at Jakarta and Tangerang region

respectively. The Cisadane River pass an industrial area such as automotive and textile

industry, as well as urban area. Previous research show that the total Hg contained in the
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Cisadane River has a concentration of about 2 ~ig/L [0].

The elemental quantification of river water sample taken from Ciliwung River has

been determined quantitatively using INAA combined with an ion exchange resin. These

elements absorbed in Chelex-100 ion exchange resin at pH of about 5, than after that the

elements retained were determined quantitatively. Meanwhile the tap water sample taken

from urbane area, the concentration and separation processes were done by liquid-liquid

extraction technique involved a complex formation of metal with a dithiocarbamate

compounds [11]. A quantitative analysis carried out by the instrumental neutron activation

analysis (NAA) using a comparative method to a fresh laboratory standard.

The elemental analyses in the sediment sample taken from Cisadane River estuary

were done without a chemical treatment. The estuary is place where all elements and

compounds contained in the river water will accumulate and contact with the ecosystem of the

sea, such as plankton and fish. The toxic element in the fish contaminated will transfer to

human via a food pathway.

In the case of the air pollution, the Indonesian government has a program of Blue Sky

in the aim to reduce Pb content in the air. This program was introduced by the Environmental

Impact Management Agency (Bapedal) of Indonesia who responsible in the monitoring and

management of the environmental. The intensive study of air pollution was carried out to

support those by Bapedal and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) for the study of

the air quality at Jabotabek region in the period of November 1994 - March 1997 [12, 13].

The parameters observed are limited in the determination of SO,, NO,,, O,, SPM and HC.

Meanwhile, the application of INAA in the analysis of particulate matter has been done since

1992 under Workshop on the Utilization of Research Reactors program.

In the present papers, we report the result of NAA application in the field of

environmental study. The samples analyzed consist of water, sediments and air particulate

matter, and it was focused to the elemental determination using instrumental neutron

activation analysis technique.

METHODS

Sampling: The river water samples were taken from five sampling point at Ciliwung

River using polyethylene bottle which has been cleaned before. After removing any particle

by filter, the river water samples were acidic by pure HN0 3 and pH condition was set to 2.

The same methods have been applied for sampling of tap water from six sampling point of a
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public drinking water sources located at Serpong and Muria. All water samples collected than

were stored at a free dust location. The sediments samples were collected from eight sampling

point at Cisadane River estuary Tangerang. Meanwhile, two sampling point were selected to

collect the air particulate matter using high volume sampler that equipped by a filter

polyacetate. Two sampling points are the Jakarta and Serpong region that represent an urban

and rural area respectively.

Samples preparation: Tap water samples were concentrated by liquid-liquid

extraction technique involved a complex formation of metal with derivate of dithiocarbamat

compounds at range pH of about 5 to 6 in ammnonium acetate buffer. The Ciliwung River

water samples were treated by the Chelex-100 resin at range pH of about 5.2 to 5.7.

Meanwhile, a non-destructive method was used in the analysis of sediment and air particulate

matter.

Irradiation and data acquisition: Irradiation carried out at GA. Siwabessy reactor

located at Serpong at a thermal neutron flux of about 1012 n.cm,2.sec-1. Normally we use an

irradiation time schema of 40 second, 5 minutes and 30 minutes irradiation for analysis of

short half live (5 minutes < t2 < 2 hours), medium half life ( 2 hours < t 2 < week) and

long half life ( t 1 2 > week). After cooling time, each irradiated sample than counted using

high resolution HPGe detector (Canberra, resolution of 1.9 keV at 1332 keV, efficiency of

18.5 and ratio peak to Compton of 4) coupled to Multichannel Analyzer.

Data analysis: Gamma rays analysis has been done using commercial software of

GENIE from Canberra Inc. Identification and quantitative determination has been done using

comparative method to laboratories standard. We use a NIST 1643c to validate our analytical

result of water. Meanwhile polluted grade compare to the government regulation of water

pollution. We also used NIST SRM 1646 Estuary Sediment, IAEA Urban Dust and NIST

SRM 1648 Urban Particulate to control our work.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Tap Water Analysis
We select three sampling point at Serpong region and three others at Muria region.

The first location represents a community area around the Puspiptek which have a high

activity in the research and development. The second sampling point represents an ambient

region that has a rare community and we choice it as a non-contaminated region. Figure 1

below show the distribution of some metal obtained by INAA combined with liquid-liquid
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extraction using APDC-CHC13. We obtained some heavy metal such as Mn, Sb, Zn, Cr, Sc,

Cd, As and Co.
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Figure 1: Distribution of heavy metals in five sampling point for
Serpong (top) and Muria (below) [14].

As we presented in the Figure 1, the tap water sample contain a high content of Mn (of

about 20 .'g/L to 104 [tg/L) and Zn (of about 14 jpg/L to 72 jig/L) at Serpong sampling point.

All elements concentration obtained for the sample taken from Muria location are lower than

the value permitted by the Indonesian government regulation (Class A). These facts indicate

that the water at Serpong and Muria region have not polluted.

River water analysis

As previous mention, we have been select five sampling points and each sampling
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point have different characteristic activity and region. Some industries used this river as

media to release its waste; meanwhile some people used it to support their activity. In this

work, the Chelex-100 resin was used either to concentrate the trace element and to remove

some interfere elements, such as alkali metals especially Na, alkaline-earth metals and the

halogens, especially Br and Cl. Table show the result obtained for Ag, As, Co, Cu, Fe, Mn,

V and Zn contain in the NIST SRMI 1643c Water that have been used to control and to

validate our result.

Table 1. Analysis result of some elements in NIST SRM 1643c after
treated by Chelex-100 resin. Value in the parentheses shows a Relative
Standard Deviation [14].

Certificate value of NIST

Elements Concentration [nglml]
[ng/ml] Mean Range

Ag 2.0 (8%) 2.2 1.9 -2.5

As 77.9 (5 %) 82.1 80.9 -83.3

Co 20.1 (2 %) 23.5 22.7 -24.3

Cu 19.6 (10 %) 22.3 19.5 -25.1

Fe 101.5 (2 %) 106.9 103.9 -109.9

Mn 32.2 (3 %) 35.1 32.9 - 37.3

V 27.4 (5 %) 31.4 28.6 - 34.2

Zn 70.9 (2%) 73.9 73.0 - 74.8

Table 2: Elemental concentration of river water sample taken from five
sampling point. Unit concentration is pgIL [14].

Elements Sampling point

interest Kedung Pancoran Tanjung Kampung Pantai
Badak Mas B arat Melayu Marina

Ag 14.9 -21.8 19.7 -37.3 1.9 -8.9 22.3 -52.4 15.2 -55.5

As 11.4 - 128.9 13.8 -30.3 11.7 -18.2 12.6 -26.5 17.1 - 25.5

Co 1.3 -1.7 1.4 -2.3 1.4 -1.6 1.1 -2.2 1.5 -1.7

Cu 2.4 -26.2 0 -15 0 -17.0 0.5 -3.7 0 -34.5

Fe 404.6 -472.0 394.9 -428.8 369.3 - 413.2 336.1 - 425.3 129.2 -375.4

Hg 5.9 -9.5 6.9 - 16.4 9.5 - 13.3 7.8 - 11.5 5.9 - 12.7

Mn 33.4 -84.8 21.0 -147.6 23.1 -185.1 39 -372.9 235.0 - 1953.6

V 5.6 -10.6 2.4 -10.4 4.4 -6.7 5.1 - 7.6 4.1 - 6.5

Zn ~13.7 -30.4 8.6 -27.8 8.4 -30.0 11.4 -33.0 17.6 -36.8
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In general our results are quite lower compare to the certificate value given by NIST.

They have a sistimatic error, and we used a correction factor to correct the analytical result.

Table 2 shows the concentration range of Ag, As, Go, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, V and Zn elements for

five sampling point location which have various value for each location. According to the

Indonesia Government regulation No. 20:1990, for the Class B category. The quantities of Hg

at all location has exceeded the value permitted, meanwhile the Fe element have a critical

value for all location of the sampling point. We obtained also Mn concentration at Pantai

Marina relatively height compare to other location and this value also was exceeded the value

permitted for Class B category. This data show that many activity along the Ciliwung River

have used product contain of Hg, Fe and Mn.

Sediment

Many industries and human activities use the Cisadane River that pass the Tangerang

city. Some industries use this river to release their waste without pre treatment before.

Identification and characterization of the sediment become very important to know the

quantity of the toxic. element contained in this sediment. The sediments samples were

collected from eight sampling point located at the Cisadane River estuary, Tanjung Burung,

Tangerang (Figure 2).

jaa eaN

Java sea Java sea Aj!~

p 2~c~

Tarjung

Tangerang

Cisaclane river

scale 1:10000
C..'37' ~~~~30", 38'

1 060 36'30'E

Figure 2: Mapping of eight sampling point at Cisadane
River estuary located at Tanjung Burung, Tangerang. The
numbers represent a location of the sampling 151.
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Table 3 : Elemental analysis result of NIST SRM
1646 Estuary Sediment by INAA [15]

Elements BATAN NIST
(Concentration]

Al [%] 7.3 ± 0.1 6.25 ± 0.2

Ce [g/gI 82.9 ± 6.0 (80)

Co [Aig/g 11.8 ±1.5 10.5 ±1.3

Cr [p~g/gI 76.9 ± 9 76 ± 3

Eu.[~.ig/g] 1.7 ± 0.1 (1.5)

Fe [%] 3.4 ± 0.4 3.35 ± 0.1

Mn [ggl 383 ± 28 375 ± 20

Th [gg/gI 10.1 ± 0.8 (2)

Ti [%I 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.51)

V [ggg] 85 ± 84 94 ± 

We used the NIST SRM 1645 Estuary Sediment to verify our method, and the results

are given in the Table 3. As show in the table, all result obtained are good enough compare to

the certificate value given by NIST. Figure 3 show the distribution of element obtained from

each sampling point, SP No. to SP No.8. We have analyzed a nine element for each

sampling point, and each location show a similar distribution. The sediment samples have a

mayor component of Fe (7.1 % to 16.8 %), Mn (0.1 % - 0.2 %), Ti (0.5 % - 1.7 %) and V

(0.02 % - 0.05 %), meanwhile the minor component consist of Ce (40.4 Aig/g - 63.6 g~g/g), Co

(15.2 gg - 40.2 Jpg/g), Cr (21.6 jig/g - 57.8 gIg/g), Eu (1.2 g.g/g - 1.8 .ig/g) and Th (5.5

Vg/g -91 g~g/g).

The enrichment factor (EF) was calculated as recommended by Vinogradov [16]. This

factor was calculated using Al as reference elements and Manson crust rock average

concentration are used as reference values. Figure 4 indicated that the EF values for elements

detected are in the range of about 0. 1 to 6.3. This show that the sediment at Tanjung Burung is

not contaminated.

Urban particulate matter

Some result of trace element analysis by INAA technique have been reported in the

last workshop and other publication [17, 18, 19 ,201. The utilization of INAA in the

environmental study involved the Environmental Management Center (EMC) and Jakarta

Urban Assessment and Environmental Office (JUAEO) who responsible in the sampling air
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particulate matter.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the elements obtained in the
Cisadane River estuary. SP.No.1 to SP No.8 indicates the
sampling point located at Tanjung Burung, Tangerang [ 5]
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Figure 4 Enrichment factor of the elements based on the Al [15]

Table 5: Quantitative determination result of the elemental analysis in NIST SRM
1648 and IAEA-0395 Urban Dust by INAA method. Concentration unit in pg/g, and
value in parentheses show Relative Standard Deviation in %.

Elements NIST SRM 1648 IAEA-0395 Urban Dust

interestNIST BATAN [19] IAEA BATAN [21]

Al 34200 -24000 - 33200 28300 (3)

As 115 ± 10 - 0.09 -27.9 12.7 (10)

Cr 403 ± 12 368.5 (8.6) 23.2 - 237

Cd 75 ± 7 82.8 (10.4) 5.34 -33.0 45.8 (>10)

Co 18 18.47 ± 2.6 13.3 - 16.6 -

Ft 39100 - 46000 - 88900 70800 (10)

Mn 860 936.5 (8.9) 687 - 1420 1260 (6)

Ni 82 - 15 -128 75.2 (3)

Sb 45 49.32 (9.6) 14.7 - 18.9 9.4 (>10)

Se 27 ±1 24.5 (9.3) 0.08 - 5.3 2.4 (>10)

V 140 ±3 151.5 (8.2) 76.3 - 102 101 (5)

Zn 0.476±0.14 0.566 (9) 1710 -4240 3120 (>IO)

Table 5 show the elemental concentration in SRM NIST 1648 Urban Particulate and

IAEA-0395 Urban Dust as determined by INAA. The concentrations of many elements are

close to the certificate value given for NIST SRM 1648, and in the range of AEA accepted

values for IAEA-0385 Urban Dust sample

The elemental distribution of air particulate matter sample obtained from two
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sampling point are shown in the Figure 5 below. It was found that the concentrations of all

elements interest at Jakarta site are higher than that at Serpong site. This fact shows that the

Jakarta region is more polluted than the Serpong region.

1 0 0 0 0 0 ..-. ........ . .. . .... ...... .. .... .... .. . ........ .........

SAMPLING POINT: PULOGADUNG, JAKARTA
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00

C~~~~~~~C

C~~~~~~~~~~~C

Elements

Fligure: 5Elemental concentmaion of air particulate rnatter measured by INAA
for Pulogadung, Jakarta (urban) and Serpong (rural) [19]

CONCLUSION

From the above result we conclude that some elements in the Cilwung River have

exceeded the concentration permitted by Indonesian Government regulation No. 20:1999,

especially Hg, Fe and Mn. The Jakarta Metropolitan city more polluted than the Serpong area.

The NAA has a high capability in the trace elements analysis and become useful tool in the
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monitoring of environmental pollutant. The NAA is useful technique and can be used for

many type of environmental sample.
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Abstract

In these years, economy of East Asian region is rapidly growing, and countries in this region

are facing serious environmental problems. Neutron activation analysis is known as one of

high-sensitive analytical method for multi elements. And it is a useful tool for

environmental research, particularly for the study on atmospheric particulate matter that

consists of various constituents. Elemental concentration represents status of air, such as

emission of heavy metals from industries and municipal incinerators, transportation of soil

derived elements more than thousands of kilometers, and so on. These monitoring data

obtained by neutron activation analysis can be a cue to evaluate environment problems.

Japanese government launched National Air Surveillance Network (NASN) employing

neutron activation analysis in 1974, and the data has been accumulated at about twenty

sampling sites. As a result of mitigation measure of air pollution sources, concentrations of

elements that have anthropogenic. sources decreased particularly at the beginning of the

monitoring period. However, even now, concentrations of these anthropogenic elements

reflect the characteristics of each sampling site, e.g. industrial/urban, rural, and remote. Soil

derived elements have a seasonal variation because of the contribution of continental dust

transported by strong westerly winds prevailing in winter and spring season.

The health effects associated with trace elements in particulate matter have not been well

characterized. However, there is increasing evidence that parti'i-t'r .i- p c ition, z~spec-.al17

fine portion of particles in many different cities is associated with acute mortality. Neutron

activation analysis is also expected to provide useful information to this new study field

relate d to human exposures and health risk.

Keywords: Instrumental neutron activation analysis; Atmospheric particulate matter; National

Air Surveillance Network, PMI0, PM2.5, Human health, Transition metal

Introduction

Instrumental neutron activation analysis (NAA) technique was first applied to atmospheric

particulate matter (PM) utilizing the neutron source of research reactor and high resolution
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Ge(Li) semiconductor detector in early 1970's'). Advantages of INAA for the analysis of

particulate matter are i)arnount of particulate matter is very small, generally less than 0.1

gram in total weight, and ii)various elements are concentrated and existed in PM relatively

higher concentration than other environmental samples. Therefore, NAA has been used

effectively as analytical tool of PM both for the routine atmospheric monitoring network2 ) and

for the research projeCtS3). For the evaluation of analytical results of PM, standard reference

material of PM can play an important role particularly for inter-laboratory comparison~

Lesson from former projects

Scientists in East Asian region and Australia had collaborated and intensively discussed in the

Workshops on the Utilization of Research Reactors. During its seventh Workshop 1998 at

Yogyakarta/Serpong, Prof. Harasawa, Institute for Atomic Energy, Rikkyo University reported

progress of the activities of the neutron activation analysis group5 ). Seven countries

submitted analytical results on the standard reference material of vehicle exhaust particulate

(NIES N o.8). As described in Fig. 1, concentration of elements on NEES No.8 obtained by

inter-laboratory comparison ranged from 0.1 to 10000 ppm. More thani three countries

reported data on these 26 elements.

Coma(ppo I 6B)

4.0

La

LO

1.0

MI1 Elemental conrlontrutbon of NIES No.8 by INAA witnraboratory comparison

Coefficients of variance (CV) of data represent the precision of analysis for each element.
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As described in Fig.2, CV values for more than half of elements are less than 20%.

Additionally, bias of analytical data apart from certified value of NIES No.8 was almost

satisfactory only exceptions of Eu and Cs that showed large CV values.

From these results obtained by inter-laboratory comparison, the neutron activation analysis

group was recognized to have the certain technical capability to analyze PM.

()40.0

-Da

(element)

FR.2 Precaleln (Mv) and bias from certified velue af NIES No.8 onalytical dubA obtained
by INAA inter-iaborstory omparihon

*(biad% (mean analytical data/cerified vml) x1 00-100)

After confirmation of analytical capability of laboratories, the discussion. was focus on

sampling procedures for PM. High-volume air sampler was selected because only this type

of samplers was available in all participated countries. Brief description of sampling and

analytical condition is follows:

-PM is collected on the mrembialne filters;

-Frequency of sampling is at least four times per year (possibly on the 15 of January, April,

July and October);

-Samples should be taken at least two sites representing an urban and a rural;

-Elements to be determined are those that can provide parameter for source emission

identification, i.e. Al, As, Ba, Br, C (if possible), Ca, Cl, Go, Cr, Fe, K, Mn, Na, Ni, Pb (if

possible), Sc, Se, Te, Th, U, V, Zn and rare earth elements pattern.

Air concentration data obtained through this project provided useful information on the status

of air pollution around the sites for individual country. However systematic evaluation of

the data across the nation was not carried out.
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Japanese experience on PM monitoring

The National Air Surveillance Network (NASN) was established in 1965 to measure air

quality throughout Japan. In 1974, NAA was first applied to PM samples collected at the

Network for the determination of trace elements. Since then, air concentration data of 16

monitoring sites has been accumulated more than 20 years. Brief description of the

activities are as following.

-PM sample: PM sample was collected every month on nitrocellulose membrane filter by

low-volume air sampler (flow rate of 201iter/m) for 25 days. The sampler was designed to

collect particles less than 0 micrometer in diameter.

-INAA and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) method: A quarter of filter was irradiated at reactor for

the measurement of short-lived nuclides, e.g. Al, Br, Ca, and another quarter of filter was

irradiated for the measurement of medium-lived nuclides, e.g. As, K, Na, and long-lived

nuclides, e.g. Cr, Fe, Zn. The rest of the filter was used for the determiination of Cd, Ni and

Pb by XRF method. In total, 31 elements i n PM sample were determined.

Atmospheric concentration of PM and elements are quite varied among sites in

large/industrialized cities, sites in small/rural cities, and sites located in remote area. As

shown in Fig.3, element such as Cr, Fe, and Ni, which has anthropogenic emission sources in

Kawasaki (typical industrialized city) was higher concentration than that of Sapporo (rur-al)

and Nopporo (remote).

PM

Br - Sapporo~rwal)

Mn

Fg3 Relative average concen~trations in several NASN sites (1996)
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As shown in Fig.4, the annual average concentration of As in Kawasaki declined clearly

compared to Sapporo and Nopporo. Similar trend of concentration change of elements

emitted mainly from anthropogenic sources can be seen. Decrease of the concentrations was

steep during the first half of the monitoring period, but more gradual during the second half of

the period.
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Importance of fine particles for human health

It is well known that during the London smog episode of December 4-8 1952, serious air

pollution including over 1.0 mg/rn 3 concentrations of sulfur dioxide and PM caused more than

4000 human deaths above the expected figures. Pollutants of coal combustion emitted from

both industrial and domestic sources were the main cause of the tragedy Size distribution of

PM is also important parameter for human health. In general, fine particles less than 0

micrometers (<1 IOp m) may pass through the nose and be collected in the lower respiratory

tract. Therefore, ambient air quality standard for PM was first set up in 1971 by U.S. EPA as

"total suspended particulate" (TSP), and then revised in 1987 to focus on protecting against

human health effects associated with exposure to ambient "PM less than 10 micrometers"

(PM10). Based on the latest scientific information on adverse effects on human health, newly

standard of "PM less than 2.5 micrometers" (PM2.5) were promulgated in 1 917 together with

the modified PM10 standard 6 ). As shown in Fig.5, "PM 10" include a part of coarse particles

and all of fine particles, and "PM2.5 " represents simply fine particles. Major components of

fine particles are heavy metals, semivolatile compounds such as amonium nitrate, and
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certain organic substance including carcinogens emitted directly from combustion sources or

secondary partilcles. Transition metals including iron;, vanadium, nickel, manganese, zinc,

and copper can promote the production of reactive oxygen species, and may be implicated in

mortality effects of PM. Other important aspects of fine particles are PM associated acid

and hazardous organic compounds and so on. On the other hand, most of coarse particles

are originated from natural sources or mechanical emission sources.

70

Coarse Particles

60

Fine Particles

TSP

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F Hi-Vol

-) PM2.5 P1

20 Z f----

Porton cc8e'te~I aWIS;`71

0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50
Particle Diameter (um)

Fig.5 Idealzed size distrbution of PM in air and portion collected by various
samplers

Conclusion

Activities of the neutron activation analysis group of the Workshop on the Utilization of

Research Reactors, and Japanese PM monitoring Network employing INAA technique is

introduced. Importance of size distribution of PM in terms of its components and human

health is also discussed.
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1.45 K 0-NAA and its Extension, software as well as Automation

NI BANFA, Tian weizhi, Zhang Yangmei, Zhang Lanzhi, Cao Lei, Wang Pingsheng

China Institute of Atomic Energy, P. 0. Box 275-50,Beijing 1024 13(P. R. China)

A post-K, study of parametric reactor NAA is described including the determination
and applications of working Kos for non-i/v reactions 'Eu(n,y) 'Eu and 'Lu(nqy)
'Lu; parametric corrections for U fission, threshold reaction and -spectral

interferences; and parametric normalizations for different counting geometries. The

analytical significance, the principles, the experimental confirmations, and the
application examples of these methods are briefly introduced. The software and
automation of hybrid KG-relative NAA were also introduced.

Working KCs for ' 1Eu(n, y) 'Eu and '7'Lu(n, T) "Lu

After the publication of K(, values for 112 I nuclides, Eu and Lu are two of the
most important elements excluded from K., method, Analytical reactions for these two
elements are non-I/v ones for which H(I'gdahl convention should be replaced by
Westcott one with cr,=g(Tn)cr,, where g(Tn) is a function of Tn, The calculated g(Tn)
For "'Eu(n,y) 'Eu and 'Lu(n,y) 'Lu indicated: under restricted conditions, the
range of Tn could be relatively narrow and the variations of g(tn)s for 'Eu, and even
for 11

6Lu(n,y) reactions could be small so that working Kos may be used. Based on this
consideration, working Ks for these two reactions have been determined which shown
in Table The agreement between experimental working Ks and calculated ones for
'Eu(n,y) 152Eu are fairly good. The effective neutron temperature estimated by Lu

reaction is about 600C (g=0.139IO.0714 =1 .947).

Table I Working K values for two non- I/v reactions
Nucl. Ey KOA,,C,1 K,(E.,, Nucl. Ey K,.Au K.,ExoL 'Eu 121.8 1 1 11.5 152 1112.1 5.26 5.52

4945.55d 344.3 10.3 10.8 Eu 1408 8.04 8'.44

____j964.1 5.64 5.92 6.71d 208.4 0.0714 0.139

These working Kos have been successfully used for three years and on more than
800 samples. The relative differences between values from K(O and relative method are
generally within 3% and 5%, and never succeed 5% and 10%, for u and Lu
determinations, respectively.

Parametric corrections for '31U fission interferences

Fission interferences are mainly from fission produced by thermal and epithermnal
neutrons through 2"1U (n, f) reaction. It has been found that in thermal energy region
the excitation curve for 235U (n, f) reaction approximately obeys the I law (only a
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small resonance around 0.29ev). Therefore 2 U (n, f) should b e considered asK.
method-suitable reaction. Moreover, literature value of Q0 (Iwiao) for 233u (n, 
reaction is only 0.472 and f (D,h/cDC) are typically within the range of 10-300. That
means that f+ Q0, is very insensitive to the variation of Q0.

On the basis of the two facts stated above, a parametric method of correcting for
interferences caused by fission reactions is proposed and a neutron spectrum-
independent factor K0 defined as equations () and (2).

M 0 r 0 .A
M 9 Y* O ~ A' r, f +!2,

Where, parameters with asterisk refer to analytical indicators;
Parameters without asterisk refer to the corresponding interference fission

products.

QO =o.L~ 0 .472 (2)
a a Y 582 Yx 

10,00 --- resonance integral and 220Gm/s cross section for U (n, f) reaction,
respectively;

yf, y, __ 2'"U (n, f) fission yield for fission spectrum neutrons (an approximation
of that for epicadmiurn neutrons) and subcadmium neutrons, respectively;

Note that each I, is now for a certain analytical indicator-interference fission
product pair.

1k Values for major fission interferences cases have been determined in six
irradiation channals (with DW,/( 13.7-134) of three research reactors in CIAE. The k
values for "Zr, '7Zr, "Mo, 14'Ce; "13Ce, "'Nd were 10.7±0.3, 176±16, 3.12±0.35,
0.284±0.02, 1.28±0.06, 0.25±0.01, respectively.

The experimental k values for major fission interferences show a neutron
spectrum-independent nature and general agreement to the calculated ones, which lays
the foundations ones, which lays the foundations of the method.

Parametric corrections for threshold reaction interferences

Activation equation for reactor fast neutron induced(n, p) and (n,a) reactions can
be written as:

AP=ONA/(MSDCy e or,)()
Where, e NAM-isotopic abundance of target nuclide, Avg.constant,and atomic

mass of target element, respectively;
ye -branching ratio and photopeak efficiency of analytical y-rays;
0 ( -(n, p) or (n, a ) cross section and fast neutron flux, respectively, over

a primary ... U fission neutron spectrum.
Equation (3) is applicable only when the following two prerequisites are met: )

Fast neutron spectrum(En>3)Mev) at irradiation position is close to primary ...U
fission one. which makes crfand c0r in eg.(3) meaningful; ii) crf for relevant reactions
are accurate enough. Multi-reactions with scattered effective threshold energies and
accurately known crs can be used for testing the similarity of fast neutron spectrum
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with primary fission one by determining cI, with each reaction and making
comparison among them. The uncertainties for most a, values of NAA interest in
literature are less than 15%, adequate for threshold reaction interference corrections.
By integrating eg. (3 ) with regular K0 expression, We have

IKO= [- 0 -- a](theory) = A.V h (I + Qo' / F)] (exp) (4)

Where, again parameters with and without * stand for interfered and interfering
reactions, respectively.

Since tit* tdltd*, X= X*, then A/A.P * =A/AP*.
The interference factor A/A,* can therefore be expressed as

A1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(5)

Parametric corrections for y-spectral interferences

IK, concept can be used here for y-spectral interferences with

10 K04o,. A,,F + Qo (6)

The interference factors (Ar/A,,) obtained from IK, and traditional relative method are
in good agreement.

Parametric efficiency normalizations for different counting geometric

In reactor NAA, it is frequently encountered that the radioactivity differences
between samples and standards irradiated in a same batch are so large that they can
not be counted at the same position. Thus a geometry normalization is needed.

Many mathematical models have been published dealing with the calculations of
Ge detector full-energy peak efficiencies. A general solution was given by Moens, et
al in their program SOLANG for calculating full-energy peak efficiencies of
cylindrical Ge detectors, taking account of near- and extended-geometric and y-ray
absorptions before reaching the sensitive volume of a detector. Common problems in
all these studies are the requirements for: i) accurate dimensions of detector sensitive
volume, whichdf is hardly available, ii) detailed knowledge of dimensions and
compositions of the source and absorbing materials between source and detector; and
therefore iii) complex mathematical expressions. In fact, what concerns activation
analysts most is efficiency ratios between different geometries instead of efficiency
values themselves.

According to EID'law a cylindrical Ge detector can be considered a point at
certain depth (dependent of y-ray energy. E) of Ge crystal axis, the ful energy peak
efficiency is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from source (point
source at the extended line of Ge crystal axis) to that point. The EID law can be
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briefly illustrated in Following diagram and expressed in Eq.7.

El (E) _(S 2 + So(E))2

62(E) (SI +So (E))2 7

Where, c1(E), 2(E) - full energy efficiency of E at counting positions I and 2,

respectively;
S1, S2 - distances from source rack supporter to source positions I and 2,

respectively;
So (E) - effective interaction depth for E, measured from source rack supporter.

SI

{2I-7

The relative deviations of EID calculated efficiency ratios b etween different
measurement positions from experimentally measured ones are less than 4%,
generally within the range of counting statistics. Thus, each of samples and standards
irradiated in the same batch with great disparity in gross activities can be measured at
a position suitable for its own, without restriction of "counting at the same position".
Normalization can then be made by inputting only the rack heights to EID equations.

In the case of cascade-crossover decay scheme, true coincidence effect
corrections may be needed. Since the analytical lines used in NAA are usually the

major y-rays of indicator nuclide, the simple model and equations as shown in Figure
2 and equations 0 and I11 are adequate for large majority cases. The correction
factors

C, = .= (8)

C2 ~ I(9)

2 T

N, 1+ (10),

where, N,2 , N.., N, --- measured counting rates of full-energy peak for yl, Y2. and y.,,
respectively:

N, N,. N summing effect-corrected peak count rates for y, Y and Y3,

respectively.

P,. P, P,--- branching ratios for y, y,. and Y3, respectively;
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El, 2' C3 ---full-energy peak efficiencies for y, y2' and yi, respectively;

ETI' T2 -total efficiencies for yl and y, respectively.

An overall error of 5% (maximum) for the combined E normalization and
summing effect correction is estimated for the worst situation (several mm S-D
distance, ~l2x3 mm bulky source and cascade-crossover decay scheme), acceptable
for most practical K., NAA.

Software

A hybrid ko-relative NAA program, ADVNAA, is established for calculation of
elemental concentration and production of analytical report. A block diagram of
ADVNAA is shown in Fig. 2. There are three options for standardization: 1) k0
method alone, 2) relative method alone, and 3) both c. and relative methods.

For choice ), some extended functions have been developed, including
parametric prediction/correction for neutron flux self-shielding; C, for non-I/v (n,y)
reactions; Nk methods for 2-"U fission, threshold reaction, and y-spectral interference
corrections; parametric normalization for different counting position; etc., as detailed
in corresponding references. Only a piece of weighed high purity Fe wire (comparator)
and a piece of Zr foil (neutron flux ratio monitor) are needed for standardization of
multielemental determinations (on condition that known a channels are used). Fe
standard is also used as a fast neutron flux monitor (via Fe(n,p) reaction) for the
determination of Ni through 5'Ni(n,p) reaction, on condition that the fast neutron
spectrum in irradiation position has been proven to be close to a primary ...sU fission
neutron spectrum. For choice 2), chemical standards of the elements of interest and
relevant "interference standards" are needed for standardization of multielemental
determinations. For choice 3), which is a combination of choices 1) and 2), chemical
standards, Fe-Zr comparator/monitor and "interference standards" are needed. For any
of these choices, appropriate CRMs are needed for analytical quality control.

Option ) is usually used in routine analysis of large batch of samples, especially
when "comparison analysis" is emphasized (e.g. some archaeological and forenoic
analysis). Option 2) is usually used when only a few elements are to be determined. In
most cases, option 3) is used.

A analytical results for QC samples is always given for each batch of samples. as
shown in Table 2, in which three values are given in parallel for each analytical line.
They are from k, relative method, and certified/reference value, respectively. The
agreement within uncertainty limits among the three for certain analytical line
indicates the reliability of this value.

Hardware

The PC based automatic sample changer system consists of seven major sections:
1) a vertical sample rack, which can hold up to 100 sample rabbits; 2) a converter for
sending the lowest sample rabbit in the sample rack to the detector each time and
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holding all the others; 3) a tubing system for transporting sample rabbits to and from
the detector; 4) a compressed air system consisting of an air compressor and a series
of electromagnetic valves for driving sample rabbits along the desired directions; 5) a
measurement system consisting of a HPGe detector and a sample counting terminal
with a changeable distance to the detector; 6) a control system consisting of an I/O
board inserted in a port of a PC; 7) a shielding system consisting of a Pb chamber
surround the HPGe detector, a reinforced concrete wall separating sample room and
counting room, and a separate room for electronics and control board. A schematic
diagram is given in Fig. I-

7-2

-3

3

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of automatic NAA system

1. Rack for sarrple sending; 2. Ccuverer, 3. Tubing system. 4. Ccompressed air sse-
5.- 1. HPGe Detector, 5-2 Sample counting terminal, 6 PC Conitrol system
7-1. Lead Chamber- 7-2. Reinforced concrete wall. 7-3. Ccfrrn wall
8 Rack for samrple retrieving

A batch of irradiated samples is transferred to numbered standard rabbits, which
are then arranged in a rabbit rack. A file is prepared for each sample in the batch,
including spectrum ID, sample ID, sample weight, and counting position. When a
subroutine AUT is started, the /O board sends and receives signals for controlling the
cycle of sample sending (to detector), counting for preset time, spectrum storage,
spectrum erasing from the scree n, sample returning (from detector to retrieving rack).
sending the next sample,. The stored spectra are automatically analyzed for peak
parameters (energy, area, and associated uncertainty). With one command, elemental
concentrations in each sample can be calculated and a final report produced by using
the. hybrid k,-relative NAA program ADVNAA. The retrieving rack loaded with
counted samples can be mounted onto the converter for the next round of counting at
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appropriate time. The counting cycle can be interrupted manually at any moment (for

changing counting time, counting position, or other reasons) and restarted by running

AUT.

Summary
A post-K study on parametric reactor NAA has been conducted in an effort to

achieve all-round parameterization. The major contents include the determination and

applications of working Ko~s for non-l/v reactions 'Eu(n, y) 'Eu and "'6 Lu(n, y)

'".Lu; the parametric corrections for "U fission, threshold reactions, and y-spectral
interferences; and the parametric normalizations for different counting geometries.

All these functions have been integrated to our NAA program ADVNAA and

successfully used for 3 years.

Table 2 NAA output of NIST SRM 1633a r QA/QC
Element Energy Ko Err~ % Relative. Err, % Reference

Sm 103 15.8 1.1 15.5 LO0 16.6±0.13
MO 140 35.3 7.2 33.0 6 31.3 
Ce 145 163 1.8 160 1.5 168.8±1.2
Lu 208 1.2 2.6 1.25 2.4 1.15±0.02
U 277.5 9.86 4.5 9.95 3.9 10.3
Th 312 22.6 1.6 24 1.2 24±0.3
Cr 320 187 2.1 193 1.8 193 ±5
Yb 396 7.81 2.1 7.82 2.0 7.68±0.09
W 479 4.02 25 3.96 25 4.6
Hf 482 7.02 3.8 7.56 2.8 7.29±0.22
Ba 496 1.34m 3.8 1.29m 3.1 1320±40
Nd 531 76.7 11 81.4 1 0 81.4
Br 554 1.46 2 7 1.54 25 2.31
As 559 139 3.3 145 2.6 143±3
Sb 564 6.22 2.7 6.12 2.3 6.15±0.15
Cs. 795 9.82 5.5 10.1 4.1 10.4±0.2
SC 889 39.1 1.5 39.1 1 38.6±1.1
Rb 1076 129 5.5 129 4__5_134_4

Fe 1099 98.5m 1.6 97.3m 1.1 95.l1m±0. 18
Zn 1115 234' 3.4 2402720
Tb 1177 2.47 1 0 2.91 8 2.69±0.07
Ta 1221 1.95 - U 1.97 7 1__93±0_07

Co 1332.5 46.4 1.6 43.1 1 _2_44_1___

Na 1368.5 1.71m 2.2 1.74m 1.4 _1.65m±0.04
Eu 1408 1 3.5 4.3 . .93.4 3.50±0.04
La 1596.2 764 .1 - 78.7 1.3 76.7
Note: m means rng/g. all other data are in pglg.
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1.46 AN ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE FOR NAA
BY USING Ko-METHOD

AhJngyc Chen Da Tu Jing Chenweishi Zhang Wenshou Wang Daohua
Northwest Institute of Nuclear Technology

P.O.B3ox 69. Xi'an 710024, China

Abstract

An analytical software has been designed for a personal computer in DOS environment to do reactor NAA
by using Ko-method. The system has functions of radionuclide identification, f and ca calculation. K0-value
calculation, quantitative, calculation of elemental concentrations, nuclides' data management, experiment
design,computer simulation etc. The analytical methods used in this system include absolute method, relative
method and K0-method. Using this system, three gamma-ray spectra for NAA of Au, Zr samples and
GBW07 107 rock standard sample have been analyzed. The analysis results are in agreement with the certified
results in the scope of uncertainties and thef and a values at the irradiation site in the UZrH pulse reactor are
36.6 and 0.044 respectively.

Keywords: NAA Radionuclide identification Computer simulation K-method
Thermal neutron Epithermal neutron

Introduction

As an elemental analysis technique, neutron activation analysis(NAA) is a valuable method that
has been used widely. In instrumental neutron activation analysis, it is necessary to process
considerable amounts of data from gamma-ray spectra analysis. To simplify' the data processing,
improve the analytical quality and minimize the execution time, a quick, efficient automatic data
processing system for NAA has been established on the UZrH pulse reactor(l1)(2). It is also essential
that the new system can replace manual processing of data which was tedious, time-consuming, low
efficiency and error-prone for batches of samples.

The analytical methods used in this system include absolute method, relative method and K0-
method. Ko-method is considered to be best and is recommended for using in neutron activation
analysis on the 'UZrH pulse reactor. To use the K0-method, Zr foil as a flux monitor and Au-
comparator are needed.

Fundamental principles

1. Reactor NAA and the Ko -method(3)
For the absolute way of neutron activation analysis, the full energy photopeak net area of each

gamma line can be calculated by the following formula:

N = - N(,.6(0.tr4 + 6,I/,)(I - e-AT )e~'*-er:

Where

N is the peak net area of the gamma ray with energy E; 0 is the thermal neutron activation

cross-section; Io is the resonance integral; c is the full energy photopeak efficiency; A is the
decay constant; Oh is the thermal neutron flux; 0, is the epithermal neutron flux; rd is the absolute
intensity of the gamma ray with energy E; No is Avogadro number; M is the atomic weight;0 is the
isotopic abundance of target nuclide; W is the elemental mass in the sample;Tis the irradiation time;
t., is the measurement true time; 11 is the measurement live time; I is the decay time.

Then, the mathematical forms of the elemental mass in the sample calculation can be expressed:
(1) Absolute method
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W=A4,.M.[N6.i(0,,a,+ l,I,)(1 -e-_e____E__ ,

(2) Relative method

A,

Where
WO- Comparator elemental weight; AO~ - Net peak area of the y line emitted from the

radionuclide created by the comparator element; AP, - Net peak area of the y line emitted from the

radionuclide created by the element in the sample; W - Elemental mass in the sample
(3) K0 method
If we define: A,= A- S=1-e-" D=e-" , C=____'

FSDC

Then: 4, =Na~rO,, + 

When co-irradiating a chosen comparator element(Au is used) together with a sample, the
unknown mass of any element in the sample can be calculated by the following equation:

A,

Where wD + u'

6O'r. , . o~/O

The K0-factors as compound nuclear constants can be determined from the experiment by using
the following equation:

A, f+Q, 

2.f-value calculation
f is the ratio of the reactor thermal neutron flux to the epithermnal neutron flux. Forf monitoring,

the two-foil technique is generally used. In this system, a bi-isotopic technique with a single Zr foil
is used. Using the reactions of 9 4Zr(n , Y)95Zr and 96Zr(n Y )97Zr, thefivalue is calculated by(4):

A',(95) E,.,,A

K(97)c .Q., (a)- 2~ (a)
A.(7 ,,,,K,(776,

In the expression, a correction factor of a has been considered. a is a measure for the
deviation from the ideal IE law of the epithermal neutron flux distribution, which is approximated
by a /,E(') shape. The parameter a is required for the conversion of Qo to QO( a ) values(4):

0. (a) = ( -0.429> E,-' +0.429,4(2a + ) (O.55))]
Where, Er is the effective resonance energy.

3. a -value calculation
As to a -monitoring, the "bare triple monitor" method is used, and the selected detectors are

Zr-94, Zr-96 and Au- 197, which are from the Zr and Au samples respectively. When co-irradiating
three bare resonance detectors, a can be calculated by the following equation(4):

(a - b)q. (a) -aq., (a) +bq,, (a) = 0

with q, (a) = (, -0429 E-

and A! ~Ly
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System design

1. Frame of the system
This system is designed for a personal computer in DOS environment and written in C language.

It is based on the result of conventional spectrum processing in which the input data include peak
energies, peak areas and their uncertainties. The system is composed of three subsystems: the data
processing, the experiment design and the data management. The structure frame of the system is
shown in fig.l1.

Visein parameterssetn

(I) Radionuclide identificadinucldetiontifiatio
The genealrules are ae ontes chrateisi g.--Fami-a-,ay of aioistes apek neg

existin te pek enrgie, thi radonucide sre oeni Beaue sea ea peascnbcoed

gamma-raiekso someimtoes reinererdyeters ioucggesthepasoaneseaae
by caculaing nd reovin thefracton o eveyrainulidge. Forigend obeecp ek

and gama lin with nergyof 511keV te sysEcanngiv the roale results

method or Ko-method. The systemwin parameters adaayi ehdue nqatttv aclto

progam i se by he uncton Fite paFrameote sewihimuoaial oddb h
2.System h fncis'dtfocacltoarfrmncde dtlirradhyaeidxd

acrdit th-ne oe radionuclidesnmseoe giin the resultn retwe have ochethe frginal
rexst fromh mtperis concenraionucdatas frechgnieee. Thaue goeea crierinks thne loestd

uncertantthatis, cactho element concentrationsrom ascharacterstiupea witthd e lwie

methd o Kometod.The ystm pramter an8 anlssmto-sdi qatttv aclto
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uncertainty will be chosen.
(3) Determination of thermal-to-epithermal neutron flux ratio fusing zirconium foil as a multi-

isotopic flux ratio monitor.
(4) Determination of ax value in the I/E'+' epithermal neutron spectrum using "bare triple

monitor" method(Au and Zr monitor).
(5) Calculation of K0-value of every gamma energy line emitted from radionuclides created by

reactor neutron activation.
(6) Calculation of AP value of every gamma energy line.
(7) Inquiry system based on irradiation time, cooling time and measurement time from expert

experience or experimental experience by searching sample records in the information library.
(8) Experiment design based on the simulation experiment, which is computer simulation of Y-

ray spectrum for neutron activation analysis. Computer simulation of y-ray spectrum for neutron
activation analysis is a very important work(l)(7). It can be used for the procedure's design of an
experiment, deducing the result of an experiment and guiding the actual experimental measurement
and analysis work. The simulation spectrum can also be applied to optimize the experimental
conditions, to give the suggestions about irradiation time, cooling time, measurement time and
sample weight and to calculate the detection limits. If the experimental conditions are not enough, a
simulation experiment can be used to replace the actual experiment and supply the estimated
experimental results and data. In the simulation system, the spectrum shape is a function of peak
energy and peak area under a certain channel width and peak-to-Compton ratio on the basis of
modeling for an experimental spectrum of Cs-137. In the spectrum, the photopeak, Compton peak,
Compton continuum and backscattering peak are simulated. This system has functions of peak area
calculating, spectrum shaping, spectrum displaying, spectrum processing and spectrum saving etal.
Using this simulation system, the gamma-ray spectra of Cs- 1 37, Co-60, Eu-I1 52 and the spectra of
Zr sample, rock standard sample for reactor neutron activation analyses have been simulated. The
simulation spectra are similar to the spectra measured in the actual experiment to a great extent. The
Fig.2 is a comparison between simulation spectrum and experimental spectrum of Zr sample.

lam-.1

100

1-

Fig.2 Comparison between simulation spectrum and experimental spectrum of Zr sample
(9) Nuclides' data management for isotopic identification and quantitative calculation. There is

a gamma library with 400 energy lines of 112 nuclides. Every record in nuclides library includes
data of radionuclide name, target isotope, element weight, isotopic abundance, half life, neutron
cross section, effective resonance energy, main gamma-ray energies, absolute intensity and K0-value
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of every energy line and their uncertainties. The reaction-decay type of mother-daughter relationship
and the fraction of mother-daughter decay are also included in the library. The library is indexed

according to radionuclides names and gamma-ray energies.
(10) Format conversion of some data files

Results and Discussion

Using this system, three gamma-ray spectra for NAA of Au, Zr samples and rock standard
sample (GB W07107) have been analyzed. Three samples were co-irradiated in the rabbit channel of
the UZrH pulse reactor with a neutron flux of .4 X 1013 n1(CM 2 s)) and the irradiation time is 20

minutes. The weight values of Zr , Au and rock standard samples were 0.03502g, 0.097172 jig and

0.20013g respectively. The calculation results of a -value, f -value and thermal neutron flux are
given in Table I and the elemental concentrations in the rock standard sample are given in Table 2.

Using this system, we have calculated the K0-values of some gamma ray lines and have analyzed

the elemental concentrations in the rock standard sample of GBWO7 107 with different a-

values(a"OG and ar-0.044). The analysis results determined by this system are in agreement with the

certified results in the scope of uncertainties and the experimental results are in agreement with the
theory analysis very well. The precisions of the results of the elemental concentrations analyzed by
the I(O method are better than the by absolute method. The limitation of the method is the total

uncertainty of the "bare triple a-monitor" method which is significantly high.
This system is a simple, quick data processing system and easy to use. It takes only minute to

analyze a gamnma-ray spectrum with 150 energy peaks on 486/33 personal computer and the

analyzing procedure includes file format conversion, radionuclide identification, quantitative
calculation and results reporting. Compared with manual processing of data, it can significantly
improve the analysis speed. But there still remains wok to be done, especially for radionuclide
identification where the rules should be adjusted and improved.

Table 1. Calculation results of a. 'P,1, and f

y-ray 4A,, value - Uncertainty result

756.7keV ine of Zr-95 1.9515XI 10 0.61% a--.4 (37%)
743.3keV line of Zr-97 1.5243 X 106 0.17% 'Thh=l1.39 X 10'" (1.7%)

411 .8keV line of Au-198 3.3976)(1 l~a 0.67% /-36.6 (3.1%)

________ Table 2. Concentrations of GBWO7 107 determined y NAA

Elemnents elemental concentrations elemental concentrations certified results
________by absolute method(ppm) by Ko-method(ppm) (ppm)

Sm 8.0±0.4 7.9±0.3 8.4±0.6

Ce 112±6 110±6 109±12

Th 12.7±0.7 12.6±0.7 12.8±1.4

Yb 2.8±0.6 2.8±0.4 2.6±0.4

La 58.2±1.3 57.6±1.3 62±5

Cs 13.8±0.7 13.5±0.7 14±2

SC 17.9±0.4 17.8±0.4 18.5±1.8

Fe 5.1±0.3(1l~pm 5.02±0.13(1Opm 5.00±0.09(1 OPPM)

Na 2.39±0.05 (103 ppm) 2.37±0.05(O 3ppm) 2.59±+0.22(1 03PM

K 3.47±0.16(1 O4ppMi) 3.39±0.10 (IlO4ppm) 3.45±0.1 2(lO04ppm)
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Co 21.1±1.0 20.9±1.0 21±2

Hf 2.77±0.11 2.76±0.11 2.9±0.4

Rb 221±7 219±7 205±12

Nd 46±3 45.1±2.6 48±4

Ba 447±56 441±55 45 0±45

Tb 0.99±0.05 0.99±0.05 i.02±0.11I

Ta 0.90±0.06 0.89±0.06 1.0±0.4
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1.47 Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis of Geochemical Samples

by k0. Standardization Method Using Short Lived Nuclides

Yasuji OURA, Chinatsu KANZAKI, and Mitsuru EBIHARA

Graduate School of Science, Tokyo Metropolitan University

abstract

Mg, Al, Ca, Ti, V, and Mn contents in geochemnical and cosmochemical samples were

analyzed by both ko0 standardization INAA and conventional INAA by a comparison method.

The contents of Mg, Al, and Mn by ko0 method were consistent with recommended values and

ones by comparison methods. For Ti and V their values are slightly higher than recommended

ones. The values by kc0 method were reliable within ± IO%.

INTRODUCTION

In Europe NAA using ko0 standardization method developed by De Corte et al. has

become popular recently'). This ko-method is a combination of a comparator method and an

absolute method, and does not need conventional standard samples containing known

amounts of interested elements. The unnecessity of reference standards is of great

advantage and convenient for most INAA users. In order to apply k0-method, characteristics

of an irradiation site in a reactor (neutron flux and neutron energy spectrum, etc.) and a Ge

detector (absolute efficiency and peak to total ratio, etc.) are indispensable although these

infonnations are not important at all for using the comparison method. The k-method is

supposed to spread gradually worldwide.

We have applied k-stand-arzation based INAA to geochemical and cosmochemical

samples scince last year. In this article a reliability of analytical results obtained by kc0-

INAA based on our experience is reported.

EXPERIMENTAL

About 50 mg of geochemical powder samples in double polyethylene bugs (10 mm x

10 mm) were irradiated for 10 sec at PN3 pneumatic system at JRR-3M, JAERI. Te

thermal neutron flux and Cd ratio at the irradiation site are 1.5 013 Cm 2S'1 and 290,

respectively. After about 10 min cooling, gamma-rays were measured several times at 1 cm

and/or 20 cm from a Ge detector, the signal from which is processed in Digital Signal

Processor (CAMBERRA) followed by stored in a multichannel analyzer (Genie-2000.

CAMBERRA).
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DETERMINATION OF CONTENTS

COMPARISON METHOD

Geochemnical reference sample, JB-I (basalt) issued by Geological Survey of Japan was

used as a reference standard sample for a determination by a comparison method. The y-ray

intensities were obtained with an automatic peak search program "SPECanal"'I or hand

calculation. A flux difference between a reference standard and a sample. was not corrected

because a flux variation at PN3 was reported within ± %"

k,-METHOD

Interactive peak analysis program "SAMP090" was used for obtaining yf-ray intensities.

Concentrations by kc.-method were calculated with a commercial software

"KAYZERO/SOLCOI" ver.4 supplied by DSM research. For kg-method some parameters

on neutron characteristics at an irradiation site and calibrating a Ge detector are essential. In

this study the parameters obtained by JAERI group once every operation cycle and we did not

measure these parameters every irradiation assuming that a serious fluctuation is not appeared.

Used detector was calibrated also by JAERI group one time. Though sample geometry was

roughly square of about 10 mm x 10 mm, a round shape of 10 mm was inputted to calculate a

counting efficiency with SOLCOI since only a cylindrical shape is acceptable as a source

geometry in SOLCOL. Influence of this difference is supposed to be small. The sample with

shape except round or cylindrical shape must be measured at a position, where a discrepancy

between real efficiency and calculated efficiency can be negligible.

RESULTS AM) DISCUSSION

Geochemical reference samples, JB-1, JG-1(granodiorite) and JR-1(rhyolite) issued by

GSJ and Allende meteorite reference sample (carbonaceous chondrite) issued by Smithsonian

Institution were irradiated to compare analytical resuits by 1ko-method with recommended

values'-'). The ratios of values by ko-method to recommended values are shown in Fig. 1. JB- I

was analyzed twice in different reactor operating cycles and shown by different symbols. The

large errors associated with JG-I1 were estimated to be caused by small induced radioactivity

because of low concentrations. All values lie ±10% of deviation region shown by shadow.

Values of Al and Mn, which have large induced radioactivity, are especially very consistent

with recommended values within a few %. Deviations of Ti and V for all samples are

similar in each element but not uniy. Especially, analytical results of V in all samples were

biased to about 10% higher values than recommended ones though counting statistics were

not poor.
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In this work PN3 at JRR-3 was used for an irradiation. Cadmium ratio (Rd) at this

irradiation site is so high that contribution of interference reactions, i.e. "'Si(n, p)2'Al and

2'AI(n p)27Mg, were negligible. Sawahata et al.') carried out k-based INAA of geochemnical

reference samples by using of PN at JRR-4, JAERI, at which Rd is 3.6. They reported that

Mg contents in geochemical reference samples obtained by k method were higher than

recommended values because of a contribution of VAIl(n,p)27 Mg reaction. "KAYZERO" does

not correct for contributions of interference reactions because ko~ constants for (n,p) reactions

are not included in lko library of "KAYZERO". It must be kept in mind for low R, reactor

users.

In Fig.2 analytical results obtained by k-method in chondrite meteorite samples were

compaired with ones by a comparison method. Solid lines show the fitting results of data

points. In Mg, Al, and Mn values by k0,-method were consistent with ones by a comparison

method within experimental uncertainty. A same deviation in Fig. 1, which values by k-

method were systematically about 10%/1 higher, was also observed for V.

We performed INAA of JB-l several runs at different operating cycles of JRR-3M to

evaluate the reproducibility of data. For example the case of Al was shown in Fig.3. All

values obtained by all individual measurements data are plotted. (Measurement were

performed several times a irradiated sample, and 5 JB-1I specimens were analyzed in Run3.)

At Runl1, Run2, and Run.S, obtained values were consistent with a recommended value of

7.690%. But surprisingly about 14% higher values were obtained at Run3 to Run6. Same

tendency was appeared in other elements. And the content values of elements except Al were

also higher at Run5. Furthermore content values obtained by ko-method in geochemnical and

cosmochemnical samples were also systematically about 10% higher than ones by a

comparison method at Run4 (Fig.4). Although obtained absolute contents were different

from recommended values, reproducibility within Run3 was fairly good; Relative standard

deviation within Run3 for Mg, Al, Ca, Ti, V, and Mn are 7.6%, 1.6%, 13%, 9.8%, 4.3 %, and

5.0%, respectively. Higher specific induced radioactivity [in cps/mg-sample] in samples at

Run3 to Run6 than at Runl and Run2 were observed. It was estimated that obtaining higher

contents was caused by that used parameters in "KAYZERO" did not reflect the condition

of producing higher specific radioactivity. At present the reason of this non-reflection,

however, is not clear. This is a good lesson. In order for the ko-methods to take the place of

the comparison method, it is essential that neutron characteristics and an efficiency of a

detector are precisely and periodically obtained. And same sample should be irradiated every

run to confirm a reliability of analytical results.
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Fig.3 Reproducibilityof Al contents in.lB-i bykc~method. lB-i was analyzed in 6different
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The mean value of contents at Run5 is 8.78% with 1.5% of a relative standard deviation.
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1.48 Current Status of Neutron Activation Analysis

in HANAR~O Research Reactor

Yong Sam Chung, Jong Hwa Moan, and Jac Min Sohn
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

P.O.Box 105 Yusong, 305-600, Daejeon, Korea

Summary

The facilities for neutron activation analysis in the HANARO (-flux Advanced
Neutron Application Research Reactor) are described and the main applications of NAA
(Neutron Activation Analysis) are reviewed. The sample irradiation tube, automatic and
manual pneumatic transfer system were installed at three irradiation hles of HANARO
at the end of 1995. The performance of the NAA facility was examined to identify the
characteristics of the tube transfer system, irradiation sites and custom-made
polyethylene irradiation capsule. The available thermal neutron fluxes at irradiation sites

are in the range of 3 x 1013 - 1 x 10" n/cmr2 s and cadmium ratios are in 15 - 250.
For an automatic sample changer for gamma-ray counting, a domestic product was

designed and manufactured. An integrated computer program(Labview) to analyse the
content was developed. In 2001, PGNAA (Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis)
facility has been installed using a diffracted neutron beam of STI.

NAA has been applied in the trace component analysis of nclear, golog'-al,
biological, environmental and high purity materials, and various polymers for research
and development. The improvement of analytical procedures and establishment of an
analytical quality control and assurance system were studied. Applied research and
development for the environment, industry and human health by NAA and its
standardization were carried out. For the application of the KOLAS (Korea Laboratory
Accreditation Scheme), evaluation of measurement uncertainty and proficiency testing of
reference materials were performed. Also to verify the reliability and to validate
analytical results, intercomparison studies between laboratories were carried out.
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I. Facilities for Neutron Activation Analysis in HANARO

There are three irradiation holes(NAA 1-3) for Neutron Activation Analysis(NAA)

in the HANARO research reactor as shown in Fig. 1. The PTS (pneumatic transfer

system) has been mainly used for the sample irradiation of NAA and has been operated

since the end of 1996. One of the irradiation holes (NAA 2) is equipped with a Cd lined

tube for epithermal NAA. The PTS is operating on two modes PT'S #1 is handled

manually as a simple shuttle system, and PTS #2 is controlled by a preset computer

program; start from a sample loader via an automatic sample loader, diverter, two

reactor core, radiation detector, delay stacker, two counters with and without window,

finish to discharged receiver. The control program is written in Microsoft's Visual

Basic for Windows which is an extension of Quick Basic and employs many of the

structured features of C and other high level languages. Recently, software programs

for the operation of PTS #2 were developed and upgraded. The air pressure system was

changed to nitrogen gas to reduce the level of background radiation.

In 2001, PGNAA facility was installed so as to use neutrons by extracting diffracted

neutron beams of ST1. It will be of use for analysis of not only B and Gd in patient's

blood and tissue for BNCT, but also trace elements such as Cd, H, C, N, P S in metals

and alloys, semiconductors, geological samples, environmental samples, and biological

samples.

NA ~ ~'i,4$4NAA3."

STA

Fig. 1. Configuration of NAA Iradiation Holes in HANARO.
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Fig. 2. Irradiation Facility(PTS) for Neutron Activation Analysis in HNARO.

The available neutron fluxes and cadmium ratios at irradiation sites are in the range
of 3 x O' -x 1 rv'cmn2-s and presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Thermal, Epithermal and Fast Neutron Flux of NAA Irradiation Holes

and Cadmium Ratios at 24MW Thermal Power.

Irradiation Neutron flux, ncM2sec. 24MW) Cadmium
Hole Thermal, 0,, Epithermal O. Fast, r Ratio(Au)

NA 1 2.81 ±0.01 o"0 2.23±0.13 1010 4.01l ±0.21 1010 205

NAA2(d) 565to. t 0" 2.08±0.06 x 10" 2.53±0.06 x ll 35

NAA 3 1.01 ±0.15 x a4 7.74±0.19 x 10" 8.61 ±0.41 x 10" 13

As shown in Fig. 3, two kinds of irradiation capsules~rabbit) were manufactured

using a high density polyethylene material produced by the domestic industry. Also five

kinds of inner sample capsules and two kinds of outer capsules made of pure high

density polyethylene were manufactured. Some stability and physical properties such as
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heat-resistance, radiation-resistance and mechanical characteristics were checked to

estimate a suitable irradiation condition. The physical properties of the polyethylene

capsule are as follow: melting index(20.7), density(0.95), and melting point(131.6C).

Trace elements in the polyethylene rabbit and various polyethylene materials were

analyzed by INAA and ICP.

Fig. 3. Irradiation Capsule(PE) for PTS

For an automatic sample changer for gammna-ray counting, a domestic product was

designed and manufactured. An integrated computer program(Labview) for the

calculation of content was developed. Fig. 4 showed the gamma-ray spectrometric

system.

Fig 4 Gamma-ray Spectromnetric System for NAA

11. Application of Neutron Activation Analysis in HANARO

The research and development of NAA in KAERI has been applied to industry,

agriculture, geology, environmental pollution, biology, archaeology, forensic science, and
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many other fields in Korea. Now we are using an advanced research reactor,

HANARO. There are two major NAA groups: the KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy

Research Institute) and the KIGAM (Korea Institute of Geology, Mining and Materials)

as well as many users at universities and other organizations. In the future, we will

extend the applied field of NAA and increase the number of users. Fig. 5 and Table 2

summarize trend in the utilization of NAA in HANARO.

500 50 L 0

Z -0 

E ~200 20 :I

0 0 0

1990 1997 1998 I1999 2000 2001 1996 1997 1 998 1999 2000 2001
Y..~ Y..

Fig. 5. The Utilization of NAA in HANARO.

Table 2. Summary of Utilization of NAA and Users.

YearT
Items f ~~~~~Objects Users

*Environmental Samples: Airborne Particulates Institutes (KAERI,
*Biological Samples: Rice, Algae, Foodstuff, Hair KRISS, KIGAM, KORD)I,
*Rocks, Soils, Sediments etc.)

Research & PTS Examination Industries (LG Corp.,
Develpmen Measurement of Neutron Flux, Cadimium Ratios Samsung, Enlec, etc.)
Deveopmet .Data Intercomparison of Reference Materials Uieste Sol

*International CR Yneste usanou,
Plastic SamplesYosiKynan
*Proficiency Test of Reference Materials Chungnam, etc.)

*Impurities in Iodine Institutes (KAERI,
*Flyash, Air Dust, Air Filter, Resin, Human Hair KRISS, KIGAM, KORDI,
*Ground Water, Waste Water, Sludge, Sediments etc.)
*Bentonite, Granite, Silicate, Rock, Soil, Sand Industries (LG C orp.,

'Analytical Dry Bid Sample Samsung Elect., KIA
Service Reactor Coolent, Fuel Materials, Irradiation Test Motors,Samrim Corp.,
Services Flux Monitors, Fission Track Analysis Sampung Industry,

HP SiC Plate & Tubeet.
*Impurities in RI Medicines Uet stis.)eul
*Tooth Sample Irradiation Uonierstec(eol
*Impurities in Iodine. Molybdenum, NickelYosiet.
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Recently, basic and applied research for an analytical quality control system and

trace component analysis of nuclear, geological, biological, environmental and high purity

materials and various polymers have been carried out using a neutron activation

analysis facility in HANARO. The major contents are sunumarized as follows:

1) Improvement of analytical procedures and establishment of an analytical quality

control system.

With the analysis of six kinds of biological and environmental standard reference

materials(NIST SRMs : Peach Leaves, Citrus Leaves, Total Diet, Bovine Liver, Oyster

Tissue, Wheat Flour), the analytical error was identified(15 elements were within 10% of

the relative error, and 20 elements were within 15% of the relative standard deviation).

A radiochernical separation procedure(RNAA) for U and Th to improve analytical

sensitivity(> 0.5 ng) was developed by using the co-precipitation and ion exchange resin

methods, and the ENAA method for 1, and Sr determination(sensitivity > 0.1 ppm) was

also examined. Up to date, since the ko-quantitative method which is accurate,

convenient, and user-friendly, has been generalized, we are trying to implement the

method to our system. Therefore, as a first step, ko-parameters such as a and f were

experimentally determined by the multi-monitor method. The measured values of a and

f were 0.097 0.021 and 1148 ± 95, respectively.

In connection with fundamental qualification for the application for the KOLAS,

education and training for practical application, evaluation of measurement uncertainty
and proficierncy test ri~efeece mai v -rformed. Recently, our laboratory was

accredited by KOLAS in September 2001.

To verify the reliability and to validate the analytical results, intercomparison studies

between laboratories for twelve kinds of samples such as dust, soil, coal fly ash,

sediment, algae, etc., were carried out. All results obtained were excellent and a typical

result of urban dust was plotted in Fig. 6.

-I

W Ba Fe Rb .N Z C TC C. K Co A As Ft PA, S V E. Sc S AQ sm Ta Cd

Ele~rmi

Fig. 6. Evaluation of zscore for the Elements Measured in Urban Dust.
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2) Applied research and development in the fields of the environment, industry and

human health.

A study on the development of analytical methods and the standardization of a

procedure for the analysis of airborne particulate matter were carried out using standard

reference materials(NIST SRM 1648, NIES CRM-8) and laboratory intercomparison

work. Air pollution monitoring was performed using a Gent stacked filter unit low

volume sampler and polycarbonate membrane filter(coarse particle 2.5-10 pm, fine

particle <2.5 p in). To compare air quality, airborne particulates with two particle

sizes were collected from urban, rural and industrial areas from May 1997 to the

present. The concentrations of impurities in the blank filters were estimated and used

for correction. The concentrations of 25 heavy metals and trace elements, and the mass

of airborne particulate matter(PM2.5/PMio) and elemental black carbon were measured.

From the measured data, a presumption of the source origin and a correlation pattern

between PM and the elements were statistically treated with the calculation of the

enrichment factor and. correlation coefficient The results of air monitoring are plotted in

Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. In addition, a probabilistic risk analysis of the inhalation of

airborne toxic metals in PMio based on the concentration profile was performed in an

industrial complex using the analytical data by NAA and ICP-MS.

Concerning applied research on human health and the environment using NAA of

biological samples, five kinds of biological standard reference materials were analyzed

and the measurement error of the analytical results was evaluated. Furthermore, a study

of the daily intake of micro-nutrients by the geriatric population by NAA is now being

carried out by the duplicate sampling method these days.

60

40 -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

U 30---- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ a-~l-

0

2 . . . . . . .. . . . . .... . . . ....

Sampling Period

Fig. 7. Monthly Variation of Mass Concentration of Airborne Particulate Matter Collected

in Urban and Industrial Areas('1999. 1l - '2000. 10)
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0*

~~~~~~ ~~~~~Elemrents -C "r

Fig. 8. Average Elemental Concentration of Airborne Particulate Matter Collected

in Urban and Industrial Areas('1999. 11 - '2000. 10)

The amounts of trace elements in the air dust samples collected from inside a foundry
working place were analyzed and the distribution of trace elements in the hair and blood

of corresponding workers were measured to investigate the correlation. In addition,

identification of the elemental distribution in healthy supplementary foodstuffs,

comparison of the component elements of six kinds of herb medicines in Korea and

China, the distribution of trace elements in the Korean total diet(Table 3) and

representative foods were studied.

In connection with the analysis of trace elements in plastics(raw material and

fabricated products) using NAA, identification of the results by NAA and comparison

with those by the XRF and ICP methods, the optimum analytical conditions for NAA

were determined, a new freezing-crushing technique for the preparation of a polymer

sample was developed, analysis of inorganic components and additive agents in plastic

materials(PE, PP) was carried out for the manufacture of irradiation rabbits and sample

capsules, and the elution cha~raCLeii.Ucs of toxic elements in plastic materials was also

evaluated. As a geological application of NAA, 814 samples were taken from 6 regions

in the Chungnarn area and 12 elements including Ce, Yb, Th, Cr, etc., were analyzed by
NAA. These data will be useful in identifying the characteristics and the correlation of

geo-environmental and biological materials.
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Table 3. Analytical Result of Korean Total Diet by NAA.

Concentration of element
Element Nuclide Rag enVle Standard

Range Mean Val evito
< ppm >

Al AI-28 16.1 -18.3 17.6 1.28
Br Br-80/Br-82 9.59-10.6 9.95 0.58
Ca Ca-49/Ca-47 1358 -1496 1418 70.9
Cl CI-38 10870-11780 11353 458
Fe Fe-59 23.7 -26 25.2 1.32

1-128 1.50-1.77 1.64 0.19
K K-42 5394 -5706 5579 134

Mg MR-27 807 -896 850 44.4
Mn Mn-56 8.46-8.78 8.65 0.16
Na Na-24 10080-10470 10298 162
Rb Rb-86 5.43 -5.49 5.46 0.03
Sr Sr-87m/Sr-85 5.3-5.80 5.55 0.36
Zn Zn-65 31.57 -33.74 32.48 1.13

< ppb >

As As-76 493 -603 526 51.8
co Co-60 29.6-31.6 30.8 1.06
Cr Cr-5I 348 -420 393 39.4
Cs Cs-134 10.6-11.6 11.1 0.71
SC Sc-46 3.2 -3.6 3.43 0.21
Se Se-75 223 -328 276 74.5
Sm Sm-153 46.1 -47.5 46.8 0.99
Th Pa-233 2.38 -2.82 2.6 0.3
U Np)-239 31.5-38.6 35 5.0

IV. Future Plan

We will analyse airborne particulate as well as other envirornental and biological

samples for air, and maint environmental pollution studies. The scope of this work is

also included in a part of our long term nuclear research and development project

related to intensive study on the application of NAA. Particularly, we are interested in

the applications as well as the supporting system for analytical quality control of NAA

involving the PGAA facility. To continuously improve the analytical accuracy and

detection in-it, we are making plans for the development of various irradiation facilities

and equipment, and research of analytical techniques using the ko-standardization

method. However, a successful application of international standards is essential to

making the above project, i.e., standardization and harmonization of analytical techniques

in sampling and sample preparation, analytical procedures and data evaluation.

Collaboration with RCA member states, IAEA and other countries should be promoted.
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SUMMARY REPORT OF THE WORKSHOP

ON THE UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH REACTORS

NOVEMBER 5 -9,2001

Beijing, CHINA

This document presents a summary on the implementation of the Workshop on the Utilization of

Research Reactors held in Beijing from November 5 to 9, 2001. The workshop discussed three

different fields of activities, namely, neutron scattering, neutron activation analysis (NAA), and

radioisotope production (TCG). It was attended by scientists and technical specialists from China,

Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam. A summary of the

discussions, progress reports and future programs of each group are presented below.

1. NEUTRON SCATTERING (NEUTRON BEAM APPLICATIONS)

1.1 Objective

The primary objective is to respond to the needs of science and industry in the participating

countries by applying neutron beam capabilities.

1.2 Presentations

. PRRI Rehabilitation and Neutron Beam Utilization Program (Virginia S.CALIX)

2. Current and Future neutron scattering development in CIAE (CHENG Dongfeng)

3. Current Status of Neutron Scattering in Thailand (Areeratt KORNDUANGKAEO)

4. On-going Development on Malaysian Small Angle Neutron Scattering (MySANS)

Facility Upgrading and Related Research Activities (Abdul Aziz Bin MOHAMED)

5. Neutron beam facilities in Indonesia (Abarrul IKRAM)

6. Status of neutron beam utilization at the Dalat Nuclear Research Reactor (Dien Nhi

NGUYEN)

7. The internal stress measurement by the neutron diffraction will bring happiness to your

country (Nobuaki MINAKAWA)

8. The uranium zirconium hydride research reactor and its applications in research and

education (CHEN Wei)

9. Neutron scattering studies on Materials Science and Engineering in HANARO (SEONG

Baek-Seok)

10. Monte-Carlo simulation on neutron instruments at CARR (GUO Liping)
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11. Ten years activities in the field of neutron scattering workshop (HAMIAGUCHI

Yoshikazu)

1.3 Discussion on New Project planned for 2002 and beyond

The future activities in neutron scattering were discussed. Proposals for new project are

coming from each participating countries and the details of the project are described below. In

order to highlight the socio-economic benefits of neutron beam applications it was decided to

adopt NR-TPE project for the next 3 years (2002-2004).

The need for the mailing list for information exchange and activities coordination amongst

members is strongly expressed by the participants. JEARI member will help to establish this

mailing list.

We plan to publish our activity in Neutron News and to distribute our newsletter in 2002.

1.4 Recommendation

The neutron scattering group strongly recommends that an expert meeting for analysis and

interpretation on SANS data of NR-TPE should be held in the year of 2003 in Indonesia or

Japan.

1.5 Proposal from each country

(1) The proposals from Thailand:

1) A study of the morphology of natural rubber under strain in NR-TPE

2) Structure-Morphology-Properties of thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) based on natural rubber

(NR) and polyethylene (PE) have been discussed and adopted. Sample preparation will

start as soon as possible in cooperation with Prof. Hasegawa (Kyoto U.)

Several prepared samples will be sent to JAERI and BATAN, for the preliminary measurement

using SANS. Deuteration of substituted polymers mnight be considered to increase the contrast

of pattemn.

(2) The proposal from the Philippines:

Small angle neutron scattering of natural and y -ray irradiated carrageenan has been

discussed and adopted. Several prepared samples will be sent to BATAN and prelimidnary
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SANS measurement will be made as soon as possible under the consultation of Prof.

Shibayama (ISSP, Tokyo U.)

(3) The proposal from Indonesia:

Indonesian delegate presents to prepare the samples near future. We request him to informn the

kinds of sample, chemnicals necessary for the preparation of samples as soon as possible. For

the selection of sample, we also recommend him to make close contact with Prof. Hasegawa.

(4) The proposal from Malaysia:

To Malaysia delegate we request to inform the status of sample preparation and he agrees to

inform us as soon as possible.

(5) The proposal from Korea

Korean delegate shows the results of SANS measurement related to industrial application. We

recommend him to continue the work using KAERI SANS. Korea will send some

nano-crystalline powders to JAERI, BATAN and ANSTO for SANS measurement and

analysis of pore size and distribution in the powder.

Korea requests experts from Japan to analyze SANS data and discuss the results of each

country.

(6) The proposal from China and Vietnam:

China and Vietnam delegates express their hopes to join the project. Action plan from China

and Vietnam will be sent until the end of January 2002. The nomination will be discussed at

the next coordinators meeting.

All participants strongly request to construct the mutual information exchange system for

increasing their capability to understand the information obtained from SANS experiment. We

agree to make the mailing list of internet and distribute to all participants and nominate JAERI

neutron scattering group as a key person of mutual communication.

Real experiments will be continued comning two yeas. During this period information of raw

SANS data, results of analysis and interpretation of analyzed data must be distributed to all

participants through the network system.

To achieve the expected goal at 2004, we would like to have so called 'Expert Meeting in

2003' to do the effective mutual information exchange. The candidate venue to have the

meeting is Indonesia or Japan.
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2. Tc GENERATOR

2. 1. Status of 99Mo production and 99Moft99Tc generators in each country

Eight delegates from the participating countries to the TCG Group, namely China, Indonesia,

Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam presented papers or orally pleaded

the current status of utilization, production and import/export of 99Mo solution, extracted 99MTc

solution or ' 9Mo/ 9 'rc generators.

The China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE) is routinely producing the generators with fission

Mo (160 Ci/w) and the Nuclear Power Institute of China (NPIC) with neutron activated (n,

y )Mo (150 Ci/w) to meet their large demand. The adsorbent for the latter is gel type. China is

one of the two countries which successfully established the gel generator technology together

with Vietnam.

In Indonesia the state enterprise BATAN Technologi Inc. (BATEK) is routinely producing the

fission Mo generator (2 Ci/w) by using reactors of 30 MW (at moment 15 MW) RSG-GAS and

TRIGA-lI (2 MW). Annual shipment of generators was 265 units in 2000. In the Center for

Development of Radioisotopes and Radiopharmaceuticals of BATAN, research and development

of PZC generator is intensively being carried out under the agreement with Kaken Co. Ltd. of

Japan.

The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) was then developing the technology of

both (n, f) and (n, y) Mo to supply to radiopahamaceutical manufacturers but because of

shortage of production capacity compared with huge demand (3000 Ci/w) of nuclear medicine

in Japan it could not establish routine distribution. At moment all Japanese consumption of 99Mo

is relying on importation from overseas (Canada). In connection with R&D activities of JAERI,

a new adsorbent material of PZC was proposed and synthesized in the collaboration with the

Kaken Co.

A technical report was submitted to explain the characteristics of new adsorbent PZC, which is

the topic of the proposed project of the present workshop.

The Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) is supplying extracted 99mTc solution by

MEK method from (n, y )Mo produced with the HANARO (30 MW) reactor. The fission based
99Mo/ 9mTc generator is imported from UK and Canada at the moment but KAERI has launched

a new project with the scope of mass production of generators with fission Mo. The gel

generator with (n, y )Mo has also been investigated along with the development of fission Mo

generator and now preparing the trial study of PZC type generators with Mo from enriched

target irradiatted in high neutron flux.

The Malaysian Institute for Nuclear Technology Research (MINT) is supplying 9 9 fo99Tc

generators ranging from 0.2 - 1.2 Ci per unit loaded with fission 99M (8 Ci/w) which is
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imported from BATEK, Indonesia to 10 hospitals through Malaysia every week. MINT has a

capacity of 50 units assembly with additional 50 units spare. It also supplies 99 Tc for the ready

to inject radiopharmaceuticals to two hospitals around Kuala Lumpur.

In Philippines, the TRIGA type reactor PRRI (3 MW) of the Philippine Nuclear Research

Institute (PINRI) is under repair therefore irradiation for 99M production is not available. The

fission 99Mo (6 Ci/w) is being imported by private companies from the Australian Radioisotope

(ARI) at the moment to fulfill the minimum demand. However, research on the gel type

generator has been conducted in the past motivated by the importance of the wider availability at

low cost and safe handling process of the (n, y ) 99Mo generators.

In Thailand, the Office of Atomic Energy for Peace (OAEP) has produced 99mTc by (n, y)

reaction followed by MEK extraction process by 1-2 Ci of 99mTc per batch using TRRI/l reactor.

Because of the difficulty to meet the increased demand and limitation of reactor operation, the

production of 99mTc was stopped in 1997. Study for gel generators based on zirconium

molybdate and titanium molybdate were conducted in the framework of IAEA's initiative.

Currently hospitals are importing generators from overseas (6-7 Ci/w).

In Vietnam, the Nuclear Research Institute (NRI) is supplying monthly 10 units of gel generators

(sum of both zirconium and titanium molybdate gel generators). The loaded amount of 99Mo for

zirconium gel is possible to reach Ci per unit. For the titanium gel 0.1I- 0.2 Ci of 99Mo can be

loaded to be irradiated after non-active Mo is adsorbed to facilitate simple and safe process of

preparation. Currently hospitals are importing generators from overseas (4-5 Ci/w). In near

future (n, y )99M will be imported to produce gel type generators. The Vietnam is the unique

country where the gel generator technology has been established and distributing them regularly.

2.2. Discussion on the project proposed by Japan

Every participant shared the view of the complex nature of comprehensive technology covering

from the production of 99Mo to the assembly of generators with fission process. None of single

country among the participating countries can afford sufficient number of generators to fulfill

their domestic demand. In such circumstances, the proposal presented by Japan is well accepted

for discussion and adoption.
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(1) Work plan for sub workshop

Revision was done for the implementation plan as follows.

No. Subject of Sub-Workshop Year Remarks

I a) PZC distribution for each by Kaken 2002 November (tentative)

b) Demonstration of 'Mo/t"Tc generator

production using PZC material and

irradiated natural Mo

2 a) PZC distribution for each by Kaken 2003 Distribution of PZC for

b) Performance evaluation of three generators, such as each participating

fission Mo generator, gel generator and PZC generator country. Gel generator

c) Each country will perform generator experiment using for comparison will be

PZC supplied by Kaken provided by China.

3 Confirmation of quality of 99 ¶'c solution obtained from PZC 2004 The IAEA technical

generator through labeling test with some ligands workshop on new

radiopharmaceuticals

will be held this year

(2) Contributions

1) For the comparative experiments of three type (fission, gel, PZC) generator systems, CIAE

can provide the fission generator and NPIC can provide the gel generator with free of charge

for the comparative experiment.

2) Kaken will take measures to increase PZC production capacity to meet the consumption of

experiments by participating laboratories.

3) BATAN can provide 99Mo for the necessary country for PZC experiments if transportation is

feasible.

(3) Comments and suggestions

1) Since the PZC technology still contains problematic aspects to be solved or clarified in the

view point of technology, a systematic investigation with carefully planned experiment for the

specific object and more importantly the intensive evaluation and review for each step of

laboratory work at sub-workshop must be implemented

2) The quality control and quality assurance are crucial concepts to be considered especially for

medical application.

3) In order to secure the supply of radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuticals in each country, a

network among the FNCA countries is desirable to facilitate mutual supply of target materials,
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chemical reagents and mutual use of reactors as well.

An information center or home page for this purpose is recommended.

4) A newsletter dedicated to the Tc Generator Group or joining to the existing FNCA newsletter

is subject to be considered.

5) Publication of the outcome resulted from the activities of Tc Generator Group should be done

at least at the final stage of the workshop.

2.3. Summary

1) Every participant shared the view of the nature of comprehensive technology containing the

production of 99Mo with fission process.

2) None of the participating countries can afford sufficient number of 9 ~Tc generators to fulfill

their domestic demand.

3) In such circumstances, the project proposal for "Establishment and promotion of technology for
99mTc generator production" from Japan was well accepted by all participating countries.

4) All countries are willing to provide necessary items for realization of the project.

5) Establishment of a network among the FNCA countries is proposed to secure the supply of

radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuticals including 99Mo and related materials.

3. NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

The NAA section of the 2001 Workshop on Utilization of Research Reactor, Beijing, 5-9 Nov.,

participated by participants from China, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and

Vietnam. All participants except the participant from Philippines are from laboratories actively

involved in Neutron Activation Analysis work. The rationale for Philippine participation is to

maintain expertise in NAA to ensure available trained personnel once the reactor becomes

operational in the future. There is no participant from Korea, but the status report of activities in

Korea was submitted to the workshop's secretariat to be distributed to all of concerns.
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3.1 Keynote speech and Country Reports

The following are keynote speeches and country reports presented by the participants:

(1) Keynote speeches

i. In the plenary session, Tian Weizhi, China Institute of Atomic Energy, presented a

keynote speech on neutron activation analysis entitled "On the Position of Reactor NAA

in Contemporary Inorganic Trace Analysis".

ii. In the plenary session, Mitsuru Ebihara, Tokyo Metropolitan University, presented a

keynote speech on neutron activation analysis titled "Application of Neutron Activation

Analysis to Geological Samples".

(2) Country reports

iii. "Neutron Activation Analysis for Environmental Samples in Thailand" by Arporn

Busamongkol

The facilities for NAA and the technique employed for the analysis, i.e. relative to

standard technique, was briefly described by the Thailand representative. Result from the

study on air particulate matter was also reported in her presentation.

iv. "Progress Report on Neutron Activation Analysis at Dalat (Vietnam) Nuclear Research

Reactor" by Tuan Ngoc Nguyen. Vietnam's Laboratory in Dalat employed three NAA

technique for analysis of material of interest including INAA relative to standard and kO

technique as well as radiochemical neutron activation analysis. The NAA have been

applied for analysis of various kinds of samples such as air particulate matter, marine

environmental samples, geological samples and others. The samples determined can be

from their own laboratory research activities as well as from other parties in the country

for analytical chemnistry services.

V. "Application of Nuclear and Related Analytical Technique in various field of studies in

Malaysia." The Malaysian participant, Abdul Khalik Bin Wood, has described various

analytical techniques available at the Institute including NAA, ICP-MS, CHN Analyzer

and GCMS. The INAA technique has been performed by the relative to standard

analysis technique. The analytical capabilities have been applied to determine chemical

content in sample of interest including environmental samples such as air particulate

matter and marine environmental samples. Analytical chemical analysis services have

also been performed by the laboratories to other organizations in the country.
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vi. "Application of NAA at Institute of High Energy Physics at the Laboratory of Nuclear

Analytical Technique", The Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China, by Zhang

Zhiyong. The representative from The Chinese Academy of Sciences in China has

described the applicability of Molecular Activation Analysis available at the institute. In

addition to total elemental analysis the technique is also capable of performing

quantitative analysis of elemental species in various types of samples including samples

for life sciences studies, archeological samples and geo/cosmochernical samples.

vii. "Collaboration in Air Particulate Analysis through Sharing of Regional Resources

(Philippines)", by Flora L. Santos. The Philippine's participant presented a report on the

application of XRF for the determination of elemental content of air particulate matter

performed by her laboratory. The application of Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) for

deriving information on pollutant source contributions to the air particulate matter was

also reported. The Philippines looks forward to collaboration with other regional centers

through the FNCA program.

viii. "The role of NAA in environmental pollution studies" was presented by Sutisna of

Indonesia Atomic Energy Agency. In his presentation the Indonesian delegate addressed

the activities of NAA group at Serpong NAA laboratory. The main activity of this group

is studies on application of NAA for analysis of water and river sediment. The activity

on air pollution study has been done in collaboration with Institute of Environmental

Research of Indonesia.

ix. "Particulate matter and neutron activation analysis" by Tsunehiko Otoshi of Tohoku

University of Community Service and Science. The National Japanese Program for Air

pollution study in Japan was described in detail. The study programme have been

carried out all over Japan by collecting the PMIO from various sites in the country

including rural and urban areas, and the data was very useful in evaluating the sate of

air pollution in the country. Neutron activation analysis is one of the techniques

employed for the study programme.

X. "Introduction of kO method of NAA and Extension" by Ni Bangfa of CIAE of China.

The kO method applied for the analysis of various types of environmental samples was

described. The kO method has undergone various step of modification over many years

in order to comply various recently discovered parameters with the aim of generating

accurate and precise data. The software package available at this Institute also will

simultaneously provide analysis data quantified through relative to standard NAA

technique.
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xi. "Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis of Geochemical Samples by kO

Standardisition Method Using Short Lived Nuclides" by Yasuji Oura of Tokyo

Metropolitan University of Japan. The KO method developed based on European

software package was described by the Japanese participant. The method has been

successfully applied for the analysis of geological samples.

xii. "Demonstration of KAYZERO/SOLCOI Software" by Fumlio Sasajima of Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute of Japan. The method of how to develop the

capability for kO method was demonstrated in detail by the Japanese participants.

xiii. "Current Status of NAA in Hanaro Rsearch Reactor." There no representative of Korea

at this workshop but the country report was sent to be discussed at the workshop

discussion session. The country report was prepared by Yom Sam Chung et.al..

Facilities available at the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute including PGAA and

NAA by relative to standard method were described in detail in the country report. The

applications of the NAA technique for analysis of environmental samples such as air

particulate matter and samples of human health study were also addressed in the

country report.

Generally all the participants presented their respective country reports on the development and

application of NAA, in particular in the environmental studies. However the participant from

Philippines presented the country report concerning the study on the application of XRF for the

air pollution study. Air pollution studies are the common subject of current studies undertaken

by the majority of the participating nations. Latest development of the NAA technique and

applications of the technique such as the kO method and the utilization in various sectors

including geological studies were also presented by two respectable invited speakers of this

region.

3.2 Discussion of Future Activities

It was commonly agreed that the objective of this programme is to compile data on air pollution

of the participating nations and publish the results in international journal. There were two

subject matters discussed during the session, namely:

1. Methodology to be adopted by the respective participating nations, and

ii. The subject of study to be focused within the framework of the regional

programme.

In regards to the methodology to be adopted, it was agreed that the kO method would be

applied in addition to the presently applied relative to standard NAA technique. Presently
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China, Vietnam, and Japan have capabilities on the kO method. CIAE and NINT of China

and Vietnam developed their kO method based on the homemade software, whilst Japan

developed the capability based on commercially available software. It was informed that the

software can be too expensive to be purchased and distributed to the participating

laboratories in the region. The CIAE of China had convincingly demonstrated the

applicability of their kO method to all the participants.

The members also unanimously agreed that the major achievement that would be

beneficial by all the participating nations through the program is to be able to develop the

capability to apply the kO method for the analysis. The reasons is to increase additional data

to evaluate the accuracy of the analysis being performed and the advantage of the method is

to do the ana.lysis particularly on element that is no standard included.

The homemade software package is the best package to be considered for the project

programme. It was agreed that the CIBA software package is the most suitable for the

purpose and it was suggested that the secretariat may recommend to appropriate authority

for funding Dr. Ni of CIAE to be in Japan to install and demonstrate the application of the

package. This will enable detail evaluation of the software package be made by the Japanese

scientists as well as other scientists in the region who are involved in this programme and

the results of the evaluation be made known to all participating nations. Once the involved

participants satisfied with the applicability of the software package, a funding may be

explored to purchase the software package.

3.3 Detail Outline of the Project Activities

It was agreed that the air pollution study - collection, analysis and data interpretation of the

elemental profile in the air particulate matter - would be adopted as a part of the activity of the

project programme. The following facts are noted as factors leading to the agreement:

i. presently all the participating nations have capability to collect size characterized

particulate matter samples, e.g. PM2.5 and PM2.5-lO.

ii. The size characterized elemental profile revealed more information about the air pollution

than the TSP. For example, the elemental profile can be interpreted for source emission

identity and the inhalant fine particles also can cause direct health hazard to people.
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In order to obtain the comparable data among the participating nations, the following

matters have been agreed:

Subject Availability Notes

1. Sampler PM 10 or PM2.5 sampler, e.g., GENT At least two units for each nation

Stack Filter Unit

2. Filtering Material Poly-carbonate filter with low blank Japan offers to explore a possibility of

contents of elements purchasing and distributing the filter

material to other parties

3. Frequency of sampling Once a month Two size fractions

4. Types of elements All that can be detected KO method will add few more elements

to be detected

S. QC/QA Reference Material will be used as a Japan offers to explore a possibility of

control sample preferably NIST SRM purchasing the material to be

1632 and/or NIES No.8 distributed to all

6. Suitability of sampling site Should avoid local pollution sources Grassy area will prevent soil from

entering the working sampler and

contaminating the sample.

Area with no local pollution sources

Minimum distance from large pollution

sources shall be 1 0 km or more.

7. Sampling site Rural area

Urban area

3.4 Project activities in year 2002

It was agreed that the sampling of air particulate matter will start from January 2002 and will

continue until the end of this project programme in the year 2005. All participants also agreed

that the result of the analysis of obtained filters (e.g., 7 for PM2,5 and 7 filters for PM2.5-10 for

each site) shall be reported in the next ENCA workshop. It was also agreed that the study on the

applicability of certified reference materials be carried out in relation with the heterogeneity of

constituent elements. The study may be done by analyzing three different amounts of the CRM,
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e.g. 10mg, 30mg and 100mg by each participating countries. In the mean time it was

envisaged that an effort to evaluate the software package of CIAE's kO method as mentioned in

Section 2.2 is materialized in the year 2002.

4. WORK PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE FNCA WORKSHOP ON

UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH REACTOR

4.1 In accordance with the FNCA Proposal on the Next three year Activity in the Field of

Utilization of Research Reactors" by the FNCA coordinator meeting on March 2001, the

workshop agrees to make the following work plans and recommnendations in the area of

Utilization of Research Reactor to meet needs of the FNCA countries and to achieve results with

socio-econornic impact to end users.

(1) Neutron Scattering

*Within coming two years, information of raw SANS data, results of analysis and interpretation

of analytical data are distributed to all FNCA participating countries.

*To facilitate the distribution, mailing list of intemet is to be established under the key person

(JAERI MS group) with collaboration of all participation country.

(2) Neutron Activation Analysis

*Under the agreed conditions of sampling and measurement methodology, data on air pollution

of the participating nations are to be compiled through the period from Nov.2001 to 2005,

and the result is published in evaluation of CIAE'S K0 method is to be made in parallel with

the above subject.

(3) Tc-99m Generator

*Demonstration of MoIrc Generator production using PZC material and irradiated natural Mo

is to be made in 2002.

*Inter comparison of performance of three type generators is to be made in 2003-2004.

(4) Other area in utilization of Research Reactor

*For future workshops, as proposed by Japan, China, and Korea, each participating country

shall present a status report on research reactor, regardless of its relevance to the main themes

of the workshop.

4.2. Additional remark

Indonesia agrees to be the hosting nation for the 2002 workshop.
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Appendix
Schedule of the 2001 Workshop on the Utilization of Research Reactors

November 5-9, Beijing, China

Plenary Session
(Conference room, 11th floor at MINZU Hotel)

Time Monday, November 5, 2001 Chairperson(s)

9:30 -10:00 Registration

Welcome address: (10-15 min.)

Zhao, Zhixang - CIAE

Opening remarks: (10-15 min. Each) Yuan, Luzheng
10:00-10:40

Li, Xiang - CAEA

Imnamura, Tsutornu - MEXT (Hamnasaki, Manabu will read a remark for Imamura, Tsutomu)

Takeshita, sao - JAERI

10:40-11:10 Coffee Break, Photograph

Invited Papers:

On the Position of Reactor NAA In Contemporary Inorganic Trace Analysis Takeshita, Isao;

11 :10-12:10 Tian, Weizhi - China nstitute of Atomic Energy

Applicability of Neutron Activation Analysis to Geological Samples, Yuan, Luzheng

Ebihara, Mitsuru - Tokyo Metropolitan University

12:10-13:10 Lunch

Small-angie Neutron Scattering Study on Amnphiphilic Block Copolymer n Aqueous
Solutions

Shibayama, Mitsuhiro - University of Tokyo

A Brief Overview on Utilization of Research Reactors in China Charoen, Sakda,

13:10-15:00 Yuan, Luzheng - China nstitute of Atomic Energy Nguyen, Dien Nhi

The separation of Kr, Xe n the fission gas of 2'sU

Liu, Nannan - Northwest Institute of Nuclear Technology

NHR-5 and research on lts comprehensive utilization

Zhang, Yajun - Tsinghua University

15:00-15:30 1Coffee Break

An Optimized Design of Rectangle Pumping Cell for Nuclear Reactor Pumped Laser

Wan, Junsheng - Northwest Instate of Nuclear Technology

Minor Actinides Transmutation n MOX Fueled Modular Fast Reactor Calix, Virginia S.;

15:3017:30 Zhou, Peide - China Institute of Atomic EnergyKiHr-h

Transient Test for PWR Fuel assembly on Research Reactor

Zhou, Yidong - China nstitute of Atomic Energy

Nuclear Particle Track-Etched membrane

He, Xiangming - Tsinghua University

15:30-20:30 Reception
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November 5-9, Beijing, China

Session A: Neutron Scattering (NS)
(Meeting Room No. 3, 11th floor at Minzu Hotel)

Time Tuesday, November 6, 2001 Chairperson(s)

PRRI Rehabilitation and Neutron Beam utilization Program

S. Calix, Virginia - Philippine Nuclear Research Institute

:00-10:30 Current and future neutron scattering development in CIAE Hamaguchi. Yoshikazu;

Chen, Dongfeng - China Institute of Atomic Energy lkram, Abarrul

Current Status of Neutron Scattering in Thailand

Kornduangkaeo. Areeratt - Office of Atomic Energy for Peace

10:30- 11:00 Coffee Break

On-going Development on MINT's Small Angle Neutron Scattering Facility
Upgrading and Related Research Activities

11:00-12:00 Mohamed, Abdul Aziz Bin - Malaysian Institute for Nuclear Technology Research Chen, Dongteng;

Neutron Beam Facilities in Indonesia: Current Status Shibaysma, Mitsuhiro

lkram, Abarrul - National Nuclear Energy Agency (BATAN)

12:00-13:00 Lunch

Status of Neutron Beam Utilization at the Dalat Nuclear Research Reactor

Nguyen. Dien Nhi - Nuclear Research Institute

The internal stress measurement by the neutron Diffraction will bring happiness
to your country 1krarn, Abarrul,

13:00-15:00 Minakawa, Nobuaki - Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute H~amaguchi, Yoshikazu

The status and de velopment of neutron radiography in China

Chen, Wei - Northwest Institute of Nuclear Technology

Neutron Scattering Studies on Material Science and Engineering in HANARO

Seong. Baek-Seok - Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

15:00- 15:30 Coffee Break

Monte-Carlo Simulations on Neutron Instruments at CARR

15:30.17:00 Guo, Liping - China Institute of Atomic Energy Mohamed. Abdul Aziz Bin;
-Ten years' activities in the field of neutron scattering workshop Seong. Baek-Seok

Hamaguchi, Yoshikazu - Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Time Wednesday, November 7, 2001 Chairperson(s)

.:00- 12:00 Discussion on New Project NS: Hamaguchi, Yoshikazu;
Chan, Dongfeng; kram, Abarrul

12:00- 13:00 Lunch

13:00- 17:00 CIAE, Beam Experiment Facility Tour

F18:30-20:301 Welcome Dinner 
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November 5-9, Beijing, China

Session B: RI Production (TCG) (Meeting Room No.2, 11th floor at Minzu Hotel)
Time Tuesday, November 6, 2001 Chairperson(s)

Present status of (n, g) "M-"T generator in Japan

Genka, Tsuguo - Japan Atomic Industrial Forum

9:01:0 Production of 186188Re Le, So Van;

Malsuoka, Hiromitsu - Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Yishu, Liu

Progress Activities of Reactor Utilization In 2000

Charoen, Sakda - Office of Atomic Energy for Peace

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break

Production and Supply of Molybdenum-99 and 99MoI99mTc Generators in Indonesia

Mutalib. Abdul - National Nuclear Energy Agency (BATAN) Genka, Tsuguo

Current Status of the Development and Production of Radioisotope in Malaysia

Wan Awang, Wan Anuar - MINT

12:00- 13:00 Lunch

The Study of Fission "Mo Production Technology

Luo, Zhifu -China Institute of Atomic Energy

99mTc Generator Preparation Using (n.9)"Mo Produced Ex-Natural Molybdenum

13:0- 1:DO Kim, Hark-Rho -Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute Mutalib, Abdul

Tc-99m Generator Production and application in Vietnam

Le, So Van - Nuclear Research Institute, Dalat

Current Status of Tc-99m Production in Thailand

Charoen, Sakda - Office of Atomic Energy for Peace

15:00-15:30 Coffee Break

The Study of Gel "Mo-"'Tc Generator

Tang. Le - China Academy of Engineering Physics

Establishment of a "M-"T Generator Using Reactor-Produced "M

Sombrito, Elvira Z. - Philippine Nuclear Research Institute

115:30- 17:30 Development and Utilization of the Inorganic Polymer Materials for "Mo-""Tc and Sombrito, Elvira Z.
"'Re Generators Based on (n, g) Methods 2

Tatenuma, Katsuyoshi - KAKEN Inc.

A Performance Evaluation of (n, g)3"Mo"'Tc Generators Produced by Using PZC
Materials and Irradiated Natural Molybdenum

Mutalib. Abdul - National Nuclear Energy Agency (BATAN)

Time Wednesday, November 7, 2001 Chairperson(s)

Review of Isotope Production in China Experimental Fast Reactor

Yu, Hong - China Institute of Atomic Energy TCG: Genka, Tsuguo;

9:00- 12:00 Setting Plan in BATAN Hot-Cell of Automatic System for Preparation and Yishu. Liu;
Column-Packing of Mo99 Adsorbed PZC Mutalib. Abdul

Mulalib, Abdul - National Nuclear Energy Agency (BATAN)

Discussion on New Project

12:00 1:0 Lunch

13:00- 17:00 CIAE, Radioisotope Production Facility Tour

18:30-20:30 Welcome Dinner
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Session C: Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA)
(Meeting Room No.1, 11th floor at Minzu Hotel)

Time Tuesday, November 6, 2001 Chairperson(s)

Neutron Activation Analysis for Environmental Sample in Thailand

Busamongkol, Arporn - Office of Atomic Energy for Peace

Progress Report an Neutron Activation Analysis at Dalat Nuclear Research Reactor Ni, Bangfa
.:00- 10:30

Nguyen, Tuan Ngoc - Nuclear Research Institute

Application of Nuclear and Related Analytical Technique in Various Field of Studies

Wood, Abdul. Khalik Bin - Malaysian Institute for Nuclear Technology Research

10:30- 11:00 Coffee Break

Applications of NAA at IHEP

11:0012:00 Zhang. Zhiyong - Institute of High Energy Physics Eiaa isr

Collaboration in Air Particulate Analysis through Sharing of Regional Resources

Santos. Flora Lopez - Philippine Nuclear Research Institute

12:001- 13:00 Lunch

The Role of NAA in Environmental Pollution Studies: Quantitative Determination of Heavy
Metal n Some Environmental Samples

Sutisna - National Nuclear Energy Agency (SATAN)

Particulate Matter and Neutron Activation Analysis

13:00- 15:00 Otoshi, Tsunehiko -Tohoku University of Community Service and Science Busamongkol,

Introduction of Ka method of NAA and extension Arporn

Ni, Bangfa - China Institute of Atomic Energy

An analytical software for NAA by using Ko-method

A, Jingye - Northwest Institute of Nuclear Technology

15:00-15:30 Coffee Break

Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis of Geochemnical Samples b k. Stand'r-zafl
Method Using Short Lived Nuclides

15:30-16:30 Oura, Yasuji Tokyo Metropolitan University Nguyen, Tuan Ngoc

Demonstration of KAYZEROISOLCOI Software

Sasajima, Fumlio - Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Time Wednesday, November 7, 2001 Chairperson(s)

9.00- 12:00 Discussion on New Project NAA: Tian, Weizhi; Ni, Bangfa;
Ebihara, Mitsuru

12:00-13:00 Lunch

13:00-17:00 CIAE, Demonstration of Ko-Method

18:30- 20:30 Welcome Dinner
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November 5-9, Beijing, China

Time Thursday, November 8, 2001 Chairperson(s)

9:00- 15:00 Technical Tour to Tsinghua University

NS: Hamnaguchi. Yoshikazu;

Chen, Dongfeng;

Wrm, Abarrul
16:00-18:00 Discussion on New Project TCG: Genka, Tsuguo;

Yishu, Liu

NAA: Tan, Weizhi; Ni, Bangfa:
__________________________________________________________________Ebihara, Mitsuru

(M~inzu Hotel Conference Room)

Time Friday, November 9, 2001 Chairperson(s)

(Meeting room No.3)

NS: Hamaguchi, Yoshikazu;
Chen, Dongfeng: kram, Abarrul

9:00.-12:00 Discussion on New Project (Meeting room No0.2)

Drafting of WS report TCG: Genka, Tsuguo; Yishu, Liu
(Meeting room No.1)

NAA: Tian, Weizhi; Ni, Bangfa; Ebihara, Mitsuru

12:00- 13:00 Lunch

(Plenary session,

Meeting Room No.1, 11thfloor at Minzu Hotel)

Round Table Discussion Takeshita, sao
13:00-15:00

Report frorr. each session Yuan. Luzheng

Discussion of activity report and future plan

Summarization

Finalization of WS Report

Summary report of each session (NS, TCG, NAA)

Recommendation report to the CRD meeting

(Conference room , II th floor) Takeshita, sao
15:00.1 6:00

Closing Yuan, Luzheng

Closing Remarks:

Yuan, Luzheng Project Leader of China

Takeshita, sao - Project Leader of Japan
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